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ABSTRACT

The current study deals basically with th e stories
of Daniel and with two chapters in the history of J e wish
interpretation, the Septuagint, and selected medieval exegesis.

Before conside ring the Old Greek version and the

rabbis' work it seemed necessary to investigate and review
certain basic problems in the Massoretic Text of

D~niel

(Section I).
Section I was broken down into three chapters concerning philological (I), literary (II), and theological
problems in the first part of Daniel (III).

Little new

ground was broken in the investigation of many of these areas
such as the date of the Aramaic,

the use of the verbal tenses,

the unity and bilinguality of the work, but a review of the
- options -taken in -- the - past has been helpful "to an--overvi-ew of
the Massoretic Text of Daniel I-VI.
further details.

See the preface for

New ground was broken in certain smaller

areas such as the use of the Kethibh and Qere in the Aramaic portion of the book, the uses of the preposition
and the construct state and its circumlocution.

Th~

1,
third

chapter of Section I concerns the general theological affirmations of Daniel as a book as well as specific ones of
the first six chapters.

The

fou.r~h

chapter concerns the Se ptua gint.

The

procedure has been to investigate the three witnesses to the.
LXX text (967, 88, Syh) and to give a critical apparatus to
these three including all the parts of 967 publish e d to date.
In chapters IV-VI of the Greek a minute comparison is made
with the Massoretic Text.
The final chapter, quite simply, concerns the exegesis of selected passages in Daniel I-VI by three medieval
rabbis.

The three are Rashi and Ibn Ezra, perhaps the two

most famous medieval rabbinic exegetes, and Ibn Yachya, an
Italian rabbi of the sixteenth century.

The Hebrew comments

of these scholars are translated into English and commented
on by the present author.
While this study makes few new departures in major
critical issues it is hoped that the historical survey of
problems is helpful, and that in certain areas a small
contribution to Daniel studies has been provided.
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PREFACE
The current study grew out of an interest in the Aramaic portion of the Book of Daniel on the part of Mr. Peter
W. Coxon who suggested to the author that some work needed
to be done in the area of versional-exegetical studies.

The

original plan, somewhat boldly conceived, was to deal with
all the versions and to illustrate the findings with selected
passages for exegesis.

It soon became apparent that this was

a plan which would far exceed the scope of one thesis.

It

was decided to take the LXX--interesting because of its wide
divergence from the MT--and to deal with it in detail.

The

last chapter (rabbinic exegesis of selected passages) grew
out of my interest in Medieval and early Modern Hebrew as
a language.
The thesis consists in three introductory chapters
wherein many philological, literary, and theological matters
of the MT are dealt with (Section I).

This is followed by

two rather long sections (numbers II and III) dealing with
two chapters in the history of interpretation of Daniel I-VI;
the LXX and medieval Jewish exegesis.

These are simply two

chapters about which little has been written recently.

There

is no necessary organic connection between them other than
iv

v

both represent Jewish exegesis--one relatively early and the
other relatively late.
The first chapter deals with the problem of the
Kethibh/Qere in the Aramaic part of Daniel in order to classify the occurrences and to discover, if possible, a !eason
why such variations in the Aramaic text occur.

One then

turns to the perplexed problem of the date of Daniel's Aramaic.

It was discovered that the language itself is an un-

sure dating criterion which leaves a date from somewhat later
than 500 BC down to circa 165 BC as possible.

There then

follow studies of three philological problems; the use of the
verbal tenses, the uses of the preposition ), and the construct state and its circumlocution.

All of these studies

concern the Aramaic portion of Daniel only.
Chapter Two concerns itself wi thli terary problems.
Such issues as the unity, authorship, bilinguality, and date

of the first six chapters (and the book as a whole) are discussed.

The position of the present author has come to be
~

that of Montgomery and others, that the book is bipartite
both in time of origin and in authorship.

The chief exponent

of the unitary-authorship point-'of-view was H. H. Rowley, and
so time has been taken to examine carefully Rowley's argument
for unity.

Attention has also been turned to various explana-

tions of the book's bilinguality.

Again the position as set

forth by Montgomery (following Dalman and Torrey) is the one

Vl

which has been followed here.

After a discussion of the con-

stituent genres found in Daniel I-VI a search for a genre for
the whole six chapters has been instigated.

It has been

posited that while these chapters cannot technically qualify
as haggadic midrash they certainly use techniques found in
haggadah.

Miscellaneous literary matters such as historical

problems and the relation between I-VI and the Qumran litera tur,e are briefly deal t wi th.
The third chapter begins with a section on the
general theological issues in Daniel as a whole.

The theo-

logical concepts of the latter chapters are grounded ln
the first chapters and so, i f unity is sought, it is to be
found in the book's theology.

Specific theological state-

ments on God, man, and the world are also dealt with.

Al-

.;

though chapter III is the briefest chapter it is very
important.

It is important if exegesis wishes to be any-

thing more than antiquarian.

If exegesis wishes to reach

the point for which the book of Daniel was originally
written--the edification of the saints--it must deal with
theology.

Theology is the "so-what" of exegesis.

It is

the theology of the biblical message that reaches out to
modern man to help him live a better life.
The fourth and fifth chapters deal with the LXX text
and with medieval Jewish exegesis in a detailed way.

A

vii
critical apparatus fully accounting for Chester Beatty Papyrus 967 (as published to date) is furnished, as is a lineby-line, often word-for-word, comparison between the LXX and
the MT in those very puzzling chapters IV-VI.

The last

chapter deals with the exegesis of specific passages as found
in the Hebrew commentaries of Rashi, Ibn Ezra, and Ibn Yachya.
The passages of these commentaries have been translated and
exegeted.
The detailed nature of the treatment of the materials
and, to an extent, the nature of the materials themselves
make a grand synthesis of findings very difficult i f not impossible to do.

It has seemed best therefore to summarize

findings as the thesis progresses in the chapters themselves.
The preface to a document is usually the last part to
be written.

As I look back over .this work I realize that all

problems have not · been dealt with, much less solved.

,It is

hoped, however, that a small contribution to Daniel studies
has been made.

It should be noted that American spellings

and punctuation have been used throughout.

It remains to me

to thank in this way--since at present the miles forbid personal thanks--all the members of the Old Testament Department
at St. Mary's College, Drs. Robin Salters and James D. Martin,
Professor William McKane, and especially my advisor and friend
Mr. Peter W. Coxon.

I should also like to give thanks both

for and to my wife Maxine, who has had the hardest task of

Vlll

all--living with me throughout this whole experience.
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The concise purpose of this thesis is a study of the
Aramaic Text of Daniel chapters I-VI in relation to the Septuagint (LXX) and medieval Jewish exegesis by means of a
study of selected passages in the first six chapters of the
book.

The LXX will be considered both as an independent

literary document and as a translation document of a Semitic
original.

Of course not all critical questions arising from
either the Massoretic Text (MT) or the LXX can be dealt with
.. .1. '5. thin the confines of one thesis.

There is excellent com-

mentary assistance at all critical points.

Long the standard

work in English, J. A. Montgomery, A Critical and Exegetical
Commentary on the Book of Daniel (Edinburgh:

T. & T. Clark,

1927), is invaluable for its detailed philological notes and
its lucid treatment

of

the versions.

R. H. Charles' larger

commentary (which appeared in 1929), although on the same
scale as Montgomery's, - has never been used to the extent of
the latter's because of his insistence on adopting the
readings of the LXX over those of the MT.

Charles' pref-

erence for the LXX rests on very little factual information
and detracts from the overall usefulness of his commentary.
1

2

On theological matters perhaps the best modern guide is
Norman Porteous' volume (first published in Das Alte Testament Deutsch, 1962; then in English in The Old Testament
Library, 1965).

Of course many other works exist in Eng-

lish and other languages and for these the reader is directed
to the bibliography.

In German the most useful modern work

overall is A. Bentzen's Daniel (Handbuch zum Alten Testament,
volume 19, 2nd ed., 1952).

This last commentary is not

nearly as large as either Montgomery or Charles, but it offers
good insights into the meaning of the text .

It also has full

references to Bauer-Leander's Grammatik des biblisch-Ara
maischen.

M. Delcor has the most recent major commentary,

Le Livre de Daniel (1971).

This last commentary is especial-

ly valuable for its insights concerning literary matters.
The plan of the thesis is as follows:

a general

introduction to the MT (Section I, chapters I-III), a general
introduction to the LXX (Section II, chapter IV), and a final
section concerning medieval Jewish exegesis

ot

selected

passages of Daniel's first six chapters (Section III, chapter
V).

Included in the first section are chapters dealing with

matters philological and textual (chapter I), matters literary (chapter II), and matters theological (chapter III).
-T'h e second section will deal most especially wi th the relation between the LXX and the MT.

The third section will pay

special attention to medieval Jewish exegesis.

These

3

commentators are often omitted in discussion of the history
of the exegesis of the Bible.

One suspects that this is du e

to their relative difficulty and obscurity.

It is both

interesting and somewhat amusing to find so-call ed mode rn
exegesis prefigured in writings of the 11th, 12th, and following centuries.

A vast amount of the rabbinic material is

irrelevant, but every so often--and tolerably often at that-a vital insight is gained into the text and the exegesis of
a passage.

Thus these often-ignored men can give valuable

chapters to the history of exegesis of the Bible.
Modern, critical exegesis of the Book of Daniel may
be said to have begun in 1806 with the publication of L.
Bertholdt's Daniel Neu Ubersetzt und Erklart, but due to the
difficulty in obtaining this commentary, I have begun a study
of the modern exegesis of Daniel I-VI with Hitzig's Das Buch

Daniel Erklart (1850).

Where notation has been made in

others' works of Bertholdt's views I have taken these into
consideration.

No one thesis can contain an account of all

the literature that has been written on the book, and so I
have tried to deal with the more important commentaries and
studies.

The reason for a concentration on the modern-

critical exegesis of the book should be clear.

While not

wishing to diminish the importance of earlier exegesis for
Daniel study, the real critical advances in exegesis have
come in approximately the last 175 years.
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There are several critical problems in the Book of
Daniel which can be debated, but never actually solved.

What

appeals to one exegete may be taken as an unconvincing argument by another.

A typical example of this is the problem of

the date of the Aramaic of Daniel.

It has been asserted in

the past (and still is by some) that the Aramaic of Daniel
dates from the sixth century BC.

With the advent of higher

criticism the date was shifted to the second century BC.
argument raged on.

The

Linguistic arguments were adduced on both

sides, and these arguments were considered by their proponents to be conclusive proof.

Today many scholars are not at

all sure that a judgment can be made on the basis of the
Aramaic itself.

Of course there are those who, on linguis-

tic and other grounds, hold fast to a sixth century date.
There are others who hold to a second century date, and there
are many positions in between.

In cases such as the date of

the Aramaic it is better to admit ignorance, or deficit of
surety, than to assume knowledge on the basis of faulty or
insufficient data.

The methodology assumed here therefore

will be to set out the theories and options and then to make
a choice from among them where it seems that such a choice
can be made.

When no such choice is possible or prudent on

the available evidence, then judgment must be suspended or a
judgment hel.d as tentative.

This is held as a cardinal

principle of the present study.

5

Another vital principle adopted here will be to remember to text.

Often when words and passages do not fit

one's theory, they are excised as secondary additions.

The

secondary nature of portions of Daniel I-VI is highly
probable, but it must be remembered that these portions
exist in the text which has come down to modern times.

It

must be seen how these bits came to be where they are, and
there should be good internal reasons for assuming their
secondary nature.

Exegesis should deal with the text in

front of the exegete, secondary bits and all.

Thus when

discussing a secondary piece of narrative, one must show a
better reason for assuming a secondary character than an
ex~g ete's

theory.

SECTION I
A PHILOLOGICAL, LITERARY, THEOLOGICAL INTRODUCTION TO
THE MASSORETIC TEXT OF DANIEL I-VI
The purpose or the rirst section or the present study
is to

introdu~e

the MT of Daniel I-VI in a general way.

It

is, of course, beyond the scope of the present writing to
give any complete account of the grammar of the book (either
Hebrew or Aramaic).

Excellent standard works exist which

accomplish these tasks.!

Nonetheless, certain less fre-

quently discussed grammatical points must be presented, and
since the greatest bulk of chapters I-VI are written in Aramaic the grammatical points discussed will have as their
subject the Biblical Aramaic (BA) portion of the book. 2

The

first chapter, written in Hebrew, forms an introduction to
the tales found in the next five chapters, and may itself be
a translation from Aramaic.

To this last topic attention will

be turned in due course.
The current section will survey certain philological,
literary, and theological points important for the explication of Daniel I-VI in its Hebrew/Aramaic dress before proceeding to the LXX.

It is obvious that one must understand

the original work before one can go on to understand a
6

7

translation.

The LXX is a philological-literary-theological

product in its own right, but it is, in the last result, a
translation of a Semitic original.
The question of literary-type should be ascertained
at the beginning along with other possible relationships to
biblical as well as extra-biblical literature.

The reading

of both the MT and the LXX will be clarified by this process.
It is most unlikely that a translation of a work, 'if that
translation is faithful to the thought of the original, would
change the literary-type of that original.

If the literary-

type is changed it is doubtful whether the secondary product
can be called a translation at all.
The theological thought of Daniel

I~VI

is dependent

upon both the philological structures and the Gattung of the
work.

That theology is, however, not simply the sum (or even

the product) of the two, but something greater than these.
It is nevertheless to a great extent determined by the philological forms and literary content.

The third chapter of

this section will attempt to set out the basic theological
tenets seen in chapters I-VI.

In the end, the result of

this section should be an overview of Daniel I-VI in Hebrew/
Aramaic.

CHAPTER I
PHILOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN THE MASSORETIC
TEXT OF DANIEL I-VI
THE TEXT

The Hebrew/Aramaic text used in this study is mainly
the seventh edition of Rudolf Kittel's Biblia Hebraica
(BHK.7). 3

BHK.7 rests primarily on an eleventh century

(AD) Hebrew/Aramaic manuscript, codex Leningradensis, which
is of the massoretic school of ben Asher.

Previous editions

of BHK had been based on manuscri?ts of the ben Hayyim
school.

Occasional reference has been made to this ben

Hayyim tradition, found in what is commonly called the Bomberg Bible.

In addition to this, variants in Strack's

Grammatik des biblisch-Aramaischen are mentioned here and
there. 4

The differences between the ben Asher and the ben

Hayyim traditions are usually very minimal from the point of
view of the text's meaning.

More to this, as has been pre-

viously pointed out, a primary duty of exegesis is to deal
with the present text.

This is to say that although one may

be presented with a panoply of variants, nonetheless, it is
incumbent upon the exegete as a primary duty to explain the
8

9

present text, not the Vorlage, nor the varian ts, nor the
history of traditions behind the text, but the current text.
This is not meant to say that the text has sprung up without any history, but rather that once the traditions nave
been explained, the variants noted, the Vorlage fixed, the
exegete's task goes on until he has explained the current
form of the text.
The preservation of a standard text in the Aramaic
portions of the Old Testament seems to be less exact than
that of the Hebrew portions.

For this reason, as well as for

the reason that the drawbacks of the apparatus of BHK are
well-known, most variants have been checked against the
sources given in the apparatus of BHK.7.

The less exact

preservation of the text may be seen primarily reflected in
the fact that cases of Kethibh and Qere are limited to
twelve in the six Hebrew chapters of Daniel, whereas the
count in the six Aramaic chapters numbers 106. 5

The only

occurrence in the Hebrew of Daniel is in I.3, where the
Kethibh

D·'~ 0

:

is simplified to "V-IO in the Qere.

The case of

the variants found in the Aramaic chapters is more complex.
To this subject attention must now be turned in some detail.
Kethibh and Qere (K. and Q.)
As has been stated above, the sheer number of instances of K. and Q. in the Aramaic portion of Daniel leads

10
one to a question of origin and meaning.

Can some rationale

behind this fairly common occurrence be found?

Although the

general topic of discussion in this thesis is Daniel I-VI,
the seventh chapter is included in the figures for the Aramaic simply for the sake of completeness.
down into ten use-categories.

The K./Q. break s

A discussion o f these ten

' categories will take us into a preliminary discussion o f many
points of Aramaic grammar.

At this point a cautionary word

delivered by F. Rosenthal in his Grammar of Biblical Aramaic
is in order.
The often expressed ~ priori assumption that the
consonant text (ketib) represents the more original
form of the text is, as far as BA is concerned, a
dangerous oversimplification. 6

1.

Suffixes attached to a seemingly plural noun in

K., to a seemingly singular noun in Q.

The occurrences of

this type of variation are as follows:

11.4,26; III.12,12,

18; 1V.14,16,16,22,24,24,29; V.14,16,2l,23; V1.14,23; V11.5,
6,7,8,19,19,20.
(K.), ~f~
V1.14).
1)1~.

An example of this kind of K./Q. is 1:2~

(Q., found in 111.12; 1V.22,24,29; V.14,16;

The Massoretes have uniformly substituted l$~for
According to Kautzsch, suffixes on masculine plural

nouns were attached to a form with the connecting link

)

The yodh of the suffix and the) _of the link eventually
flowed together.

The second masculine singular, third

feminine singular, and the first common plural pronominal

11

suffixes are based on the addition of the suffix to the form
wi th the ' _ link.

This forms the K.7

Bauer-Leander go a

bit further in probing the origin of this link.

The nouns

and prepositions which have the current K./Q. problem,
according to Bauer-Leander, originally ended in ay so that
when a singular suffix was added to them the resultant form
resembled a plural noun with a suffix.

The Massoretes took

these singular suffixes to be suffixes attached to the form
of the plural and so arose the current K. /Q. 8
Both Kautzsch and Bauer-Leander are probablv- .r. · g ht
concerning the origin of the form itself (i.e.

7'):Y)'

What

is questionable is whether the Massoretes who were conversant in Aramaic merely mistook the forms ror singulars with
plural surfixes, or changed a historical spelling to conform
with current pronunciation.

It might be objected her- 0.:. ,t ha t

the Massoretes would never modernize, but rather tend to
conserve what had been handed down.
that the text was not really changed.
added to the margin.
ling and all (if

It must be remembered
A note was simply

Thus the ancient text, historical spel-

1) ~~ actually

is to be considered a his-

torical spelling), would be preserved intact, but with a
footnote added to aid in the pronunciation of the text.
In the papyri the form of the word is 7')'» in those
examples which have come down to modern times.

9

Syriac,

likewise, always has ~(i.e. a form which orthographically

12
looks like a suffix attached to a plural noun).10
Palestinian Aramaic (JPA) either

l?~ or

In Jewish

1'):::; may be found

although the preponderance of cases seems to read the former. 11

This latter fact would lead one to believe that, if

anything, the Massoretes were reconciling pronunciation to
spelling; they were doing away with a yodh which had long
since dropped out of pronunciation.

This kind of change

causes the modern reader little confusion when dealing with a
preposition, but when dealing with a noun the case is far less
clear.
=7!-Z-?-~

An illustration of this confusion is seen in the forms
(K.), ~?-?-~ (Q., II. 4).

The noun here is clearly plural

with a second masculine singular pronominal suffix.

Since

there was no orthographic difference in Jewish Palestinian
Aramaic between a singular or a plural noun with a second masculine suffix, someone not familiar with this dialect could
be confused.

This confusion would not, of course, be felt by

the Massoretes themselves, and it is highly unlikely that
they could have foreseen it arising within their primary
readership.
Other forms which fall into thi s ca tegory are:

71) ~~/,"':') )'>~
r--:
.. _-z

q~J2)~i],

,

~:.~:> (IV.16); ~?~':f~.!.' ~~~!lL(IV.24); ~~Q11~'
iY~J..ujll7J:-!.~1 ;:7'2~,

7l97Pr(V.23,

VI.23);

,v~~VII. 5,19) ; 'H!;}RI a~~~1 PP;18, i:)~1!(VII. 6) ;~_'?~1f'

,7>1f'2f(vrI. 7); '~~Q;PrI ~'21PrJ(vrI. 8,20) ; j.)2.}rl.J~' N::?~<??(VrI.19).
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2.

Variation between

it~

(K.) and j»f (Q.).

Thi s kind

of K./Q. is found in 11.5,39,40; 111.24,26,32; 1V.4,14,21,22,
29,31; V.7,18,21,30; V1.2,19; V11.23,25.

An example can be

seen in ~'~~(K.),
~~~~(Q.,
111.26,32; IV.14,21,22,29,31;
T"'" •
T .,. •
V.18,21; VII.25).
is )'~.

The base form from which the word is taken

According to Bauer-Leander when an ~ is followed by

a vowe 1 ;t
•
goes to

1.
~.

12

The clearest example of this pro-

cess is in the gentilic noun *)1~';!

"Chaldean."

The singular

absolute is not found in Biblical Aramaic, but its form can
be reconstructed on the analogy of other like forms.

In the

;(\

plural absolute instead of the expected *kasdaY1n, the yodh
goes to aleph yielding 1)~1~'

Again according to Bauer-

Leander, other forms partook of this same yodh to aleph
shift on analogy of this process.
plural form of

u~7~~.13

)~/W~,

This gives an emphatic

and an emphatic singular form of

These forms are, in each case, the Q., while the

K. retains the original yodh.
Investigation of the papyri has led to the discovery
that the emphatic singular there agrees with the K.
There appear to be no gentilic plurals in the
one form in the Genesis Apocryphon is

(~~~).14

p~pyri.

~~?)O~(21.21)

The

which

Fitzmyer designates as a plural determined (emphatic)
'.

.

adJect~ve

.
d
to be voca11ze

I

e morale.
- - " 15

This kind of pronunci-

ation would agree in its use of the glottal stop with the Q.

of Biblical Aramaic.

14

In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic the vocalization of
gentilics agrees orthographically with that of the Q. of
Daniel.

One finds an empha tic singular i?>f7 1/7) and an em-

'~-'Ji7' .16

phatic plural
as j)~"7~.!)
and
?T:-

')t';Tw:;J,
MT:-

These are precisely the same forms

for which Daniel's K. reads ~TT:
·''71i.J)ZJ
and
-

The form of the Jewish Palestinian Aramaic equivalent to the word
shift. 17

)(»'j

is j}'X~)J showing the same yodh to aleph

This type of K./Q. variation is to be explained

either as a

di~lectical

change in form between the language

of Daniel and that of the Massoretes, or it could be a later
adaptation of Daniel's forms.

25, VII.7 with

W,

Other forms of this type are:

23);~);D, i7~iO(VI.1);)I"~/!),i7~l),,!)(VI.29);

)i'nJn, j)?l1~n (11.39) .

3.

Variations in the second person masculine singu-

lar personal pronoun.

The variation between

u~1~(K.)

andf?~

(Q.) occurs in 11.29,31,37,38; 111.10; IV.15,15,19; V.13,18,
22,23; VI.17,21.

The Q. agrees in form with the papyri, later

Jewish Palestinian Aramaic, and orthographically with Syriac. 18
It is somewhat strange that the same form
East and West.

P~~is

found in both

In the interest of accuracy it should be noted

that while Jewish Palestinian Aramaic does have forms which
agree with the Q. of Daniel the more widely-used form agrees
orthographically with the most ancient inscriptions, that

15

is,

]7)( .19

The only place where the second masculine sing-

ular personal pronoun agrees with the K. of Daniel is in the
Genesis Apocryphon, which, according to both Kutscher and
Fitzmyer is best dated as first century BC. 20

It is not sur-

prising to find that the Q. agrees with Jewish Palestinian
Aramaic.

The Massoretes spoke and wrote in a dialect closer

to Jewish Palestinian than to Biblical Aramaic.

According

to Bauer-Leander the alternation between K. and Q. here is to
be explained on the basis of different dialects. 21
of course, no correct reading here.

There is,

Both readings are cor-

rect; they merely differ in dialect.

The K. is the original

form of the second person masculine singular personal pronoun in Biblical Aramaic.
4.

The plural participles of

variation is found in II.38;
26,27.

III.3,31;

) 1 '\::J verbs.

This K./Q.

IV.32,32j V.19; VI.

An example of it is the form

11 ~ ~ ,~ (V • 1 9 ;

VI. 27 ) •

This form is notable because of the shift from yodh to aleph
which takes place in the K., and the retention of the yodh
in the Q.

This yodh to aleph shift is also found in the

hollow verbs in Akkadian. 22

The Q. requires yodh as do

J ew~s
. h
"
A rama~c.
.
23
.
ver b s ~n
Paiest~n~an

It would seem that

the medial consonant was spoken so lightly that in Jewish
Palestinian Aramaic yodh was first pronounced and later written.

This is also the case in Syriac. 24

The evidence of the

fifth century papyri is inconclusive, but that supplied by

16
Akkadian, alluded to above, may point to the fact that a
medial aleph in the participles of
construction.

is an old

In any case the Q. agrees with the usage of

Jewish Palestinian Aramaic.

Other words noted by the Mas-

soretes for this type of Q. are:
VI.26); ll~7l.'

)~jverbs

1 )}~"':J,
• -liT

1'")?":7(
II. 38;
• • rr

119~1~!' lJC?:f~1 (III.3).

':?',J(IV.32,32);

Possible Hebraisms in the K. corrected by the Q.

5.

This type is found in IV.13,14; V.16,16; VII.lO.
is found twice in V.16 in

7..;>');:' (K.),

are somewhat of a mystery.
H~braisms,

III. 31;

)~l).r->(Q.).

These forms

They are either scri baL. errors,

or true Aramaic forms.

chapter V the Q. reads

An example

?":>(l).m .25
'.,

.

In both instances in
What causes the difficul-

ty is the fact that a similar form ( )~I;) occurs in II.lO
wi thout being noted in a Q.

'Why would the Massoretes allow

the form in II.10 to stand and not the forms in
B evan, 26

.

Pr~nce,

27

V.1 6~

. 28 Kautzsc,
h 29 Bauer-Leander, 30 an d

Mart~,

with less enthusiasm Montgomery,31 and Torrey32 all think the
form to be a Hebraism and as such should be changed to~-(.f7 as
in III.29. 33

If indeed it is a Hebraism one must again ask

why the Massoretes would allow the form in chapter II and not
here in chapter V.

Powell thinks it is more likely that the

forms are scribal errors for

')~ ~ in 11.10 and for
"

V.16. 34

'>~_'1 in
'"

.

In an earlier section of his work Powell posits

that the forms in V.16 may be true Aramaic forms which have
arisen (as in Hebrew) by the contraction of an aw diphthong

17
t o '"
u. 35

Due to the lack of massoretic correction in 11.10

Rosenthal cautiously posits that the forms in chapter V (and
the one in chapter II) are remnants of an ancient Huphal
formation, common in Biblical Hebrew, and preserved in these
three examples in Biblical Aramaic.

Indeed, the discussion

has gone on for some time in Hebrew-studies whether or not
the imperfect Qal of S~~( )~1»
but rather a Hophal.

is really not a Qal at all,

By implication what Rosenthal is

saying above is that the forms in Biblical Aramaic are not
Hebraisms, but an ancient phenomenon common to both
and Aramaic.
.

d~scussion

Heb . ~ew

The fact is, however, that if the forms under
A

here are remnants of "an ancient Huphal,tt they are

the only remnant preserved in Aramaic to the present author's
knowledge.
The papyri alternate, as does Biblical Aramaic, between the roots

7'7~

and

the former in the papyri).

~~ ~ .. 37

)::»

(with a slight preference for

The imperfect is S~~) 36

or

In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic the Targum Onkelos

to Genesis ' 15.5 has the imperfect form

h::>n,

while the Tar-

gum Jerushalmi I has SJ:».n(corresponding .exactly to the Q. in
the first occurrence in V.16).38
neither root to mean "to be able. tt

Syriac and Mandaic use
Examples from other dia-

lects could be multiplied, but it is unnecessary to do so.
Biblical Aramaic (as over against the papyri) shows a preference for S~), and has an imperfect

).p~ in 111.29 along

'.
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with the other three forms previously mentioned.

It should

be pointed out that the relative ambiguity of knowledge as to
the actual pronunciation of Egyptian Aramaic should caution
"-

against dogmatism in any statement that no "Huphal" forms
exist there.

The occasional lack of vowel letters to
A

represent long u should add to this caution.

Apparently,

however, there are none in Egyptian Aramaic.

In consequence

the mystery remains and will probably always remain as to
why the forms are as they are and as to why the form in 11.10
is left without a Q.
In the case of

R(V)J~

(K. ), ~UU» (Q., IV .13,14), most

older commentators felt this to be a Hebraism. 39

Rosenthal

fairly well sums up modern opinion, however, when he states:
... "mankind" is not a Hebraism, but originated
through vowel assimilation from *'unas (cf.
*tu{1at "underneath,,).40
The form, if it were a Hebraism, would not be a pure Hebraism, but a Hebrew Aramaic hybrid in any case.
is the Hebrew part of the form,

In VII.IO there is

absolutely no reason to substi tute the Q.

1~';')

for the form

]l-t-7 which is a perfectly good Aramaic form. 41

The remaining case of a possible Hebraism is
(K.,),

"

0

the final aleph (the sign of

the emphatic state) being Aramaic.

of the K.

The long

7)~S~(Q., VILlO).

Most commentators agree that the

final m should be read as an n.
well and concisely:

V)~S~

Rosenthal again summarizes

" D'. instead of

1

J.

,

as the ending of the

19

is a Hebraism.,,42

abs. st. of the pl. masc.

A similar
D)WJ~

difficulty to the case of V.16 exists here in that

in IV.14 (as well as V,~SOin Ezra 4.13) are not noted in
Qeres.

The reason why one should be noted and two should

not is as great a mystery here as it is in V.16.

A pos-

sibility is that both final E and final m were acceptable
to the Massoretes.

Both

~

and n are acceptable endings for

masculine plural nouns in Mishnaic Hebrew.
6.

Variation in the termination of the third person

feminine plural perfect.
and VII.8,20.

This type of K./Q. occurs in V.S

It is intimately connected with the next

category and so final decisions must await the full discussion of both types.
for discussion.

It is difficult to choose one example

In V.S the K. is

')Pf'?

and the Q. is

i?~~~.

On the basis of later Aramaic dialects most grammarians
assume that there was a separate form of the third person
feminine plural perfect in Biblical Aramaic. 43

A problem

with this theory is that there occurs a Q. for every K. of
a third feminine plural perfect in Daniel's Aramaic.

If a

distinguishable feminine form existed why has the text in
every case a masculine form (or a form identical to it)?
Scholars have given several answers to this problem all of
which should be considered.
lowing:

(1)

matical rules,

These answers include the fol-

The Q. was added to conform to strict gram(2)

there is a discord between subject and

20
verb in the text,

(3)

the K. is a misreading of another

form.

(1)

This means that the Q. was added early on in

the history of the transmission of the text.

Montgomery

notes that Theodotion's translation of

a participle

.
.
1n
VII.20 1S
proo f

t h at the

Q.

l~~~by

·
was rea d b y h 1m
as correct. 44

This does not really prove anything except that the grammatical conventions of Aramaic at Theodotion's time (if he
knew them) required a separate form for the third feminine
plural perfect. 45

Even if it could be proved that Ur-

Theodotion read ll':>!lJ it would not prove that the form was
correct. 46
(2)

It would merely witness an early variant reading.
Prince in his commentary makes the bald state-

ment that "the Semitic construction does not require that
the verb and the subject should agree. tt47

On the face of it

this is a shocking statement, for it is common knowledge that
in the vast majority of cases in all Semitic languages that
subject and verb

~

agree.

If Prince was referring to an

anomaly in Aramaic then his statement is more comprehensible.

The same kind of solecism occurs in Hebrew. 48

What

Prince may have been referring to was a so-called constructio
ad sensum in which attention is paid to the meaning of the
sentence in general rather than to the exact grammatical
concord of subject with verb.

The case in V.5 could conform

to this type of construction.

The subject of discussion is

21

not simply "fingers," but "the fingers of a man's hand," so
that the construction places the emphasis on the word

~,

or upon the whole phrase as a compound subject rather than
simply looking to the word "fingers" as the gramma1:ical subject.

The case is rather clear in chapter V, but the cases

in chapter VII are not quite as straightforward.

It is

possible to read both of the occurrences in chapter VIr as
examples of this constructio ad sensum, but to read so
involves a forced interpretation of the text.

Another weak-

ness of this theory is that the K./Q. occurs at each instance of the third person feminine plural perfect in
Biblical Aramaic.

It is unfortunate that one has only three

examples of this construction in the Aramaic parts of the
Old Testamen t.
Another possibility, related to this theory, would
be that Biblical Aramaic, like Biblical Hebrew, did not
differentiate orthographically between masculine and feminine in the third plural perfect.

Jewish Palestinian Ara-

maic has a distinction as to gender both in Targum Onkelos
and in Galilean Aramaic. 49

Syriac 50 and most probably

Egyptian Aramaic also make this distinction. 51

The Aramaic

of the Genesis Apocryphon also has a separate form. 52
these Aramaic dialects the forms are as follows:

Of

Targum

Onkelos, 'K~Y' Galilean, Fl..n.:) , Syriac, ~, Egyptian
Aramaic, HJH{only attested form), Genesis Apocryphon, ~6~

22

If one assumes an equivalency between

(only attested form).

the final he and final aleph as mere indicators of final purelong vowels, then the Q. in Daniel is the same as Targum
Onkelos, Egyptian Aramaic (which also has a final he), and
the Genesis Apocryphon.
the fifth century

Be

With Aramaic forms attested from

which do possess a separate form for

the third feminine plural perfect it would be passing strange
if Biblical Aramaic did not.

This opinion is strengthened

if the slender evidence of Egyptian Aramaic be accepted and
if it be remembered that both Egyptian Aramaic and Daniel's
are included in the general category of Imperial Aramaic.
One must, however, set conclusions aside until other alternatives are considered.
(3)

A final theory is that the K. in Daniel is a

miswriting for another form.

It might first be suggested

that the final waw is a miswriting (a copyist's error) for
final nun.
graphy.
V.S.

53

This would be possible even in the old ortho-

One Kennicott manuscript actually reads

]~~Jin

This reading could either be a feminine participle,

or, assuming for a moment a form similar to Galilean Aramaic, a third person feminine plural perfect.

The problem

with the theory is that, again, this Q. occurs for each one
of the forms in the text.

It would seem that a copyist

could get one out of three forms copied correctly.
H. L. Ginsberg observed that all Aramaic dialects
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possess the separate third feminine plural perfect endings. 54
Examples of this have been shown above for at least some
dialects and sub-groups.
to be an exception.

Only the Aramaic of Daniel seems

It is not, according to Ginsberg, a mis-

writing of forms since even 1n the older scripts the
) , and the

~

do not resemble one another.

the

~,

Ginsberg's

solution is to posit that waw was miswritten for yodh.

This

would agree with the form of the third feminine plural perfect in Christian Palestinian Aramaic, Syriac (at least

.
) ,an d Samarltan
.
AramalC.
. 55
orthographlcally

His argum e nt

that the Aramaic of Daniel elsewhere "swarms with waws that
are miswritten for yodhs" is a bit overstated (there are
actually about eight such cases, see below), but his point
is well-taken.
correc t

Even Rosenthal admits that this may be the

.
56
so I utl0n.

Can some choice between these theories be made?

It

was seen that a constructio ad sensum is possible in V.5,
but in chapter VII a strained interpretation is necessary to
claim this.

This leaves one with the options that either

the form of the K. was miswritten for something else or no
separate form for the third feminine plural perfect existed
in Biblical Aramaic.

It is better to leave both possibil-

ities open at this point • . Below further data will be considered.

All that can be said surely is that the Massoretes

felt that a superior text was achieved by reading a form with
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a final he, most likely because this was the more familiar
form to them and to their immediate readers.
7.
~,

Confusion and alternation of vowel letters (N,

), )) in the K./Q.

This is a composite category.

There

are different types of phenomena categorized together at this
point for convenience.

The occurrences are II.22,33,33,41,41,

42,42; III.I0,19,29; IV.9; V.7,8,16,29; VII.8,19.
subtype in this category is the alternation between
and 1';):30 (Q.,
VII. 8); a~d

The first
l)ff~D

(K.),

II. 33,33,41,41,42,42); l1i71J>.:J.(K.) , and ti))J).J(Q. ,

}};1S:J (K.), and

fiJ).:J (Q., VII.19).

In other words

the question is one of the variation of the third person
plural pronominal suffix between the masculine form and its
feminine counterpart.

The subjects of the various clauses in

which the al:;>ove forms - are found are all feminine (~rll ,~:XS)/,
l")i>,~pn).

Therefore, by strict grammatical convention, one

wou ld expect t h e f

..

em~n~ne

suff·~x. 57

The question is, how-

ever, whether Biblical Aramaic possessed a separate suffix
for the third feminine plural.

This is the same problem as

was discussed in number six immediately above, and the evidence developed there may prove helpful.

It is not important

to discuss the morphology of the different Aramaic dialects
here.

One only needs to see if a different suffix exists for

masculine and feminine in the third person plural.

Jewish

Palestinian Aramaic, Galilean Aramaic, Genesis Apocryphon
Aramaic, Syriac, Palmyrene, and Nabatean all have this
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separate form.

The case in Egyptian Aramaic is not clear.

Leander states that the feminine forms do not occur. 58
gomery states that the form in the papyri is

l~-'

Mont-

~hich

would not vary according to gender if such feminine forms
did occur.

59

It is not clear where Montgomery gets his

information (the suffix of the third masculine plural in
the papyri is V,/) , lJi»), and upon what knowledge he bases
his judgment that the forms would not vary according to
gender; but if he is right then Egyptian Aramaic is similar
to Biblical Aramaic in the fact that there is

app ~rently

but one form for both masculine and feminine genders of the
third person plural pronoun.

With the exception of Egyp-

tian Aramaic Biblical Aramaic's sister dialects all possess
a separate form.

This may make it more likely that Bib-

lical Aramaic also possesses such a form.

Assuming this

assumption to be valid for the moment, how does one explain
the K./Q.?

The easiest answer is to assume with Ginsberg

that the waws are miswritten yodhs.

In addition to the eight

references of the suffix 11i7·to things feminine there are two
references to things masculine (VI.2,2).

It is somewhat

strange to posit mistakes in all eight cases where the suffix refers to the feminine.

Is it not likely that a copyist

would recognize one yodh in eight?

On this ground it is

probably best to say that, as far as present knowledge is
concerned, Biblical Aramaic did not differentiate between
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masculine and feminine in the third person plural pronominal
suffix.

What then can be said of the suggestions concerning

the third feminine plural perfect which were made in number
six above?

If, as has been posited, Biblical Aramaic did

not originally distinguish (orthographically) between genders
in the third person plural pronominal suffix, and since the
perfect is the suffix conjugation of the verb (that is the
conjugation produced by the addition of modified forms of
the pronominal suffixes to the stem), it is at least reasonable to assume that Biblical Aramaic made no orthographical
distinction between the different genders of the third person
plural perfect

either~

A second sub-type of the present category is a group
of foreign words which occur in Daniel.

These words are as

follows: a·J~)f~(K.), o"'fR(Q·, III.5,10),i?~1j)rt~(K.),
(~.,

111.10); ~?1il:)!?(K.)'N~)19~(Q., V.7,16,29).

T1~~'g)r)1a

The variation

between K. and Q. merely shows two different ways of writing
a non-native word.

Since pronunciation is unsure in any

case, further comment seems unnecessary.

The unsurety of

orthography, not to mention actual pronunciation, of these
loan-words is shown by the multiple possibilities for the K.
given in the apparatus of BHK.7 (
~~?~'?':.?, ).'~~-?j0:?7); or for the Q.

~::JJi0i7,
T:

(N~)t?T!,

-

)l::>JJ0i?,
"f':'-

~;»?9;~'

~;JJi07?,
~ :

-

,lO>?)~s:r~)'

60

In yet another sub-group the Massoretes modified
the margin verb forms so as to make them agree in number

~n
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(K. , l~~~>j, Q.

IV.9).62

)?l]tf~, III,19) 61 and gender (K.

)')")-:?';,

Q.

nn ~ ,

Two occurrences of the same word in IV.16,21 ()~?9)

are simplified in the spelling of the Q.
ination of the quiescent aleph.

():~)

by the elim-

The usage of th e Q. agrees

generally speaking with that of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic. 63

In 11.39 ~~)~ (K.) is simplified by the removal of

an unaccented adverbial final
final

~

~

(~)N).

This unaccented

may be the remnant of an accusative case ending.

By

the time of the Massoretes it was evidently no, longer con'd ere d necessary. 64

.-

~'1)i?:J(II.22)

s~

.,.

.

)(,>,,;].

has a Q. of

There is no reason for assuming that the K. is not original
to Biblical Aramaic.

The abstract noun

.)/'~~(V.11,14)

which

is without a Q. shows that this spelling is probably original.

By the time of the Massoretes the spelling had gone

over from yodh to waw, most probably preceded by a shift in
pronunciation from "'i " to ~
o.

An alternative solution would be

to suggest that this is a waw mistaken for a yodh.

This is

just the reverse of Ginsberg's suggestion that yodhs have
been mistaken for waws.
(K. ) ,

V·) 0 (Q.,

r. 3) •

The only K. /Q.

in chapter I is

!J-)~£?

It is probably best to follow Torrey

here and consider that the form is a conflation of the words

"D > 0 "blemish," and i?O),~O "anything. ,,65

The form

iI~¢ (K.,

111.29) is most likely the concrete form of the abstract

.}~c.d (Q., also found in VI.5; Ezra 4.22; 6.9).
comparable to

)clvnJ(II,22) and to

As such it is

n,j").J(V.l1,14).

The

2B

Massoretes provided the more common abstract form in the margin.

The final K. /Q.

(Q., V.B).

in this category is N)t?fP
. (K.), j:)?~.!p
.

It is most likely that the Massoretes were merely

reading a variant tradition of the text.

They felt t hat the

form with the pronominal suffix made the reading of the text
clearer.
B.

Q.

Shift in both stem and number of the verb in the

This type occurs only one time (V.21).

( , !It?), and th~

Q.

is

P'!4i.

The K. is

')y)
• t

The K. is to be parsed as a

'" the Q: is a
third person masculine singular perfect pefil;
If the Q. is

third person masculine plural perfect Patel.

read the construction is to be seen as an impersonal plural
used as a circumlocutory passive.

The .major difficu lty in

reading the Q. comes in obtaining it from the present text.
One must either assume haplography of the letter waw, or
faulty word division. 66

Either of these errors must gener-

ally be allowed as a possibility, but here the K. makes
perfect sense, although it might be objected that the translation "became equal to (with)" does not reflect the passive

"
which is the function of the Pefil.

'What is required is a

meaning "was made equal to (with).

This t\Ould be a facti-

ff

tive use of a stative verb, i.e. a Pa~el ( )~~), made into

--

'-

the necessary passive by means of the impersonal third person
plural (this is the Q.).

A possible suggestion, which, to
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the current author's knowledge has not been previously made,
is that the K. form is not a passive at all, but rather a
simple Pe~al stative, or what Rosenthal calls a p e fe/il. 67
The only forms of a third-radical-weak verb of this nature in
Biblical Aramaic are ~·.nw.l!'in V.3 and

p~.l~in VII.19.

On the

analogy or these rorms it is possible to reconstruct a form
which. would be a third masculine singular.

*

)!~,

identical to the K.

This form is

Syriac has a similar form in

the petal of stative verbs (..J~). 68

The stative form sug-

gested would not need to be passive, thus avoiding the disA

advantage of the pe#il.

The translation would then be:

"and his heart was (or became) equal with the beast."

In

the English transla tion one mus t insert a "tha t of," "his
heart was (or became) equal with (that of) the beast."
ellipsis is precisely equivalent to the one in IV.13:

This
"his

heart was changed from (that of) a man."

9.

Different vocalizations of

verbs are found in IV.4; V.8,lO; VI.4.

~~~

verbs.

These

This K./Q. occurs

only with the peral stem, and then only in the masculine
plural par·ticiple

')~1~ (Q. p~~

singular perfect P?~1 (Q • .n~~

).

),

and the third feminine
It should be noted that, in

the latter instance, it does not always occur ( ]11J, VI.19).
From later Jewish Palestinian Aramaic it appears that there
is no regularity in forming the paradigm of verbs of this
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type.

It is likely that the Massoretes were merely noting

variants here.

The evidence from the Papyri is very slim,

but it appears that a form such as the Q. was used there . 69
In the Genesis Apocryphon Fitzmyer vocalizes a
_

.....

line plural participle as bazz1n.

r)S':>I and

t»)) are

mascu-

This would be equiv-

In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic

alent to the Q. in Daniel.
both

70

pe~al

found. 71

It therefore appears that

there were forms which were both contracted and uncontracted. 72

10.

The addition of a letter in the Q.

II. 9); and'ry (K.),

" 7!

(Q.,

II. 43) •

This is

The first instance may

be either a haphel or a hithpatal with assimilation of
to

·cr

as in Biblical Hebrew.

fR

The forms of the K. and Q. ap-

pear to be alternatives, although Syriac would use the form
without assimilation. 73

The second instance merely makes

reading easier in the Massoretes' opinion.

There is little

to be said for , the choice of one over the other, except that
reading the Q. makes the narrative flow in a smoother manner.
In summary, it has been seen that the purpose of the
K./Q. is greatly varied.

The Massoretes may have corrected

a form which they considered to be grammatically incorrect
or inferior (numbers 1-6, part of 7, and 8 above), giving
alternative pronunciations or spellings of words (part of 7,
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and 9).

The Massoretes also simply supplied variant readings
It cannot be stressed too strongly that

(part of 7, and 10).

whichever reading is taken in a particular case, neither is
the wrong reading.

The Massoretes entered into the mar g in

from a goodly number of variant readings only those which
were attested and those which, in their opinion, improved
the text grammatically or literarily.

THE DATE OF TI-IE ARAMA IC

As has been stated elsewhere, this is a problem the
solution of which will probably always evade scholarship.
Complete evidence cannot be cited here because there are
already excellent resources which accomplish the task clearly
and completely; 74

thus any thorough-going exposition of the

various arguments would merely constitute repetition.

It

must suffice to give a concise summary of the present state
of the quest.
No serious question was raised about the date of the
book in general (or the Aramaic in particular) until the last
century.

Before this time the objectors were few.

The first

man to question the sixth century date for the book was the
neo-Platonist Porphiry (232-c. 303AD) who called the words
of the book vaticinium
fact.

~

eventu, or prophecies after the

The traditional position of the church was to reject

this and maintain a sixth century date for the whole of
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Daniel.

with the rise of modern biblical criticism, which

applying to Daniel began in 1806, the date of the book (or
at least parts of it) were fixed at about 164 BC.

It is not

the current purpose to advocate either early or late date
nor any in between, but rather to investigate the Aramaic to
deduce what date is allowed by it.
Perhaps no statement concerning the date or a biblical document has roused such emotion, both pro and con,
as ' the v.ords or S. R. Driver:
The verdict of the language of Daniel is thus clear.
The Persian words presuppose a period after the Persian empire had been well established: the Greek words
demand, the Hebrew supports, and the Aramaic permits,
a date arter the conquest of Palestine £l Alexander
~ Great (B.~332).75
Driver's statement was the immediate cause of R. D. Wiison's
essay (1912) which sought to refute it.

The ninth edition

of Driver's Introduction (1913) contained an additional four

pages for the purpose of answering Wilson. 76

Ten years later

Charles Boutflower wrote In and Around the Book of Daniel,
and although the work was independent, largely agreed with
Wilson.

These two articles, along with two by W. St. Clair

Tisdall,77 occasioned the book The Aramaic of the Old Testament by H. H. Rowley.

Rowley carefully assembled a massive

amount of information and has been for many years the classic
statement of the linguistic argument for a second century
date for Daniel's Aramaic.

Some two years earlier Walter
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Baumgartner had come to similar conclusions in a long article
in Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft. 78
H. H. Schaeder answered Baumgartner's article in his Iranische
Beitrage I in 1930 (he does not seem to be aware of Rowley's
Schaeder makes the point that one could expect the

work) .

language to be modernized in the development of the text of
Daniel as tradition handed it on.

This is to say that the

·
·
d ·1n passage
spe 11 1ng
was mo d
ern1ze

0

f

.
79
t1me.

Kitchen who

has written the latest discussion of Daniel's Aramaic, has
taken up Schaeder's position on this and other matters.
The two major philological arguments adduced for a
second century date have in the past been the presence of
certain Akkadian, Persian, and Greek loan words in the Aramaic of Daniel along with the orthography of certain consonants.

According to Kitchen, and there is no reason to

doubt his conclusion, the inference from these data is
ambiguous as to date.

The first of the above-named factors

is the occurrence of loan words in the Aramaic of the book.
To this topic attention will now be turned.

Loan Words in the Aramaic of Daniel
About 90% of the vocabulary of Daniel's Aramaic is
found in Aramaic documents of the fifth century Be and earlier.

This points to a fact long recognized by scholars,

that is, the Aramaic of Daniel stands as a sub-division of
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Imperial Aramaic.

80

This means that the actual amount of

loan words in Biblical Aramaic is relatively small.

It is

best to break these loan words down into their constituent
languages.

Hebrew loan words.
for purposes of dating.

These are relatively worthless

The author was most probably a He-

brew and consequently Hebrew words could be expected to
creep into his vocabulary.

Rosenthal lists some of the more

important words in Biblical Aramaic which have come from
Hebrew.

81

Akkadian loan words.

These too, do not add a great

deal of evidence to fixing the date of Daniel's Aramaic.

The

fact that the Arameans penetrated into Babylonia and Assyria
from the late second millenium BC coupled with the fact that
from the eighth century BC Aramaic was recognized as an official language in Mesopotamia means that there is little
chance to be exact in ascertaining when these words came into
Aramaic. 82

If one adds the words 1/~(from e/a d anu, adannu,

badanum)83 and )n~ (from pabbaru),84 to the eighteen Akkadian
words listed in Rosenthal's Grammar 85 one sees that twelve
of the terms are attested in both early and late sources,
seven of the terms are listed in late sources only, and one
of the terms is listed in early sources only.

Accordingly,
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the seven terms not attested until the late sources could as
well be survivals as elements which did not come into the
language until late,especially since many of the late sources
are post-Christian and it must be assumed that any Akkadian
words would have come into another language long be f ore the
Christian era.

The net . effect of the Akkadian loan words is

to allow a date from the time of the papyri (and before) until the date of 164 BC assumed by some scholars as the date
of Daniel's Aramaic.

Persian loan words.

The Aramaic of Daniel contains

some nineteen Persian loan words. 86

Of these, according to

Kitchen, thirteen are found in later literature, especially
in the Targums. 87

In the papyri, according to Rowley, there

are (in Cowley's collection) twenty-six Persian loan words,
only two of which have survived to the age of the Targums.

88

What Rowley does not say is that some eight or nine of the
words of Persian origin in Daniel's Aramaic are also found
in the fifth century BC.
in the Targums. 89
sideration.

Of these, four or five also occur

Kitchen brings out another important con-

New collections have come to light since 1929

when Rowley wrote.

For example, the collection edited by

90 con ta~ns
'
·
G . R . D r~ver

which are new.

.Pers~an
.
words nineteen of

twenty-s~x

Two words occur in both Cowley and Kraeling,

three in Cowley only, two in other sources.

Five of these
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words occur in the Talmud.

Therefore, on Rowley's own cri-

terion, the Driver collection shows as much affinity with the
Talmud as it does with other documents of the fifth century
BC.

91
Several conclusions emerge from the above statements.

First, twenty words are virtually useless in a statistical
argument.

Second, the examples cited from the Driver col-

lection show that our knowledge of the impact of Persian on
Aramaic is very incompletely understood.

This is clearly

shown when the Persian loan words in a language are increased
by nearly half in a small collection of documents.
several words which

wer~

Third,

not thought to be common to the

papyri and Biblical Aramaic in 1929 are, with the publication of the Kraeling and Driver documents, now known to be
so. 92
Another valuable point to remember is that the Persian words in the Aramaic of Daniel are Old Persian loan
words. 93

This means that the words must have entered Aramaic

generally before circa 300 BC.

This, however, merely states

when the words entered Aramaic, it has nothing to do with
the date of Daniel's Aramaic.

In other words, the words

could have been taken up into the Aramaic language before
300 BC but still be found in a document of the second century,
Persian loan words leave the
maic's date.

q~estion

open as to the Ara-

They would most likely, of course, speak for a
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date after the foundation of the Persian empire in 539 BC,
but just how far down the date must move in order to accomodate the incorporation of these words into Aramaic is
a matter of question.

In spite of the evidence adduced by

·
94 to show p
.
· as ear I y as 519 ,
K1tchen
erS1an
wor d
s ·1n Arama1C

it seems altogether more likely that some date later than
the third year of Cyrus (535, Daniel X.I) is necessary for
the number of Persian loan words in the Aramaic of Daniel.
Although the point could be debated, the net effect of the
Persian loan words might possibly be to draw the upper limit
down from the traditional date (about 535) to somewhere in
the vicinity of 500

BC~

but no surety is possible here.

Greek loan words.

This is a very difficult problem

for those who would maintain the traditional date for the
composition of Daniel, and thus for its Aramaic.

Kitchen,

who in spite of his attempt to be fair shows his preference
for a sixth century date here, is reduced to arguing that
there was much Greek commercial intercourse as early as the
eighth century Be in Palestine.

There is archaeological

evidence for this exchange of traders.
artisans in Nebuchadrezzar's Babylon.

There were Greek
There are Greek papyri

at ", El e phan tine dating from as early as the fourth century
BC.95

The preservation of the terms here and in late sources

only could be accidental and could only prove the inadequacy
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of source material. 96
There are only three words of proven Gr e ek origin in
Daniel's Aramaic.
i? >.J

E>O/O/110t-t'f t..JV 14.. •

These are

()1J1)~/K,ea~,

S' ,

The first of these wor ds i s f ound in Ho-

mer,97 the second is found in Aristotle (fourth century BC),98
and the third is found in Plato (fifth-fourth centuries BC). 99
This last term may be found as the name of a specific musical
instrument for the first time in Polybius (second century
BC).100

More to this, S. R. Driver states that Polybius was

describing musical instruments enjoyed by Antiochus Epiphanes. 10l
It is not, however, wholly clear from the passages
cited by Driver that Polybius was really referring to a
specific musical instrument.

The term

dO~Cfwl//a

had a well-

attested meaning of "concord (of sounds or instruments),"
as early as the fifth century BC.

102

Liddell and Scott allow

the possibility that Polybius meant something like "band,
orchestra," but not a specific musical instrument.

If Poly-

buis simply refers to a harmony, then the first noted usage
of

O'u""lfwVI(~

century.

as "orchestra fI dates from the fi r st Christian
Noted musicologists have taken Polybius' references

to be to the "full consort" of instruments. 103
h~s

Curt Sachs

taken the reference in Daniel to be the same sort of

thing.

A rather extended citation from Sachs will suffice

to put the case of these scholars:
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... It would be unusual to enumerate separately
the instruments of an orchestra and then add the
orchestra itself; we would not describe a military band, for example, as flutes, saxophones,
trombones, tubas, drums, and their ensemble.
Though meaningless from an occidental point of
view, such a description is significant when we
know the practice of oriental music.
If we accept
the Aramaic text word for word, the king's subjects heard the various instruments first singly
and then all together. And this is exactly the
manner of orchestra playing in the Near East. A
flourish on a horn or trumpet may attract attention.
Then the performance begins.
Several
leading instruments out of the band display, in an
improvised solo performance called tagsim in Arabic,
the magam or melodic pattern of the piece, each one
according to the nature and technique of his instrument. After them the full ensemble joins in with
either a short ritornello or a longer symphony.
In
addition to the melodic solo instruments which are
admitted to a tagsim, this ensemble comprises drums
and other instruments of a merely rhythmical character.
It would be appropriate to call them "all
kinds of zmara fl or instrume nts, in the words of the
Book of Daniel.
Thus, a literal translation of the Aramaic text suggests the picture of a horn signal, followed by solos
of oboe, lyre and harp, and a full ensemble of these
and some rhythmical instruments.
It does not describe an orchestra, but an orchestral performance
in the Ancient Near East. 104
If, however, Driver and others are right in assuming
that both Polybius and Daniel refer to a specific musical
instrument, those who would maintain a sixth century date
for Daniel would have to do so in spite of the information
the Polybius refers his comments to Antiochus Ephiphanes,
the very tyrant in whose reign many scholars have dated the
book of Daniel.

It is interesting that Kitchen nowhere uses

the above outlined argument, but rather assumes that scholars
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such as Driver and Bevan are right.
fact

thatdu~~wv'a

Kitchen argues that the

in the required meaning is only preserved

ln late sources is an accident of preservation and some
future epigraphic find may show an early occurre nce of this
word (which it might well do).10S

He seems to show an

awareness of the difficulty into which Polybius puts the
traditional date of Daniel by moving swiftly from the actual
occurrence of the three words into the non-occurrence of more
than three.

Kitchen holds that if the book had been writ-

ten as late as the mid-second century

Be one could expect

a great many more Greek words than three to be in the text.
In answer to this it might be said that the three Greek
words are found at a point in the text which describes a
pagan monarch's orchestra.

If the book of Daniel was a

product of the Maccabean uprising, then it is not surprising
.~

that one finds a very few Greek words used, since it was
against the Hellenization policy of the Seleucid monarch that
the revolt was directed.

The only three Greek words used are

used in a pagan context.

It is made very clear that these

instruments are now Hebrew instruments; they are almost
pejorative terms in their context by the very fact that they
are Greek.
These three Greek words are not necessarily native
to the text.

If one could posit a Maccabean reworking of
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earlier legends--written or oral--then these words could have
been added at that time in order to contemporize the narrative.

There are portions of chapters VII-XII which point

to a Maccabean origin of these chapters.

One might posit

that three words were added to the text at that time.

There

is no definite proof for this hypothesis, but it is certainly
a possibility.

In light of the anti-Hellenistic tendency of

the Maccabean period which would most probably shQw up in a
refusal to use Greek terms, it is hard to see how Kitchen on
the basis of the non-occurrence of more Greek terms thinks a
sixth, fifth, or fourth century date is more likely than a
.

th1rd or a second century one.
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As a result of a study of the Greek words in Daniel
one is forced to one of four conclusions.
the word

~()f-'-'f~v'a

(1) The fact that

occurs as the name of a single musical

instrument first in the second century and later is due to
an accident of preservation.

There is much evidence for

cultural interchange between the Greek world and the Semitic
world as early as the eighth century

Be.

There is, therefore,

no reason to assume that the terms could not 'have existed
with the correct meanings earlier in the parent language and
in other languages as loan terms.
nesses of this hypothesis.

There are two major weak-

First, it must ascribe to co-

incidence the fact that the first reference to

~of~~v,a

as

a single musical instrument refers to Antiochus Epiphanes;
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second, tha t the use of

(1'U~'f' ...JVIa.

in the correct sen se a s a

GREEK LOAN WORD antedates by some four centuries (on the
traditional dating) the first recorded usage in such a sense
in Greek itself.

There are other usages of O'uf-If wv1a

before

the second century, but none until that time meaning a single
musical instrument.
(2)
dUf~~v,a

The second conclusion questions the fact that

does refer to a single musical instrument either in

Polybius or in Daniel.

The well-attested meaning of the

word was "concord" and so it should be translated in Daniel.
This theory, however, does not necessitate subscribing to
ei'ther an early or a late date, but it makes an early date
possible.
~u~~wv'a

One must still deal with Polybius l reference to
in the context of Antiochus Epiphnes whatever the

term meant.
(3)

The Greek terms indicate that the Aramaic of

Daniel is contemporary with Polybius, i.e. the second century BC.

H. H. Rowley in 1932 used this criterion to deduce

(although not dogmatically) that the Aramaic of the book is
to be dated in the second century.

(4)

The Greek words came

into use in a Maccabean revision of an existing legend to
indicate a paganism which was foreign to Jewish faith.

In

any case the Greek words form a rather strong indicator that
the date of the Aramaic should probably not be placed towards
the upper limit of circa 500 BC, but towards the lower limit
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of circa 164.

Just how far down the Greek points is not

If one accepts hypothesis (1),

clear.

need not point down at all.

(2), or (4) above, it

It is perhaps best to follow

Montgomery here:
The Gr(eek) words are, until more light comes, to
be put on the scales with those from Persia, and
both categories require a heav counterweighting to
resist their logical pressure. 08

1

Orthography of Certain Consonants
At the outset let it be said that what is under discussion is orthography and not pronunciation or phonetics
(at least directly).

H. H. Rowley seems to have the two

confused in his study of 1929.

109

In addition to the valu-

able section on this subject in Kitchen's article, the most
relevant discussion is H. H. Schaeder's 1930 article
"Sprachliche und orthographische Entwicklung im Reichsaram~iischen"

which Kitchen uses freely and everywhere

assumes. 110

Kitchen summarizes the phenomena as follows:

Old Aramaic (tenth to seventh centuries BC) and
Imperial Aramaic (sixth to fourth centuries BC),
one finds written:
z where Daniel and Ezra have d', Hebrew z', Arabic d,
t·,

s

"

"

"

"

"

q

It

tr

"

fI

"

~

~

"

"

It

"

"

t·,

"

"

"

/

's'(s?)"

.,

.

~ or s',

ft

s·,

fI

ff

s',

.

tI

It

s''

.

"

~,

s',

"

'"
s.

"

,/

.!'
g,
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It must be emphasized that the pronunciation did not shift
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from a proto-Semitic *d to z (papyri) to d (Daniel), but
rather a pronounced d was first WRITTEN as a z,

then when the

d shifted in pronunciation to d, slowly the orthogra phy
caught up changing the writing to a d.

112

The same is true

for the other consonants under discussion.

The writing

system, taken over from the Phoenicians, was inadequate to
phonetically represent all the sounds of Aramaic.

As a

result, two sounds were represented by one cansanant

(~.,

the symbal far z represented both the saund af true z and
the saund d).

In time the saund d (represented by z) became

pranounced as d.

The shift in pranunciatian led to. a recon-

ciliation of sound with symbal, i.e., since both were now
pronaunced as d, both came to be written as d.

The evidence

is that this shift in pranunciation had already taken place
by the. fifth century Be and the compensatary change in spelling was underway by this time as well.
in the occasional occurrence of

1"7

for

This can be seen

"cp in the papyri. 113

What these solecisms in the papyri amaunt to are 'phonetic
modernizations of historical spellings with z of phonemes
which were ance pronounced d, but later came to. be pranounced d.

114

It is obvious that if Daniel was written at the
traditional date in the sixth century then the arthography
must have at one time agreed with that of the papyri in regards of the consanants tabulated above.

This means that
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someone has systematically "updated" the spelling of Daniel
to agree with later convention.

This is the very point at

which Rowley scorned Wilson for making Daniel a "spelling
reformer. IIl15

In scorning him so Rowley showed that he did

not understand Wilson's argument.

In general this is the

same argument stated by Schaeder. 116

A

case can be built

for this modernization having taken place ln the text of
Daniel.

Already in 1930 Schaeder pointed to the variant

spellings of )/'").:1.;:1 (111.2,3) and
word

)P).2!ri(Ezra 7.21).

/.:2 V;! is a Persian loan word from ganzabara.

spelling was undergoing its change period
a scribe, saw the word

~~~

someon~,

The

When the
perhaps

and assumed it to be from *gdbr,

not realizing that the z was a true z in this particular
word.
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In the case of literature such as Daniel as over

against a once-for-all-time legal document it is not farfetched to assume that this modernization in spelling could
take place. lIB

Kitch~n abundantly illustrates that such

changes took place in Egyptian literature.

There is no rea-

son to assume that changes did not occur in biblical literature as well.
On the basis of this summary,119 one is led to one
of two hypotheses.

(1)

The Aramaic of Daniel was written

eari y and the orthography has suffered modification and
modernization.

This is spoken for by the case of hyper-

correction of 1:J.'1;f/U7';J.

(2)

The Aramaic of Daniel was
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composed after the sound/spelling shift took place and suffered no modification and modernization.

It is difficult to

say just when this sound/spelling reconciliation took place,
or rather was completed in Aramaic generally.

In the late s t

papyri in Cowley dating from circa 300 BC the spelling is
still of the older type and so one must assume a date after
this time for the modernization of Daniel's spelling, if such
an event ever took place.

Of course neither of the above

hypotheses is capable of proof on the basis of current knowledge.

Conclusions on philology as a dating criterion.

The

sections on loan words and consonantal orthography have shown
one thing and one thing only for certain.

Philology in and

of itself cannot date the Aramaic of Daniel.

As far as the

loan words are concerned it has been seen that the Persian
words might limit the date to circa 500 Be, the Greek loan
words point towards a later date, but there is no definite
evidence as to exactly how much later. 120
there can be no surety either way.

As to orthography,

Daniel may have been

written early (before any sound/spelling shift) and modernized, or written wholly after this sound/spelling shift
had taken place.

On the information given above it is equal-

ly fair to say that Daniel was written early (perhaps even
as early as the traditional date) or late; in the sixth
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(or more likely the fifth) century or the second, or at any
point in between.

The language itself allows any date from

the traditional to the critical date of the Aramaic.

Any

dating of Daniel's Aramaic portion must rest firmly on other
criteria than language.
The fact that the language itself allows a date between approximately 500 (or before) and 164 means that any
further investigation of Daniel's Aramaic can be carried out
without reference to its date.
date is avoided here.

Thus any apologetic for any

There are several more philological

facets of the Aramaic of Daniel which require treatment.

THE USE OF VERBAL TENSES

Perhaps the single most important article on the
subject of tense usage in Daniel's Aramaic has been written
" 121
by H. B. Rosen.

Unlike the syntax sections of Rosenthal
,,-

(which are minimal) and Bauer-Leander, Rosen constructs a
system which fits the usage of the vast majority of Biblical
Aramaic verbs.

Ros~n analyzes about 124 verbs (about 83% of

the total), leaving purposely out of the account the poetic
passages of Daniel (II.20-23; III.33; IV.7-9,11-14,31-32;
VI.27-28; VII.9-10,13-14,23-27).
does not handle are a s follows:
1,.:z.(IV.11),

/,7.:::z.(VII.25),

Those verbs which Ros6n
,1/)( (11.5) ,

H/A''1~(III.19) ,

?>J.::l(II.12), 77ri(IV.11,20),

(VII.9), ;?07(III.2S; VII.5), u)li(VII.23),

Il,/(V.20) ,

(>7;
))L9
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(IV.9,18), J..:2b(VII.25), "').n2)(I1.22),
43?),

JHJ5~(VI.4),

"rl)!!J ( I 1. 41 , ?

1»!:.>(IV.24), nJ1!!J(VI.ll; VII.10), r~[>(IV.l1), )(.JW(IV.

16),~n0(II.9;

The ~erbs thus left out of the study

?VI.5?).

number only thirteen.

These verbs occur only once or twice

or in the non-finite forms.
The tenses of Daniel's Aramaic have always been a
translation-problem.

For example, the participle is widely

used to indicate a variety of times.
at least on the surface.

This can be confusing,

The common English progressive

present or gerundive translation (be-ing, do-ing), " is often
very clumsy and sometimes misleading.

For this reason

Rosen's
article is important; it attempts to codify the
"
various verb-tenses into use-categories.

There is no reason

to disagree with Ros~n's conclusions, and no reason to give
more than a summary of his findings here.
Verbs break into one of two classes, point and linear.

The point class includes verbs whose perfect (Ros~n

calls it a stative) is used as a subordinative or perfective
tense, whose imperfect is used as a future/volitive, whose
participle is used as the regular narrative tense, and whose
participle plus 'ft)Nis a present progressive tense.
by far the larger class, including 113 verbs. 122

This is

Linear

verbs have the participle as a present, the imperfect as a
narrative, the participle plus imperfect copula as future/
volitive, and the participle plus a perfect copula as a
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subordinative tense.
verbs.

This class includes s ome thirty

123
The perfect is not the normal narrative tense in

Biblical Aramaic.

When it is the principal tens e it - i s time-

indifferent completed action (as in IV.33; V.21; VI.6 , 7; VII.
28; etc.).

When the perfect is used with another tense it is

usually subordinate to it and anterior in time as well.

This

is in direct contradiction to Bauer-Leander, section 79a.
The perfect is used a great deal with

)7

as a relative.

This

usage can be seen reflected in the following table listing
the occurrences of the perfect tense with

'7.

II. 8,10,14,23,23,23,25,26,34,35,37,38,41,42,45,45,48.
III. 2,12,23,24,25,25,27,27,27,27,27,28,28,28,28,32,33.
IV. 5,10,16,16,16,17,19,21,23,27,30.
V. 2,3,11,11,12,12,14,14,18,21,22,23,25.
VI. 5,10,11,14,15,23,24,25,25,26,28.
VII. 4,4,4,4,9,9,11,19,20,22,22. 124
The perfect often occurs in subordinate clauses without

't.

In this type of usage the perfect indicates the

second and consequent tenses in a narrative sequence.

Ex-

amples of this can be seen in II.29,30,45; III.10,11,12,19,
20,22,24,23; V.30; and VII.1.
o f - a compound tense

.

w~th

125

There are four occurrences

the perfect copula.

126

The

perfec~

is also used in questions referring to past time (III.15;
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IV.32j VI.21). 127

For other uses of and full examples of the

subordinative perfect one must see Ros~n's article, section
3.423.
The other tenses divide themselves into the categories of point and linear as outlined above.

The verbs

which share characteristics of both the categories are
~""',

~ ~ ti>i/ .128

~~~,

)?J(i), and

...,~~,

/

Rosen does not discuss one use of the imperfect

which becomes important for a capturing of the Aramaic's
true flavor.

This usage is the impersonal use of the third

person plural imperfect.

In this kind of usage the active

voice serves to indicate the passive.

The usage has long

been noted, but only Kautzsch gives it anything like full
treatment. l29

The reason for its use, according to Bauer-

Leander, is that the aorist (imperfect) passive is lacking
in Biblical Aramaic. 130
follows:

The occurrences of this form are as

I1.13,18,30; IV.13,22,22,22,23,28,29,29j V.3,20,21,

.
.
131
21,23,29,29, VI.17,17,25,25; V11.5,12,13,26.

The reason

behind the use of this form is a mystery, but it seems to be
used in both Biblical Aramaic and, to a lesser extent, in
Biblical Hebrew to indicate the result of a higher power or
being working upon a lower one. 132

Included in the above

list are those instances where the verbal form in question
is not an imperfect plural at all, but rather a plural participle (active), which can also be used in this passive
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sense.
5.

These participles occur at 111.4; IV.22,28,29; VII.

133

It is worthy of mention that in just over half of the

instances of this verbal circumlocutory passive (about 56%)

7 as

the object of the verb takes the preposition

a pre-

fix .134
Another facet of the verbal tenses upon which Ros~n
does not touch concerns the non-finite verbal forms, that is,
the imperative and the infinitive.

The imperative is

straightforward in Biblical Aramaic and so will not be considered at this point,135 but the infinitive presents some
special problems and so needs some explanation.
Infinitives occur fifty-four · or fifty-six times in
Danial's Aramaic.

These infinitives are derived from a to-

tal of thirty-four verbal roots. 136

The exact morphology

depends, of course, upon the root radicals of the verbs in
question.

The verbs will be broken down into their morpho-

logical types and a morphological pattern will be given for
each.

Regular or Strong verb.

peal:

2), ItR~~(V. (12), 16), p~~,?(IV.23);

.

inal suffix, VI.21) ~~?P:9f.

j7~~J21(VI.8).
Haphel:

Hithpeel:

(k)miCCeCeh (with pronom-

1-CaC2ac~, ~~~~7(III.20) ,

Pael:

I-hitCeCaC~,

i>~~~J?i!1(II.13).

I-haCCaC~, ~1~~V[(VII.26), ~?~~V1(IV.34).
Pe-nun verbs.

Haphel:

(1) miCCaC, ~J?9( . Ir.

1-haC2aC~,

1-me'CaC,)2~9~(II.9).

Pael:

1-CaC2 aCS, D~~~7(II.46).

n~~~r(III.29).
Haphel:

Pe-aleph verbs.

",../'

.

peal:

1-hoCaca,. ~i~ln~(II.12,24;
TT
I
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VII.26); this verb is treated in the Haphel like a Pe-waw
verb in that the weak aleph is changed to a waw before the
Haphel is formed.

The hS comes from an original haw. l37

Pe-aleph/Lamedh-weak verbs.
;l.l-r.c:?~(III.2);

n~)~(III.13·
?~ : ,

'trIf07
.... . (IILI9),

V.12)·, this verb is treated

in the Haphel like a Pe-yodh verb.
Pael:

I-meC€,

I-meCCeh (with pronominal suffix, 111.19) H .~~9~.

- "
hayeCaYa,

Haphel:

peal:

1- YaC 2 aCa, i')~~!?(VII .19) •
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Pe-yodh/waw verbs.

Shaphel:

VA

Ao

l-seCaCilt-pro-

nominal suffix ~~l1 '/.:zf)4?r( IIL17), 1':1r.l'I.:l~j~7(VI.15), q~').:1,!)~?(VI.
21) .
Pe-yodh/waw/Lamedh gutteral verbs.

j/#"!/i?1 (V. 8);

I-hbCaGtit -pronominal suffix,

15), ):JJH:J"7i;'),>
(IV. 15; V.16).
• .,
I

Haphel:

" -

)JJ7~7ji7?( II. 26;
• -

" IT

Double-ayin
verbs.
-

;)~¥!7?(V.7).

Haphel:
The verb

peal: miGaC,

1-hanGaCa, i?~-¥-?!J?(
. IV. 3) ;

.

1>$0

V•

:

_

1'[! '? ( IV. 24) •

,..

1-hoCaGa,

A

I-heGaCa,

shows an affinity in morphology

to the :J "Y verbs in its form 1-hancaC~, i1t~.·~-?l'{ (VI. 24) .

One

finds nasalization instead of a daghesh forte compensative.
Ayin-guttural verbs.
24,25; .vI. 20) •

(b)hitceGaC~,

Haphel:

Ayin-yodh/waw verbs.

Pael:

(111.20),
suffix,

peal:

-...
. .

... .,.. : : .

I

I I •

peal:

2- ,..

1-CaY aCa,

1-haCaC~,

pronominal suffix, ;:'.J]·JOf?~f(VI.4), !].J')'/.;){1£??(11L16).
weak verbs.

/1 b.IlJl i?.!1. (

Ayin-guttural/Lamedh weak verbs.

1-miCG~, lI'l':;'?£( I I. 18) •

AI!1 ~I~~(VI. 8) •

Hithpeel:

Lamedh-

1-miCC:, ).l279~(II.47), >Q~9~(V.8,16), H'7]'?~

~/~o~(V.(12),16);

.

IV.32), ;J.~f¥9? Haphel:

(k)miCCeYih (with pronominal
1-haCCa Y;, j7)~i?;(VI.
9,16; VII.
T..,: - J
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25).

Pe-guttural/Lamedh-weak verbs.

i1~~a2{(II.IO,16,27; 111.32; V.15).
F~~p:~(V.12);

guttural verbs.

Haphel:

I-haGaWaY~,

'Aphel:

this form is an infinitive construct.

Lamedh-

I-haCCaG~, ~~~~2?(VI.5,5).

Haphel:

In summary, the characteristics of the infinitive
peal is the preformative mem, although there is attested an
old form without the mem in the Aramaic of Ezra. l39

In the

derived conjugations the form of a feminine singular noun is
taken, the form ending in a pure long

"

~.

With suffixes this

feminine noun-form is changed to the construct
•

•

/I

stract nouns, end1ng 1n ute

fo r~

for ab-

There is one case of an infin-

itive used substantivally in the construct state with the
ending at. l40
It has been previously mentioned that both finite
verb and participle can be passive in their meanings although they are active in their forms.

This usage is shared

by the infinitive, but unlike both participle and finite verb
which have some means to show inflection, the infinitive by
its nature has none.

The passive meaning must be derived

wholly from the context.

W. Stinespring, recently retired

from Duke University, in an article already alluded to in a
note, has drawn attention to this construction in Biblical
Aramaic.

It should be noted that the vast majority of cases

of this passive infinitive take their object prefixed b y ) ,
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thereby making that object for all practical purposes a
dative.

7.22

An example of this can be seen in II.12:

JOJ:Jn ':J1i77.:l.ln'?,

•••

"and he said (ordered) for all the wise-

men of Babylon to be destroyed."
to the one cited.

,0)( I

Other instances a re similar

This passive meaning for the active in-

finitive is found, according to Stinespring, some thirteen
times in Daniel. 141

I would add to his list the occurrence

in VI. 20.
Five meaning-classes can be distinguished for infinitives in Biblical Aramaic.
active infinitive used

Those fourteen occurr e nces of the

passive~y

will be noted in their

proper meaning class.
1.

Complementary infinitives.

an infinitive to complete their meaning.

Certain verbs take
Such verbs as "to

go, to send, to say, to order, to decide, to write, to think,
to need, to agree, and to be able" are included here.

For a

list of passages which have this as their usage see the next
major section below.
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Those infinitives which are passive

in meaning, although active in form and belong to this class,
are I1.12,46; 111.2,13,19,20;

2.

1V~3;

V.2,7; V1.24.

An infinitive expressing purpose.

These infini-

tives show an aim or purpose, and the phrase "for the purpose
of" can usually be inserted in the translation.

The oc-

currences are listed below in the next major section under
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number 5.
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The only two infinitives with passive meanings

here are VII.26,26.

3.

82.

An infini ti ve used in a purpose clause wi th

There are but two infinitives in this group, both of which
are passive in meaning.

They are found in VI.9,16.

These

~.

two infinitives do not take an object with the prefixed

An infinitive used as a substantive.

4.

This usage

of the infinitive is found most after a preposition and a
genitive.
VI. 20.

For example, see

rh,".:2J)'i)::2in 11.25; 111.24;

nd

It is sometimes found as the subject of the clause

and accordingly without a preposition; for example

J1 ') Inw, and
5.

~.J(UD

An

in V.20.

inf~nitive

used in place of a finite verb.

Sometimes the infinitive is used more or less in place of
a finite verb.

This can be seen in the idiomatic temporal

clause set up by

~:?"??:C?i>"as

(when) he drew near," V1.21.

The infinitive in IV.24 is also most probably to be taken
in this way.

Neither of these cases are passive

THE USE OF THE PREPOSITION
The preposition

l-

't

~n

meaning.

IN DANIEL

is one of the most flexible

particles in Biblical Aramaic.

The following pages are an

attempt to justify the preceding statement and to show all
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the usages of the particle in Daniel's Aramaic.

All the

usages of 1- in Daniel have been codified here.

One major

use of the letter 1 which has not been included is the prefix to the imperfect of the verb

~)U.

The reason f o r the

omission of this aspect is that the lamedh prefixed to
these forms is NOT the preposition at all.
nected with the Akkadian precative form

It may be con-

IG, or it may be a

change of a form which looked too much like the divine name
Yahweh.

It may be a combination of these, but nonetheless,

it has no place in a discussion of the preposition. _
Certain use-categories have been set up and it has
been the attempt to assign each occurrence to the preposition
to one of the use-categories.

In some cases the assignment

to particular categories is less than clear and no dogmatism
is intended in assigning the occurrences of prepositions to
those listed below.
than one category.

Sometimes a form might fit one or more
In the latter case I have chosen the

category which seems to

~

closely fit the usage.

One will

immediately note the debt in categorization to both major
lexica, that of Brown-Driver-and Briggs, and that of KoehlerBaumgartner; although both have been modified somewhat.

What

follows is a simple listing, made by working through the text
of Daniel I-VI and counting, of all the occurrences of the
preposition

l-.
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1.

The first usage of this preposition is one in

which the particle means "to" and occurs after verbs of
saying, writing, declaring, giving, and making known as well
as in the address and salutation of a letter or decr ee

The

occurrences are:
II. 4,5,7,14,15,16,16,17,19,21,21,23,23,24,24,25,25,26,
27,28,30,30,37,44,45,46,46,46,47,48.
III. 4,5,7,9,10,12,12,14,14,14,15,16,18,18,19,20,24,24,
28,28,31.
IV. 4,13,14,22,28,29,32,33.
V. 7,8,13,17,18,19,21,28.
VI. 3,7,i6,17,17,21,21,21,24,26.
VII. 4,5,6,9,11,12,14,14,22,27,27.
The object denoted by the verb form plus the preposition
is most usually a person.

1-

Exceptions to this rule are found

in VII.4,5,6,11,12 (animal);

the object is a thing in 11.34,

35; 111.5,7,10,12,12,14,14,15,18,19,28,28.

There are eighty-

nine total occurrences of this category of use.
2.

The second category is that in which the prepo-

sition indicates the direction or the aim of movement.
occurrences of this type are as follows:
II. 17.
III. 2,20,26.
IV. 8,8,17,17,19,19,31.
V. 6,10.
VI. 8,11,11,13,17,19,20,21,25,25.

The
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VII. 5.
In Daniel the direction so indicated by the preposition is
always towards a place.

In Hebrew of the classical period

this usage would be handled by the preposition -S~.

Biblical

Aramaic knows of one instance where the goal of the movement
is toward a person (Ezra 5.5).

There are twenty-four total

occurrences in this category.

A very important usage of the preposition is to

3.

mark the accusative case.

The normal rule is that 1- is used

to denote the personal direct object.

The occurrences of this

category are:
II. 12,14,19,24,25,34,35,48,49.
III. 2,13,19,20,22,30.

IV. 3,22,22,22,29,29,31,31,34.
V. 2,4,7,23,23,23,29.

VI. 2,12,17,28.
VII. 2,

(5, cf. 13 below) ,25.

A statement on page 56 of Rosenthal's Grammar states:

"It

may, however, be noted that in BA, a large percentage of
those cases concerns the direct object of an infinitive or
·a participle."

By actual count, however, twenty-three oc-

currences (approximately 60%) are with finite verbs, six occurrences (about 15%) are with participles, and nine are with
infinitives.

The usage of 1- as the mark of the accusative
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seems to be limited to the following types of cases:
a.

Proper names (with infinitive 111.13,20; with participle VI.17j with finite verbs 11.25,48,49; III.
22,30; IV.31; V.29j VI.12,28).

b.

A noun (object) in the determined (emphatic) state
(with infinitive 111.2,19; with participle VII.2;
with finite verbs 11.34,35; IV.31j V.23j VI.2).

c.

A noun (object) determined by a following gentiive
(with infinitive (11.12),14,24;

(IV.3); V.2; with

participle 1V.34; with finite verbs 11.24; V. 4, 23,23,
(23); V11.25).
d.

A noun (object) determined by a pronominal . suffix
(with participle IV.22,22,29j with finite verbs II.
19; IV.22,29).

e.

The object is a collective preceded by

)~(with in-

finitive 11.12; IV.3).
f.

The object is in a relative clause controlled by',
(with finite verbs (11.35); VI.28».

In the above chart those verse numbers in parenthesis are
those which are listed in more than one category.

The major

category has no parenthesis, whereas the more subordinate
category has.
It should be pointed out that 1- as the nota accusativi is not consistently used even within the above
guidelines, and there are many direct objects which do not
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appear with the preposition at all.

For example, an excep-

tion to category a. above would be 11.24; to b. VI.25, and
so on.

In chapter II alone there are twenty-one direct

objects which do not use 1-.
Most finite verbs which have direct objects with prefixed 1- are found in either the Haphel or Pael stems in
their causative/factitive senses.

There are sixteen verbs

found with an accusative prefixed by the preposition 1-.
They are I~J.I(Haphel),
")i:?(Pael), t1~I..!>(Pael),
(Pae1),

n.:J.~(Pae1),

NJl~(Haphel), "j")~:1(Pael),

.,:z'l)(Shaphel),

n.::>0(Haphe1).

invariably take an object prefixed by

l~.:l.(Pael),

D)~(Haphel),

i?.:l-'

Not even all these verbs

l-.

Barring those cases

where the verb has an attached pronominal suffix instead of a
separa te direct object,

7:J~, >?J1/'(,

...:l.'f)(

found one time wi th

n~~(found one time in the sense of "to prosper" in
VI. 29), and Dlpdo not always occur wi th 1"-.

The total occur-

rences in this category number thirty-nine.

4.

As has been noted in the last major section there

are certain verbs which take an infinitive to complete their
meaning.

Such verbs as "to go, to send, to say, to order, to

decide, to write, to think, to need, to agree," and "to be
able" take such complementary infinitives.
II. 9,10,12,26,27,46,47.
III. 2,13,16,17,19,20,29,32.
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IV. 3,15,23,24.

V. 2,7,8,8,15,16,16,16,16.
VI. 4,5,5,8,8,15,21,24.

VII. 19,25.
This usage of the preposition 1- occurs a total of thirtyeight times in the Aramaic of Daniel.

5.

As has also been previously mentioned there are

infinitives which take a prefixed 1- and express purpose.
The occurrences are as follows:

II. 13,14,16,18,24.
III. 2,20.
IV. -0V. 15,20.
VI. 15.
VII. 26,26.
These types of infinitives with 1- occur a total of twelve
times in Daniel's Aramaic.

6.

The next usage of 1- is one which indicates a

specific duration of time.
the phrase

roSJ)'.

II. 4,44,44.
III. 9.
IV. 26,31.

V. 10.

The most common usage here is in
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VI.
VII.

7,22,27.
-0-

An exception to the phrase ro~~' "forever" is found in IV. 26,
fl.:~'P$.

31;

7.

Next is a usage which unites with other propo-

sitions to form compounds such as )~p~,

~)rl)' and

II. 31.
III. 3,6,11,15,21,23,24.
IV.

-0-

V. 1,5,10.
VI.

-0-

VII. 25.

SJP)

is found in 11.31; 111.6; V.1,5,10;

111.11,15,21,23,24; and

7~;is

X);r';> is found in

found in VII.25 only.

There

are twelve total occurrences of this type.
8.

The eighth category comprises those occurrences

of 1- which indicate possession in expression such as "belonging to, possessing, to find belonging to."
total occurrences of this type as follows:
II. 20.
III. -0IV.

-0-

V.

23.

VI.

5,6,23.

There are ten
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VII . 4,6,6,7,7,20.

9.

Next there are those times when 1- is attached

to a word and shows the object or the purpose (dativus
commodi).

This form occurs six times in the Aramaic of

Daniel.
II. 34.
III. 3.
IV. 6 , 9 , 1 8 , 23 .
V.

-0-

VI. -0VII. -0-

10.

The preposition occurs seven times

denot ~ ng

the

destination of a journey or simply of action generally.
II. 34.
III.

3.

IV. 27,27,33.

V. 1.
VI. -0VII.

21.

There are four categories left.
left to be pointed out however.

Very few usages are

There are only eight occur-

rences left in the Aramaic of Daniel.

11.

Three times 1- occurs as indicating a peri-
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phrasis of the genitive.
II. -0III. 27.
IV.

-0-

V.

-0-

VI. 16.
VII. 21.

12.

The preposition occurs twice with an infinitive

after the negative particle

~~ and expresses prohibition.

II. -0III. -0IV.

-0-

V. -0VI. 9,16.
VII. -0-

13.

Twice

l-

expresses the relationship of resem-

blance to something else.
II. -0III. 25.
IV. -0-

V. -0VI.

-0-

VII. 5.
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14.

Finally, there is one instance where 1- means

"in relation to."
II. -0III. -0IV. 33.
V.

-0-

VI. -0As was said above, no dogmatism is called for in the assignment of words to these categories.

The preposition 1- is

used a total of 255 times in Daniel's Aramaic.

THE CONSTRUCT-GENITIVE RELATIONSHIP
AND ITS CIRCUMLOCUTION

General Introduction
In Biblical Aramaic the many-faceted genitive relationship is expressed in several ways.

It is the purpose

of the section in hand to identify and briefly investigate
these various ways with a view towards their morphological
and possible semantic differences.

It should be noted at

the outset that some terms used here (for example, the
genitive of means, or the genitive of content) are basically
foreign to Semitic languages.

The terms are meant to be

functionally descriptive, not actual names of grammatical
constructions in Biblical Aramaic.
Rosenthal states (in his Grammar, section 48),

•.•
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"there are altogether three different ways to express a
genitive construction in B{iblical) A{ramaic):"
(a)
(b )
(c)

~~S>? j1~..:z., 'X'"):J.rI ]7nO(i)

XI'S~), )i1}l.:l.,
(?i?$/I(>7;:'P~:2.,

)J) ).::lri "

)?]7now

N').:l";l)'

JJi?Jmow

The patterns are as follows:

(a)

construct noun-emphatic

"
(b) emphatic noun-di-emphatic
noun,

(or absolute) noun,

"

(c) suffixed noun-di-emphatic noun.

To these should be
A

added a fourth type,
lute noun.

(d) ;:')AI

''7 jP:::z.,

absolute noun-di-abso-

These four types, along with some subtypes, ac-

count for all the genitives in the Aramaic of Daniel.
occurrences actually number 247.

Th e

More simply, two families

appear; the simple construct-genitive (type a), and the more
complex circumlocutory genitive (types b-d) .

It should be

noted here that the dominant criterion for categorizing the
types of genitives is the state of the first member of the
construction (i.e., in the case of type a, a construct noun,
in type b, an emphatic noun, etc.).

The subtypes which were

mentioned above are mainly characterized by variations in the
second member (see below).
Before launching into a discussion of the various
types of genitives it would prove helpful to review those
characteristics which make a noun emphatic (definite).

The

first way in which a noun is shown to be definite is by the
addi tion of the emphatic suffix to it (ti
~ ... ,

/\,. -'~.r::'
Uo)

Second, a proper name is inherently definite.

Ut't

U J')

)

({-..,T

Third, a

•
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noun further defined by a construct genitive relationship is
considered as definite.

For example,

Nn~~F)~ is no longer

an indefinite house, but a particular one.

Fourth, a noun

with a pronominal suffix is definite.

The Simple Construct-Genitive (Type A)
This is the simplest genitive construction in the
language.

It is found in nearly eighty per cent of the oc-

currences of the genitive in Daniel's Aramaic (196 times).
The occurrences of this type of genitive are as follows:
II. 10,12,14,18,18,19,21,22,23,23,24,24,25,28,28,29,35,
37,37,38,38,38,41,43,43,44,47,47,47,48,48,48,49.
III. 1,1,2,2,3,3,5,5,5,6,7,7,7,10,10,10,11,12,12,12,14,15,
15,15,17,18,19,20,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,26,27,27,27,
27,28,30,33.
IV. 1,3,3,5,5,6,6,6,7,7,8,9,9,10,12,12,12,13,14,15,16,18,
18,19,20,20,22,22,22,23,26,26,26,27,27,27,28,29,29,
30,31,31,32,33,34.
V. 2,2,3,3,4,5,5,5,6,7,8,10,10,11,11,11,11,12,13,14,15,
20,21,21,21,23,23,26.
VI. 1,4,6,7,7,8,13,14,15,18,18,21,23,25,25,27,28,29,29.
VII. 1,1,1,1,2,4,7,8,9,11,11,12,13,13,13,13,14,15,16,18,
22,22,25,25,27,27,27.
There are altogether eight subtypes gathered under the heading
of the construct-genitive.

Construct noun-emphatic noun.

This subtype comprises

nearly sixty-three per cent of the total number of occurrences of type a (123 times) .

. It is, therefore, by far the
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most common of the construct-genitive relationships.

It oc-

curs as follows:
II. 10,12,14,18,19,23,24,25,29,37,37,38,38,38,41,43,44,
48,48.
III. 1,1,2,2,3,3,5,5,7,7,10,10,12,14,15,17,18,20,22,24,
25,26,27,27,28,30.
IV. 3,3,6,7,7,9,9,12,12,14,18,18,19,20,20,22,22,22,26,
28,29,29,30,31,31,32,32,32,34.
V. 2,3,3,4,5,5,7,8,10,12,15,21,21,21,23,23,26.
VI. 4,8,8,13,14,15,18,23,25,25,28,29,29.
VII. 1,2,7 f 8,11,11,12,13,13,13,16,18,18,22,22,25,25.
The only variant to be found internal to this subtype is
that which has a proper name as the second member, and so is
inherently definite and equivalent to the pattern construct
noun-emphatic noun.

These variants have been counted in the

list of occurrences above, but for the sake of completeness
they are found in 11.12,24,24,48,48; 111.1,1,30; IV.3; V.7;
VI.9,13,29,29; and VII.1,18,22,25.

Construct noun-absolute noun.

The second subtype of

type a occurs twenty-nine times, or about fifteen per cent
of the total type a.

This subtype occurs in the following

passages:
II. 21,28,35,47,47,47,48.
II

r.

20,27,33.

IV. 5,6,13,26,26,27.
V. 5,11,14.
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VI. 1,21.
VII. 1,1,4,9,9,13,14,27.

Construct noun-suffixed noun.

This subtype occurs

twenty-six times in the Aramaic of Daniel (about thirteen
per cent of the total).

It is found in the following pas-

sages:
II. 23,28.
III. 19,27.
IV. 2,5,6,9,12,15,15,20,23,27,27,33.
V. 6, 11 , 11 ,20.
VI. 6,18,27.
VII. 1,9,16.
Construct noun-emphatic n'o un and suffixed noun. This
subtype occurs only in V .10: 'i7JJ::J,.I.J.-n )(~~O )~D.

It thus ac-

counts for just over .5 per cent of all type a genitives.
Construct noun-emphatic noun and emphatic noun.

This sub-

type occurs four times, 11.22; V.2; and V1.9,13, and so
accounts for just over two per cent of the total type a
genitives.

There is a slight variant of this subtype in

which the latter two nouns are proper nouns and so inherently definite.

This variant occurs in VI.9,13.

Construct

noun-emphatic noun-emphatic noun-absolute noun-absolute nounabsolute noun.

This complex subtype is found only in the

list of musical instruments in 11I.5,7,10,15 (l)))))~)(Jl)~")U)O~P~~
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j?)J!)OlZ>1 r)]lJ3~N).:23).

As Rosenthal points out all the nouns

of Aramaic (or at least Semitic) origin are in the emphatic
state, while those terms which are loan words from Greek
have been left undetermined.

A construction of this com-

plexity, that is, with mixed emphatic and absolute nouns, is
found only here in the Aramaic of Daniel. 144
Construct noun-emphatic noun-and-emphatic nounemphatic noun-emphatic-emphatic noun-and-emphatic noun.
This subtype is related to the previous one, but because all
the nouns are in one state it is actually less complex.
This complex occurs twice in chapter V, verses 4 and 23.
The first occurrence is

)(:J:l)(J

~~~

~><p.,~

N/i)nJ N:Ji)""7' ,¥!)U.J

';7~~~

(V.4); the second merely changes the order of the first two
words.

The pattern in both cases is identical.

This sub-

type accounts for slightly more than one per cent of the
total construct-genitives (type a) in Daniel.
noun-construct noun-emphatic noun.

Construct

The remaining five per

cent of type a genitives are of this type.

A string of con-

structs such as this will often be broken by the insertion
of a type b, c, or d type genitive in place of the second
construct noun.

This subtype occurs in the following pas-

sages:
II. 18.
III. 6,11,12,15,21,26.
IV.

-0-
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V.

-0-

VI.

-0-

VII. 27.

The only variation within this subtype is the substitution
of a proper name (always inherently definite) as the second
member.

This occurs in II.18; and III.12.

Use Categories of Type A
The next task is to break down these constructgenitive types into use-categories.

This is a very uncer-

tain process because few grammarians agree on terms for the
various genitival use-categories, and, furthermore, few
grammarians agree on the limits to be placed on these categories.
tive.

Consequently any category assignment must be tentaFor example, the title "God of Heaven" ( })CN>/~/>I~)

could be an attributive genitive or a genitive of origin
(or perhaps even something else).

Genitive of origin per-

haps makes better sense at this point, but no dogmatism is
called for.

With these ambiguities in mind it is possible

to categorize the construct-genitive relationships in
Daniel's Aramaic as follows.

Genitive of possession.

This type of genitive in-

dicates simple possession of a person or thing by another,
Le. ownership.

A good example of this type is ~.,:)5D]?)o"the

word of the king" (II.10).

The total number of constructions
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assigned to this use category is sixty-one occurring as follows:
II. 10,23,23 .
III. 2,2,3,3,12,19,22,26,27,27,28.
IV. 3,5,12,12,13,14,15,16,20,22,22,26,27,28,29,32,32,
32,33.
V. 2,3,5,6,10,11,15,21,26.
VI. 8,8,13,15,18,18,23,25,25,28,29,29.
VII. 1,4,8,9,13,16,18,22,27,27.

Genitive of origin.

This use-category indicates the

place from which a person (or thing) comes or emanates, or
the place to which they naturally belong.
"God of Heaven" (II.18,19,etc.), or
Babylon" (II.12, etc.).

An example is

$..:l..2 'lY.:>n"the,. wi semen of

There are forty-seven

which fall into this category.

genitives

They are found in the fol-

lowing passages.
II. 12,18,18,19,24,24,28,29,37,38,38,38,43,44,48.
III. 27.
IV. 1,3,5,6,9,9,9,12,18,18,20,20,22,22,29,30,33.
V. 7,8,11,14,21,23.
VI. 6,9,13.
VII. 2,7,13,13,15.

Attributive genitive.

In this category are included

those genitives which give a quality of someone (something),
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or its particular species or kind.

Also included here are

those genitives which have to do with magnitude or value.
This genitive is variously termed as genitive of quality,
kind, magni tude, etc.

An example would be

(j>? ~J7'x.,

threshing floor" (II. 31), and another is »<-:>Dlf
music" (IIr.5, etc.)

).J'f

"a summer

"kinds of

Genitives belonging to this use-

category occur thirty-seven times.
II. 35,41.
III. 5,5,6,7,7,10,10,11,15,15,17,20,20,21,23,26,27,33.
IV. 6,27,27,31,31.
in verse 26.

'"

In addition there is 1(J» q.n fi 't wel veil

V. 5,10,12,20.
VI. 1,4,21,27.
VII. 9,9,11,13,14,22,27.

Partitive genitive.
a part of the whole.
ti ves, such as

»':ho

This kind of genitive indicates

It is also used to indicate superla-

7~O "king of kings" (Ir. 37) . ' An ex-

ample of the parti ti ve use is N.P)~:1
of the exile" (II.25, etc.).

'J::21D" (one

of) the sons

The superlative usage is

found four times (II.37,37,47; and VII.1a), and the whole

category is used a total of thirteen times.
II. 18,25,37,37,37,42.
IIr. -0IV. 26,31.
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V. 13,21.
VI. 14.
VII. 1,12,18.
Genitive of reference.

This genitive can sometimes

be clearly translated by the phrase "with respect to."
is one of the most difficult genitives to define.

This

Most of

the usages could also be categorized as partitive or even simple possessive genitives.

}'If} j7)ri Ita revealer of secrets"

(II.47) is one example of the genitive of reference.

With the

exception of two usages in IV.6 and V.11 all the occurrences
of genitives belonging to this category are found in chapter
II (verses 14,21,22,28,29,47,48).
Epexegetical genitive.
category to define.

This is also a difficult

It is closely related to the attribu-

tive genitive in that it simply further defines a noun (of
course all genitives may be said to do this).
used with proper nouns such as

7..2..2

It is often

.J1.J >-'0 "the province of

Babylon" (II.48, the province, that is to say Babylon).
could therefore also be called the genitive of name.

It

It

occurs seven times in II.48,49; III.1,12,30; IV.6; and V.S.

Genitive of material.

This category names the mate-

rial of which a thing (person) is composed.
found in III. 5, etc.

,N.J.iJ;

An example is

Dh~"to the image of gold. ·"

This
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category of genitive occurs ten times in Daniel's Aramaic.
These occurrences are:
Genitive of aim.

111.5,7,10,12,14,18; and V.3,3,4,23.

The genitive of aim occurs eight times and

indicates the object aimed' at.

In every case it f ollo ws th e

preposition (from a substantive) X/ri.
in ~,IJ

}lJ7)rl ~)rl7

An example is f ound

"into the middle of the furnace of blazing

fire" (III.7, etc.).

All the occurrences o f this category

are found in chapters III and IV (III.7,11,15,21,23,24; and
IV.8,19).

Genitive of time.

This only occurs three times

(IV.26,31; and V.11) and its function is exactly that indica ted by its ti tIe.

An example is found in V.11

"and in the days of your father."

71~

)D)'..:l'

Genitive of separation.

This use category indicates separation from something and is
found only once,

~)~

){)1::J

10 ••• '1J>NJ

midst of the fire" (III. 26) •

){>/~ "come out ... of the

Geni ti ve of means.

This final

use-category is also found once ( N/i)~ J17P)~"to be burned by
means of fire," VILlI).

This genitive is used to indicate

the means by which something is accomplished.

"

The Emphatic Noun-Dr-Emphatic Noun (Type B)
The remaining expressions are much less frequent than
the simple construct-genitive, and so by sheer number present
less of a problem.

The morphology of these circumlocutory

genitives is complex, however, and must be investigated with
some care.

The occurrences of the b type of circumlocutory
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genitive are as follows:
II. 14,15,19,25,38,49.
III. 22.
IV. 12,20,26.
V. 3,5,5,7,13,16,23,29.
VI. 14,17,20.
VII. 27,28.
Out of the fifty-one occurrences of all three types of circumlocutory genitives, twenty-three are of type b.

This

amounts to forty-five per cent of the total number o f circumlocutory genitives, and just over nine per cent of all
..
.
.
145
the gen1t1ves 1n Dan1el.

The three morphological sub-

types "all vary in the second member.

Attention must now be

turned to these subtypes.

"
Emphatic noun-di-construct
noun-genitive.
type is found in V.3,5; and VII.27.

This sub-

The fact that the second

member is defined further by another genitive makes the whole
second member construction definite.

The construction

'7~)'~

>clo" ~~~'i1 ?.n=> "the plaster of the wall of the palace of the
king" in V.5 is such a construction.

The phrase

Jib,,., ~Jl":>

is not indefinite, but one particular wall; the equivalent
to an emphatic noun.

"

Emphatic noun-di-proper name.

This construction is

found three times; in II.25; V.13; and VI.14.

All three
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cases consist in the phrase

Since all prop-

er names are definite, this too, although morphologically a
bit different from the main type, is its equivalent.

'"
Emphatic noun-di-suffixed
noun.
found only at V.23.

This subtype is

Since suffixed nouns are also considered

to be defini te ~Jl':l.'i ,y':J>W)l is equivalent to the main type.

Use Categories of Type B
The same ambiguity attends the assignment of these
genitives to use-categories which attended the simpler type.
The only new category to be added here is that of objective
genitive.

Genitive of Possession is found in 11.14,15; V.

23; VI.l7,20; and VII.27,28.

The occurrences of the At-

tributive Genitive are IV.12,20,26; and V.5,24.

There are

six occurrences of the Genitive of Material, II.38; lIl.22;
and V.7,13,l6,29.

The occurrence in chapter III is perhaps

a genitive of quality/attributive genitive.

There are

three occurrences of the Objective Genitive in II.25,49; and
V.l3.

There is one Epexegetical Genitive at V.3 and one

Genitive of Time at II.19.
A further use of this type of genitive deserves a
special mention.

Often, instead of two or more construct-

genitive constructions of type a, one construction of type ,
b is used.
up.

Thus a string of construct-genitives is broken

Thi s string-breaking effect may be seen in -,,;)70''7 )()l).:2().li
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(II.14) .

It also occurs with the type b circumlocutory geni-

tive in II.25,49; IV.23,26; V.3,5,15; and VI.14.

Out of the

twenty-three occurrences of the type b genitive nine of them
have this string-breaking effect.

This amounts to thirty-

nine per cent of type b genitives, almost eighteen per cent
of all circumlocutory genitives, and about four per cent of
a 11

..

gen~t~ves.
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The Suffixed Noun-DI-Emphatic Noun (Type C)
Type c circumlocutory genitive occurs eighteen times
in the Aramaic of Daniel, which means that about thirty-four
per cent of all circumlocutory genitives are of this type
(and just over seven per cent of the total number of geni.

t~ves

) • 147

They occur as follows:

II. 20,32,32,32,33,33,33,34,44.
III. 25,26,28,29.
IV. 23.
V. -0-

VI. 25,27.
VII. 19,19.
There are several subtypes here as well.

First, there are

the variations which affect the first member of the construction.

There are two of these:

Suffixed noun-suffixed noun-di-absolute noun. 148
This form is found twice in II.32:
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~nJ ' i ,";)j'I:>1'1 'i>/~r:J.

The clause that is produced in these ex-

amples requires the addition of the verb "to be."
and its chest (were) of silver."
preposition-di-absolute noun.

"Its arms

Suffixed noun-suffixed

This subtype is found in II.
It also re-

quires the addition of the verb "to be" in English translation.

There are also subtypes in which the latter member is

the one affected.

There are two of these subtypes.
A

Suffixed noun-di-proper noun.

This subtype is found

twice, 111.8; V!.25, in the idiom "to eat the pieces of
(someone)" (i.e., "to slander someone").

$~~.l"7 "'i'1I'.t1p 1~.:J>l',
found at V!.27:

The other occurrence of this subtype is
;)()J7'"'7

r>S,\> 1J7F> 10' "from before Daniel i s God."

·
d noun- d·1-a b so I ute noun. 149
S u f f 1xe

The two occurrences in

11.32 have already been mentioned above.

Other instances of

this subtype are found in 11.32 (a third time),33,33,150 33;
VII.19,19.

The verb "to be" must also be supplied here in

the English translation.

An example is

-2(1.2;>"7 )irl~~/tlits

head

(was) of fine gold," 11.32.
Use Categories of Type C
There are three use-categories into which type c circumlocutory genitives fall.
possessive genitive.

The first of these is the simple

This category is found once in chapter

two and four times in chapter three, 11.20; 111.25,26,28,29.
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There are two attributive genitives, 11.44; and IV.23.
of the genitives of type c are genitives of material.

Most
The

occurrences of this category are 11.32,32,32,33,33,33,34;
a nd VI r. 19 , 19 .

It will be noted here that whereas the geni1\

tives of material in type b (emphatic noun-di-emphatic noun)
do not require the insertion of the verb "to be" in the English translation, all the examples of this kind except II.34
do.

The last named verse is the only example of a type c
/'0

genitive of material with the normal suffixed noun-diemphatic noun pattern.

All the others are of the subtype

"

suffixed noun-di-absolute noun mentioned above.

The string-

breaking effect which has been discussed above is found only
once with this type of genitive.

~J~));

found in IV.23:

)7 'i'7/W,Y

That one occurrence is

1~j ~o> no~.

This amounts to

about five and one-half per cent of type c genitives, two per
per cent of all circumlocutory genitives, and under one-half
of one per cent of all the genitives in Daniel's Aramaic. 1S1

....

Absolute Noun-DI-Absolute Noun (Type 0)
This last type of circumlocutory genitive is found
ten times in the Aramaic of Daniel, and accounts for about
twenty-one per cent , of the total number of circumlocutory
genitiyes and just over four per cent of the total number of
genitives.
II. 41.

This pattern occurs in the following passages:
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III. 1.
IV.
V.

VI.

12,20.
5.
-0-

VII. 4,6,7,9,10.

There are three variations on this basic type.

One varies

the first member and the other two vary the second.

Absolute noun-di-absolute noun-absolute noun.
first subtype is found in IV.12,20: IQn:JI $,'")~

The

1)~>t.:J.1.1S2

>7

•

, (If',

Absolute noun-di-construct-genitive.

This subtype is found

~J~') "J~~~ J~j.

The second member is,

only once, in V.S;

for all practical purposes, an emphatic noun.

The reason

why this subtype is placed here under ' type d instead o f' as
a variant to b is that, as was said at the outset, the determinant criterion for categorization is in each case the first
element.

Since the first member of this subtype is an ab-

solute noun it is placed here under type d.

The third subA

type is of the pattern absolute noun-numeral-di-absolute
noun.

This is seen only in

~}y), Y':l1>t

1'!7)::7 ;:,) in VI I. 6.

Use Categories of Type D .
There are three use categories of type d circumlocutory genitive.
11.41; VII.6.

(''Y

'7 :'j).J.1 N,

First, the attributive genitive is found in

In the literal translation of VII.6,

"and to him (were) four wings of a bird, ff the verb
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"to be" must be inserted.

In the idiomatic English transla-

tion, however, "to have" is required.
four bird-wings."

"And he (it)

(had)

A possible sub-category here would be the

so-called genitive of genus/species found in V.S and VII.4.
The last use-category here is the genitive of material found
in IV.12,20 and VII.7,9,lO.

Both members of the subtype ab-

"
solute noun-di-absolute
noun-absolute noun are to be found
here.

Only one of these genitives .of material requires the

insertion of the verb "to be" in the English translation;
1J;] ~7 l'.::u.W;:'''i))::J,

"his throne (was) flames of fire."

As has

been seen above concerning the insertion of the verb "to
have," so here in the idiomatic English translation of

;,$S,)!", tJfJ>I, "and he (had) teeth of iron."

The string-

breaking effect is seen once in this type of genitive:
\A))c'"1) )71JJ.:LYN

(V. 5).

lp~J

This accounts for ten per cent of type d

genitives, about two per cent of all circumlocutory genitives, and less than one-half of one per cent of all the
genitives in the Aramaic section of the book. 1S3

Conclusions
What is the difference between type a on the one hand
and types b-d on the other?

Why are the different forms used?

The basic reason why one particular form is chosen over another in a specific context of a piece of literature, of
course, always remains locked in the mind of the author, if
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even he knows.
ever.

Some basic patterns of usage do emerge how-

First of all, it is fairly safe to assume that the

circumlocutory genitives were used for literary variety,
much as in English prose the native Saxon genitive (God's
house) is alternated for variety with a circumlocutory genitive "the house of God.

fI

Involved in the question of lit-

erary variety as well is the string-breaking effect of the
circumlocutory genitive.

This device is only used for vari-

ety, however, as there are a number of unbroken strings in

Daniel.

The total number of construct strings (broken or

unbroken) is nineteen.

Of this number eleven (about fifty-

eight per cent) are broken with a circumlocutory genitive,
while eight strings (about forty-two per cent) remain unbroken.

The most one can say in this respect is that the

string-breaking effect is one possible use of the circumlocutory genitive.
Second, the ,cIrcumlocutory genitive is used to express ideas which are either difficult or impossible to
express in a simple construct-genitive, type a, relationship.
Three examples of this will suffice.

It is well known that

a simple construct-genitive cannot have a compound first
element.

When one wished to say, for example, "its arms and

chest were of silver," one was forced to use the rather awkward and obtuse

;"';)/0 Xiii jy~ 1f1) )71

,,)7n,

or

)i)/~-'''''/~:J . / " .

The

alternative to these ways of expressing the idea is to simply
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say

"D J)'7

)j)1~1i J '/""""".

This is done twice in II. 32.

example also offers another point.

This

The use of a circumloc-

utory genitive is a simple way of constructing a noun clause
that is at the same time a possessive clause.

It is also

well-known that nothing (except the rare inseparable preposition) can come between the construct and its genitive.

In

VII.6 a number comes between these two elements:
In order to put the form into a simple constructgenitive relationship the position of the number would have
to be changed.

This is possible in Biblical Aramaic, b u t

one finds the text in the only way one could find it using a
circumlocutory

gen~tive.

To repeat, what is the difference between the various
types?

There are really so few cases that are really paral-

leI that any comparison is difficult.

In VI.8,13,25 one

finds ~W")~ .::1/;;~, while in VI. 17 , 20 one finds ~P"')i

)7

;11.::7'.

In

the latter instance the reference may be to a specific den
of lions, while in the former any den of lions is indicated,
but this is far from certain.

It is very difficult to make

out any semantic differences between S:UJlJ~'70''7)l'''J..;z'y(II.49),
and

7..2.l Jl :"""0 /1'7'.:nl( II. 12,

etc.).

It is just possible that the type c construction

( suffixed

~

noun-d1-emphatic noun) brings an emphasis or a

demonstrative force to the construction.

In the cases where

there is no verbal clause formed by the insertion of the verb
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"to be" in the translation, then such meanings are possible.
Three examples would be
(II.20), )rf})~

,...,l/1r7.JJ),

Ni77N" ;;'00, "the very name of God"

"true servants of God" (111.26), and

T'-'~''''' lIi7/"/"I)~, "that God of Shadrflch, etc ... " (111.28).
Other such meanings are at least possible in 11.34,44; III.
25,28,29; and IV.23.

Other than these possible variations

in meaning, there is little semantic difference (if any)
between the normal construct-genitive of type a and those
circumlocutory genitives of types b-d.
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JH. V. Chr., Abhandlungen fur die Kunde des Morgenlandes XXXVIII.3 (Wiesbaden:
Franz Steiner, GMBH, 1969),
sec. 62.
140.

There is another example, J?~~{!J?, in Ezra 4.22.

141.

See note 131 above.

142.

See pages 60-61 below.

143.

See page 61 below.

144.

Rosenthal, sec. 46.

145.

The actual figure is 9.3%.

146.

The last figure is actually 3.6%.

147.

The actual number is 7.3%.

148. On the last member, see below on the second subtype with second member affected, p. 79.
149.

See note 148 above.

,..

150. See suffixed noun-suffixed preposition-DIabsolute noun above.
151.

The last figure is actually .44%.

152.

See below on the genitive of material.

153.

The last figure is actually .44%.

CHAPTER II

LITERARY PROBLEMS IN THE MASSORETIC TEXT
OF' DANIEL I-VI

GENERAL INTR CDUCTION

This chapter deals with those problems which are
more-or-less connected with the reading of Daniel chapters
I-VI as literature.

In order to understand the scope of

these problems it will once again be necessary to travel
outside of the limits of chapters I-VI into other parts of
the book as well as into other contemporary works of literature.

The problems presented and discussed in the current

chapter cluster about two sets of issues.
The first of these clusters deals with the unity (and
the lack of it) in the book.

Involved in this general topic

are the questions of the authorship, whether single or composite, and the book's bilinguality, which is perhaps the
most outstanding formal-literary characteristic of the book.
Once some kind of answer is reached on the unity and the
bilinguality of the book the question of date can be raised.
As was seen in the last chapter, the Aramaic of Daniel leaves
the date open.

It could range from circa 500 BC (or perhaps

earlier) down to the date assigned to it by many critical
95
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scholars, circa 165 Be.
The second cluster of problems deals with the Gattung of chapters I-VI both generally and individually.

The

importance of the Gattung is more than a scho l ar l y interest
that drives one to know what kind of literature is contained
in a work.

Knowledge of the Gattung allows for a more intel-

ligent reading of the text, and therefore a more intelligent
exegesis.

In order to more fully understand the kinds of

literature contained in chapters I-VI, biblical parallels
will be pointed out.

After the Gattung is fixed a concluding

question on the oral prehistory of chapters I-VI can be asked
and a possible solution posited.

UNITY, AUTHORSHIP, BILINGUALITY AND DATE

Many commentators have found and discussed a "unity"
in the book of Daniel.

Where is this unity to be found?

One reading of the book in English will show the reader that
there are two kinds of literature in the book;

stories (for

lack of a more precise word at present) found in chapters
I-VI, and visions found in chapters VII-XII.

Thus from a

point or view of the kinds of literature the book is bipartite.

There is no unity

he~e.

A single reading of the book

in the original languages will show that the book falls into
two parts according to language, and that unrortunately the
division is not the same as the division into stories and
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visions.

Chapters I.l-II.4a and chapters VIII-XII are writ-

ten in Hebrew and chapters II.4b-VII.28 are in Aramaic.

More

to this; part of the book narrates the story in the thirdperson (I.l-VII.1) while the rest narrates in the first person.

From these three factors alone a disunity in the book

is surely patent.

No matter what else is said there is a

fundamental disunity in Daniel that cannot be gainsaid nor
If there is a measure of unity in the

made into a unity.

book it must therefore by only a partial unity and must lie
somewhere else than in these three obvious traits.
Most of the past commentators who have defended the
unity of the book have done so on grounds of single authorship of the whole.

1

If the case for one author can be proved

then the three above disunities will be subsumed to the purposes of one man in one lifetime and the book will be able to
be called a unity with accuracy.

~en

it was widely assumed

that Daniel himself working in the sixth century was the
author of the whole book the problem of unity was not felt
. 2 but with the rise of modern criticism those wh a
so acutely,

saw more than one author in the book on the basis of the
problems outlined above (and some others) began to express
themselves.

Bertholdt, the father of modern critical com-

mentators, found nine authors in the book. 3

Before him both

Spinoza and Newton had remarked that the book was bipartite
(both on the basis of the change in language) and the work
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4

of two different authors.

It is interesting to note in pas-

sing that many critical theories of authorship and composition coincided roughly with the dominant theory of pentateuchal criticism at the time.

There was what could be
•

II

•

called an "early documentary hypothes1s (Sp1noza, Newton) in
which Daniel was thought to have had a significant role in
the creation of the book, but which included later documents
as well (this could also be called a supplementary hypothesis).

There was as well a "fragmentary hypothesis"

(Bertholdt, et. al.) in which it was thought that the book
was made up of pieces welded together.
vived in 1891 by Lagarde.

5

There is also the "modern docu-

mentary hypothesis" (Dalman, Torrey,
et. al.).

This view was re-

H~lscher,

Montgomery,

Of course there were those scholars, other than

those who would not allow anything but a genuine Danielic
production, who did not go along with any of these theories
(at least wholeheartedly).

To name but three of these, S. R.

Driver, R. H. Charles, and H. H. Rowley, always subscribed
to one author (although allowing that he may have used some
traditional material at times) for the whole.

The line of

demarcation in the critical camp is on the point of authorship of the various segments of the book.

6

H. H. Rowley restated the case for unity in authorship some twenty years ago in his article "The Unity of the
Book of Daniel" which was reprinted in The Servant of the

--
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Lord in 1952 and in a revised edition of the same work in
1965. 7

He also states the variety involved in the divisive

position so that anything but a brief summary of t he p o sition would constitute nothing but repetition.

8

Rowley is quite right when he points out that there
is no unity of position in the divisive school, but that is
no reason to assume that no such division of Daniel is le. .
g~t~mate

' d'~cate. 9
as Row 1 ey seems to ~n

The crucial decision

to be made is what is to be done wi th chapter VII.

The fact

that this is the dividing point on the theories which split
Daniel up into segments is to be expected because it is
chapter VII which ,is joined to I-VI by language, but to VIIIXII by genre.

It is chapter VII as well which has in it the

change from the third to the first person.

So chapter VII

shares in all three disunities set forth above.

The facet

which unites the vast majority of the divisionists is that
they see the first part of the book (either I-VI or I-VII)
as earlier than the second part of the book. 10

What divides

them, generally speaking, is whether or not they include VII
with I-VI or with the latter chapters or let it stand on its
own.

Although differing somewhat in matters of deta·il it is

legitimate to group the divisionists into three groups:
1.

Those who divide the book I-VI, VII-XII; included in this

group are such scholars as ' Dalman (1892), Torrey (1909),
C. F. Kent (1926), Montgomery (1927), Eissfe1dt (1934),
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Vriezen (1948), and C. Kuhl (1961) .11

2.

Those who,

foI-

.
H-l
' 11 y b el ow~ng
0 sc h er, 12 1 00k on c h ap t er VII as b
as~ca
longing with I-VI, but as a later appendix are Sellin (1910

ff.),

w.

F. Albright (1921), Gressmann (1929), C. Kuhl,

earlier (1930), Meinhold, later (1932), Obbink (1932), Bentzen (1937 ff.), and more generally Nyberg (1948).13
3.

Those who divide the book simply into I-VII, VIII-XII,

are M. Thilo (1926), A. C. Welch (1922 ff.),

Eerdmans (1932),

R. B. Y. Scott (1930), Weiser (1939), and less directly E. W.
Heaton (1956).14
To the list above, which does little but repeat
Rowley, may be added the commentaries of Porteous (1962/
1965), Ploger (1965), and Delcor (1971),15 all of whom basically follow Rowley (or at least agree with him) in finding
one author for the whole.

It should be noted that all three

allow for the use of earlier material in the work by the
author (as does Rowley himself).16

A point of agreement be-

tween the vast majority of the divisionists and those who
posit one author is that chapters VIII-XII come from the
Maccabean era.
ters I-VII.

The disagreement, then, involves only chap-

If it can be proved that one author composed

the whole of Daniel, or it can be shown that the theory
which would divide the book into halves does not explain the
facts, then the case for the unity of Daniel is secured and
the searched-for unity of the composition located in the mind
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of one author.
The case for the unity of authorship has been set
out in the critical school many times.
or these attempts must suffice here.

To name only three
Perhaps the i irst real

critical attempt came from Friedrich Bleek in 1822.

17

Bleek

set forth the case so strongly that for most of the middle
years of the nineteenth century the case was considered
proved.

In 1875 Lenormant published his La Divination et la

science des pr~sages chez les Chaldeens which took the pointof-view that the whole was written in Hebrew originally and
that the Aramaic in the book was a later insertion when part
of the original was lost.

18

In addition to Lenormant's en-

deavors, works were published by Meinhold (1884, 1888, 1889)
and others which defended the bipartite nature of the book.
Meinhold's view was that chapters II-VI were written circa
300 BC, followed by chapter VII at a slightly later date,
followed in the Maccabean age by I.I-II.4a and VIII-XII.

19

To answer these persons and others Augustus Freihe r r von Gall
published, in 1895, Die Einheitlichkeit des Buches Daniel.
This work was followed in 1901 by Karl Marti and in 1,905 by
Cornill in his Einleitung in die kanonischen Bucher des' Alten
Testaments,

20

and some others, but the long-lasting effect

which Bleek's article had achieved was not repeated.

The

divisionists were well-entrenched in the critical school and
were at that time in the majority, as they remain to this
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day.
To repeat, the most recent defense of the unity authorship theory came from H. H. Rowley.

Others since him

have subscribed to the unity theory, but these have basically followed Rowley's lead.

21

Since the discussion of unity

in Rowley was revised and updated in 1965 it can be taken to
represent a fairly contemporary view of the unity-of-authorship argument.

For this reason it seems wise to examine each

of Rowley's thirteen points in favor of the unity of the work
to see whether his case is proved, or whether the case of
the divisionists is so damaged by it that the latter view is
untenable.
(1)

"It is generally agreed that chapters 8-12 come

from a single hand, and are to be related to the events of
the Maccabean age."

22

This is true, as has been stated

above, but this says nothing directly for or against the
case for unity of the book.

It should be remarked here that

not all agree that chapters VIII-XII come from a single
23
hand.
(2)

"Chapter 7

.

~s

closely bound to chapter 8."

24

Rowley points out the similarities between the Little Horn
in VII.8,21,25-27 and VIII.11,12, and 25.

As has been stated

already, most of the divisionists find no difficulty in assigning VIII-XII to the Maccabean period.

It would seem,

however, that unless one wishes to stratify chapter VII into
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various sections (as some scholars do

25

) that a case can be

made for chapters VII and VIII belonging together.

It could

be said in answer to this that the author of VIII-XII used
chapter VII as a guide and so naturally the two will resemble each other.

However, the references to Antiochus

Epiphanes which can be so easily seen by most scholars in
chapters VIII-XII are just as clearly seen in chapter VII,
for example, in verse 25.

This would seem to strike a blow

at those who wish to join chapter VII to the first six,
either as an integral part or as a later appendix, but it
does nothing to those who divide the book at the end of VI.
(3)
2.,,26

"Chapter 7 is also closely bound to chapter

The four kingdoms outlined in chapter II--Babylon,

Media, Persia, and Greece--are found in the seventh chapter
as well.

Rowley is right in arguing against Ginsberg's

theory that 7c.!J:J means "was destroyed" in VII.5. 27
here "to stand erect."

It means

Ginsberg's solution to the problem

here does rest on a dubious textual emendation and must be
discarded.

This aside, what can be said about the similar-

ity between the chapters?

One would have to be rather un-

initiated to see no similarities between chapters II and
VII; striking similarities at that.

This fact does not prove,

however, that one man wrote both chapters.

More important

than the similarities (from the point-of-view of authorship)
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are the differences between these chapters.

The major dif-

ference is the attitude of the narrator(s) to the action
whiCh takes place.

In chapter II there is not a hint of a

growing wickedness in the kingdoms, nor an imminent or
present persecution of God's chosen people.

There is not a

hint of moral condemnation of Nebuchadnezzar, nor of his nor
the other pagan kingdoms.

There is a simple narration; God

will set up his kingdom and will win at last over all the
kingdoms of the earth.

In chapter VII, on the other hand,

the picture of the fourth monarchy and its monarch is one of
evil.

There is, in verse 25, the sign of persecution of

God's chosen people.

In the end he and his pagan kingdom

are judged guilty (verse 26) and destroyed.
there is no judgment of guilt.

In chapter II

The coming of the kingdom of

God fmpeaches all other kingdoms and that is the judgment.
Furthermore, the point of VII is to point to the time of the
end and God's victory there.

The points of II are first to

show Daniel's superior wisdom, wisdom which has been given
to him by his God who is, therefore, a superior God; second,
to tell the story of mighty Nebuchadnezzar being converted to
this superior God, the God of a captive people; and third, to
state that this same God is in control of history.

These are

the three major themes of chapter II presented in their order
of dominance.

So while II and VII are definitely related
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there is no proof that this relationship must be one of
common a u thorship.

A theory which accords as well wit h the

facts is that a later a u thor adapted and cont e mporized the
story of chapte r

II in ch a pter VII .

To repeat,

there is

nothing in the connectio n o f t he two chapters t h at d emand s
common a u t horship.
(4)

"The emasculation of chapter 2 by the remo val

of alleged glosses reits on no solid e vid ence and mere ly reduces the effectiveness of the story.,,28
are

tr • • •

The alleged glosses

and toes ... " in II.41a and II.41b-43.

These words

are consider ed glosses by, among others, Gin sberg . 29

They

are thought to be such because the words give an interpretation of som e thing which is not found in the original
vision.

This may seem like firm grounds for assuming a

gloss, but even if this is not granted the ca s e is not substantially . changed.

Torrey, following Bertholdt and others,

assigned the events in 11.41-43 to the period of the marriage
of Antiochus II to Berenice, i.e., circa 250 BC. 30

Rowley

points out that it could as easily refer to the marriage of
Cleopatra, daughter of Antiochus III, and Ptolemy Epiphanes
r.
I

in circa 200 BC.

The former marriage was a failure and led

to the Laodicean War about 246 when Berenice's brother
Ptolemy III took most of Syria and Babylon away from Seleucus II.

The latter led to war in the time of Antiochus

Epiphanes.

Rowley says that it is completely arbitrary to
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choose one over the other.

31

If the first marriage alliance

is chosen then the iron represents the house of Ptolemy and
the clay the house of Seleucus, whereas if the second is
chosen the elements are simply reversed. 32
As was said above, the attitude of chapter II seems
to be rather dispassionate if not tacitly approving of the
pagan monarchies.

True, they are all replaced by God's king-

dom, but there seems to be no urgency in chapter II.

It is

only said that the final kingdom will crush the preceding
There is no hint of persecution.

three.

In chapter VII

Antiochus Epiphanes appears as well as his persecution of the
Jewish people.

If II originated in the same time then the

last significant event which the author saw was not the persecution, but the marriage of Cleopatra and Ptolemy since
this is mentioned just before the in-breaking of the kingdom
of God.

The last fact tends to make one believe that Torrey

was right in choosing the former date (circa 250)

for chap-

ter II, or that Ginsberg is right in assigning that date to
verses 41-43.

It would seem to put at jeopardy the theories

which would place chapter VII with I-VI and strengthen the
view which breaks the book into the sections I-VI and VIIXII.

This is not to deny that people living in the Mac-

cabean age could have found a relevance and significance to
the content of chapter II.

In fact they might have thought

of the marriage of Cleopatra and ptolemy which had led to war
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in their own time, but that does not speak against an origin
·in the middle of the third century for chapter II.

On the

other hand, it is possible (if less probable) to maintain
with Rowley that the major primary reference in chapter II
is to the marriage of Cleopatra and Ptolemy.
(5)

"The emasculation of chapter 7 by the removal

of alleged glosses rests on no more solid evidence, and

leaves the story with little identifiable point.,,33
this the present author quite agrees.

With

In chapter VII verses

8,20b,21,24, and 25 there are clear references to the Maccabean age and to the persecutions of Antiochus Epiphanes.
There are, so far as the present author is concerned, no
grounds for cutting these verses out as a Maccabean gloss to
a pre-Maccabean story.

Again Rowley is right when he claim s

that equally well one could remove all those elements from
the rest of VIII-XII which refer to the Maccabean age and
claim an earlier authorship fo~ the whole. 34

The only rea-

son to cut out the verses in chapter VII would seem to be a
modern writer's theory which endeavors to make the text fit
the theory.

The verses which the various scholars would

eliminate all make perfect sense where they are and they do
not give problems of interruption of a narrative or jerky
transition from one section of a story to another (which are
the major marks of interpolation).

Likewise there seem to be

no grammatical problems which would ma ke one lean towa rd s an
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excisio n of any ver ses in the narrative.

Again, as before,

it would seem that those who wish chapt er VII to go with
chapters I-VI have but little to back their claim. 35

This

point of Rowley's does nothing, howe ver, to answer those who
place chapter VII with what follows it.
(6)

"Despite the efforts that have bee n made to

prove that the Aramaic of chapter 7 is different from that
of chapters 2-6, no real difference can be established.,,36
This is again basically true.

. Most of the differences in

language can easily be accounted for by the difference in
genre of I-VI and VII.

It can be argued that a difference

in hand could well be disguised by the difference in

gen~e,

and that even one author would show marked diff e rences in
two such "different types of writing as tales and apocalyptic.

There would not be much difference in form because of

the relative stability of Imperial Aramaic. 37

The differ-

ences in vocabulary can most easily be explained, if not by
the difference in genre, by the difference in subject matter
between I-VI and VII. 38

One major difference that could be

pointed out is that VII is almost wholly lacking in loan
words,39 but this, too, may be due to the difference in both
subject matter and genre.

In no way does this lack of dif-

ference speak against a composite authorship.
(7)

"Chapter 7 is linked with the earlier chapters

in that it is written in Aramaic, and equally with the later
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chapters, in that it has many links of phraseology with them,
despite the fact that they are written in Hebrew.,,40

Rowley

here does nothing but restate the problem of chapter VII;
it is linked to what goes before by language and to what
follows by genre.

Various correspondences in phraseology

between VII and VIII-XII are pointed out, and one cannot deny
.
41
th e~r
presence.

Again, this vocabulary similarity is most

probably due to the similarity in genre and subject matter
of chapters VII-XII, but even if this is not wholly the case
the similarities tend to link VII with what follows rather
than with what precedes.

This leaves the problem of the

relationship of VII to I-VI (by language) hanging in the
balance, and this question must be taken up in due course.
(8)

"Chapter 7 is linked both with the preceding

anonymous chapters and with the succeeding pseudonymous chapters."

42

What this states is that chapter VII is a transi-

tional chapter.
the first person.

It contains the transition from the third to
Chapter VII is also more closely tied than

any other chapter to one of the stories (i.e., chapter II).
" ••• This feature of the book as a whole does not ... demand
plurality of authorship. "43

This is true, but neither does

it speak against plurality of authorship.

There is nothing

in VII to forbid the hypothesis that an author of the Maccabean age, to which chapter VII clearl-y refers (8,21,25),
wrote chapter VII in imitation of chapter II, using II as a
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model and contemporizing it.

He found II along with the

other stories in a pre-existent corpus which had been transmitted either orally or in writing.

Rowley makes the state-

ment that the theory of plural authorship is not demanded.
Neither is his own theory.

This point demands neither and

allows both.
(9)

"The mental and literary characteristics of the

book are the same throughout." 44

Rowley notes that chapters

I-VI are full of repetitions, and he posits these as well for
chapter VII.

His two examples are flpeoples, nations, and

tongues," VII.14 and chapter III, and "dominion and glory and
kingship," VII.14 and chapter 111 . 45

By any stretch of the

imagination, these repetitions in chapter VII are really insignificant when compared to the massive repetition in chapters IV and V, and prove nothing except that perhaps both of
Rowley's examples are common idioms.
VIII-XII

do

Rowley does note that

not seem to use this device of repetition.

This

would seem to speak for VII being a transitional chapter (if
the two repetitions are actually from chapter III), but more
closely bound to VIII-XII which do not use the techniques of
repetition.

Rowley then points to the flnails of brass" in

VII.19, comparing them to Nebuchadnezzar's hair growing long
like eagle-feathers, and his nails like bird's claws (IV.
30).46

The present author cannot see that the two cases are

really comparable other than the fact that both are rep-
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etitions, and that both add elements not in the original
phrase.

In chapter VII the intrusive phrase really does

nothing to further the story; it is merely one more piece
of description.

In IV.30, however, the author's use of

repetition is quite different.

This verse is remarkable in

that it has pieces of IV.22,29 in it.

What is expected to

follow "he was wet with the dew of the heaven 1l from previous
repetitions in chapter IV is "until he knew that the Most
High rules in the kingdom of men ... "
case is different.

In IV.30, however, the

The second half of the so-called rep-

etition starts with the same phrase

('1

7~),

but instead of

what is expected by the reader after two verbatim repetitions, the story

~s

brought to a turning point by the simple

device of the insertion of the new phrase "until his hair
grew long like eagle's feathers ••• "
ter

VI~

The occurrence in chap-

does in no wise the same thing.

A more comparable

instance between VII.19 and a part of the first six chapters
would be II.41a, " ... and toes ... " although this doe s not
take its place in a literal repetition.

This point again,

it seems, links VII to what follows it in its relatively
small use of repetition, but it does nothing to speak against
the theory that chapters I-VI are a separate unit.
(10)

tiThe unhistorical representation of Belshaz zar

~.
.
h
47
·
as k ~ng
.L~gures ~n c apters 5,7, and 8."

This is true.

This would also be the case if a Maccabean author was using
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I-VI as a source book.

This would be especially true if he

considered I-VI to be accurate history.

Even if he knew

better the alternative would have been to do major surgery
on chapter V; excising Belshazzar and inserting Nabonidus
(who figures nowhere in the book by name) or some other.
(11)
.

~n

"The unhistorical Darius the Mede also figures

both halves of the book."

48

The same answer may be given

here as was given to point (10) above.

Neither demands that

one author composed I-XII.
"Just as the later chapters contain a clear

(12)

reference to Antiochus Epiphanes, so chapter 3 contains a
clear reference of the same age in the Greek terms it
uses.,,49

From a certain point of view this is Rowley's best

argument.
outlined
that

The alternatives left to one have already been
~n

chapter I, pages 37-43.

~uffwv/a

If one does not assume

names a musical instrument, but a concord of

instruments, then the problem is not acute.
cruf!LfWVI a.

If, however,

does refer to a musical instrument one has a dif-

ficult time maintaining a pre-Maccabean date for chapter III,
or at least a Maccabean revision of the chapter.

Thi s is the

clearest pointer in chapters I-VI of a date around the time
of Antiochus Epiphanes.

If one, with Rowley himself, admits

that a Maccabean author took older traditions and reworked
them,50 could this not be one of the more obvious reworkings?
This is the textual surgery which Rowley decries on page 275:

•
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"To resort to textual surgery wherever the evidence is inconvenient is ruthless propaganda for a theory, rather than
the scientific study of the evidence."S1

The Greek words

must be explained, perhaps as a direct reference to Antiochus Epiphanes, but this is surely not the only viable
course.

In fact the word o'Vf'tlfi.VV/a.

musical instrument.

may not even refer to a

These words could also have come into

the text at a later date.
(13)

"Point can be found for every story of the

first half of the book in the setting of the Maccabean age
to which the latter part . is assigned. ,,52
true.

This, again, is

This does not mean, however, that the stories were

composed then.

As Rowley admits in a note already alluded

to, " ... 1 hold that the author made use of traditions older
than his day, but moulded them to serve his purpose."S3

How

is this different than admitting dual or plural authorship?
The fact that the stories were relevant to the Maccabean
crisis does not mean that the Maccabean author of the latter
part of the book created these stories.

One mark of good

literature is that it has relevance beyond its immediate
Sitz im Leben and is subject to later reinterpretation.
The division of Daniel into two parts has not been
disproved by Rowley (or anyone else).

What Rowley has done

is make it more likely that the division, if a division is
allowed, comes after -chapter VI and not after chapter VII.
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As in the case of the dating of the Aramaic, so here; this
is an issue which can be debated, never proved.

Some will

be convinced by Rowley's unity arguments, some will not.
The present author is one of the latter.

It must be pointed

out, however, that he would allow that Rowley's hypothesis
is a possibility.

The evidence can be read that way, but

it is certainly not necessary to do so.
It is dubious that the persecution, if it can be
called that, which came on Daniel and his friends could be
called a national persecution.

It could certainly have been

read that way in the Maccabean age when the stories and the
visions were put together into one book.

Nowhere in I-VI

does it indicate that any Jew other than the four, Daniel,
Hananiah, Misha-el, and Azariah, were involved.

Also, undue

emphasis on the persecution in chapters III and VI (the main
source for the so-called persecution motif) overlooks the
basic reason behind it.

The persecution comes down to a

question of intra-governmental rivalry and jealousy.

Baby-

lonians were jealous of the abilities of the captive Jews
and so decided to remove them from competition, but the God
who gave the

superi~r

ability to the Jews Daniel, Hananiah,

Misha-el, and Azariah in the first place caused the plans to
go awry and come back upon the Babylonians.

54

The stories of I-VI have a good attitude towa rds service in a pagan government, as has been point e d out time and
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again--and which even Rowley finally admits. 55

But surely

this would not do at all in a Maccabean age when the very
crux of the matter was complicity with . the ways of foreigners.

Why, i f the Maccabean author has worked over the

stories to the extent that Rowley seems to assume, did he
do nothing to change the approving, concerned attitude of
Daniel (and his friends) to the heathen king and his service?

This attitude of approval, so prevalent in the first

six chapters, and passed over in a single sentence by Row-

ley, stands as one of the strongest cases for a separation
of I-VI and VII-XII.

Rowley contends that although it is possible that a
Maccabean author used I-VI in a fixed form and considered
these chapters to represent correct history,

If • • •

It can

scarcely be denied that they could be better accounted for
by community of authorship ••• ,,56

Why is it a better ex-

planation?
That chapter VII belongs to both halves of the book
is patent, but this does not demand a single author for the
whole of the book.

It likewise does not demand a series of

authors, or even two.

The case must rest there.

While Row -

ley's points do not prove a single authorship, some of them
allow for it.

Therefore, neither option may be smugly taken

as proved (or disproved).

It seems that what the divi-

sionists and Rowley agr e e on is

th~t

some olde r material wa s
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used in I-VI.

The emphasis put on this older material de-

termines into which group one will fall.
If one looks at chapters I-VI themselves one will
find certain marks of disunity even there.

For example, in

I.5 it is narrated that the young men taken into exile were
to be educated for three years.

In II.1ff. one finds Daniel

fully operative and at the height of his powers in the second
year of Nebuchadnezzar, that is, at least a year before h e
graduated from school.

He is made the chief magician at the

end of chapter II and yet he graduates a year or more
later. 57

Another example is the fact that Daniel nowh e r e

appears in chapter III, and apart from a few small statements in chapter II (excluding chapter I from the discussion for the moment), Daniel's friends do not take part in
the action of the rest of the book.
This last fact has led scholars to posit that the
stories were originally independent narratives which were
united by means of the introduction in chapter I which tie s
Daniel and his comrades together. 58

In spite of thes e in-

consistencies, however, I-VI appear as a general unity at
least in their present form.

Aage Bentzen has said:

Anderseits werden c. 1-6 durch eine Reihe von
Erscheinungen doch als eine Einheit angewie se n:
c. 5 blickt auf c. 4 zuruck ... in c. 2 wo im
ubrigen Daniel allein der Handelnde ist, we rde n
die Freunde wenigstens neb e nbei erwahnt .•. c. 1,
das offenbar nachtraglich den Erzahlunge n von c.
2-6 als Einleitung vorang es tallt ist und zum
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Unterschied von diesen die hebraische Sprache
aufweist, setzt 2-6 voraus.
c. 1-6 stellt also
einen Legendenkranz dar, der zur Treue §egen
die judische Religion ermahnen will ... S
But what about the book as a whole?
is to be found 1n it?

Is there no unity that

It has been seen that Rowley and

others would find unity in the mind of a single author, but
it has also been demonstrated that this hypothesis is not
definite.

Is there, in spite of the possibility of two

authors, a unity to be seen in the literary structure, or
must literary unity be given up and any unity which lies in
the book be searched for in its theological content?

The

second of these questions will be investigated in due course,
but it is time now to look closer at the literary structure
of the whole.

Perhaps unity is to be found there.

The most striking formal characteristic of Daniel is
perhaps its bilinguality.

This characteristic cannot help

but strike the reader immediately.

This trait of Daniel is

another problem which is, in the end, insoluble.

Solutions

have been and continue to be posited, but these will always
remain hypotheses.

No one will ever know the real reason

why I.I-II.4a are in Hebrew (along with VIII-XII) and II.4bVII.28 are in Aramaic.

The issue is, in spite of all at-

tempts " ... ein immer noch ungelostes Ratsel.,,60
To be satisfactory any

hypothesi~

seeking to explain

this riddle must first make as few assumptions of historical
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accidents as possible.

If one needs to posit several his-

torical accidents to explain the bilingua1ity of Daniel,
then surely other explanations can be found or constructed
which have no need to resort to these accidents.

The second

qualification which any explanatory hypothesis must possess
is that it put as few thoughts into the mind of the author
as possible, since these thoughts are obviously impossible
to know.
The wisest course seems to be to investigate various
past hypotheses purporting to explain the phenomenon.

It is

very difficult to claim originality when looking for a solution since the problem has been felt by interpreters of Daniel from the beginning.

"In the discussion of the book of

Daniel originality is hard,,,61 said Rowley, and with this
the current author agrees with him.

Georg Fohrer has cate-

gorized the past explanations into four categories, each of
which will be examined in light of the two criteria set up
above. 62
(1)

The Mechanical view:

The book of Daniel was

originally written entirely in Hebrew.

The current bilin-

gual nature of the book is due to the circumstances under
which the book was produced and transmitted. 63
was one proponent of this theory.

Bevan (1892)

He posited that Daniel

was written in Hebrew throughout on analogy of the books of
Enoch and Jubilee s , but early translated into Ar a ma ic to
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establish a wider readership.

He felt that in the heat of

the Maccabean persecution all the Hebrew copies of part of
the book were lost and that a scribe filled up the gap from
·
th e Arama~c

.

vers~on.

64

Bevan cites as evidence for this

theory Antiochus Epiphanes' attempt to destroy copies of the
Torah. 65

This hypothesis, then attributes the bilinguality

of the book to the accident of the loss of part o f the manuscript.

It seems to be first followed by Lenormant (1875),66

Bevan (1892), von Gall (1895),67 Kampenhausen (1896),68
Barton (1898),69 and Prince (1899).70
The critique of this view is obvious.

It assum e s a

historical accident which cannot be proved or disproved.
Further, both Marti and Rowley have noted that if one assumes a Maccabean compo.s i tion-time for the whole, one must
also note that the time indicated is just before the rededication of the temple, i.e., when the Maccab e an rebels
were winning, so making the destruction of a manuscript unlikely.71

Added to this is the fact that if part of the

Hebrew manuscript had been lost the author, or anyone who
wrote in both Hebrew and Aramaic could have restored the
lacuna. 72

To the present writer's knowledge no major com-

mentator has held
century.

th~s

view since the turn of the present

There is a variant of this hypoth es i s which hold s

that the book was originally written in Arama ic throughout,
and after part of the original was lost, th e gap filled by
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Hebrew.

This view is liable to the same critique as the

other mechanical view.

According to Montgomery, this second

variant was followed by Huet in his Demonstratio evange lica
(1679).73

Montgomery also attributes this view to Marti

and Charles, but this is in error.

74

Both Marti and Charles

felt that the book was composed wholly in Aramaic, but for
different reasons which we shall have cause to consider below.
(2)

The Aramaic view:

In a way this view is re-

lated to the above because it attributes the bilinguality of
Daniel to the fate of the text after its publication.

This

view has been followed by Bertholdt (1806 ff.),75 Buhl
(1896 ff.),76 Marti (1901),77 Wright (1906),78 Charles
(1913 ff.),79 Zimmermann (1938 f.),80 and Ginsberg (1948).81
The dating of the various sections of the book does not concern us here, but rather the fate of the book.

Charles,

who held that the book is the work of one man working in
the Maccabean age, posited that the book was written · wholly
in Aramaic, · but sometime later (circa 150) a translator put
parts of it into Hebrew in order to get the book into the
canon of scripture.

There could be no wholly Arama ic book

in the canon as there was no

prec~dent;

but a book partly in

Aramaic could be accepted on the precident of Ezra. 82

Gin s -

berg, who sees I-VI originating in the early to mid third
century BC, is almost identical to Charles in his argument
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for the book's bilingual nature.

"Within a g e neration after

the Maccabean revolt, Daniel B (VII-XII) was joined to Daniel A (I-VI); and around the year 140, when the purport of
the former was still understood bY ' many, the whole was accorded recognition as part of the national heritage.,,83
Marti is not so clear as these two as to whether the change
in language is to be attributed to the author (one man for
the whole) or to a later translator.

84

Rowley's criticism that this view contends that the
book was written with a view towards canonization is not
fair. 8S

It was made clear by both Charles and Ginsberg

that it was not the author who made the translation, but a
later translator.

It is, however, fair to ask why the whole

of the book was not translated into Hebrew.
canonization easier still.

This would make

Ginsberg attempted to answer

this by stating that VII-XII were written in Aramaic because
Daniel was known only from the Aramaic stories of I-VI.

II.

4b-VI were left in Aramaic because they purported to be conversations which were originally in that language. 86

This

leaves a question as to why chapter VII was left in Aramaic.
Ginsberg notes the difficulty, and imports a theory from
Dalman and Torrey (at least partly) to solve it.

Chapter VII

was left in Aramaic in order to form a linguistic bond between the literarily different sections.
problems to arise.

87

This causes two

First, if Daniel was known only from
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I-VI, at least as an exilic

..

f~gure,

88

could not some more

famous ancient have been found for a canonical work?

This

is not an overly important question, but the second is more
important.

If the author did not want to change the popular

stories in I-VI into Hebrew because of their popularity, as
is implied in Ginsberg's argument (why else speak of cano n ization within twenty-five years of composition?), was not
the second part of the book equally popular?

Was it not

this second part which pointed directly to the persecution
through which the nation had just passed?
the Holy Tongue fit for both sections?

Why then was not

Could not a better

model than Ezra (as a book not as a man) be found as a
model?

These are questions which this theory and its pro-

ponents must answer.
Ginsberg and Zimmermann both give impressive arrays
of forms which could point to an Aramaic original for the
latter five chapters.

The facts marshalled by both scholars

could point to an Aramaic original, but they could as easily
point to an Aramaized Hebrew.

This theory makes little as-

sumption of historical accident.

It assumes only that the

book was canonized some twenty-five years after its final
composition.

It puts no thoughts in ·the author's mind what-

soever since he had nothing to do with the change in language.

This theory, then, remains a possibility.

The

present author shares Bentzen's doubt, however, that the
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theory shows much more than the late Aramaized character of
the Hebrew of Daniel--and with it the late date of the final
composition of the book as we have it. 89
(3)

The one author/bilingual theory:

Thi s solution

assumes one author for the whole book which naturally mean s
that this author was bilingual, writing sometimes in Aramaic
and sometimes in Hebrew.

For the reason that one author is

assumed, this theory rests upon an assumption of a unity
of authorship theory.

Not unnaturally, in modern times this

view has been associated with the name of H. H. Rowley, al though other scholars have assumed it as well.

Rowley's

theory of bilinguality was set forth in 1932 in an article
entitled "The Bilingual Problem of Daniel" which has already
been alluded to. 90

Rowley constructs his theory as follow s :

Daniel was a legendary hero about whom popular stories were
current in the post-exilic period.

A Maccabean author is-

sued the stories in II-VI as edifying tales.

Chapter VII,

was similarly issued in Aramaic, but the author was now
writing a different kind of literature--one less suited to
the common man--so he wrote the rest of the book in Hebrew,
the

litera~y

language.

Later he wrote an introduction to

the whole (I.l-II.4a) in Hebrew, the language of his later
efforts. 91

Rowley posited that the introduction was writ-

ten in Hebrew because by this time , the author had already
started writing in Hebrew and h e pre f erred to go on with
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that language.

The stories in I-VI were issued separately

(thus the inconsistencies in them).
the whole product together.

The introduction ties

It is somewhat of a mystery why

the Aramaic ends after chapter VII.

Rowley said that VIr is

a transition chapter after the writing of which the author
decided that Hebrew was a more suitable language for his
subject matter. 92
An earlier variant of Rowley's position was taken up
by such writers as Behrmann (1894) ,93 Kampenhausen (1899),94
and less enthusiastically by Driver (1900).95

The general

outline of the theory is that the author introduced Aramaic
in rr.4b as the speech of the Chaldeans and after that continues it,
... on account of its greater convenience both for
himself and for his original readers, both in the
narrative portions and in the following (seventh)
chapter, the piece in companionship to chapter ii;
for the last three visions (viii,ix,x-xii) a return
to Hebrew was suggested by the consideration that
this had from of old been the usual language for
prophetic subjects. 96
Charles criticized this position by the statement
that the language of the Chaldeans was not Aramaic but Babylonian. 97

This misses the point.

The author may have known

very well that the Chaldeans did not speak Aramaic, but if
half the book had been in some form of Akkadian, it would
have been totally unintelligible to the overwhe lming majority

of readers and the book would have gained no popularity.
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What Kampenhausen and the others are suggesting is that the
Aramaic is used as a literary device representing a foreign
tongue. 98

If the change in language is a literary device it

is a good one, but the fact that the Aramaic language continues until the end of chapter VII the fact that II and VIr
are parallel does little to explain.

The real fault with

the theory is that it assumes that Aramaic was more convenient for either the writer or the readers.
Other variants of this view are those of Cyrus Gordon and Otto Eissfeldt.

Gordon feels that the author of

Daniel was using a pattern which can be seen elsewhere in
the Ancient Near East.

For example the Code of Hammurabi
v

or the book of Job start with prose, have a middle poetic or
legal section, and end with prose.

He feels that Daniel was

purposely composed on this scheme, but using different languages instead of different genres. 99

Eissfeldt thinks the

author used the model of Ezra which cites its documents in
. 100
Arama~c.

Eissfeldt criticizes his own view when he admits

that if II.4b-VI are considered documents, why not I.1-II.4a?
Then there is the question of chapter VII being considered
a document when the latter three visions are evidently not
so considered since they are written in Hebrew. 101
feldt's theory falls on his own criticism of it.

EissGordon

assumes that the author followed consciously a pattern current in the Ancient Near East from as widely divergent times
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and places as the Code of

~ammurabi

and the book of Job.

It

also assumes a transition in the mind of the author concerning the use of this A-B-A pattern (prose-poetry-prose,
etc.) to the use of language instead of genre.

This last

factor reduces greatly the likelihood of Gordon's hypothesis, ingenious though it is.
(4)

The two book view:

This

v~ew

with the assumption of plural authorship.

goes hand-in-hand
There is some

diversity within the confines of this view because of the
diversity of view among those who claim multiple authorship
of the book (see above).

Three of the variants assume the

change in language to be due to a change in time and author
alone.

First there is the theory of Meinhold (formed in

1884),102 who assumes that II.4b-VI were written circa 300
BC, followed at a slightly later date by chapter VII.

I,1-

II.4a and VIII-XII were written some century and a third
later in the Maccabean age.

~en

Holscher published his

"Die Entstehung des Buches Daniel" in 1919, Meinhold modified his view to that of Holscher. 103

Holscher's view, as

set out above, is that I-VI date from the third century, VII
from some time later, and VIII-XII from the Maccabean age.
The only real difference between Holscher and the earlier
Meinhold is the different dating of the introductory section.

The followers of this theory of bilinguality are

those followers of Holscher's theory of authorship discussed
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above.

The third variant of this two-book view includes

Thilo and his followers, who would simply divide the sections I-VII and VIII_XII.

104

The common ground of all these

theories is that they assume that a different author writing
in a different time accounts for Daniel's bilinguality.
They make no assumption of historical accidents nor do they
put thoughts and motives in the mind of the author.

As has

been seen above, however, it is highly doubtful if chapter
VII is to be included with I-VI.

Chapter VII definitely

refers to the Maccabean age and to Antiochus Epiphanes; so,
rather than split VII into sources, it has seemed the wiser
course to include it with the other visions in chapters
VIII-XII.
There is a fourth variant group, however, which
divides the book into two sections, I-VI and VII-XII.

To

the present author's knowledge the first proponent of this
theory was Dalman in 1898. 105

He was followed, evidently

independently, by C. C. Torrey in 1909. 106
lowed both men in 1927. 107

Montgomery fol-

H. Preiswerk holds forth a sim-

ilar view in his doctoral dissertation Der Sprachenwechsel
im Buche Daniel (1902).108

Typical of this variant is Torrey

who held that a Maccabean author had before him a corpus of
Aramaic stories (I-VI) and his own Hebrew visions (VIIIXII) .

It was his desire to make the book into a unity.

he were simply to append his visions to the stories the

If
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result would be not one book but two.

In other words, this

author felt the problem of the unity of Daniel at the time of
its final composition and compilation.

Torrey explained:

He ... made a dove-tail joint which was both as
simple, and as effective as anything of the kind
that can be found in all literature. He wrote
the first of his Visions, chap. 7, in Aramaic;
it is thus inseparable, on the one hand, from
the preceding chapters, while on the other hand
its contents and necessary connection with the
following visions of the series render it quite
inseparable from chaps. 8-12.
But even this
was not enough; the dove-tailing process had
need of another step, in order to be absolutely
finished.
He translated into Hebrew the introductory part of the older narrative.
By so
doing he united the beginning of the book most
securely to the later chapters which he himself
had written, while on the other hand this introduction was indispensable to the stories which
immediately followed it. 109
A major difference between Torrey and Dalman is that while
Dalman held that the author of I-VI was separate, he held
that the author of VII-XII translated his fir s t vision into
Aramaic, while Torrey above, clearly claims that he wrote it
so.110

The assumptions which this theory mak e are, first,

that the author of Daniel was himself bilingua l

(in common

with the unity theorists), an easy enough assumption to
make for a learned Maccabean man--which the author of Daniel
VII-XII clearly was.

Second, this theory assume s that this

man foresaw the problem of unity in his book and solved it
in a most satisfactory way--a way which has left the parts
of the book tied together for nearly twenty-two centuries.
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These two assumptions seem to the present author to
be eminently reasonable and seem to explain the situation in
the book of Daniel most satisfactorily.

The author sought

to give the book a literary unity--formal though it was--at
the very points at which disunity was seen above.

Although

I-1-II.4a are indispensable introduction to the rest of the
tales, these verses are tied to the language of the visions.
Chapter VII, which is tied to chapter II anyway is linked to
the whole of II.4b-VI by language.

By making these "dove-

tail joints" the author tied together diverse material.

His

desire for unity also probably prompted him to set the first
part of VII in the third person and the rest of the book in
the first--an additional dove-tail joint.

Consequently, in

spite of the diverse genres of the book, in spite of the
two languages of the book; in fact, because of them according to this theory, the book of Daniel is a literary unity
that refuses to be pulled apart.
One further question presents itself.

Although fol-

lowing the general lines of Torrey's argument it is possible
to ask the state of the literature in I-VI which the Maccabean author took over.

Was this literature fixed in writ-

ten form, or was it fixed in oral form?
Bentzen h ave

.

ra~se

d th'~s ques t ~on.
.
111

Both Fohrer and
This is a difficult

question and one which cannot be answered with complete
surety.

What are the criteria by which orally transmitted
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literature can be known?
Eduard Nielsen in a monograph entitled Oral Tradition (which is actually a translation of three articles
which originally appeared in Dansk Teologisk Tidsskrift in
1952)112 concludes his second chapter by listing several
criteria useful in spotting orally transmitted narratives.
If there is only one narration of a story the criteria are:
a monotonous style, catch-words (that is, mnemonic devices
which bring the narrative into the memory), a flowing
rhythmic style, and anacolutha, which would never, says
Nielsen, get by the literary artist, but which come naturally to speech patterns.

If there are dual (or multiple) nar-

ratives dealing with the same story, then the criteria are
as follows.

Words which are read wrongly or omitted alto-

gether by dittography or haplography would indicate a written text; whereas words which are heard wrongly, parts of
the narrative which are supplied from memory, but which ar e
in the wrong place indicate an oral narrative. 113
Perhaps one of the most striking literary phenomena
in chapters I-VI is the repetition of phrases and whole
clauses from narratives which have preceded.

A complete

notation of these repetitions would be excessively timeconsuming at this point, and any complete account
far from the basic point.

~ould

lead

As an example of the kind of

literary repetition one finds in I-VI, chapter V has be e n
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chosen.

It is sufficient merely to show the passages where

one passage depends, most times quite literally, upon another.
V.9 is
V.12:
V .14:
V.15 :
V.16 :
V.18 :

dependent on V.6
V.6; VI.16
V.11,12
V.6,7,11; IV.5,6,15
V.7,12,14,15
11.37

V. 21:
V.23:
V.29:

IV.12,13,14,20,22,
29,30
V.2,3
V.7,16

Chapter V is slightly richer in repetitions than
some other chapters, but not as rich in them as, for example,
chapter III.

The author's use of these repetitions is not

important here.

What is important is their occurrence.

The

repetitions need not be precise, but they do need to be
close enough to grasp the reader or auditor immediately.

Be-

yond the shadow of doubt these repetitions give the book a
monotonous style.

They also could be considered as a type

of catch-word, marking a division in the story.

The repe-

tition of a stock phrase could bring the next part of the
story to mind.

These literary devices could lend credence

to the notes of Fohrer and Bentzen wherein both state that
the stories circulated for some time in an oral form.

Just

how long this period was and when it ended, that is, when
the stories came to be written down, is impossible to determine.
It will be helpful to summarize the positions taken
in the preceding section.

The book of Daniel contains three
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disunities; a disunity in the language, a disunity in the
genre, and a disunity in the person of the narrator.

There

is every bit as much reason to assume two authors in Daniel
as there is to assume one, neither case is, however, definit ely provable.

It has seemed wiser to divide the book

along genre-lines rather than along language-lines.

Chap-

ters I-VI are older than chapters VII-XII, dating from sometime in the early or middle third century.

The last six

chapters date from the Maccabean era, more specifically
from the time of the persecution perpetrated upon the Jews
by Antiochus Epiphanes (circa 167-165 BC).

The author of

the later chapters welded the book into a unity by writing
his first vision (chapter VII) in Aramaic and translating
I-1.II.4a into Hebrew.

He also (most probably) consciOUSly

varied the person of the narrator in VII to . form a transition between the earlier book and the visions.

These "dove-

tail joints" give the book a formal unity at precisely the
three points at which disunity has been most keenly felt,
that is, the language, the genre, and the person of the
narrator.

There is a good possibility due to the repeti-

tions in chapters I-VI that the stories were transmitted
orally for some period.

It is impossible to determine wheth-

er the tales were in written or oral form when they were
taken over and modified by the Maccabean author of chapters
VII-XII.
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THE GENRE OF CHAPTERS I-VI
The first division of genre ln Daniel I-VI is between poetry and prose.

This division can be deceptive be-

cause much of the prose is written in a flowing rhythmic
style which resembles poetic free verse (for example, chapter IV, apart from the poetic sections), and some of the
poetry (for example IV.7b-9,11-14a) is a kind of free verse
that resembles prose.

Nonetheless, the sections in which

verse is definitely found are 11.20-23; 111.33; IV.7b-9,
11-14a,31-32; VI.27b-28.

The major genres represented in

this poetry are Song of Thanksgiving, Poetic Dream Report,
and Doxology (Hymn).
II.20-23 has been called a Song of Thanksgiving because of its close resemolnnce to the psalm-type of the same
name.

The subject is God's wisdom.

James Barr has called

this section a Hymn of Praise and a Wisdom Hymn. 114

The ma-

jor difference between a Thanksgiving and a simple Hymn is
that the former gives thanks for a more specific kind of
deliverance or act of God whereas a Hymn usually is more

,,-

genera l

"t
~n
~
s

.

pra~se.
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A typical example of the Thanksgiving (Individual)
The outline of the form of this

is found ln Psalm 116.
Psalm is as follows:
(verses 1-3); 2.

1.

The introductory call to praise

The reason for praise or thanksgiving

•
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(verses 3-4); 3.

The announcement of the thank-offering (verses 12-

5-11); 4.
19) .

The actual praise or thanksgiving (verses

This last element is often missing from the Thanks-

giving Psalm.
praise:

In 11.20-23 one sees the introductory call to

"Blessed be the name of God forever and ever;

whom belong wisdom and might" (20).

to

This is followed in

verses 21-22 by the reason for the praise and thanksgiving:
"(For) he changes times and seasons; he removes kings, and
he establishes kings."

"He gives wisdom to the wise and

knowledge to the ones who are knowledgeable and show perspicacity."

"He reveals the deep things and the mysterious

things; he knows what is in the darkness and light dwells in
him."

The actual thanksgiving, in this case thanking God for

the wisdom to interpret the king's dream, comes in verse 23:
"To you, 0 God of my fathers,

I (give) thanks and praise, for

you have given wisdom and strength to me."

"And now you have

informed me of what we sought from you; in that you have informed us of the king's matter."

The category is thus

clearly established.
The introduction (verse 20) bears a remarkable resemblence to Psalms 113.2 and 41.14.
Daniel II. 20:
~DS:y 7.Y1 NO~Y /0 71..2D )/i?SX'7 j:)DlPNIi7~
Psalm 113.2:
lJ'>l~ "1'::;1 11:J7:JO 7,.::tD ,7m' VW ),?'
Psalm 41.14: TJ~/Jl/7 7:;1 D)/.Yi1D S~/(t») 'i1)X i1li1i 1'")...2
Such parallels do not necessarily imply literary dependence
on the part of the author of Daniel, but they do imply a
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common liturgical tradition.

The content of verses 21-22

find close parallels in Job 12.13,15,18, and 22 (especially
in verses 13 and 22).

The images of darkness and light find

parallels in Psalms 36.9; 56.3; 104.2; Isaiah 10.17; Wisdom
of Solomon 7.26-27; and elsewhere.

The comparison with the

New Testament passages in the Johannine writings is also an
obvious one.
There is a transition from the third to the second
person in addressing God here.

Verses 20-22 speak of God in

the third person, while Daniel's thanksgiving addresses him
in the second.

According to Bentzen this change sometimes ~

occurs in the Hymnic Psalms. 116

The change adds to the

vividness of Daniel's praise by giving the direct address

of God by his servant Daniel.

The switch between third and

second persons can also be seen outside the Old Testame nt.
In the Harran Inscriptions of Nabonidus the change occurs.
For example, H2a ii, lines 23-26:
(23) •.• with the fear of whose great god-head
heavens
(24) and earth are filled, like his (zimitu)
countenance heavens
(25) and earth are outspread; without thee (la
ka~u) who
.
does
anything?
..
117
(26)
The other passage in Daniel that has affinities
with the Song of Thanksgiving is IV.31-32.

Although for-

mally more aligned with the Hymn of Praise, the circum stances of Nebuchadnezzar's relief from madness make th e
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thanksgiving of IV.31-32 implicit.

More will be said of

this passage at the appropriate time.
The second genre represented in poetry is the Dream
Report in IV.7b-9,11-14a.

These verses describe the dream

of Nebuchadnezzar and the decree of the "watcher."

The fact

that this group of verses, although in poetic form, might be
better translated into English prose is shown by the handling
of the passage by the RSV which prints this section in the
style of prose.

Montgomery calls 11-14a "free verse," al-

though he finds a metrical pattern in 7b_9. 118

The reason

why this type of report should be found in verse is not
altogether clear.

Most Dream Reports in the Old Testament

are written in prose; for example, Genesis 20.3-7; 31.10-13,
24; 37.5-10; 40.1-23; 41.1-57; Judges 7.13-14; I Kings 3.
4-15.

Eissfeldt places "Accounts of Dreams and Visions"

under the rubric of "Prose Types. II119

Even the visions of

the prophets are most times narrated in prose

(~.,

Isaiah

6.1-8; Jeremiah 1.11-19; Ezekiel 1.1-28; 8.1-11.25; 37.1-14;
40.1-48.35; etc.).

Eissfeldt notes, however, that the imag-

inative type of literature contained in a dream narrative is
well-suited to poetic embellishment; it is well-suited to
the rhythmic form of poetry.

Poetry is by its very nature

more suited to imaginative themes. 120

The Dream Report is

narrated from the point-of-view of King Nebuchadnezzar
throughout, but the decree of the watcher in verses 11-14a
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(it continues in prose until the end of verse 14) is cited
directly, giving the illusion of a change of person. 121

The

sUbject-matter of the dream is most probably drawn from
Ezekiel 31.3-14, the allegory of the cedar; but it is most
probable that the Ancient Near Eastern myth of a "WorldTree" is behind the images both here and in Ezekiel. 122
There is a prose dream-report found in 11.31-35.
The third type

~f

literature found in the poetic

sections of Daniel I-VI is the Hymn or Doxology.

A common

trait of chapters ' II, III, IV, and VI is that all end with
a confession of God's sovereignty and power.

The specific

passages are 11.46-47; 111.33; IV.31-34; and VI.27-28.

Of

these the second, part of the third, and the fourth are in
poetic form.

These poetic passages will be dealt with in

turn.
Porteous calls 111.33 a doxology,123 while Delcor
calls it a hymn. 124

For the purpose of this section, the

two terms will be taken as synonymous.
two or three parts:
praise; 2.

1.

Any hymn breaks into

The Introduction, usually a call to

The reason for praise; 3.

The praise itself.

Not all hymns contain all three elements. 125

In fact the

poem in question here is only the actual praise itself.
Verse 33b closely resembles Psalm 145.13, although neither
is necessarily citing the other.
III.33b:
)7117 DY PlJ'-.:)SWI o$.Y )11,:)$0 'rlJ}/":»O,
Psalm 145.13 :)171 )17 b.:l7J1)uool D>O)I.) $.;:> )11':::/)0 1J>1:>$C?
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Chapter IV is set up in an epistolary form (starting
in the Aramaic text at 111.31 and continuing through IV.34).
Bentzen has noted that this hymnic bit is a standard part of
the epistolary form as can be seen reflected in the New
Testament epistles,
1.3 ff.;

~.,

II Corinthians 1.3 ff.;

I Peter 1.3 ff. 126

Ephesians

The whole of III.31-IV.34 is

set up, then, in the form of a letter from Nebuchadnezzar to
his subjects, although the narrative is not actually a letter; the epistolary form is used as a literary device here
just as in the New Testament book of Revelation (which also
has the hymnic element in the opening of the "epistle," verses 6-8 of chapter 1), or Richardson's epistolary novel Pamela.
The whole unit of the hymn is mixed between poetry
and prose.

The introduction to the poetic bit (part 1 of

the hymn form) is the single sentence of verse 32.

This

mixing of poetry and prose in the psalm form is a unique
element in the book of Daniel, so far as the Bible is concerned.

This phenomenon is seen again in IV.31-34 and at-

tention must now be turned to that passage.
IV.31-34 is most interesting.

It has been noted

above that it is actually a hymn or doxology, but because of
its position in the story--the return of Nebuchadnezzar's
sanity--it shares in the characteristics of the Thanksgiving
as well.

The reason for giving thanks and praise is stated

tersely in prose at verse 31a:

"At the end of the days
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(i.e., his seven years of insanity)

I, Nebuchadnezzar lifted

my eyes to the heavens and my reason (knowledge) returned
to me."

This reason for giving thanks, although in the end

only praise is given, makes the thanks to God implicit in
the song of praise which follows.
The hymn's constituent elements are as follows:
1.

An introductory call to praise:
The phrase

}"I/7", pn.::2./J).

J

>?D~)) >n, "the one who lives for-

ever," finds parallels in XII.7 (

T/)J~17 'n) and is picked

up again in the New Testamen t book of Revela tion,

"'~I£'I~dIWVdS(1.18);T'1'XI.t)vTIGIS 8Iwvas...
&15

TOOS c1lwVaS'.'

(15.7).

127

(4.9); and

1</1.

' ,04)

,bot>

~v

~W'IT~ )

The New Testament passages pas-

sages follow the translation of Theodotion.

Part 2 of the

form (the reason for praise) is found in verses 31b-32:,
: ')1/ )7 !}J} w]lJ:J>DI 1)~"y }l,'lw ,yJ~)W "
J<)Oli> ~)n.::2 7.:J.Y rl ).:J.~O:JI /,:J.J(i)f7 ,,$::1 ~';J-'N ')>l7 ~':>I
~~,~ »)~1/

J77::lJl DO I?$ ')DN'/ N'~.:l. ~nO)-)7 JJF~ ~~I

The most obvious parallel to verse 31b is again Psalm 145.
13, which was seen as parallel to 111.33 above.

This time

the order is reversed both from the Psalm and from the previous passage, perhaps for literary variety.

A close paral-

leI to verse 32aa ( ••• nS~~~))l )/~7 ~':>I) is Isaiah 40.17aiPI;fi7b
I1riJ

1.)(;).1 28

Verse 32a12 (~»l')><71 ,I(,f;Y.J>S,f7:J....,~ ,~'.:z.~:l,) is paral-

leled by Isaiah 24. 21
phrase ~)OW
the Hebrew

"0

i7Ql~ 7~ ••• )':>~Ol

...

lJ-'IOi7 ' ~.:l~

h,.

The

in our passage could have been derived from

'[)J()(J),7 ~~

of Deuteronomy 4.19;

I Kings 22.19.

On
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the phrase

j7tJ:J 170

in verse 32b, see

"j7lV~]1

i7Din Isaiah

45.9; Job 9.12; and Ecclesiastes 8.4. 129
This passage, like 111.33, is a composite form, made
up of both prose and poetry.

IV.33-34 continue this hymn,

but in prose; elevated, rhythmic prose, but prose nonetheless.

Verse 33 actually continues the reason for praise;

giving the specific reason why Nebuchadnezzar is praising
the Most High.

Verse 34 g1ves the third part of the hymn

outline, the actual praise itself.

What the composite na-

ture of the last two passages indicates is hard to determine.
Since hymns are traditionally in poetry it could indicate a
reworking of the text; but why would a later editor rework
only part of the psalm into prose?

It is more likely that

this is a creative bi t of Ii tera'ry work on the part of the
author, although a reworking remains a possible answer.
VI.27b-28 is the last passage in chapters I-VI
found in poetry.

It is given by Nebuchadnezzar after Dan-

iel is proved safe from the lion's den.

It is a bit sur-

prising to find the king rather than Daniel praising God
here.

This passage holds much in common with the previou s

two in that it contains many of the same ideas, a mixture
between poetry and prose, and the hymn form.

Many of the

same phrases found in IV.31-34 are also found here.
The introduction to the hymn is found in a decree,
whereas the previous hymn was found in a letter.

The
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introduction itself is contained in prose in verse 27:L~0~

7fli.' J7 " t7i($~ Vi~

JD

r~rr7J r.)J~V I /f7~ ';11/;:)70 lr..::>$<J).

Thi s i s followed by

the reason for praise in verses 27b-28 which is actually in
poetic form.

An alternate explanation would be that the

reason for praise ends with verse 27 and all of verse 28 is
actual praise.
Thus, it has been seen that there are three distinct
types of poetic genres !n Daniel I-VI.
its special use.

Now each of these has

The Song of Thanksgiving in 11.20-23 serves

to postpone the climax--the retelling of Nebuchadnezzar's
dream--while at the same time developing a wisdom theme.
The Dream Narrative in IV.7b-9,11-14a serves to carry the
story a bit further.

Finally, the hymns or doxologies in

111.33; IV.31-34; and VI.27-28 serve to show a pagan monarch
taking time to praise Israel's God, confessing that he is
the true God and the Lord of Nature.

The next section of

this study must deal with the vast majority of the material
in chapters I-VI, the prose sections.
The poetic elements which have just been studied are
taken up and used in prose narratives.

What kind of general

statement can one make concerning the genre of I-VI?

It is

obvious that these chapters contain stories, but what kind
of stories are they?

Delcor calls them Midrash. 130

Midrash

is commonly thought of as an expansion or an exposition of a
biblical text.

It is broken down into two kinds; Halachah

142
and Haggadah.

The former deals with the legal sections of

the Bible and so it is the latter with which we have to deal
here.

Haggadah's

a~m

is to spur the faithful on to do the

duty which is set out by Halachah. 131
According to Epstein the book of Daniel would not
technically be Haggadah because it is not a work of scriptural exposition or interpretation, but in a looser sense it
does use the methods of Haggadah, which are, " ... story, saga,
legend, parable, homily, maxim, proverbs, and wise sayings.,,132

In a general, loose sense, then, the book of

Daniel can be termed Haggadah. 133

Just as in any Haggadah,

the aim of the narratives in Daniel is edificatory.
the reader or hearer at an undying loyalty to God.

It aims
Can the

chapters be broken down into more specific kinds of literature within the general structure of Haggadah?
ture in I-VI certainly amounts to legend.

The litera-

The historical

problems lead one to believe that historical narration forms
no part of the author's aim.
Upon closer examination, the legends of I-VI break
into two groups:
and V.

(1),111, and VI alongside of (I),II,IV,

The introductory chapter can be seen to tie the two

types of legend or tale together.

The first group, com-

prising chapters III and VI, can legitimately be called
martyr legend, if one, following Bentzen, uses the term
.
"martyr" ln
t h e more general sense

0

f

"

.

w~tness."

134

The
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obvious elements in chapter I which are of this type are
verses 5-16, although the whole of the chapter is permeated
by the witness of Daniel and his friends.

Bentzen places

the martyr legend in the larger category of "devot i onal
legend."

The characteristics of the devotional legend are

that they deal with pious persons, they are told for an
edifying purpose, and they often have a penchant for the
miraculous. 135

The theme underlying these martyr legends

is that loyalty and faithfulness to God and his law are more
important than anything else, even life itself.
Chapters II, IV, and V (along with part of chapter
I) are what could be called "wisdom tales."

They are also

definitely told to edify, but they emphasize the wisdom of
the protagonist.

The theme of these chapters is related to

that set out above, but approaches it from the other side:
the God of Daniel is superior to the pagan gods because he
gives superior wisdom to Daniel and his friends as a reward
for their loyalty and faithfulness to him.
There are, within these larger genres, smaller units
or topics of literature.

It is now the task to discover

what these are, and to describe them briefly.

The first type

of literature embedded in Daniel I-VI is the announcement or
decree.

This is found in 111.4-6,29; V.7; and VI.26a.

In

addition to the decree in 111.4-6, there is a repetition in
verses 10-11.

To this list may be added the indirect report
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of an edict found in IV.23.
off by the words

Most often the decree is set

1J:Jc.:JV'1.J) (111.10,29;

IV.23; VI.27a) or by

the address of the recipients of the announcement ("all
peoples, na tions, and tongues" in III. 4,29; "a 11 wi seme n o f
Babylon" in V.7).

Following these introductory f ormulae

(both of which are used in 111.29), the decree or announcement itself is given.
Closely connected with these decrees are the epi s tles, " .•• a type of literature which in spite of its outward
form is no real letter.,,136
III.3l-IV.~4

lary form.

The edict of Nebuchadnezzar in

is one of these pieces of literature in epistoThe epistolary greeting combined with the decree

and psalm of praise in VI.26-29 is another example of this
form.

In the section on the hymn in 111.33 above it was

noted that the epistle uses a poetic hymn as part of its
form (see above).

While speaking of hymns it should be

noted that there are two prose paeans of praise, one in II.
47 and the other in 111.28.

Both are uttered by Nebuchad-

nezzar after he has seen the mighty signs and wonders
wrought by the God of Danie+ and his friends.
been said about the form of these hymns above.

Enough has
That these

passages are prose where one would normally expect to find
poetry might lead either to the assumption of a reworking of
the text or a breaking down of the form-critical categories
in the time of the writing of these parts of Daniel.
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Two other kinds of literature embedded in Daniel are
much more important.
phenomenon.

They are actually two halves of one

The first is the dream narrative.

The poetic

dream narrative in IV.9 ff. has already been noted above.
There is a prose dream narrative recorded in II.31-35.

In

the Ancient Near East generally two types of dreams were

If the dream was a simple one, readily understood by

found.

anyone, such as the dreams recorded in Genesis 20,3,6-7; or
I Kings 3.5 ff.,
existed.

then no problem in deriving the meaning

If, on the other hand, the dream was a symbolic

one, the meaning is locked up--i t is a mystery ( If J ) --which
mystery can only be unlocked by a properly qualified dream
(J~~).

interpreter giving an interpretation

A parallel
t'le,

between the first six chapters of Daniel and(JOseph
narratives can be clearly seen here (cf., Genesis 37.5-10;
40.5 ff.; 41.1 ff.).137

The symbolic dream is the type

found iri Daniel chapters II and IV along with the vision of

the inscription on the wall in chapter V.

This category may

- "=' ln
•
In all three raZln

be called by its Aramaic name raz.

chapters I-VI the source of the dream is explicitly said to
be God himself (II.28; IV.21; V.24).

This leads naturally

to the second half of the phenomenon.
The interpretation

(/0~)

i.s the meaning of the

~,

given by God to chosen interpreters; in the case of the
stories here, to Daniel.

There is never any doubt that the
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interpretation of the dream comes from God.

The revelation

of the meaning of the mystery led to a widening of the concept of pesher at Qumran.

All scripture is the message o f

God and this message is split into two parts, the raz and
the pesher.

138

So, for example,

the Habakkuk commentary

(lQpHab), has words of the prophet--considered to be the raz,
along with the community's commentary--considered to be the
pesher. 139

All this is a later development of the incipient

stages of the pesher seen in Daniel I-VI.

This incipient

stage, simply the interpretation of a dream or vision, is
seen in the Joseph story as well.
is

').n~

(noun form

111.n2»

The related Hebrew word

which is used of Joseph's inter-

pretation of the dreams of Pharaoh's chief butler and baker
(Genesis 40.4-21), or of the dream of Pharaoh himself (41.
25-36).

The word

)fl).!)

is itself found, apparently as an Ara -

.
I oan-wor d
'
8 . 1 . 140
ma1C
, '1n Ecc I
eS1astes

In Daniel VII-XII

the usage of the pesher idea is much closer to that of Qumran than it is to the usage of I-VI (the word itself does
not occur in the latter chapters).

Chapter IX especially

is very close to the peshers found at Qumran.

This may

speak of a later date for chapters VII-XII.
At the end of the section on the genre of Daniel
I-VI and related to the issue of raz and pesher, it might be
helpful to digress only slightly to discuss the type of
individual who could give the correct pesher to a specific
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raz.

The qualifications for a dream interpreter are found in

a speech of the queen to Belshazzar in V.ll.

The RSV puts it

so:
There is in your kingdom a man in whom is the spirit
of the holy gods.
In the days of your father light
and understanding and wisdom like the wisdom of the
gods, were found in him ...
Again in verse 14:
I have heard of you that the spirit of the holy
gods is in you, and that light and understanding
and excellent wisdom are found in you.
This latter verse is spoken to Daniel by Belshazzar.

"What

is interesting and crucial for the present matter is not the
first phrase, but the three terms "light" (
standing" (

''-Pi!~)'

"under-

"JJ7~~W), and "wisdom" ( i1o~n).
T"::"
T:r

The Biblical Aramaic noun
two passages cited above.

,))~Jis

found in only the

This makes any study of contexts

apart from the present ones impossible.

It is clear that

1)'''-):1 is a noun derived from the pa.el stem of the verb

"to illuminate (in the
"illumination."

pa~el).ff

)iJJ

The abstract noun is thus

The cognate languages prove interesting,

but not overly helpful at the basic task of clarifying the
meaning in this context.
Daniel possess?

14l

"W hat kind of illumination does

It is most likely that the queen (V. 11) is

referring to the interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's dreams,
reported in chapters II and IV.

She knows of this Daniel's

ability to interpret difficult matters, either from previous
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experience or from reports of his activity.

If someone is

"illumined" he must be illumined from a light-source.

The

dream or vision was considered to be a method of communication between god and man.

In the Old Testament the ultimate

source of all dreams is considered to be God.

This is not

a great deal different from the view of the rest of the
Ancient Near East (allowing, of course, for polytheism
there) .142

The prime qualification for the interpreter of

the raz would have to be the ability or the knowledge to obtain a satisfactory meaning.

Divine illumination would be a

necessary possession of the dream interpreter.

Since the

dream came from the divine, only the divine could reveal its
meaning (Daniel 11.22 states that
him (God».

>f)'r}] "light" dwells in

God can be seen to be this light source.

~en

God "lets the mortal in on the secret," it is probably known
as

J') 1/7J

.143

Once the mortal is "let in on f1 the secret (raz) , however, he must have the good sense and competence and skill to
use the illumination for a good purpose.

Unfortunately the

term IJJ'lbW is a rare word in Biblical Arama ic (V. 11 ,12,14) •
The verb of the same root is used one time in the hithpatal
in VII.8.

The meaning there is probably "to consider ff (so

RSV) , "to contemplate," or simply "to look" (so Jerusalem
Bible) .

Such a meaning is found in the Targum to Numbers

21.9 where the participleS~~~Dtranslates the Hebrew
: ..

--

149
In Syriac the ethpaeal of the verb means "to perceive" in
Luke 20.23 and John 7.17,144 and "to recognize" in Mark 6.
54. 145
noun

In Jewish Palestinian Aramaic there is an abstract

~:{?"/..7f~-?~ flinsight," as well as a noun

ligent.,,146

~JJ1S':>W
"intel'T ..,. ~ : .'.

Note might also be taken here of the Akkadian

~iklu "clever," and of the abstract sikltitu tfcleverness.,,147
The most promising place to find enough occurrences for a
real sample is, naturally enough, the Hebrew part of the Old
Testament.

A bit of caution must be exercized in assuming

that Hebrew and Aramaic are equivalent, and if the word
means something in Hebrew it must mean the same thing in
Aramaic.

,

.

Study of the root skI has shown that the mean1ngs

are similar enough in the sectors of the Semitic group
wherein it is found to proceed with a study of the uses of

'"
the Hebrew skI,
however.
The verb ~:?~ is found some sixty times in the Hebrew
Old Testament.

Of these, well over one-fourth occur in the

Wisdom Literature. 148

The Hebrew portion of Daniel accounts

for fifteen per cent of the occurrences in the entire Old
Testament. 149

"
The root skI
belongs basically to the ·Wisdom

tradition. 150

Since the interpretation of dreams is the

question here, and since this is surely the kind of thing in
which the Wisdom Literature is at least marginally interested,
it is natural to look at the use of the term in the biblical
Wisdom Literature.
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The verb connotes competence, effectiveness, and a
possession of good sense. 151

Thus in Proverbs 10.5 the /~

~)~ is the man who gets the job done;

man. 152
lates

thus the competent

In Proverbs 15.24 Professor McKane rightly trans-

$).::>wo<$) by "discrimina ting man. ,,153

,

He comments:

-

" ..• that the maskil--the man with the intellectual grasp
who gets at the truth and is in control of the situation-will choose the path of life and avoid Sheol.,,154

"

translations of skI by ·McKane are:

Other

"he who has control

over,,,155 "he who is quick to take the pOint,u

156

"being

effective in obtaining results,,,157 "able man.,,158

The

root meaning of ~kl is thus clearly "to be effective, competent, successful."

The more or less static translation of

the RSV and others--such as "to be wise, to act wisely, to
show understanding,ff pale beside the bold dynamism of !fto
be effective, etc."

The usage of the verb in Daniel itself

(two-thirds of the occurrences are as substantival participles and infini tives) ·in general conforms to what has been
said about the book of Proverbs.
There is no abstract noun equivalent to

1.J.J1$.::><v in

S-?:~(

)?~) found

Biblical Hebrew, but there is a segholate
fifteen times.
erbs.

Of this usage, forty per cent are in Prov-

The same basic meaning that attaches itself to the

verb evinces itself in the noun.
J..I!J)

Thus, in Proverbs 13.15

-S::>iv is flgood sense" (RSV, McKane), or perhaps
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"intelligent prudence" (Jerusalem Bible).

/

"This seke1 is the

capacity for sane appraisal and sound intellectual judgment ... ,,159

In the context of Probverbs 3.4 McKane trans-

.
1 ates .:JJCJ '-)::>W

as "good success," 160

wh~'1 e

t h e RSV has "goo d

repute" in the text (the margin has the hardly more clear
"good understanding").
speaks of the best
possession.

~

The word

S~ is

a practical word.

It

of talent and intellect, not their mere

More often than not the word can be translated as

"good sense.,,161
Returning to the book of Daniel; it has been said that
Daniel possesses (and by implication that any good dream interpreter should posse ss) divine i11umina tion, insight,
Hi s

l).)i)J.

).) J1 ~ :l 'u> or "good sense" is the abi1i ty resident in him

which allows him to interpret the dream or vision successfully.

In other words it is his skill which is able to deduce

the correct meaning--the successful meaning--from dreams that
causes the queen to speak of Daniel as one in whom Nebuchadnezzar had found l~nS~.

Daniel has both qualities necessary

in a good dream interpreter:

inspiration and skill.

There is one more term in the formula describing the
quali ties of a good dream interpreter, wisdom (i7o:Jn).

One

cannot go far into the comparative study of the usage of the
term in Daniel and the rest of the Old Testament without
being struck by the difference in what is meant by it in the
former.
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Much has already been written on the meaning of
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the term in the Old Testament generally.

In Daniel the word

takes on the meaning "esoteric knowledge.,,163

The verb D.:;)n
- - I

is not found in Biblical Aramaic, but this is no reason to
assume that it did not exist in the Aramaic spoken at tha t
place and time.

The vocabulary of Biblical Aramaic is rela-

tively small and the fact that th e verb does exist in both
.
Arama~c
. 164 an d J ew~s
. h P
"
Arama~c
. 16S 1 ea d s
Egypt~an
a l
est~n~an
one to believe that it did, in fact, exist.
atives of J;lkm in Biblical Aramaic are
and

j)~?~

"wisdom. 1f

The two deriv-

Z7'~!?"wise,

wiseman,"

There are enough occurrences of these

derivatives in Biblical Aramaic to make a comparative study
of the contexts. 166

The term l)J,:,nis used to indicate a "wise

man" as an official class of persons thirteen out of fourte e n
times.

The exception, 11.21, is in poetry and is parallel to

the word ~~"'.Jo, "knowledge."

The parallelism in 11.21 is syn-

onymous with an explicative waw.

This surely means that the

"wise (man)" is that pe!son with ~~;.JO.

The other thirte e n

occurrences evidently name some kind of dream interpreter.
This is shown by the relation of
tionaries in 11.27 and V.IS.
~ of

all the occurrences of

interpretation.

D'~nto

other occult func-

In addition to this,
D)~n

the~-

in Daniel is tha t of dream

DJ::Jn is found on its own in 11.12,13,14,18,

24,48; IV.16,18; and V.7,8 making it likely that the term is
a general one for these occult functionaries,

the specific

types of which are given in the two cases where the word is
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found in conjunction with those lists of specific functionaries.

In other words, it is the general title "dream inter-

preterit under which all the others may be subsumed.
The noun

~o~nis

chapters of Daniel. 167

found nine times in the first six
The first thing that becomes clear is

that, whatever wisdom is it is inherent naturally in God. 168
It is furthermore clear that it is the gift of God's wisdom
.
t o D an~el
that makes

.

h~m

outs tan d'~ng. 169

A good example of

this is to be found in I.17 where it sta tes, " ... God gave
them learning and skill in all letters and wisdom ..• ,,170
Even the pagan queen assumes the wisdom which Daniel has to
be a characteristic of the gods and (implicitly) in their
gift.

This is again seen in Daniel's song of thanksgiving in

II.20-23.

At the beginning of the song (verse 20) Daniel

states that "wisdom and might" have been transferred from God
to him.
It was pointed out above that the V)Jnwere those peopIe who generally had some kind of esoteric knowledge, i.e.,
the dream interpreters.

It would be reasonable to assume

that the noun form should have some relation to knowledge
also.

In fact, every case of Hconin Daniel is closely bound

to verbs and nouns of knowing and perceiving.

The whole con-

text of the thanksgiving of II.20-23 is that of a raz revealed, as can be seen from verses 19 and 20.

The parallel

to "He gives wisdom to the wise" in verse 21 is "and knowl-
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edge to those who are perspicacious (literally to the knowers
of perspicacity).
"knowledge" is

In verse 21 the word above translated as

~~f:JO.

In 11.30 the whole purpose of Dan-

iel's mission to Nebuchadnezzar is to make the king "know"
( ~'-7»

.171

In all three occurrences in chapter I the noun

;)o:>n is closely rela ted to
i7J1..:l

11;'-[2,

"perspicaci ty. "

The word s

and i7D.Jn do not have to be connected wi th occul t know:I,-

edge and dream interpretation.

Words are neutral until they

are put into a context, and the context of both words when
in connection with

wo~nin

Daniel belies any attempt to make

them general knowledge and general perspicacity.

They in-

dicate knowledge and perspicacity used in the context of
mysteries, visions, dreams, and interpretations.
Returning to the catalogue of talents essential for
the dream interpreter; it is clear that he must have three
things, inspiration, skill, and what else?

It is most likely

that 'iifDn in the present context--and generally in Daniel 1VI--should mean the general knowledge of occult affairs, just
as "0':::>0 has been suggested to mean the general ti tIe for a
dream interpreter.

Consequently, Professor McKane's term

"esoteric knowledge" is as good as any for ilO'Jn in Daniel 1-

VI.
OTHER LITERARY PROBLEMS

It is now possible to proceed to other literary
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problems.

These will be three in number.

First, some ac-

count of the historical problems or errors in Daniel I-VI
will be taken, followed by a brief examination of Qumran
materials relevant to Daniel .

After these two sets of issues

have been discussed the current chapter will be closed with
a detailed outline of Daniel I-VI.

Historical Problems
In view of the fact that Daniel I-VI has been typed
as Haggadah, and as such has an edificatory purpose rather
than a historical one, the historical problems encountered in
the text become less important for an understanding of the
book.

The date suggested above for chapters I-VI would put

its composition at a distance of some 250 years from the
events which the book purports to narrate.

This chronolog-

ical distance is sufficient time for the author to have become confused on correct historical sequence, even if his
purpose had been historical narration.

The fact, however,

that his aim is wholly edificatory coupled with the fact of
a revision in the Antiochene persecution (when chapters VIIXII were added) means that the author could legitimately condense and rearrange history to suit his aim.

It is also

likely that his audience knew no more about accurate history
of the period than the author did, and did not read the book
as an accurate historical treatise.

In recognition of the
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facts of composition, date, and type of literature, the historical inaccuracies in the book need only be set out in a
list.

Those who would defend a sixth century date for the

whole must answer these, but in the case of the present work,
they are not really important.
1.

The succession of kings

~n

Daniel is Nebuchad-

nezzar--Belshazzar--Darius the Mede--Cyrus the Persian.

The

problem here is two-fold, first, Belshazzar did not follow
Nebuchadnezzar (more on Belshazzar below), Evil-Merodach did.
Second, historical records know nothing of Darius the Mede,
in fact there is no historical room for him between Nabonidus
(the last neo-Babylonian king) and Cyrus the Persian.
2.

The book of Daniel gives 606 Be as the , date of a

siege in Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar.

Again, secular his-

torical records know nothing of this siege.
did not even become king until 605. 172

Nebuchadnezzar

The first siege of

Jerusalem was in 597.
3.
nezzar.
nidus.

Belshazzar is portrayed as the son of Nebuchad-

This is simply inaccurate.

He was the son of Nabo-

The author of the book of Daniel seems to know

nothing of Nabonidus, however.
4.

Belshazzar is portrayed as king.

That Belshaz-

zar is the son of Nebuchadnezzar is shown by the previous
note to be inaccurate.

It is known from contemporary ac-

counts that Nabonidus was away from Babylon in Tema for part
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·
o f h ~s

to in

.

re~gn.

t~

174

The so-called "Nabonidus Chronicle" alluded

preceding note makes it clear that during the king's

absence the crown prince stayed in Babylon.

Nowhere in the

accounts is it indicated that Belshazzar was the king of
Babylon, however.

H. H. Rowley set forth an argument against

the assumption that Belshazzar was king. 175

Rowley's argu-

ments do not always avoid triviality, but two major points
are to be noticed.

.,
sarru;
the most he

First, nowhere is Belshazzar called

.
.
~s called ~s

"'.

mar-sarr~.

Second, it is

clear that the New Year's Festival was not held in Babylon
during Nabonidus' absence in Tema.

If Belshazzar had been

king, even a co-regent, this most certainly would have been
done.

A third, and subsidiary argument is that nowhere in

contemporary recorded history do we have documents dated by
the year of Belshazzar's reign.

This, in itself, is not

fatal to the theory of co-regency, but to date a document by
the younger partner in a co-regency while the older partner
was still alive would be a singular occurrence. 176

For

other arguments against the statement that Belshazzar was
king, the reader is directed to Rowley's article. 177

Other

"un-historical" bits in the fifth chapter of Daniel are also
answered by Rowley.

The problems are not serious if one re-

members that " •.. this is not history but story-telling for
the communication of religious truth ••• the accompanying local
colour ... is no proof of the historical accuracy of the events
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narrated."
5.

178
The madness of Nebuchadnezzar has no external

documentary support.

The only support at all for the story

is what Porteous calls a "shadowy popular tradition" to the
effect that Nebuchadnezzar, under some type of inspiration,
predicted the fall of Babylon.
chadnezzar disappears.

After the prediction Nebu-

This tradition is found recorded by

Eusebius 179 who is citing a certain Abydenus, who is, in
turn, using Megasthenes as a source.
tators refer to this · passage. 180

Most modern commen-

This ecstasy of Nebuchad-

nezzar is perhaps not even a reminiscence of the same tradition.

The discovery of the "Prayer of Nabonidus" at Qumran

makes it possible that the tradition recorded in Daniel
originally referred to Nabonidus and was somehow (either
deliberately or
zar.

accident~~)

changed to refer to Nebuchadnez-

For a more detailed discussion of the "Prayer of

Nabonidus" see the next section.
It must be re-emphasized that these and other historical problems and irregularities present no problem to
the interpreter if one remembers that the writer was writing
theology and not history.

If one accepts a later date for

these chapters, ample time for confusion of traditions is
also given.

If, on the other hand, the

v~ew

is taken that

Daniel is a contemporary of the events narrated one is indeed
pressed to make some sense out of these errors.

Their
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solution is imperative if any view of Danielic authorship is
to be maintained.

Since the latter view is nowhere here de-

fended nor maintained, no further general discussion of these
historical problems seems warranted here.
Daniel I-VI and Qumran
The most enlightening article of Professor Bruce in
the Black Festschrift (which has already been alluded to in

~

above notes) gives an ample summary of the importance of Qumran for studies in Daniel I_VI.

18l

It is clear both from

looking at the relevant Qumran Texts and at Bruce's article
that nothing from Qumran adds anything towards a solution of
the bilingual problem of Daniel.

1QDnashows the transition

from Hebrew to Aramaic in 11.4: 182

Two fragments, containing the transition from Aramaic to
Hebrew have not, at present, been published (4QDn a , 4Q Dn b),
but evidently they contain the transition as is found in the
present Massoretic Text. 183
Also as yet unpublished, three Aramaic pseudo-Daniel
fragments (4QpsDn a ,b,c) make it clear that the Daniel-cycle
was at one time larger than is collected in the canonical
book of Daniel.

The additions to Daniel found in the Greek
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Versions ("The Prayer of the Three Holy Children," "The
Prayer of Azariah," "Susannah," and "Bel and the Dragon") are
also most probably members of this wider cycle of Danielst

.

or~es.

184

Perhaps the most interesting £ragment relating to
Daniel I-VI is the so-called "Prayer of Nabonidus" (4QOr
Nab) .185

The Aramaic text of 4QOrNab follows.
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The literary relationship (if not dependence) is clear.

Ac-

cording to Bruce one can trace the suggestion that many of
the stories in Daniel, which in their present f orm are told
of Nebuchadnezzar, but which actually are about

as far back as 1899. 187
1924. 188

Nabonidus, ~eQc ~

Certainly Sidney Smith thought so in

It is a moot point whether or not the Qumranians

were responsible for the preservation of the name Nabonidus
in their tradition or whether it came from the Babylonian
diasporate as Freedman claims. 189

Freedman is most probably

correct in asserting, however, that the puzzle in chapter V.
25-28 is, in measure, solved by · the assumption that Nabonidus
is one of the kings involved in the first part of Daniel (at
least originally).
It is generally agreeo that ~JD,

Spn,

and ~)~ do not

only stand for the meanings assigned to them by Daniel, but
also for a series of Babylonian weights.

These are:

the

mina, the shekel, and the half-mina (or the half-shekel).
Nebuchadnezzar is the greatest and so to him is given the
greatest weight, the mina.
half-shekel.

Belshazzar is obviously last, the

The question is, "who is the shekel"?

Freedman

quite rightly contends that the middle term should be filled
by Nabonidus.

The question then becomes, who substituted the

name of Nebuchadnezzar for that of Nabonidus?

It may be, as

Bruce suggests, that the abbreviation for Nabonidus (nbnd)
became corrupted to or confused with that for Nebuchadne zz ar
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(nbkd) who had the more familiar name and reputation.

Indeed

the biblical material knows nothing at all of Nabonidus.

It

may be that the compiler of the present book of Daniel himself made the substitution for the better-known monarch.

At

present the question cannot be answered.
The solution posited by Freedman is that chapter II
and chapter III deal with Nebuchadnezzar, chapter IV with
Nabonidus, and chapter V with Belshazzar. 190

If it is remem-

bered that in V.2,11,13,18 ff. Nebuchadnezzar is called
Belshazzar's father, . then one must change the name from Nebuchadnezzar to Nabonidus in chapter V as well.
seen Nabonidus

~

the father of Belshazzar and so a problem

in the text is removed.
mus t

·

rema~n

As has been

This solution is attractive, but

. as
.
h
Iat10n.
'
191
~t rests on muc
specu

tentat~ve

OUTLINE OF DANIEL I-VI

To conclude the present chapter a detailed outline of
the contents of Daniel chapters I-VI follows.

The only modern

commentator of which the present author is aware who attempts
this is Arthur Jeffery in the Interpreter's Bible. 192

The

present outline, independently attained, agrees with Jeffery
in so much as it also sees a central portion to each tale
surrounded by a prologue ascending to it and an epilogue falling away from it.

It disagrees in that this central section

is often divided into major parts, whereas Jeffery sees it as
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a unified whole.
I.

INTRODUCTORY TALE ABOUT DANIEL AND HIS FRIENDS IN THE
NEO-BABYLONIAN COURT (chapter I).
A.

Prologue (I.1-7)
"historical" connection (1.1-2)
2.
decree to bring youths to Babylon and to maintain
them (1. 3-5)
3.
introduction of Daniel, Hananiah, Misha-e1, and
Azariah along with the changing of their names to
Belteshazzar, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego
(1.6-7)
1.

II.

B.

God's dietary laws are tested (I.8-16)
1. Daniel's resolve to keep himself faithful to
God (I. 8)
2.
the test of the faithful (I.9-14)
3. the outcome of the test: victory for the
faithful (I.15-16)

C.

The reward for faithfulness is wisdom for Daniel and
his friends (I.18-20).

D.

Epilogue:

a "hi storical" connection (I. 21)

NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S DREAM OF THE IMAGE (chapter II)
A.

Prologue (II.1-11)
1. "historical" connection (II.1a)
2. Nebuchadnezzar's dream (II.1b)
3. Nebuchadnezzar calls for the professional dream
interpreters and they are helpless (II.2-11).

B.

Daniel the wise dream interpreter (II.12-45)
1. the king's decree (II.12-13)
2.
Daniel requests an attempt at interpretation of
the dream (I1.14-16).
3. Daniel tells his friends of developments and asks
God for wisdom (II.17-18).
4.
the mystery (raz) revealed to Daniel (II.19)
5. Daniel's song of thanksgiving (II.20-23)
a. introductory call to praise (II.20)
b.
reason for praise/thanksgiving (II.21-22)
c. actual thanksgiving (II.23)
6. Daniel speaks before Nebuchadnezzar (II.24-30).
a.
request that wisemen not be killed (II.24)
b. Arioch brings Daniel before Nebuchadnezzar
(I1.25).
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Nebuchadnezzar asks Daniel about his ability
to interpret dreams (11.26)
Daniel answers by giving glory and honor to
d.
God (11.27-30
The dream is recounted (11.31-35).
a.
the image in general (11.31)
b.
the head of gold (11.32a)
c.
the breast and arms of silver (11.32a)
the belly and thighs of bronze (11.32b)
d.
the legs of iron (11.33a)
e.
the feet partly of iron, partly of clay
f.
(11.33b)
The stone "cut without hands" shatters the
g.
image and fills the whole earth (11.34-35).
The pesher of the dream (II.36-45)
introduction (II.36)
a.
b. Nebuchadnezzar is represented by the head of
gold , (II,37-38).
c. The next kingdom after Nebuchadnezzar's is
represented by silver (II.39a).
d. A third kingdom is represented by bron z e
(11.39b) •
e. A fourth kingdom is represented by iron because of the strength found in both iron and
that kingdom (11.40).
(1).
Feet and toes (the latter not in the
dream) of iron and clay represents a
divided kingdom (11.41-42).
(2).
They shall mix in marriage, but shall
not hold together (11.43).
f.
The establishment of God's kingdom upon earth
is represented by the stone "cut without
hands" (II,44-45).
c.

7.

8.

C.

III.

Epilogue (11.46-49)
1. Nebuchadnezzar worships God (11.46-47).
2. High honors are given to Daniel and his friends
(II. 48-49) .

THE THREE YOUNG MEN IN THE FIERY FURNACE (III.1-30;
EV Chapter III).
A.

Prologue (II1.1-7)
1. Nebuchadnezzar sets up the image (111.1-6).
a. The image is described (III.l).
b. Nebuchadnezzar assembles the nobles and requires all peoples, nations, and tongues to
worship the image (III.2-6).
2.
The people worship the image (III.7).
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IV.

B.

The faithfulness of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego
is tested by fire (111.8-23).
1. The Chaldeans accuse the three (111.8-12).
2. Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego are brought before Nebuchadnezzar to answer charges (111.13-15).
3. The three answer the king (111.16-18).
4.
The sentence is imposed by Nebuchadnezzar (III.
19).
5.
The sentence is carried out (111.20-23).

C.

Aftermath and deliverance (111.24-27)
1. The angel protected Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego (111.24-25).
2. The three are saved and are seen to be saved by
all (111.26-27).

D.

Epilogue (111.28-30)
1. Nebuchadnezzar praises God (111.28).
2. The king makes the religion of the three a
licit religion (111.29).
3. Nebuchadnezzar promotes Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abed-nego (111.30).

NEBUCHADNEZZAR'S DREAM AND MADNESS (III.31-IV.34; EV IV.
1-37)
A.

Prologue (III.31-IV.6; EV IV.1-9)
1. Nebuchadnezzar writes an epistle (111.31-33;
EV IV .1-3) .
a. introduction (111.31; EV IV.1)
b. doxology (111.32-33; EV IV.2-3)
(1). introductory call to praise (111.32;
EV IV.2)
(2). praise (111.33; EV IV.3)
2. Nebuchadnezzar has a dream and its outcome is
generally told (IV.1-6; EV IV.4-9).
a.
the dream (IV.1-2; EV IV.4-S)
b. the incapacity of the king's dream interpreters to help (IV.3-4;~ IV.6-7)
c. Daniel is asked for his 1nterpretation of
the matter (IV.5-6; EV IV.8-9).

B.

The dream (IV.7-14; EV IV.10-17)
1.
The great tree is described (IV.7-9; EV IV.1012) .
2.
The holy watcher cuts down the tree (IV.10-14;
EV IV. 13 - 1 7 ) .
a.
the decree to cut down the tree:
judgment
(IV.10-11; EV IV.13-14)
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b.
c.
d.

V.

"leave a stump":
salvation (IV.12a; EV IV.
lSa)
Nebuchadnezzar's madness described (IV.12b13; EV IV.1Sb-16)
the reason for the sentence (IV.14; EV IV.17).

C.

Nebuchadnezzar's plea and Daniel's pesher (IV.lS-24;
EV IV.18-27)
1. The king pleads for Daniel's aid (IV. IS; EV IV.
18) .
2.
The pesher is given (IV.16-23; EV IV.19-26).
a. Daniel understands the dream and is dismayed
(IV.16; EV IV.19).
b. Nebuchadnezzar is represented by the tree
(IV.17-19; EV IV.20-22).
c. The watcher, etc., represents Nebuchadnezzar's
madness (IV.20-23; EV IV.23-26).

D.

Daniel pleads for the king's repentance (IV.24; EV
IV. 27) .

E.

The fulfillment of the dream (IV.2S-30; EV IV.28-33)
1.
introduction and "historical" connection (IV.
2S-26; EV IV.28-29)
2.
Nebuchadnezzar's boast of greatness (IV.27; EV
IV.30)
3. The sentence of madness carried out (IV.28-30;
EV IV.31-33)
a; the sentence (IV.28-29; EV IV.31-32)
b.
the execution of the sentence (IV.30; EV
IV.33)

F.

Epilogue: a hymn of thanksgiving (rv.31~34; EV IV.
34-37)
1. Salvation comes to Nebuchadnezzar (IV.31a; EV
IV. 34a) .
2. The king gives his reason for praise and thanksgiving (IV.31b-33; EV IV.34b-36).
3. The king gives specific praise and thanksgiving
(IV.34; EV IV.37).

BELSHAZZAR'S FEAST (Chapter V)
A.

Prologue (V.1-4)

B.

The handwriting on the wall (V.S-28)
The hand writes the unknown words (V.S-6).
1.
The call is given to the royal dream inter2.
preters and the reward to be given to the
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3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

C.

VI.

successful one is related (V.7).
The royal dream interpreters are powerless
(V. 8-9) •
The queen enters and speaks (V.10-12).
a.
introduction (V.IO)
b. The queen suggests Daniel as a dream interpreter because he had helped in the days of
Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar's father (V.II-12).
Daniel is brought before Belshazzar (V.13-16).
Daniel answers Belshazzar's problem by a sermon
of judgment (V.17-23).
a. Nebuchadnezzar's glory, folly, fall, and
salvation (V.17-21)
b. Belshazzar is compared to Nebuchadnezzar-his folly and immanent fall is foretold (V .
22-23) .
The inscription is described (V.24-25).
a.
introduction, tying with the previous section
(V.24)
b. the actual inscription: r;r)'JI )j>J7 >DO )UO (V.
25)
The Eesher is given (V.26-28).
a. ~.:JO: "numbered" (V. 26)
b. ']PJ1: · "weighed" (V. 27)
c. O~O: "divided" (V.28)

Epilogue (V.29-VI.I; EV V.29-31)
1. Daniel is rewarded (V.29).
2. Belshazzar is slain (V.30).
3. Darius the Mede receives the kingdom (VI.I; EV
Vr.l) •

DANIEL IN THE LION'S DEN (VI.2-29; EV Chapter VI)
A.

Prologue (VI.2-4; EV VI.1-3)
1.
"Historical" connection given (Vr.2-3; EV VI.1-2).
2.
Daniel prospers (VI.4; EV VI.3).

B.

Daniel's faith is tested (VI.5-25; EV VI.4-24).
1. There is professional jealousy among Daniel's cocivil servants (VI.5-10; EV VI.4-9).
2. The co-civil servants conspire to trap Daniel
(VI.11-14; EV VI.10-13).
3. Darius sets his mind on Daniel's rescue (VI.1516; EV VI.14-15).
4. Daniel is sentences and thrown into the lion's
den (VI.17-19; EV VI.16-18).
5. Daniel is delivered by an angel (VI.20-24; EV
VI.19-23) .
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6.
C.

The conspirators are punished (VI.25; EV VI.24).

Epilogue (VI.26-29; EV VI.25-28)
Darius' recognition of Daniel's God: a hymn
(VI.26-28; EV VI.25-27)
a.
introduction (VI.27a; EV VI.26a)
b.
the reason for praise (VI.27b-28j EV VI.26b27)
2.
Daniel prospers: a final "historical" connection
(VI.29; EV VI.28).
1.
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Introduction and Exegesis,"

CHAPTER III
THEOLOGICAL ISSUES IN THE MASSORETIC TEXT
OF DANIEL I-VI
GENERAL INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT

The theology of any given biblical writing is an illusive quality to entrap in words.

The term as used in the

present study means the basic affirmations made by the author
concerning (primarily) God, man, and the world, but including
also such categories as the last things and history.
axiomatic that any biblical book (or section of

It is

a book)

will

lay stress on some facets and retreat or remain silent on
others.

This leads to the conclusion that in order to under-

stand fully the theology of a biblical book one must look at
that book's theology within the context of the canon.
The specific task at hand is a survey of the theological elements in Daniel I-VI.

This overview must remain, by

definition, incomplete because I-VI constitutes only one-half

of the biblical book.

Questions of diversity apart, the book

came into the canon as a unity, one book, and as such it must
be kept for theological consideration.

The study must remain

incomplete by reason of space in that a full comparison with
the rest of the canon would lead to a long study in its own
181
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right .

In order to alleviate some of the tension of the

first restriction, an overview of the theological affirmations of the whole of Daniel will be included below, although it is recognized that any full treatment of chapters
VII-XII lies without the scope of the present study.

Other

than this glance at the total theological affirmation of
the book this study will attempt to sketch the broad theological faith statements made in the first six chapters of
Daniel.
Many of the theological themes which are simply
stated in the stories of I-VI find their development in VIIXII.

The relatively uncomplicated nature of these stories

leads to a rather uncomplicated theology.

The sophisticated

literary forms in VII-XII lead to a complexifying of that
which was simple in I-VI.

It is vital to recognize that the

main features of the theology of VII-XII find at least a
ground in I-VI.

For example, in 111.25; IV.10,14,20 (EV IV.

13,17,23); and VI.23 (EV VI.22) angels are mentioned as messengers of God.

By the time one reaches passages such as

VIII.1S, the angel has been given a specific function and
even a specific name--indicative of a panoply of angels, all
with specific functions and names.

Another example:

the

basic affirmation coming out most fully in chapters I, III,
and VI is that God rewards absolute loyalty.

This reward is

taken far beyond the earthly bounds of I-VI when in XII.2 a
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resurrection of the dead is posited and the reward is carried into the next world.
For the reason that VII-XII, 1n the main, develop
that which is already incipient in I-VI, the book is a theological unity even though the stance here taken on authorship
would put a wedge between the sections; which diversity is
heightened by the difference in genre and the diversity of
language.

Thus the main part of what follows must be read

in the light of the further development that these themes receive in chapters VII-XII.
The procedure will be to survey in brief the whole of
the book theologically.

After this brief statement the main

task will be to look at the several facets of the theology of
chapters I-VI.

No attempt will be made at systematization,

the task is one of description.
simple should be left that way.

' Theology which is naturally
If, in the end, the theo-

logical content, the end point of biblical interpretation, -is
rather smaller than all the mass of work that has gone into
deducing it, this is to be admitted without any attempt to
see more there than is actually in the text.
GENERAL THEOLOGICAL AFFIRMATIONS OF
THE BOOK OF DANIEL

First, the present is full of possibilities for good
or ill.

Daniel's author thought the world was permeated by
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a sovereign and purposeful God who rewards faith.

There are

three implications on the sovereignty of God.

Man is

not trapped by the status quo,

A.

that is, there is a reward of

personal fulfillment in living in certain ways.

Hope of

better conditions causes man to have unrest if he is living
in an undesirable way.

The world can be changed, but the

visions show that man cannot expect to change things alone
(i.e., he cannot "bring in . the kingdom" by himself).
help of God is imperative (also cf. II.3D).

The

Man and God to-

gether bring in the kingdom of God.

This is one meaning of

"being created in God's ' image."

Man's future is based

on divine norms.

B.

Responsibility beyond one's own person

comes from living in a world under God's sovereignty.

It is

impossible for man to live in the world without some sort of
struggle and at the same time to · live a fulfilling life, but
there is a fixed order which cannot be denied.

If this af-

firmation made by the book of Daniel is right then sin could
be seen as denying both the struggle and the norms by living
in hopeless ways;

by attitudes of presumption of knowledge

and the future (living apart from the norms), by despair
(refusing to believe that there is a significant future
through struggle under God's norms), or by acquiescense
(separating oneself from the present as a possible groundwork for a better world).
response (chapter V).

C.

Man's future demands immediate

The decision to follow divine norms is
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urgent.

The good possibilities can be missed by not living

in submission to God's norms in the present.

Irrevocable

forces can be set in motion by one's action.

Frustrations,

wrecked relationships, and unhappiness can be the result of
a failure to respond in the moment.
The second major theological affirmation of Daniel is
that Man's future lies through fulfillment in a historical
process.

This has ramifications which lead beyond the book

of Daniel, to Jesus the Christ, and through him to the church.
These ramifications are basically two-fold.
through history towards a goal.

A.

God works

Daniel's plan for world

history was wrong--it was a failure because divine fulfillment of divine promise always transcends human expectation.
God is the lord of history and of time.
the ages is usurping the divine role.

Plotting the plan of
God establishes his

ends chronologically not instantaneously.

Man may not under-

stand the shape of the fulfillment, he may only affirm that
the fulfillment will take place.

The author of Daniel, es-

pecially in the apocalyptic portion, assumed that he knew
both the fact and the shape of the fulfillment.

From a his-

torical point of view his prediction of the shape of the fulfillment is demonstrably in error, but his basic affirmation
that the fulfillment will happen can still be shared in faith.
God works through the historical process by calling and luring,
not by .coercing man to the divine ends.!
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B.

God works through the son of man, used both in-

dividually as a synonym for man himself (cf. Exekiel 2.1,3
etc.), or collectively (cf. Psalm 80.17).

This latter usage

is dominant in the book of Daniel, but the individual is not
missing.

On the one hand the kingdom belongs to the right-

eous (in a collective sense), but every kingdom has a king
(an individual).

By extrapolation one can say that for the

Christian, Christ is head of the church, but the church is
also 'the son of man.

The author of Daniel VII uses the

image Son of Man to symbolize the kingdom of God in the context of creation imagery (VII.2, the great sea).

Man was

given the task at creation of subduing the creation (Genesis
1.28), but he has not been able to do it.

The author of

Daniel resounds with the affirmation that the days are coming
when man shall subdue the creation.

The theophany imagery of

the son of man coming with the clouds is a divine image.

The

whole passage is a clever play on images to suggest that man
will accomplish the creation goal, but only with the help of
the Most High.
The third major theological affirmation found in the
book is that man's future will involve a cosmic revolution
of all things in the completion of creation.

The prophets

spoke ' of a historical process leading to a divine goal;
Daniel speaks of a radical cosmic destruction.
The ramifications of this affirmation are two in
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number.

A.

The future will see a radically new form of

life; that is, the form of the future will be unexpected as
creation comes to completion.

As has been seen previously,

one of Daniel's problems is that it attempts to show the
shape of the future too exactly.

The author of Daniel in

chapter VII (and this finds its basis in chapter II) is
pointing out that the God who subdued chaos in the beginning
is the same one creating and subduing chaos at the end of

time as the redeemer.
will not be the sea

The final chaos that is to be subdued

monst~rs

and weird beasts of chapter VII,

but men and the death they bring, more closely in line with
chapter II.

The book of Daniel affirms that in the end

chaos will not only be subdued as it was at the creation, but
destroyed.
B.

The future will involve each person (XII.l-2).

Unless man can conquer death his hope cannot be complete,
nor can his reward for faithfulness be radical enough .'

The

first six chapters of Daniel state that loyalty to God is
more important than earthly life (especially chapters III and
VI).

This loyalty to God "pays off" not only in this world,

but in the world to come.

This is a vital part of Daniel's

hope for a new world, and its importance is carried right
into the New Testament.
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GENERAL THEOLOGICAL AFFIRMATIONS
OF DANIEL I-VI
The general affirmations which are made in the first
six chapters of the book are quite simple.

Since the stories

are basically of two types, the theological affirmations in
them are of two types.
and VI.

The first is found in 1.1-17; III;

It can be stated simply:

"Loyalty to God is 'more

important than anything else, even life itself."

The first

chapter shows God's dietary laws tested (verses 8-16).

Al-

though it is not directly a life and death test in chapter
I, in the other two chapters, this point is well-drawn.

The

test is definitely that of loyalty to God in face of what
seems to be certain doom.
The second theological theme that runs through the
first six chapters is that "God rewards absolute loyalty."
It can be seen clearly reflected in

I.18-21~

is wisdom for Daniel and his three friends.

where the reward
Daniel's reward

for loyalty to God is also seen in chapter II, although
Daniel's loyalty must be assumed here because it is not explicitly stated.

The reward for the faithfulness of the

three confessors in chapter III is not only life itself, but
the promotion which Nebuchadnezzar gives to them in 111.30.
In chapter IV, which is

~imilar

to chapter II, the loyalty

of Daniel must be somewhat assumed, although his rejoinder
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to the king in verse 24 does indicate it=
Therefore, 0 King, let my counsel be acceptable
to you; break off your sins by practjsing righteousness, and your iniquities by showing mercy
to the oppressed, that there may perhaps be a
lengthening of your tranquility.2
Again in chapter V, Daniel the loyal Hebrew is the only one
granted the wisdom to interpret the inscription.

Chapter VI

clearly shows Daniel as receiving both life and prosperity
as a reward for his faithfulness to God.
These two general theological affirmations are not
the only two theological tendencies that may be derived from
Daniel I-VI, but they do permeate the stories.

There are

specific statements made about God, man, and the world to be
found in these chapters.

It is now the task to ferret out

these other theological statements.
SPECIFIC THEOLOGICAL STATEMENTS:

GOD

Names of God
Daniel I-VI uses sixteen different names for God.
Some of these can be counted as variants of others.

These

titles for God are found forty-four times in our chapters. 3
Certain characteristics of God are to be derived from the
titles used to name him.

These titles cluster about certain

basic designations for God.
( >?'i7~,lc') and Lord (

>J1~,

Variations on the words God
>l")0 )

per cent of the occurrences.

account for nearly eighty

It is now the task to survey
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briefly the names used for God in order to derive from them
characteristics of God as seen by the author of I-VI.

It is

recognized that the titles had use in other cultures both before and after the writing of the book of Daniel.

While the

background to the terms is interesting it is basically irrelevant for the purposes of the current study.
Combinations of the generic Semitic name for God

SA>, »/7S~) accoun t for thirty- three occurrences (seventy-

(

five per cent of the total).
times.
)f

The title occurs alone twelve

The phrases are "house of God,"

I?) N JP..2 V. 3; "law of God,"

God," N/7)N); j;?OW II. 20.

Nn$~ J71 VI. 6; and "name of

This general name does Ii ttle to

reveal anything about the picture of God in Daniel.

It un-

doubtedly refers to Yahweh although he is never named explici tly in chapters I-VI.

The phrases 'thouse of God," and

"law of God" show little more than this God was pictured as
having an earthly dwelling (in Jerusalem), and a set of instructions (a law) which his followers considered to be
normative.

Perhaps the sheer fact that his followers did

consider this law to be normative shows that God had the
authority to make laws, but this contributes little to the
discussion since this could be said of any god.
different from the above two phrases is '\>i1$8,
T? . .
II.20.

Basically

. ~OW
.. : found

''7

in

The grammatical structure of the construction has

been explained in chapter I of the current study (pages 84-
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85) .

The phrase occurs in Daniel's blessing or God ror

granting wisdom to him.

As is well-known the name identifies

the character or the bearer in the Semitic world.

It gives

a clue to his character and, with reference to God, is most
often synonymous with his revealed character.

4

What has

been revealed to Daniel can generally be called wisdom (specifically the interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's dream).
The revealed character of God at this point can be said to
consist or wisdom.

It is probably most wise not to read too

much into the name of God here as it is likely a circumlocution for God himself.

It will be necessary to return to

the passage in II.20-23 later in order to discover what
theological statements are found therein.
The title "the God of Heaven 1l is found four times in
Daniel (II.18,19,37,44) and a slight variant on this "the God
in Heaven is found in II.28.

Originally the former phrase

probably was a genitive of origin,

showing the abode of God. 5

The phrase is found seven times in the Aramaic section of
Ezra (5.11,12; 6.9,10; 7.12,21,23); and either seven or nine
times in Cowley's Aramaic Papyri. 6
terpart,

The Biblical Hebrew coun-

D)O~~ )n~~, is found in Jonah 1.9; Ezra 1.2; Nehe-

miah 1.4,5; 2.4,20; 2 Chronicles 36.23; and Genesis 24.3,7.
All these Biblical Hebrew passages are late with the exception of the Genesis passage which is usually assigned to the
J stratum, but which may show later additions.

According to
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Montgomery this name for God was disgarded by Israel until
after the exile because of its pagan connotations.

It be-

came the official title by which the Persian government
recognized the Jewish God.

It was also similar to the later

Zeus Ouranos and so fell out of use. 7

The title is found in

the New Testament in Revelation 11.13.
Theologically the terms "God of Heaven" and "God in
Heaven" indicate that God is removed from the earth, i. e., he
is wholly unlike the human kind and above it.

God's sover-

eignty is shown by a related term, "king of Heaven," found
only

i~

Daniel IV.34.

The idea of God as a king is certainly

frequently found in Old Testament literature. 8

The passage

in IV.34 confesses God as king in heaven, but more to that,
Nebuchadnezzar realizes that he rules on the earth by the
pleasure of the "King of Heaven."

"Nebuchadnezzar holds his

fief from Him who is King in heaven and in the kingdom of
man.,,9

This sovereignty is also shown by an equivalent phrase

to "king of heaven,"

)?>OtiJ}?JO "lord of heaven" in V.23. 10

What has been indicated thus far is that God is wholly other,
above the kingdom of men and sovereign in both heaven and
upon the earth.

More will be said about this sovereignty

la ter.
The fact that God, although wholly different and separate from man, is capable of dealing with them in a personal
way is suggested by the titles "God of Shadrach, Meshach, and
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Abed-nego," (III. 28-29), and "the God of Daniel" (VI. 27) .
These titles merely suggest this theological theme; it is
more closely borne out by the stories themselves.

It would

strain the text to deduce a personal God from these two names
alone.

All three occurrences are found in the mouths of

pagans who, in the respective stories, would naturally identify the saving God with the names of those who were saved.
The title "God of (my) fathers't (II.23 ')]7i7'::l)~ j:h~)
shows that Daniel's God is not some new God, but the historic
God of Israel, the God who showed himself in the Exodus and
the bringing of the Exile.

It is this same God whom Daniel

is worshipping in Babylon.

The one occurrence of this title

is in a hymn of thanksgiving which Daniel delivers to God
after wisdom is granted him by God.

This is a common term

in the Old Testament, being found forty-five times in the
books of Exodus, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, 2 Kings, I
Chronicles, 2 Chronicles, and Ezra.
time in Daniel, in XI.37.

It is found one other

In the New Testament it is found

four times in the book of Acts.

ll

The title "God of gods," )117~)jI"7S~ (11.47) is obviously
a superlative meaning something such as "most divine.,,12
This phrase is put into the mouth of a pagan king and so
does not automatically speak of only one god.

What it

definitely does say is that Daniel's God is the most divine
god, the quintessence of "god-ness" in the view of the king.
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This phrase is found in the absolute state (undefined) in
XI. 36.

Other than the two occurrences here in Daniel the

phrase is found only in Deuteronomy 10.17.
Theologically the phrase "the living God," i?'n
(VI.21,27) has a two-fold meaning.

;:?)>(

First of all it means

obviously that God is alive as opposed to dead.

He is not

one of the gods of silver and gold, of bronze, iron, wood,
and stone, which do not hear or see or know (V.23), rather
he is a vital, living God who is active and who does see and
hear and know.

Since God is sovereign in both heaven and

earth, and since he is alive, it can be extrapolated that
life finds its source in him.

This must be extrapolated and

is not directly contained in the title "living God."

The

second facet of this title draws its implication from the
context of the story in which it is found.

Since God, by

means of an angel, has saved Daniel's life, he may legitimately be called the living God in that he has the power to
save (and presumably destroy) life.
living that means he is active.
lems and perils.

Further, if God is

He is aware of man's prob-

Because he is sovereign in both heaven and

upon earth he is able to do something about these problems
and perils.

Therefore loyalty to a living God can bring

great rewards to life.

The term is actually more common

~n

the New Testament than it is in the Old; being found fifteen
times in the books of Matthew, John, Acts, Romans, 2 Corin-
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thians, 1 Timothy, Hebrews, and Revelation. 13

In the Old

Testament the term is used twelve times (other than the two
usages in Daniel) in the books of Deuteronomy, Joshua, 1
Samuel, 2 Kings, Psalms, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Hosea .

.:2.,

The title Ita great god, "

14

,7?S>< ( I1. 45 ) is possibly

to be taken as a proper title "Great God."

This is pos-

sible, but it is to be pointed out here that Daniel is
speaking to a pagan who had many gods.

There is the pos-

sibility that Daniel was, for the purposes of preaching,
giving Nebuchadnezzar's gods a sort of existence.

Scholars

are divided over which reading is to be preferred.

Those

who favor reading a definite title include Prince,15 Montgomery,16 Bentzen,17 and Delcor. 1S
. 21
Bevan, 19 Behrmann, 20 Mart~,
PI "oger. 24

.

On the other side are

Dr~ver,

22 Charles, 23 and

Whichever reading is chosen there is no doubt

about which god Daniel has in mind.

It is, of course, the

same God whom he has been faithfully serving all through the
book.
There is another group of divine epithets which center around the term "Most High," ~~$~.
"t1ost High God."

The variant is )l)~lI,1li?S~

These two may be treated together.

Both of

these terms have a long history in Semitic religions. 25

In

the Canaanite pantheon it simply stood for the chief god.
the Old Testament this name refers to Yahweh as being the
highest of the heavenly council.

The Hebrew counterpart to

In
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It occurs in the Hebrew portion of the Old
Testament some twenty-four or twenty-five times, mostly in
poetic passages.

26

of the Most High,"

I ph

High,"

i7lil'

JI'~lI

High,"

Also occurring are phrases such as "sons
1,~S:i 'J.:l( Psalm 82.6),

"Yahweh the Most

(Psa 1m 47.3), "the name of Yahweh the Most

i71i7'

11~(Psalm 7.18), and the clause "Yahweh is

the Most High over all the earth,"
(Psalms 83.19; 97.19).

That Yahweh is meant by/'J~~is shown

by such passages as those above and Genesis 14.22, and it
further galvanized by parallelisms such as those found in
2 Samuel 22.14:

Yahweh thundered from the heavens,
and the Most High gave his voice.
Except for Genesis 14.18,22, the passages in which the term

I' ),Y

is found are all in poetry.

The term is found qui te

often in the apocryphal and pseudepigraphal literature, being
especially common in Sirach, 1 Esdras, Enoch, Jubilees, and
4 Ezra.

In the New Testament the term is found in its Greek
t

C

/

dress (oOlfl<,.roS) in Mark 5.7; Luke 8.28; Acts 7.48; 16.17; and
Hebrews 7.1.

It is most interesting that many times this

name for God is found in the mouths of pagans:
18,19,20; Numbers 24.16;

Acts 16.17.

Genesis 14.

Isaiah 14.14; 1 Esdras 2.14; and

It is spoken by a demon in Mark 5.7 ,.

The theological meaning of the term here in Daniel is
actually rather straightforward.

It simply means the highest

god from a polytheistic point of view, and the chief of the
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heavenly council from a monotheistic point of view.

The one

who is most high is by definition over everything else and
this implies omnipotence (from a monotheistic point of view).
Along with such names as "the Lord/God of Heaven," this title
also indicates one that is wholly removed from the world and
different from it.

The two terms "Most High" and "Most High

God" occur nine times in Daniel I-VI.

The former occurs in

IV.14,21,22,29,31; and the latter in 111.26,32; and V.18,21.
There are three divine appelatives which cluster
around the general title LORD, one of which (Lord of heaven,
V.23) has already been discussed.

Of the remaining two the

, J7 ~, found in 1. 2.27

fir s t simply "Lord," ,n>?,

In the Old

Testament, when referring to another human being the form is
It is a title of respect equivalent to "sir," as in
Numbers 12."11 (Aaron speaking to Moses):

"Oh, "my lord, do

not punish us because we have done foolishly and have
sinned.,,28

It is often used of a servant speaking to one- of

higher authority as 1n Genesis 44.19 (Judah speaking to
Joseph) :

"My lord (~i~~) asked his servants, saying,

you a fa ther or a brother?' ,,29

'Have

In human terms, then, it is

a title of respect sometimes used by a lower office when
addressing a higher one..

If the term "Lord" is used of God

(as it is over 450 times in the Old Testament 30 ) it is usually found in the plural with the first-person-common-singular
pronominal suffix ( ) ::i,~)
T

-:

.

Li terally, then, it is "my
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Lords," although the plural form is to be regarded as the
plural majestatis (perhaps on analogy of V)~S~).

.

)}i~

pointing of the name is always
lj"7~
- -: "my lords."

The

to distinguish it from

It is extremely doubtful if there was orig-

inally any difference between )J'''7~ and
-

-~

• i-7:" , but rather that
T

-;

the present difference is a Massoretic convention. 3l

In

relation to the divine the word is an extension of its reference to the human and means "master, ruler" and is indicative that its user places God on a higher plane than himself and puts himself under God's sovereignty.

This title,

then, simply shows God's sovereignty over whoever uses it.
The Aramaic equivalent of 1'1A' is

X/f).

It is found in

the most interesting divine ti tIe },:l)O X70 (II. 47) •

This name

is found in conjuction wi th ri7~,Itlw~~, which has been discussed
as a Hebrew superlative.

As has also been pointed out, the

only other place where "God of gods" is used as ·a divine
title is Deuteronomy 10.17.
the Per.sian

,
"K~ng

Y
,
of Kings," and the Ak ka d'~an Ysar-sarranl.,

both royal titles. 32

),:>$0 '¥")oin Daniel
Deuteronomy 10.17.

Montgomery compares the term to

33

He also posits (along with others) that
11.47 is equivalent to

This solution is wholly possible.

If

it is the case that the title should be translated "Lord of
Kings," then the theological content of such a title would be
that of sovereignty over earthly monarchs.

By implication,

if God is sovereign over the king of a country he is certain-
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ly king over the mere inhabitants.

This then, is an econom-

ical way of saying that God is master of the affairs of man.
Although this theology would not be seriously
changed by a modification to the theory as set forth by Montgomery, it is interesting to note that H. L. Ginsberg has
insisted that the last word of the title should be vocalized
mulkhin or molkhin and derived from a root *mulk, "kingship,
kingdom" rather than *malk, IIking. u34

According to Ginsberg

the title should be "Lord of Kingdoms."

Perhaps more im-

portantly for Ginsberg's argument is the fact that

".:>~O )I1"')D,

"Lord of Kingdoms" is hela to be exactly equivalent to the
Ptolemaic royal ti tIe

HU~'05 G~O"'A ;'Wy .35

To Ginsberg this

amounts to corroborative evidence for his dating of the first
six chapters of Daniel.

The rightness or wrongness of Gins-

berg's theory cannot be discussed here, it is noted as a
variant on the theory of Montgomery and a possible alternative to it.
There are two other divine titles used in Daniel I-VI.
The first is "revealer of mysteries,"

rn

il~rl (II. 47).

In the

context of the story of chapter II, the mystery that is revealed is the interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's dream.

In

the discussion on pages 145-147 it was noted that a revelation from God is a raz (Mystery) until God gives the answer
or interpretation (pesher).

Both halves of the divine se1f-

communication are the property of and in the gift of God.
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The title "revealer of razin" simply indicates that God is
the giver of both.

This esoteric knowledge given by God has

been called wisdom.

"Revealer of mysteries" indicates that

God is a wisdom-giver and this indication is made explicit
in a passage such as II.20-23.
Finally, the ti tIe

~lOU>

"heavens" as a surroga te-name

for God in IV.23 is unique in the Old Testament literature
although it became more widely used in both the intertestamental and New Testament periods. 36
Mishnah according to Bevan. 37

It is also found in the

Further rabbinic parallels are

pointed out by Dalman in The 'Words of Jesus: 38
Aboth i. 3
Berakhoth ii. 2
Sanhedrin vi. 4

V'DIU

V'OIJ)

D) 00

;.?"") 10

"fear of heaven"

J7'~7D

"sovereignty of heaven"

'D 0

"name of heaven"

In all of the above examples and more which Dalman gives the
word heaven simply equals the word God.

This usage reveals

little about God except that he is thought to live in heaven.
It is actually an avoidance of uttering the name "God" at
all, lest a mere mortal should defame it by its .utterance.
It is perhaps best to pull together those facets of
God's "personality" which have been suggested by the various
names used for him in Daniel I-VI.

God is removed from

humans and above them (ItGod in/of Heaven lf } , he is omnipotent and sovereign over men and the world ("Lord of Heaven,"
"Lord," "Most High," "Lord of Kings," "King of Heaven ff ) .
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Even if the possibility of other gods exists, Daniel's God
is the most divine ("God of Gods").

He is the God revealed

to Moses at Sinai; the same God who had acted in all Israel's
history to save her, care for her, and chastise her ("God of
my fathers"), and is still alive and capable of action in the
world ("Living God").

In addition to these characteristics

God is the possessor of wisdom, and all wisdom in man is his
gift ("Revealer of Mysteries").
Throughout the present discussion it has been noted
that the diverse names used for God merely suggest characteristics in his personality.

A name as such makes no con-

crete statement, and any theological meaning in it is actually extrapolated from the words in the name.

This theological

meaning often lies quite near the surface of the name, but it
is suggested nonetheless.

There are, however, concrete

statements made about God in Daniel I-VI which reveal his
character much more surely than the names used for him.

To

these attention must now be turned.

Statements about God
By far the most numerous and most important faith
affirmations in Daniel I-VI concern God and his character
and work in the world.

The reason for this is that contained

in these statements about God are statements that, when
looked at from slightly different perspective, are statements
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about man and his world.

The whole of the theological-

affirmation content of Daniel I-VI can be summed up in the
God-affirmations, although the implications of these statements must be separately worked out as they apply to man
The faith affirmations run closely together

and the world.

with those already suggested in the previous sub-section.
According to II.20b wisdom belongs to God.

In the

case of the context here, the wisdom is esoteric knowledge.
Both raz and pesher have their source in him.

The first

faith affirmation

conc~rning

fount of wisdom.

This assertion is galvanized by sections

such as I.22b,

ft • • •

God, then, is that he is the

he knows what is in the darkness, and the

light dwells with him.,,39

It is not only wisdom which is

resident in God, but also the closely allied term knowledge,
which is closely associa ted wi th

j70:Jn,

dream and vision interpretation, etc."

"occul t functioning,
But the fact that

God is the fount of this wisdom does not in itself indicate
that these qualities can be imparted to men.

This is made

explicit, however, in II.21b, " ... He gives wisdom to the
wise and knowledge to those who are persicacious."

It is

doubtful that much distinction should be seen here between
wisdom and knowledge as they are undoubtedly synonymously
parallel.

What is important to note is that God gives wis-

dom and knowledge to no one but the wise and the per spicacious.

By the latter term is meant one who has the insight
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(

JI'~J)

and the competence (

1.JJ7S..;)iJ.»--good sense--to use

his insight properly; the wise man. 40

God's wisdom is a

gift to those discerning enough to use it.

The fact that

divine wisdom is available to man can be seen also from I.
17; II.22a,28,45, and 47.

The fact that not everyone can

understand is shown by 11.45:

"A great God has made known

to the king what shall be hereafter." . Nebuchadnezzar did
not know that this is what the dream meant, nor did he have
the slightest inkling of how to interpret his dream until
"let in on" the secret by a man of perspicacity, or the man
of perspicacity,

Daniel.

From this it would seem that an-

other criterion for understanding the wisdom of God is loyalty to him.

Daniel is the only one who is granted this

divine knowledge and wisdom in every case (chapters II, IV,
and V), and Daniel is the book's paragon of loyalty.
God is not only the source of wisdom and knowledge,
but (also according to II.20b) the owner of "might," or
"s trength,"

)(j)JJ::J.;:J.

The arena of God's strength is pri-

marily the historical process as is made plain by the often
repeated phrase, "The Most High rules (is powerful) in the
kingdom of men and gives it to whom he will," (IV.14; cf. IV.
22,30; V.21).

God is the Lord of history and controls the

events of the world.

"And the Lord gave Jehoiakim king of

Judah in to his (i. e., Nebuchadnezzar' s) hand ..• " (1. 2) •
changes times and seasons; he removes kings and sets up

"He
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kings ... If (II. 21a) .
(IV.l4).

"He sets over it the lowliest of men,"

"Heaven rules," (IV.23).

"All the inhabitants of

the earth are accounted as nothing; and he does according to
his will in the host of heaven and among the inhabitants of
the earth; and none can stay his hand or say to him,
doest thou?'" (IV.32).4l

'What

Also see II.37-38,44j and V.l7,20,

26.

It is also made very clear that not only is God the
Lord of the ongoing historical process, but also the controller. of history's end.

This is made explici t in statements

about the eternal nature of God's rule or kingdom.

"And in

the days of those kings the God of Heaven will set up a
kingdom which shall never be destroyed ... (I1.44a)."

It • • •

His

dominion is an everlasting dominion, and his kingdom endures from generation to generation," (IV.3lj cf. II1.33).
" ..• He is the living God, enduring forever; his kingdom
shall never be destroyed, and his dominion ·shall be to the
end," (VI. 27 ) • 42
That God is the Lord of the world and history leads
to the assertion that, although he is other than the world,
he does not rule from a great distance, but is rather active
in the world.

He gives rewards to his loyal servants.

These

rewards are seen as material prosperity, political position
(II.49; III.30; V.29; VI.29), and wisdom (I.17).

Other

evidence can be found in such passages as "(God) has de-
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livered his servants ... " (111.28), " ... he does according to
his will in the host of heaven and among the inhabitants of
the earth," (IV.32), and
able to abase."

43

1I • • •

Those who walk in pride he is

Another sign that God is active and able

to act in the world is seen in the already cited phrase "the
Most High rules in the kingdom of men."

'-')?~ (CaC2 tC) which is an adj ecti ve

a s "rules" here is
meaning "powerful.

The term translated

1I

Also "he delivers and rescues" (VI.28).

111.17 might be taken as evidence of the activity of God
in the world, but the text at this point is so obscure and
possibly corrupt that it is better not to base a theological
assertion on it. 44

A very important facet of God's action

in the world can be seen in the fact that this action can
either be to destroy what is adverse to him (as he does
with the kingdoms in chapter II) or to save that which is
loyal and dear to him (as he does with the three confessors
in chapter III and with Daniel himself in chapter VI).
Other characteristics of God are seen to be his righteousness (rightness) and his justice (IV.34).

If one wanted

to sum the affirmations concerning God in chapters I-VI one
could not do better than to cite the hymn of 11.20-22, and
the statement of IV.14 (cf., IV.22,30; V.21):
II. 20

45

May the name of God
be blessed forever and ever
since wisdom and power are his alone.
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21

22

IV.14

His, to control the procession of times
and seasons,
to make and unmake kings,
to confer wisdom on the wise,
and knowledge on those with wit to
discern;
his to uncover depths and mysteries
to know what lies in darkness;
and light dwells with him .
••• The Most High rules over the kingship
of men,
he confers it on whom he pleases
and raises the lowest of mankind.

SPECIFIC THEOLOGICAL STATEMENTS:
MAN AND THE WORLD

In actuality a great deal has already been. said about
man and the world in the preceding section.

It remains to

close this chapter (and with it Section I) with a few observations more specifically concerning man and his life in
the world.

The author of chapters I-VI is more concerned to

paint a picture of an omnipotent, active, wisdom-giving God
than he is to give a picture of man or the world.

This em-

phasis on God may be explained most probably by the fact that
the author thought that the readers or hearers knew who they
were and what their world . looked like.

What was in question

for them was the character of God for man in the world.
God is omnipotent and this

mean~

that man lives by

his will (his very breath is in God's hand, V.23) whether or
not he knows it or admits it.

Both Nebuchadnezzar 'and Darius

confess in the end that they are not masters of the world,
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but God is.

Since God is all-powerful and active in the

world, the world lives by his pleasure and under his norms.
It is not made explicit in these chapters the full extent
of these norms " but one can assume that the ear ly audience
of Daniel knew what these norms were; most probably the Law
and perhaps the Prophets.

Daniel I-VI gives simple examples

of these norms, such as dietary laws (chapter I), and laws
forbidding idol-worship (chapters III and VI).
It is clear that God calls man to live under his
norms whether by the Torah or by · llsigns and wonders in the
heavens and upon the earth" (VI.28).

God's call is followed

by his promise of victory in life (and in chapter XII beyond
it) to the man who perseveres in living under them.

V10-

lating God's norms, it follows, have inevitable ill-consequences as can be seen in chapter V.

Belshazzar is payed

for his pollution of the temple vessels and his overweening
pride by death; the logical outcome of a violation of the
norms of the Most High.
The stories in chapters I-VI are each one overstatements, simplified to bare bones to make a theological point.
To read the literature here contained as anything else than
literature to make a theological point is to miss its point,
although it may be greatly appreciated on both linguistic
and literary planes.

An example of the overstatement is
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found in chapter I.
etary laws.

The only laws mentioned there are di-

It cannot be assumed that because the author

mentioned these laws only, they are the most important laws
contained in the Torah.

The statement is exemplary.

The

reward for faithfulness to God's dietary laws is seen very
simply as an enhancement of qualities already in the four
The lesson here is broader than "Keep dietary laws

heroes.

and win success and fame."

The lesson is that loyalty brings

reward--and yet broader, that actions have ramifications.

It

is a corollary of God's character that man cannot predict
what the reward is to be, but the reward is promised nonetheless.

It is this promised reward that brought the author of

chapter XII to see that men do ~ always receive it before
they die.

Since God has promised a reward, and since God

does not lie, a reward may be assumed beyond death.

Another

example is chapter V, which has much the same point as chapter I.

The lesson is not "Do not drink wine with friends,

especiaily from Temple Vessels or death will surely ensue.1f
This would, of course, be hopelessly narrow and a totally
uncreative deduction to draw from the story, and one which
would show a complete misunderstanding of the genre of Haggadah.

The lesson of chapter V is two-fold.

The first part

of it could be phrased "present choices (for good or ill) have
more than present ramifications and implications."

Secondly,

"God calls man to live under his norms and this call is
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urgent."

Not responding to God's call can end in tragedy,

thus the imperative need for immediate

response~

Again, due to the character of God, man can rest in
faith that the whole of history is in God's control.
especially controls its conclusion.
establishment of the divine kingdom.

He

Daniel II points to an
The kingdom of God is

to be long-lived and evidently shared by those loyal to God.
Taken as a whole the book of Daniel expects the imminent
establishment of this kingdom with a concommitant end to
human history and a victory for Israel and her God.

In this

expectation the book is a failure--in this faith, however, it
is a resounding success.

In the words of Norman Porteous:

••• There were those who did not lose heart because
the end did not come as the author of this book expected it would. Alongside the developing Rabbinism with its lowered temperature, the belief
survived that one day God would act, as act he did.
The realized eschatology of Christianity leaves
room for a final end which, near or far, will be
the ultimate justification of the faith which
produced the Book of Daniel. 46
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THE SEPTUAGINT TEXT OF DANIEL I-VI
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
The oldest translation of the book of Daniel is apparently that of the Old Greek version which is also commonly
called the Alexandrian version or simply the Septuagint
(LXX).

This version is important because of the relatively

early date of the translation.

It is interesting because of

the wide divergences between it and the Massoretic text.

The

purpose of the chapter in hand is to introduce in a general
way the Septuaginal text of Daniel I-VI.
Before proceeding it is perhaps wise to state the
textual sources of information on the LXX of Daniel.

There

are only three witnesses to this text, consisting of Codex
Chisianus (ninth or eleventh century AD, abbreviated by the
siglum 88), the Chester Beatty Papyrus X (late second or
early third century AD, abbreviated by the siglum 967), and
the indirect witness of the so-called Syro-hexaplar of Paul
of Tella (circa 617 AD, abbreviated by the siglum Syh).

The

reason for this paucity of textual witnesses is easily discovered.

Fairly early on in the

~istory

of the church, cer-

tainly by the time of Jerome (late fourth century AD), the
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church had rejected the LXX of Daniel and replaced it with
the translation of Theodotion.

Jerome himself professed

ignorance of the reasons for the change, but assumed one or
them to be the vast discrepancies between the LXX and the
Massoretic text.

1

Without use in the church it is easy to appreciate
how the LXX translation could almost disappear.

Indeed, al-

though Codex Chisianus was known to Leo Allatius in the
seventeenth century, it was first published by Simon de
Magistris in 1772.2

The Syro-hexaplar text for Daniel was

first published by Bugati in 1788. 3

Until the discovery of

the Chester Beatty Papyri in 1931 (and subsequent publication
beginning in 1933), these two witnesses were the only textual

.
4
authorities of any great size to the LXX text of Danlel.
The major importance of the Beatty papyri was twofold;

first,

their early date, second, the fact that they offer a prehexaplaric text.
According to a note in Jellicoe's Septuagint and
Modern Study (p. 250),

tI • • •

are at Cologne and Madrid."

Other leaves, as yet unpublished,

In 1968 and the following year

the greater part of the Cologne part of 967 was published by
A. Geissen and W. Hamm.

5

This means that now by far the

larger share of Daniel has a third witness to the LXX text.
The actual lacunae which remain after the publication of the
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Kenyon and Cologne portions of 967 are:

111.1-71,98-100;

IV.1-6,10,14b-lS,20-2l,26-27; VII.26-27; VIII.5-6; XI.910a,11-14,lSb-16a,20b-22,26b-40a,41; XII.1-2a,7-8a.

Still

further publication of fragments from chapters III and IV is
promised by Hamm in his preface. 6
The current study is concerned only with those parts
of Daniel I-VI which are to be found in the Massoretic text.
This simply means that the section of the LXX between 111.23
and 24 in the Massoretic text are left out of consideration
here.

It now seems best to proceed with a closer look at the

structure of the three Greek witnesses and their relation to
the Massoretic text (MT).

THE STRUCTURE OF ·S8, SYH, AND 967
AND THEIR RELATION TO THE MT
It is widely known and . agreed that the LXX of Daniel
breaks into two parts.

Chapters I-III and VII-XII follow the

MT within the free limits of the translation style of the LXX
in general.
confused.

7

Chapters IV-VI on the other hand are incredibly
Two views of the situation from the end of the

last century put the matter well in sum.
In chapters iii to vi ..• the original thread of the
narrative is often lost in a chaos of accretions,
alterations and displacements. S
And from August Bludau:
In chapters 1 and 2 the Alexandrian translator gives
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a clear translation with insignificant variants;
in the beginning of chapter 3 the discrepancies
become more frequent.
In chap~ers 4-6 the Greek
text deviates from our Aramaic one in such a way
that we seem to no longer be dealing with variant
readings, but with two independent stories with
the same content. 9
It is now possible to go through the text of Daniel I-VI
chapter by chapter in order to survey the differences between the three Greek witnesses and their relation to the MT.

Chapters I and II
In these chapters the Greek follows the MT in a
fairly close manner.

In addition to scribal errors such as

the omission of letters

(~., vt8,y,aI-<O U ,

967 for Vta v1 (J'l<ou5

88, 1.4), syllables (crrl>'c;, 967 for r.mA£,KTt..;)v , 88, 1.3),
words (ovofl-dTd- , 1. 7), or phrases ( Kciearr~~ tw~akan.
dn'~~OUTO

OT'

am,(],T'l

nealf«, 11.8), and similar changes in 967 there

are more important variants.

As has been pointed out before,

967 is very important in that it offers a pre-Hexaplaric
text-form.

Thus in those passages in 88-Syh which include

more than the MT (and are marked with an obelisk in the
Hexapla), 967 has at times less than 88_Syh. 10
of this is 11.8: Kaea"£~OtJlI"eodT£'T~cl,

ca~l~

88-Syh.

967;+Ka.eafT€~OUllfTeo(]TtTaxqOoTWS

Much more frequently 967 and 88-Syh agree in

the obelisked passages, for exampol e 1.17

+-l<al{."nd<1~cf0'f'fif,

88-Syh.

/Ctil

tvna,0nCfOf'cr-'

967;

Other comparisons may be made, for

example 1.20; 11.9,11,18,(38),48.
o

An example

11
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Bludau comes to the conclusion that most or the additions of 88 over the MT are insigniricant additions of
particles, pronouns, etc.

The remaining additions in 88 are

those of an epexegetical nature and some of them are consider able.

An example is found in 1.3:

f.K TWY U/WV rwv ftYIC1'TdVWV

(this addition is also found in 967).12

It is

impossible, according to Bludau, to determine whether these
additions are attributable to the LXX translator, to his
Vorlage, or to later "revisors, copyists, and zealous readers
of the Greek text."13

The majority of cases in which Syh can

be a witness to variants of this type sees it in agreement
wi th 88.

The exceptions to thi s are:

967; VEelv/as Syh (1.1~), 0
88 (11.29),

OUYTO£Vl>rrVIOV,

967;

la, 3no,

VCa.V/ClS

Syh-967;

aVdKa.)..l,)nTWV,

967-Syh;

TOv

rcu'l elAAOrevwv,

88-

dYdKd.AC.)nTWV,

cvonv1ov, 88 (11.6), '

tlno, Syh; omi tted by homoioteleuton,

88 (11.41).

In six passages where there is less in the LXX than
in the MT and so are asterisked in 88-Syh, 967 does not witness the additions.
Gd(3l> hWY d

88;

£,IS

i·

£/S

Ba~...,~wva

An example of this is seen in 1.2:

r'r' ~evad~

i.

13o~IJ).."" VIa. v, 967.

OIKOV

(k)EIS

Toc..>GUlc..>aurou

e/5

O'XOVTouGt::Ol,)aUTo.L,)Ha/raCfI(!U(~
I<dl id

crKCU"r(~ Syh;

£I~ ''1v

Other passages wi th asterisk are to be

found at 11.5, 15,40,40,41.

In four of these places 88 and

Syh concur, but in 11.40 there is a difference:

1< &1

,

967. 14

Kal~'

w5 C1'/c5(-
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The greater number of omissions, according to Bludau, are those of an inconsequential nature.

The LXX trans-

lator (as witnessed by 88-Syh) leaves out particles which
are unimportant for the sense of the sentences in Greek.
example,

7~7is

For

left out in II.9 by 88, but inserted from the

Syh (OU v ); in addi tion

Kal

is left out in II. 37. 15

The Greek

translator also simplifies a rather circuitous Semitic idiom;
as TIIJi7'

7)'P>)i7'J)':::>Scf,?)by €ITI t?ac"'A~WS Iwal<lft T"7S /O()6a,a), 88-Syh.

7?D

He also tends to simplify lists of names, etc., but this is
seen in chapter III more than in the chapters under discussion here. 16

Bludau tacitly assumes that the Greek transla-

tor considered the book as holy writ.

This would tend to

cause caution as to omissions on the part of a pious translator.

Thus Bludau thinks that the vast majority of omis-

sions in the LXX were made for ·syntactic clarity and that
the rest were due to possible accidents and oversights in
translation. 17
Another type of variation shown by 967 over against
88-Syh is seen in presence of transpositions in the text,
four of which are large displacements (II.17,19,37,41).18

In

all four of these "grossere Umstellungen" 88-Syh align
against 967.

SE.TlCT,b~~U,

An example is II. 41: t-t~OS ~r.v TI OC1T~l<ov Kt~d~'KoV ~oS
88-Syh (=MT);

~~oSf<tvr,c,.,6~~ou f"'-('~o5

o.

TI

oC1TQat<ou

In all instances of these large transpositions 88-Syh matches the order of the MT, leading Hamm to
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posit that 88-Syh have been corrected rollowing the MT or
Theodotion, and that 967 is original in its word order.
There are twenty-rour smaller transpositions in chapters I
and II in the investigation or which Hamm prerers the
reading or 967 thirteen times.
Hamm has carerully set out the relationship or 967
to 88 and to the MT generally ror these two chapters.

A use-

rul summary is round on pages 44-55 and to repeat here would
only be time-consuming.
In general the variant readings or 967 do little to
change the meaning or 88-Syh.

The general style or these

two chapters, although varying in detail, is still as was
set out in 1897 by Bludau.

His judgment was that in chap-

ters ' I-III and VII-XII the translator worked to render a
Semitic original into flowing Greek.
to change the syntax or many passages.

This means that he had
He added explanatory

glosses at some points thereby expanding the text while he
simpliried the text at other points.

In all the translation

of chapters I and II could be called a remarkable achievement (eine staunenswerthe

.

Le~stung

) 20
•

Chapter III
Only rragments or 967 have been published for chapter
III.

For this reason 88 and Syh are the major textual au-

thorities.

Ziegler has made use of the 967 fragments in his
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pUblication of the variants.

21

967 does not include 111.98-

100 which has been given an asterisk in 88-Syh.

In 111.93

(26) 967 has been corrected following the MT in three places:

l(ad Tart

=MT and Theodot ion;

0

~~O"/~£'UsJ ya~vxob(vootJe =MT and Theodo-

tion; rTd,b£S]&>I.>)o,=MT and Theodotion.
clause (ol.m..,)s

ouv

'5l}Aebv

01

due to homoioteleuton.
due to haplography.
ter text than
~V<~I"ctT~'WTcil

23

88~Syh

avbe'~

22

£k

f4-t.doo

TOI)

rr"'Qo S ) is eliminated

In verse 96 (29) 967 omits

OUTWS

According to Ziegler 967 offers a betin III.94 (27) where the former reads

and the latter read I<dl

verse it is also better to read

~1J~o~\as in 88. 24

In 111.93 (26) a final

a.I\>Xe'fTaT~IwTa/.

OC1~.,

In the same

TTIJ€OS as in 967 than Ocft'-"7

It must be added that these variants in

967 are really not very significant.

Finally it is dif-

ficult to decide whether 967 or 88 is to be considered original in verse 97 (30).

967 reads

XW~c1) a,(.)TOIJ

and 88 is a

simple xw~a~.25
As has been said, verses 98-100 are missing from 967.
In 88-Syh they are added with an asterisk, evidently from
Theodotion.

The fact that the content of these verses is

added at the end of chapter IV (verses 34b,c) leads one to
believe that 967 was original in omitting them.

These verses

obviously belong with the following tale and will be discussed there.
The text of chapter III matches quite well in 88-Syh
and in the fragments of 967.

Within the freedom which is
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characteristic of the LXX of Daniel as a whole the translation is (at most points) tolerably close to the MT.

Other

than the dislocation of verses 98-100 to the end of chapter
IV the major deviation from the MT comes in the insertion of
sixty-seven verses found between verses 23 and 24 of the MT.
These insertions are called:

a) The Prayer of Azariah '(ver-

ses 24-45), b) further narrative material describing the
heating of the furnace (verses 46-50), c) The Song of the
Three Children (verses 51_90).26
in the Protestant Apocrypha.

These verses may be found

The Apocryphal additions to

Daniel form no part of this discussion and so will not be
further dealt with.
The major textual differences between the LXX and the
MT grow out of

the~e

Apocryphal additions.

Verses 22-24 are

quite different in the two versions.

£n£1b'1

TO

EKdU6ry

TT~OOltYrra

VfT£~

To

n«?xc't/06cVT£5

I;]
,,2;, .
MT

Kat""':"'

Too

~O"'IA£'W) Tf" Cltf..

nC!..0Tc~OV cITra nAa~'w5'

Kci/"7 ·

Kal

O'vfA nobIO'~"' T£S aVTov5 kal

£v(.~aAoO'('" £'/5

117X' ,,!)::!no ,It:J?O ]7?O ' I - JO
llU>o l'llL>? 7pDi7 "
7>~ X)i~;:;

Tau5

ftv ouv a v 6

£5£).000"a
aUTOI

'1

tBs

"7 'fAos

~::J..'.2{J)

Tou5 O"vr n

(,K

)1017

06, O"ch'Td5

T'1) xar,'Iot)

6£ crU"CT~~'7 S,?O"dV •

E.5-

av6e.E.5

01

01

nC(ocroldyovrc)

aUT'l? r.

i7 J

: >ti1J

Kat< 'vaS

h.??
TOuS'

tV£TTU'(/O"£

,U7

>.2/> 7:)

j]i)J1'

77'1~

I::1J -'...2~]

n~~1 roy

Aia~/ay

Jea I afT!KTtI\·tv
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l0 'f) 1'1 IU
: ]']7~)D

ka.t

CTEVl.TO EY T'f .O- J(OL)C71

Kt31 £()"7 IAJ S

C

e tLI.J~E.t

c3~701,)5

o ~aO"').El>5 eeaVt30'£

Mi

JOY '

Kai

~a.cT'l).c;a

hW VTd) ,
aVl.O'T7j

7?~

11,7J7>J7

»]77P'

~)IJ-l'J7A'

Uf-<-vouv TwV

TOT£.

crneVbd).u

~ 117 Il ::1.]7 i7 .:J. 1] f» i=J J}7 )r\::> ) 0 J y.J ., ~ 1.:1 J
-)!}~> ,>t:)'()7 IlJ'J7J7 r/.:J.;; )(~/7 'j'J}1:J.717~

~ J ? IJ

)t.::l)

~ :I

,'>; .J

7D?

i!iOTWY

Na~oL)X06~V0(10~

V.J

:

X),)2ril

r"') D~ 1 t J ~ r JH) :;) 0

r

'"7 >!

"')Q..\')

)( 7 1J

In verse 22 the LXX follows the MT up to the point at which
the guards are killed.
this point.

In the LXX they are not killed at

This narration is put aside to a more pregnant

point in verse 48:

T,?" t<a.'~/VOV

TuJV

Xa.>"SdlU>V.

The phrase · which ends verse 22 in

the LXX (~V£~Aoa'aVt,lS aL'1T'1v ) is more or less found in MT23:

~/J.] }'-nN ;n;::l).
Verse 91 (24) is obviously affected by the additions
of the LXX in the following way.

The mention of

o~"ouS

in

the LXX is an obvious reference to .the addi tion in verses
51-90.

EGtlAJec' aOToo5 ~WVTd), while not depending directly on

the foregoing additions in verse 51-90, is an addition for
effect and is not found in the MT.
Other dissimilarities between the two versions of the
text can be seen in the following chart.
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LXX has more than MT

V.

2

QaO'"I/\ ewv

1<&1

KU~'

E,OWV

I~~ 01 "f o uf t.Y ,?5 o~ ~ 5,
Tel e.eV7] Kill lfcJA i'l S Kat

yAwO'O'd.' 5 ,
Ka., rrtlVTdS /l:)()S I<dT.:t TrlV
01 I<OOt'e.v",? v

LXX has less than MT
V. 3 (The verse is much condensed in LXX.)
It simply reads:
Kal e(rT1'(cyav 01 n r(0rCt~a f~ tVOI k'd. T(..vavrl T~5 E;/KOyo 5 •
In the hexapla
the whole is filled out with massive additions most probably from
Th.: :X. Ton:, O'vv'ryX 6 '1 0dV urrdTOI or ~aj1'/-

')° 1

ro iTd~Xa '. 'Y'ffoUf<tV o1 T()~C? ih'O ' t-t(;r").OI

~n~~ouC'"w I~al ndyTd') 01 a~Xovns TwV
XW~WV (TO E;)..6("1V eS) t.IS TOV c.r~/v,afiov
"TryS (.,I/(OVOS "'? ~ ['O'T17 ttl.. Nil ~otJxoboyo (fOp
o (2acr,AE.U5 \. 1<0.1 E.C1T1JddV 01 rr~oa'
y£r~a.f"'rcvol l<anVdVTI rTfS £.1 ~ovo.s 'X·

\01)

V. 4

TOI~ 0X~OIS

OJ

na~dn'E A).~Td',
('(al) xw~al

V. 9

kOE" £.

(before

~aO',

A£cJ ) •

EO'T,.., O'dV J\lcX~ouxooovocro~"
V. 7 The list of musical instruments is missing O'LJ~IYro5 TE., (missing Syh) H a, -KI Ga~a~ ~a. ~ ~()11 '75
"Tf:. '~a,
4'aAT"lQ10V 88-Syh. The
addition matches Th. After king's
name 88- Syh add ,2(' o '(3aO'I AE.,U5·

V. 16 adds ~aO",>' e;u (after

v. 9 88-Syh

Nd~UXO&o'foC~ )

add~.

Na~ouXObOYO o'OI( Ttf

QaC1lh' to match MT.
V. 17 adds CI) t<o\>,Q5 "1f-t..Jv
(after £v ou~a\lo, f ) ~
It
is marked with an obelisk from ev ....
in
88-Syh.

,,....wv

V. 15 The list of musical instruments is missing as in vv. 7,10,
see there.

Vv. 22-91(24)--See
above-V. 93(26) At the end 88Syh add OUT(05 ocJV e;~~Aov
01

avo(2£S E.K t<G(]t](rnn)

V. 10 The list of musical instruments is missing as in v. 7. The
same addition is made with an asteriskin 88-Syh.

rrueos.

967 omits this phrase by
homoilteleuton (see above) .
V. 95(28) 88-Syh add
(after E (,) -\0 r~TO f )',
K(J~IO S. tv f,f4nu~'Q'fov
marked with an obelisk
in 88-Syh.

V. 16 The LXX leaves out the pronominal object on ry.f;1·/.:l{JE(Z.
The
margin of Syh adds
however.
V. 17 88-Syh (as well as Tertullian) add- 'X, r~5 I<a,ot'-&Y~) =MT
and Th.
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LXX has more than MT
V. 96(29) '<\.,)~'o:::Jv

LXX has less than MT

V. 19 88·X· e..rr,;Ec.b,<axn,O'~XkaIA~bE"'~YIV
(after "1>'>' olL00'1 ). Syh adds wi th-

•

out asterisk.
When the addition
is made the text MT and Th.
Vv. 22-91(24)--See above-V. 95(28) 88 omits

0

egOS.

Vv. 98-100--See above-Final~y,

there are some readings in the LXX which

have most probably mistaken the Aramaic original for something else.
rTt~/~O(..);

First of all there is verse 1:

MT:

~1 II .n~f...::z..:z (Theodotion: cv nr.e.,'f 6t.j'~a

LXX translator has mistaken NJlt,

common noun deriving from

,I, "a

1\

kadian duru is a "wall, castle."
nt~.'~oA 0 ~

).

The

the proper name, for a
dwelling place. 11

In Ak-

The substantival use of

by the LXX most probably means "enclosed area,

wall," and this makes little sense--"The plain of the enclosure."

27

In verse 17 the LXX translator has taken
(Hebrew -0») as

1i?
wi th

/;"7

or

,)JiI

"behold, for" although the particle

can mean "if" in Hebrew as well.

rae

"for."

Jil"if"

The translator renders

He is not alone in this kind of rendering

(which probably had its basis in an offended orthodoxy)
since Theodotion also translates
with ecce enim.

withr~~

and the Vulgate

More will be said on this verse in chapter V
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of the current study.

Verse 18 follows verse 17 by paraphrasing
.(Ka.t) rOT£:,o

the Vulgate.

/17 into

This translation is followed by the Peshi tta and
Again here one is most probably dealing with a

translation based in offended orthodoxy.
the LXX translates

i7lf?CJ)'

In verse 96 (29)

)~):J wJ1~.:J.., "his house will be made in-

to a dunghill" by the paraphra se ~at

.,

o,I('a

d()TO \)

0'1"" ,-u e~O'CTa.I,

"and his house will be confiscated as public property."
Bludau thinks that the last three examples should be grouped
together as passages changed by the translator because in
their original form they were objectionable to his religious
and moral sensibilities. 28

Another alternative is that the

LXX translator did . not know the Aramai c word

be an Akkadian loan word). 29
Targums as a verb. 3D

')).J (which may

The word )~JJ is found in the

It is also found at 11.5 where it is

paraphrased by the LXX in a different manner.
the word is also paraphrased.

In Ezra 6.11

It is, of course, impossible

to know if the LXX translator knew the word »))J or not and
in any case Bludau's suggestion is probably correct.

Chapter IV
With this chapter begin three of the most midrashic
chapters in the whole of the LXX.

According to Bludau chap-

ter IV (and this might be said of chapters V and VI as well)
is more of a paraphrase or an epitome than a real transla-
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tion. 31

Since the Old Greek follows only the general story

of the MT in these chapters any detailed comparison of the
two texts is difficult.

Nevertheless it is important that

such a detailed comparison be at least attempted. 32

In

chapter IV 967 is available for verses 1,2,7,9,11-14a,16-19,
22b-25a,28b-29a,30a-30c,34b-34c (with lacunae).
The original LXX text, according to the witness of
both the hexapla and the pre-hexaplaric papyrus 967, did not
include the verses which in the translation of Theodotion are
given the numbers 111.98-100.

It is important to realize,

however, that the content of these verses is displaced and
included in IV.34b,c.

It is unknown whether the text of 34c

especially originally stood at the head of chapter IV where
by meaning it belongs.
sense there.

Certainly the material makes better

It is therefore understandable that Hahn places

verses 34b,c at the head of the chapter. 33

Montgomery (on

page 248) says that the future tense UrTOS~I~W
correct original placement of the section.

shows the

On page 144 of

his book Bludau allows the possibility that someone in the
copying of the manuscript may have omitted inadvertently the
words in MT 111.31-33 ' and put them at the end of chapter IV.

If this transposition did take place, even working with the
information accessable to Bludau, it must have happened before circa 617 because the Syh witnesses the dislocation as
well.

With the discovery of 967 the date of this disloca-
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tion would be pushed back even further to the mid-third
century or earlier.

It is quite likely that the original

LXX text contained this dislocation of material.

Other

materials are dislocated in the LXX (although the present
instance is one of the largest).

Charles assumes that the

LXX is original at this point for reasons that are shaky at
best. 34

In any case, the style of verses 34b,c is that of

midrash such as one finds, for example, in the Lamentations
Targum and in this style ' it is much closer to the translation methods of chapters IV-VI than it is to the style of
chapter III.

A more detailed account of these verse s will

be given later.

A comparison between the three Greek witnesses to the
LXX text is reflected in the following chart, given in the
form of a critical apparatus to the text of the LXX chapter
IV.

Critical Apparatus

Verse

2.

a. E;VUP.V'ov

967 per errorem pro
88.

£,vurrVIOV

88-Syh

b. "'1I,)Aa.~'7e'l)v 967, cum €.

7.

a. 967 add. post (./TE.t1f-(J'f,V, £-m T'7~ I<O'T~S f0l.)
b. eKae~o6ov am. 967
c. br.Vb€,oV' ()'f~ov 88; add. £.rT'
inter &E'.VO~V - U'f"7AOV 967
d. '1 Oea(/I 5
88; I<eo' '1 0 ~a 0"5
967

9.

a. w 967 per errorem pro wr
b. prae 7d fT£.Tfjlva add. c.V av rw
,
(967 has lacuna 9b-lla)

88
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Verse

Critical Apparatus

8.

(967 has lacuna)

10.

(967 has lacuna)

11.

a. arro

12.

a.

13.

a. @Odt<'1 8 1'J 88- Syh mg ; ~OO'H"'le"YfO'1J

14.

88; t)no

Cil.)rol.>

88;

a()TU)

967
967

967

a. yv'fJ 88; pOI 967
b. av 88; c.d.V 967
c.

nOlSI

Syh;
967

tVdOTO,S

"01,,'1 cXOTO'S'

nO'SI

no,elY'evdoroI588

14a.

a. post "'1~E.Q.a /-I'a. add. r."S ""lr-(.~&.S
967 (ex. seq. )
b. '~~I'f"'" 88; £e'\f1?
967
c. kell rov XO~TO" 88-Syh;
om. ~al
967
(after rrd~~soe1 967 has lacuna until v. 16)

15.

(967 has a lacuna)

16.

(to AaQoVTos 967 has lacuna)
a. TO E VUfTV/OV TOUTO TOI S f'O"O()V'1 rt£ 88- Syh;
ere.
b.

TO l'JLHTVIOV

Kal ,,?O"'u0e ' 0'IJdUTOU' TO'5 cxt1eo,s ClOU efT(.AeOI
ex8 '2 o ,S (fOO En('J.eol "l C1UyK~IO"5 aL.lTO U

TO'S

18.

88 1 -967; om. 88*
b. post XW,e~1
add. a.,
a.

To '5

;ol.!To967

r- CJ'¢
I

(.Xrt

88- Syh; Ka,

967

"7

967 (di ttog)

19.

a. U lfwG1J:5
88; ()n:E.~v.lfw e.'7 967
(last part of v. m1ss1ng 1n 967, lacuna through 22a)

20.

(967 has lacuna)

21.

(967 has lacuna)

22.

(only last two words witnessed by 967)
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Verse

23.

24.

25.

Critical Apparatus
a. ,bou 88-Syh;
om. 967
b. prae Ka.t f~·crTlrwrrOl)(J'lv 88-Syh add. ~a.crT/y f.. <)
19.29)
c. post €J7d.5oIJa'1V
88-Syh add. C!€.
967
d. "d~1
967 per errorem pro nqU~ 88-Syh
.a. ar-a\>T/c.V,/ Cfo(.,) 88-Syh; om. , doc.> 967
b. '(E.vr{ 88; fE.V~O'a..1
967
c. Kd.Ta'PeE.I~~ Cit.. 88; om. cu.. Syh; I<a.TalfeaQ'l7S

(967 has lacuna after

TOOS

967 (Prov.

967

~OYQUS)

26.

' (967 has lacuna)

27.

(967 has lacuna)

28.

(967 has lacuna to I<cil tT&!( ~ )
e-n,yv'f) 88; tn'yve,s
967
b. TOLJoo\,oYo,", 88-Syh;Tot.> GQovoo o'ou
967
c. 6wO'E.' a.()T7j" 88-Syh;
om. dtJr"?V 967
d. Ini t. add. c..TI Tou '\oro L1 tv TIf Oio~aT' Tou ~3.O"1~tWS OVTOS967

a.

29.

a. tn, &T" .

88-967; om. E..n,
88; Aa. A'7 O'gJ)
(967 has lacuna after ,$01,)
v .. , 30a)

b. AaA'1 o-r? ~

Syh
967
aVTI

running through last ot

30.

(967 has lacuna)

30a.

(967 has lacuna until ayvol wv /'Coo ••• )

30c.

a. Cl7TOh)"T().A.)O"f.u.,)S 88- Syh; a.noAlJO"'f,w 5' 967
b.kywv t-?a~O(,)xoooyoO"~88-Syh; om. Ae.ywv 967
(967 has lacuna after c5oI,)Ae;uO"ev 1a sting through
the last of v. 34)

34.

(967 has lacuna until Kal~O()~ Ifa, XeOVOU()
a. @a.<T,At.1a.v ~aO""I A&wv 88; ~aO'"I ~ Eo'
@a.cnAE:wvSyh;
~~O'I'\('OWV 967

as
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Verse

Critical Apparatus

1

34a.

a. A~T~euaw 88-967 ; AaT~eu~al
967 *
b. 'f 0 Qo (,.) 88- Syh; T ~0ft 0 u
967 (ex. s eq.)
c. CIA"'7'fe. f-E. 88-Syh; ~£. ~IA~Ifc.. 967
d. 8r0l>5&l)T(XJSyh-967; om. a.UTO(J
88
e. a,vw 88-967; al'lcO'w Syh
f. nol''1 cra I I<OJ nOI"lral O'E.fEIa. 88- Syh; om. Kdl nO/'1cra l
967
(homoioteleuton)
(967 has lacuna after ~/5 O~f'~ lacuna throug h
last of v. 34b)

34b.

(967 has lacuna until I~al rr~or:J'I.po'(dv
)
a. £v Sojwr
(1 et 2) 88; ~v oO'!71 967
b. t.kae,crE 88-Syh;
f.I(TICTGV 967
c. ~t'(a.XcvO'()V~ 88; ttsya). £w(]'uv1 967
d. anOKdTf.O"Td~~ 88; arTE;.Ka rC(],Tae~ 967

34c.

a. OIKOUfT/Y i.,1/ a.url.'1 l~ Syh; OH<OUO"'IV 88; K ~H O 'KOUo-IV 967
2
b. L)no6 e; I§W 88-Syh-967 ; orroo£. lg- w 967 *
c. on ~IS CO'TI v 967; om. el S"
88-Syh
(967 has lacuna from Kat n. 0au ... until the e nd o f
chapter)

In Ziegler's edition o f the LXX of Daniel h e reads
with 88 fourteen times, with 88-Syh fourteen times, with 88967 seven times, with Syh-967 one time, and with 967 alone
fifteen times in chapters I-VI.

This means that the r e ading

of 967 is rejected just over fifty-eight per c e nt of the time
and accepted just under forty-two per cent of the tim e . 35
It is now possible to compare the LXX text with that
of the MT on a verse by verse basis.

This will show just

how far the LXX text deviates from the Semitic original.
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are not in the MT.
the LXX reads

e~ovo~.

Instead of $.:Pi7

The meaning is basically the same in

both versions although the Greek version has expanded it and
put the introduction in the third person.
Greek of this verse

Verse 2:

The

significantly shorter than the Ara-

~s

maic, corresponding to the first half of the MT, but leaving
out the phrase "as I lay in bed the fancies of my head
alarmed me."

Verses 3-6:

gether from the LXX.

These verses are missing alto-

In the MT they tell of the decree to

the Babylonian wise men (verse 3), the failure of the wise
men (verse 4), Daniel's appearance on the scene (verse 5),
and Nebuchadnezzar's appeal to Daniel for aid (verse 6).
Verse 7 (EV 10):

The first half , of the verse in the

MT is omitted by the original LXX according to the hexapla
(they are given an asterisk in 88 but not in Syh) although
the words are witnessed by 967 in the paraphrase EKaGcc.>bov
The rest of the Greek represents the Aramaic quite ,well except

for the last phrase of the LXX, t<a,
~s

not in the MT.

in the

ne~t

Verse 9:

two verses.

O()K

",?vdA"O O~O/OV

aVTCf, which

The order of the MT is reversed

The description of the fruit is

given first (MT9) followed by a description of the tree's
height (MTS).

Instead of a description of the leaves and the

branches of the tree as in the MT the LXX gives the length of
the branches (approximately 18,131 feet).

There is then a

misplacement of "and its fruit was abundant and in it food
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for all."

This phrase is switched with the phrase about the

birds of the air nesting in it.

The MT's phrase about

beasts finding shade under the tree is simply eliminated by
the LXX.

Verse 8:

This verse starts by eliminating the MT's

phrase "the tree grew and became strong" for an exact repeti tion of
gloss).

Kal

'7 O~o-IS

aUTouf!.(a>..,.,

from verse 7 (perhaps a

The next phrase of the MT, describing the top of

the tree in the heavens, is expanded in a midrashic way with
"7

1<00'''''7'( ClUTOU

77A'7~OL.w

T~Y

"'Ht~EV

c.v.>S ToU

ou~~V'o" "1{a.1

Td UfTOHa.TW 101J OUE>oYOIJ, ()

Y1 v , 36 "

TO

KUTO~

alYrou

e.wS

TWV

vt'(iiAWV

'l~IOS Kal t:fr.~"'IV'7 tv aUT~ 'fKQUV Kal E.~WTI~QV naqav

The last three words

fTdC1"ciV

ones drawn from the MT (~~,»--S~).

''Iv

Try'"

are among the only

Verse 10:

The Greek text

now proceeds in more or less the same order as the MT.

LXX paraphrases CU"f) ')'~ wi th aYfE.X 0 S •

Verse 11:

The

The next

three verses are shortened by the Old Greek translator.

37

The first phrase (Kill e'fWV('(::IEV' •• £.1 rr, v) is roughly comparable to
the MT.

The shortening comes in the next group of phrases.

Whereas the MT has "cut ... hew ..• beasts .•. birds ... ," the LXX
simply reads:

EKKOLfaT& aUTOKa, ~a.Td~etlean:.

After shortening the

MT the Greek transla tor adds a phrase of his own:

fT~ocrn.T~KTal

Verse 12:
This verse is both curtailed and expanded.

Nonetheless the

basic meaning of the first part of the verse is the same in
both ver sions: )~

a)..:2

1[>=20~.v

"))(-2

)i7/WlltJ/

R ~av ,-uav

al(£.r£&oT'!.f

Cv T~ fn'

The whole mid-section of the verse is omitted in the LXX.
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The translator goes to the end of the verse and picks up
~~..,~ .:lll)~...'l.

Y'1<)

Ell

TO'S

f>/,:>'m )(J7JJn 7JJJI, translating as
0eE,r1'I

xoeTtl~£.s(30\J5

w,....,TaJ.

Q'TWS

ff.-Ta TWv G?"Jr;/wv T1\

Verse 13:

The LXX trans-

lator now goes back to the previous verse to pick up the
phrase concerning the dew or the heavens which he previously
omitted.

With this is integrated the first phrase of MT12

(~~l.!):t'l ""ocv?u.:z pIUSrJlJ)J~J~/ON;;z..::J."= Ka, ano r'7S S~oaol)T'o(')
ou~ayouTodwt"~al)TQlJaX~o",,>en).

him" is interpreted by

Verse 14:

KA'

"And let seven times pass over
&nrac.T"'1 @Oo'l<1'le~r1'Vvat)To,S'

Again this verse is both diminished and

increased · with respect to the MT.
( }(.n')~w

t"''"7P

")O>lDI )(O;t.J)~ 1)"~j)''':1..:l)

The first half of the verse
is ·eliminated by the LXX.

The second haIr of the verse ("until the living know") is
paraphrased only slightly by the Alexandrian translator in
tha t the word

)i~~n

is replaced by the pronoun implici t in yv,:".

This paraphrase matches more closely the repetition of this
phrase in the MT at IV.22,29; V.21.
is not in the MT at all.
in fuller detail.

Verse 14a:

This verse

It describes Nebuchadnezzar's dream

The threats are made earlier here in that

they are repetitions of those made in verses 11 and 12 except
for the last one which finds no parallel in the LXX at all.
It is dropped from the MT at verse 12 and introduced in the
Greek for the first time here.

Verse 15:

The same general

meaning is found in both versions of the text.

The Greek,

however, . removes the coristernation of the king as well as his
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seeking Daniel's aid.

In the LXX the narrative is very calm

and the direct address of the MT is completely removed:

"I

summoned Daniel ... 1 recounted fully the dream to him ... he
suggested ... the meaning" (LXX).

Also missing here is the reThis is not

counting of the failure of the other wisemen.

surprising because according to the LXX version of the story
no other wiseman attempted anything.

Verse 4 of the MT

~hich

riarrates the wisemen's failure is eliminated by the

LXX.

Verse 16:

The verse magnifies Daniel's consternation.

Eliminated here is Nebuchadnezzar's address to Daniel (ttThe
king said; 0 Belteshazzar, let not the dream or the interpretation alarm you").

Added is a description of the way in

whi ch Daniel answered the king (,wv"!7 rr~a.£'1 if- ).

The narra tion

continues to be from Nebuchadnezzar's point of view.
Verse 17:

This verse and the next two take the de-

tails of the dream one-by-one whereas the MT puts the whole
of the vision in verses 17-18 and the interpretation of the

whole in verse 19.

Verse 17 actually takes its opening

phrase from the MT of verse 17 and its second phrase from
the first phrase of MT19 (

H~;D i1Jl.JIY ••• e!]F>J11

j").:l.") '-' ...

The first detail is given immediately; tree=king.
This carries on with interpretation.

><J~'.II».

Verse 18:

The birds of the air

from MT18 are selected from the details given in the MT to
represent the people who serve the king.

Verse 19:

Greek translator here goes back and removes

>()rJ.dl ~...:JOJ

The
HDn

from
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MT17 and interprets it as the arrogance and pride of Nebuchadnezzar as seen especially reflected in his destruction
and profanation or the Jerusalem temple.

Detail three is,

growth or the tree=the king's arrogant sin.

In this inter-

pretation or the tree's growth the LXX rollows MT19.
Verse 20:

Bits rrom MT20-21 are contained here.

The

rirst section or the Old Greek is at least comparable to MT
20a:

'i)/$.:ln, X.JS I AlI1::? )O~I ~IOO lOJm..JIP"f>' "')l~ ~:>1D

x"n

person is changed rrom third to second, however.

The

',1.

The mid-

dle section of MT20 is omitted in the LXX and the next phrase
(,1o(~10"15 T00ef:OlJTOU('<tf'~,1.0U"7S&1 6.T

N';))O 'x10 ~jI J1I.)O"

tY'/7 (?')':l)

I

eYe.

) is equivalent to

from MT21.

Verses 21-22:

]l")IjI'::U
These

verses expand the theme or the imminent and severe judgment
or Nebuchadnezzar.

It is very difricult to see in what way

the idea here comes from the MT.

It is most likely a mid-

rashic expansion composed by the LXX translator himself because he considered the judgment theme (especially on pagans)
to be an important theme; one deserving or more space than
given it by the MT.

Some point or contact with the MT may be

seen here perhaps in the common theme or "driving" (MT22).
Verse 23:
fused here.

It is hard to believe that the LXX text is not conThe rirst part or the verse gives the comrorting

statement that the king's throne will be restored when he
acknowledges God.

This is at least parallel with MT23.

The

second haIr of the verse, however, goes back to a prediction
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,oou £",

of doom:

k'I(~, fU-va..

r1fJ

t.TO'~~~OVTClI

KtJ' ftdo-rY0()(jQ()O'I eYE, 1<01

crraSouO', r~

Thi s is, following Bludau, 38 most probably

UT' 01:...

a second translation or an explanation of verse 22.
third section of the verse (k'U~IOS ~rl !.v o()\>av~
aUrOl,)!.T11 n~O"n

14.

kd' ,., r.50 UCrt ll..

T?J YTI) is an idea which comes from the last

phrase of MT22,23.
iJJJf7'

The

N-2.::t'

"

roS,

In MT22

,JI(J);J>? j11,=>SD:J.

())/iP, :J7~J7 "

7~

is an almost literal repetition of verse

The LXX translator tends to avoid literal repetitions

and thus his rendering is different than that of the MT and
LXX14.

It is just possible that the first part of the cur-

rent verse should be moved to the beginning of the next where
it better fits the context.
Verse 24:
meaning here.

The LXX and the MT are comparable in

Daniel's caution to heed the advice, the first

part of MT24 , is the last part of LXX24.

Verse 25:

Here the

LXX replaces the MT's statement "all this came upon king
Nebuchadnezzar" with the statement that the king kept the
words in his heart.

of the MT al though

Verse 26:
",£oTa.

This verse carries the meaning

rrOO"rn 6o~~S

pan sion on the word "roya 1. "

3.UTOU

Ver se 27:

is most likely an exHere, too, the LXX

follows the thought of the MT rather closely.
Verse 28:
midrash.
verse 30.

This verse is tripled in size by means of

The unit which this verse initiates runs through
In the unit judgment is once again spun out be-

fore Nebuchadnezzar's eyes before it happens to him.

This
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device has already been used once in both LXX and the MT in
verses 20-23.

According to the Old Greek a voice from

heaven explains all:

a) Nebuchadnezzar's kingdom is taken

from him, b) a man rejected in the king's house will be set
over Babylon, and c) this man is to be given Nebuchadnezzar's
inheritance of power and glory.

The reason is then given in

a most literal rendering of "until you know that the God of
heaven (Most High) rules in the kingdom of men .•. " (MTI4,
22).

At the end of the verse everything is yet again sum-

marized: £.wS 6£. "1 A/o l) aVdToA'75 ~aO"/>'cos £'r&~oS £.U/f~dv~crIiTal c..v

r~

OIl<ltp

CJ'Du

I<cl

I

t!ov~/as dou.

K~aT'7O"'"

T7(S SOS7(S croo

Verse 29:

Kdl

T,?S IcrXVj

T>'(S

0'0 U k'd I

Elements are taken from the MT of

the current verse and presented in a different order.
MT the order is as follows:

In the

a) he will be driven from the

kingdom of men, b) his dwelling will be with the beasts,
c) he shall eat grass like an ox, d) seven times shall pass
over him, e) until he knows that the Most High rules.

In

the LXX the order is a) angels will pursue him for about
seven years (based on MT section d and LXX21,22,23), b) he
will not speak to any man (perhaps based on his dwelling
with the beasts, MT section b and also being driven from
among men; MT section a, c) he will eat grass like an ox
(MT section c).

This latter part is expanded by a further

phrase: K'al ano T"'lS

XAol?) -r~s FrS

tc'Tol

'1 YOfA~ O'ou

(cf. LXX12).

d) Another will have the king's house and kingdom (cf. LXX
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28).

Verse 30:

In the MT the prophecy of doom finally falls

on Nebuchadnezzar's head.
poned yet again.
taken from MT25:
G&~/A£u •.•

MT.

Here, however, the blow is post-

The content of the LXX in this verse is
N:iJO/':J.J )lI

~o 1f?::J/ ••• lTovra. nA(.oe~O'tTd/

Oll 0"'(.

N9.~.

It is expanded from the simple statement in the

The reference of the verb is changed from narrative

past (NY?) to future (re.>--E..(]'e'7~E.Ta/).
Verses 30a,30b:

The blow falls.

son Nebuchadnezzar narrates his fate.

In the first per-

These verses can be

said to find only their bare bones in MT30.

Many of the de-

tails are repeated from earlier parts of the story.

The

structure of. the two versions of the text is as follows:

MT:

a) immediately the word was fulfilled upon Nebuchadnezzar
(this is said in a slightly different way in LXX30), b) he
was driven from among men, c) he ate grass like an ox, d) his
body was wet with the dew of heaven, e) his hair grew long as
eagle's feathers,

f) his nails grew long like bird's claws.

In the LXX the structure is as follows:

(30a) a) he wa s

bound for seven years (not from MT30, but has been given
often in the story, e . g. MT/LXX(9), .b) he was fed grass like
an ox (MT section c).

~o.l

a.TTO

X~0'1S TrfS r'7S '7O'$,ov.

This expanded is by another clause:
c) There follows a section in the

LXX which is probably taken, at least in germ, from MT31.

It

describes how after seven years Nebuchadnezzar gave himself
to prayer concerning his sins.

(30b):

There follows section
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d) wherein the king's hair became long like eagle's feathers
(MT section e).

In the beginning of verse 30b Nebuchadnez-

zar further describes his illness although he has just previously stated that after seven years he repented.
show that 30b is an addition by a later hand.

This may

It is similar

to LXX23 in that it consists of a second interpretation of
the madness.

e) His nails became long like lion's claws

(ct. MT section t).

It is clear that although the basic

thought has been picked up from the MT the LXX translator
1''')~~.:)·;'')1'")91..9)

changed fleagle's claws" (
(01

OV()Xt-~ t-<0lH)O"~' Ato·m:~

= perhaps

on the word "body" here.

r"")~;;>::> 1i?J"')~).

~OWrl).

changed (cf. MT section d,

to "lion's claws"
f) His flesh was

The translator picked up

g) His heart was changed (not in

MT30, but see MT31), h) he walked naked with the beasts of
the tield.

This last is not to be found in MT30 either, but

is most likely an expansion of fflet his lot be with the beasts
of the field" (MT12,22,29).

i) There follows an expansion

which treats Nebuchadnezzar's madness almost as if he were
delerious with fever (t.vlJnv,ov

E.lboV,

I<a, UrTOVOIc~'

f't-f.

tl ~1?'faO'["

Kel, ~Ha. X~OVO() unvoS ~(, £.~a~r. nO~l>S 1<a.1 VOO'Tay /"0S ~O/).

Verse 30c:
years have gone by.

Here, as at the end of LXX30a, seven
One gets the feeling that when the phrase

"after seven years had elapsed" is given in 30a someone-either the original translator or a later scribe--felt that
the madness had not been sufficiently described and so in-
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serted 30b.

The present verse is a midrashic expansion of

the simple sta temen t

p?o:J »)OW ",~ ••• ' 1)1 ~)D)I Jr~f>S/'

From the

phrase "I lifted my eyes to heaven f ' the LXX has a) Nebuchadnezzar convicted of sin, b) requesting pardon, c) being
instructed by an angel to " s erve the holy God o f h ea ven and
give glory to the Most High."

After all this Nebuchadnez-

zar's kingdom is returned to him .
Verse 33:

For the moment Nebuchadn e zzar's hymn in

MT31b-32 is omitted by the LXX.

The words here are equiva-

lent to the first half of MT33.

Verse 34:

This hymn of

praise bears very little resemblence to that given in MT31b32.

It is rather an assembly of bits from various places in

the first six chapters of Daniel.

Nebuchadnezzar begins by

praising the creator of heaven, earth, sea, river s , and that
which is in them.

There then follows, "I confess and praise

(him) for he is God of Gods and lord of lords, and king of
kings."

This phrase closely parallels that given by Nebu-

chadnezzar in 11.47 (MT) , "truly your god is God of God and
lord of kingdoms."

The next phrase in the LXX is "he works

signs and wonders" which corresponds exactly to V1.28 (MT).
Next comes the statement "he changes times and seasons, removing the kingdoms, from kings and establishing different
ones in their place."
11.21 (MT).

This is almost word-for-word from

The Alexandrian translator has thus, in place
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of the original composition of MT31b-32,

taken exerpts from

two of Nebuchadnezzar's earlier songs of praise and one

•

phrase from that of Darius in chapter VI.
Verse 34a:

The praise of Nebuchadnezzar continues.

The verse contains the king's promise to worship, praise, and
offer sacrifices to the God of Heaven.

Mention is again made

here of removing kings (LXX34 , MT 11.21), of doing sign s and
wonders and changing things (i.e. times and seasons, LXX34,
MT VI.28; 11.21).

The king also mentions God's being able

"to destroy and bring to life" which reminds one of the charge

levelled against Nebuchadnezzar in V.17b:

"whom he would he

slew, and whom he would he preserved alive."

The king not

only promises piety for himself here, but for his entire
kingdom as king Darius does at the end of chapter VI in the
MT (VI.27).

The verse ends with the threat of death to any

who calumnates the God of heaven--even to the point of speaking of him at all.

Thus in this verse there is a liturgical

creation which unites elements from chapters II, III, V,- and
VI.

This may be a clue to the origin of this piece in that

it could have been written as a hymn tying up the whole of
Daniel I-VI into a cogent entity.
Verse 34b:

In this verse and the one following Nebu,

chadnezzar gives two parallel proclamations.
given in the form of an encyclical letter

This first is

(UTlrlTOA"JV CVI<I,)Io(~IOV)

to everyone in his kingdom, adjuring them to praise God and
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honor him with sacrifices.

The reason for this is seen to

be God I s mighty acts wi th Nebuchadnezzar:
[./{ a81a'£ f~

£171 TOIJ GeOYOL>

t"ov, I(~ I r." S

Cv rtf AdLf 1"'00 £K((dTE.O"'ct., Kdl

c SOUO"'I ci S f-o U

? ff.ra./II.vCfr.>"? 1'00

aUTn T;Z

gr
1<0 I

'7~f.~a..

T'7S ~c;l0" ~ f, I c3 5 f-'lQ L>
J

d.fT~l'<rj.rt.-crTl1e~ fA 01 •

If

there is any point of contact with the MT here it is most
probably with the ideas in 111.31-33 (MT, Theodotion 111.98100) .
Verse 34c:

At the end of chapter IV comes the dis-

placed preface to the story contained in the verses inserted
in the hexapla as 111.98-100.

The first sentence of the LXX

is fairly close to 111.31 (NT).

The major change is that

instead of the stock Aramaic phrase )?)JW)' )()O~
nations, and tongues,,,39 the LXX reads
XW~dIS ka, 10'5

Ko.TO,I<OLJC1'IV

t." aUTo/S',

the inhabitants in them."

)(JDjJ,

Ifpeoples,

TO'S (;eV~Cll K~/ ... Td/S

"nations and regions, and

It is easy to see how the last

phrase came about; Karo' f< G W,.:;

"-'.

The second phra se 0.£

34c takes up the content of 111.32 (MT) but expands it.

The

actual content of 111.32 (MT) is contracted here to (,)"o6E.tSW
It is then expanded by the addition of the clause, "he purposed for me
to demonstrate to you and your wisemen that God is one and
his marvels are great, his kingdom is an eternal kingdom,
his authority is from generation to generation. H

This ad-

dition partakes of elements which are new creations with the
LXX translator and those which are found in 111.33 (MT).

The
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independent creation of the LXX translator (in this context)
runs through the phrase " ..• God is one ... "
the Hebrew Old Testament are obvious.

Parallels from

From the phrase

fl • • •

his marvels are great ... fT one sees a fairly good rendering
of 111.33 (MT).

Montgomery feels that the final phrase of

verse 34c concerning the king's sending of the letters into
the kingdom belongs to verse 34b.

40

This is not at all cer-

tain due to the lack of knowledge concerning the time of the
dislocation of this verse.

As the verse stands the phrase ,

forms a good conclusion to it and thus to the whole chapter.
Chapter V
In many ways this chapter is the most strangely
transmitted in the LXX of Daniel.

In all three witnesses

the chapter is reduced in size because of the total lack

of verses 14-15, 18-22, and 24-25.

With Geissen's publica-

tion of the Cologne part of 967 a third witness is available
for all the sections possessed by the LXX.

Offsetting this

abbreviated form of the chapter proper there is a preface of
some eighty-seven words.

The preface gives a summary of the

story in a form somewhat closer to that of the MT.
Ziegler was dependent upon Kenyon's part of 967 for
his apparatus and so it must be remembered that only twelve
verses were fully available to him along with fragments of
four other verses and part of the preface.

Ziegler, in fact,
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says little about chapter V specifically so that one must
tUrn to Geissen for aid concerning 967.

The following may

be noted:

Critical Apparatus

Verse
Pref.

V. 2

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

anot<£y,dc1.V4JV (2.uTOU 967-Syhj om. 88 (homoiotel).
Gtous TWV c$vwv 88-Syh; om. rw~ t.dvwv 967
Tonw
88- Syh; rTonu
967
,
I
£.vauTTlTl] Vl)I<'TI 88; £'V Trr'a()T?1 VI)I'(TJ
967
e.S~/\OV 88; (:~ "?AO~:llV 967
&nq~o.!fav 88; en£y~atpov 967
'\uxvouS 88; ). u,yvov 967
eo-Tdral 88; ~OTa.1 967
Ka.

TOOS

a. {,ve:yt<o.l 88- Syh; O'Uvr,VLYl<a, 96~
b. Tou 01 Hoo TOO 8(1:J0 88; 011<0 lJ To u [)o 967
c. ka, O,yoXO~(J'dl 88; 0/YOX07C1a,
Syh OIYOX0'lIT£V
967

V. 3

a. £.mvov

V. 4

a. ?(U~oyovv 88; euAorol,)O'~V

V. 5

a. (,5~~eov

V. 6

a. Ka'lfo~o, I<dl O11o't'O/~1 88-Syh; om. Hal ~o,
967
b. cO'IT£l)O'sv
88-Syh; E.O'TT&c.JOr.V
967
c. D'UVETd'C(0l
88-Syhj O"UV&T£'~O' ciUTOU
967

V. 7

a. t<a' lfa~~al<our Ka, Xd).Sa/O()S

88;

88 j

&fT&,V'OO'"dv

eS'1A8dV

967
967

88-Syh; om. lfa~t<o.KoIJS
Xa>-.&a,ousKd/ ••• 967
b. '(~~a~1Jvou5 88-Syhj '(~~a&1vo()5 967
c. '(~a'('75 Kdl CI(ftT7Ot(.C,tJOVTO &nl t1tW~/a v ,6E-,'1'" re~'1'7S 88- Syh
l~a'f~S 967 (homoiotel.)
d. nciS aY'?~ oS av 88-Syh; lTaS oS ~aV
967
1<0.1

V. 8

a.
b.

c.
d.

V. 9

V.

10

967

88- Syh; om. 01
967
ya'1,a~??yol 88- Syh; ra~a~'1vol
967
aUH ?]6ovaro 88- Syh; 001< "1 ~ova VTO 967
arraY£.IAal 88; anayyt:. Xcii
967

0' ,TrelO' SOl

a. TotJTOt) 88 (dittog.);"RlO
967
b. 0(,) O()VJT~' 88- Syh; 001< 1"(5()v~YTo 967
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Critical Apparatus

Verse

v.

v.

11

a. oavee",",no5
88-Syh; add. [,IH.1vo5
b. (')fT(.~t-x.wv rra.vraS r ou5 O'0LfO()S
88-Syh;
~'n~~ws

12

a.

V. 13

a.

V. 14

(Not witnessed in 88- 'S yh-967 )

V. 15

(Not witnessed in 88-Syh-967)

V. 18

(Not witnessed in 88-Syh-967)

V. 19

(Not witnessed in 88-Syh-967)

V. 20

(Not witnessed in 88-Syh-967)

V. 21

(Not witnessed in 88- Syh-967)

V. 22

(Not witnessed in 88-Syh-967)

V. 23

a.

V. 24

(Not witnessed in 88-Syh-967)

V. 25

(Not witnessed in 88-Syh-967)

V. 26

a. ano~'7ytl ~ ~/Ac.,a (100 88- Syh; -rr (3aO"A£' a.

v.

29

a.

v.

30

a.

v.

31

0'0(.) TOU

£'1 cJ''7Xe~

t;rTlvr,r£.

88-Syh; om.

88-Syh; £'Io'? V£ X e'1

E.V al)rol

88- Syh;

£.TTU

O'o'(OI)S

967

967

967

V£.S

tvauTO/) OIVOV 967

o'Ol>

af10~7]rt.1

967

~aO"/~[,()5
88-Syh; add.
BA).Tao'ciI~ 967
b. I<a. tbwk~" aUT':' 88- Syh; add. kal e..$Wk'£.v
967
TOTE.

BaATaC1Ol~

S-

Tot.)

967
L>IT&~

0

@dO'IAt IOV 88- Syh; add. Cil>'TOL>
b. '£'s'?e-ryTcll
88-Syh; e~"'7eB11 967
1<0.. TO

, a. AE'Tatee~'75

967

88-Syh; 5~,(S1'() 967
b.TwvMl(~w,( 88_Syh tx ; 0 (3~O",Ae;.~S' TWVn~w'lSYhmg;
o

TwV

~"16wv ~aO")..E.U5

967
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In the verses and fragments of verses available to
Ziegler for use in his apparatus (some nineteen variant
readings are witnessed in it), 967 is read in just over
forty-two per cent of cases and 88 or 88-Syh is read in just
under fifty-eight per cent.

These are the same approximate

percentages as were found for chapter IV.4l

Geissen reads

with 967 thirty per cent of the time, with 88-Syh thirty per
cent of the time, and makes no choice or considers both
readings in error forty per cent of the time.

42

The rela-

tionship between the two versions of chapter V can now be
discussed in some detail.
Preface:

The first sentence of this abstract

(through rtycl).,,?Y ) is related to MTl as is
eKa~E.O'EV aVb~as ~'dX''\IO(')S.

~al

ano fc.yllJ'Tr; VwvtluToLl

A change is made from MT' s one thousand

nobles to the two thousand found in the LXX.
ting phrase in the fir st sentence,
aVTOU ,

f-V

'7f<E.ea. q

The interrup~ a I v IO"'~O()

Twl/ ~o'JAe./(..Jv

has no parallel in either the MT nor the verses of

chapter V in the LXX.
the story.

It is an attempt to provide a date for

The second part of the preface (c-v

a"'~O"v) is related ' to MT2,4 and LXX4.
aV()~\A-&'lOS ano iOc)O,v'Ot) = MT

N')On

'"1

'1f<~ea

•.•

The phrase 8aAra O"de

l)~ ~.::l •••J:::t~fJ)).=J..

The praising of the

gods of cast metal and wood goes more closely with MT4, "gods
of gold and silver, brass, iron, wood, and stone," than it
does wi th LXX4 which elimina tes the list wi th

"Tei

£1&W~cl -ra
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X!:.I~O"Olrcra.

This second phrase is related to LXX4 in that

it adds t<a'"Twth.wlwQh',a'rw
•
.,
T
,
valent to the phrase

OUI<

r.&tJ)~.sv

al '{ !.CTlV.

This is equi-

Kdl TO" e!.()V "TOV alwvo50f.)~ eQAor10"'dV(LXX4).

This phrase is left out in MT4, but inserted in verse 23.
The story as told in the preface then moves directly to the
writing hand (MTS).

This part starts with the phrase "in

that very night" which is similar to

~)S )~..::l.

iV..:l.

(MT30).

Other than this small difference the content here, is very
much like MTS.

A difference here is that the message writ-

ten by the hand is immediately given:
(in that order).

Nowhere in the body of chapter V are the

actual words of the inscription given.
emerge:

MENE, PHARAS, TEKEL

Two interesting facts

a) the fact that there are only three words here

(in agreement with both Theodotion and the Vulgate) as opposed to 11~""s)1 ~?J'l ~o ~~o in the MT (but in agreement wi th MT' s
interpretation in verses 26-28).
found here is unique. 43

b) The order of the words

One point may be noted here.

has been customary to associate the three words ()")~
with three Babylonian weights:

Spn

It
~JO

a mina, a shekel (either 1/60

or 1/100 of a mina), and a paras (either a half mina or a
half shekel).44

An objection to this theorY , was entered by

Georg Behrmann in 1894.

If these words were names of weights,

argues Behrmann, they would be given in either ascending or
descending order, but surely not with the smallest in the middle. 4S

This objection is not necessarily valid on other
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grounds and later discovery has somewhat changed the original weight-theory, but it is just possible that the writer
or the preface to chapter V felt this same problem and so
rearranged his text to put the items in descending order.
The next phrase in the preface (Cc:1T'
is related to MT26-28.

eJTdTdl )

6[.~ e.\>r-~'1 £.Ja.•••

The style is conde nsed so

as to give one word equivalents to the mysterious words
(e.g.

~dV~ ~p,e~~Ta,).

The order of the interpretation is

the same as the original giving of the words.

It is pos-

sible that the preface was affixed to chapter V just because
the chapter proper gave no indication of the mysterious
words themselves. 46
Verse 1:
the MT.

This verse is shortened as over against

The elements in MT1 that are missing here are:

a) the thousand nobles (this information is supplied by the
preface), b) the fact that Belshazzar drank wine (cf. LXX2,
preface).

The word On? is translated by f..crrla.TO~l(lV

means "a banquetting hall."

which

In the LXX Belshazzar does not

initially "hold a feast tl (MT), but "constructs a banquet
hall."
This is a fairly good rendering of MT2.

Verse 2:

The difficul t phrase
clearer; K'" UTI"!V

OIVOV, Ka.I ciVUtfWe1f

or banquet guests
8UTOU

(=

)(")on D~('!).:l

NJ'I:Jn~1

';])..J.2").:1').

is expanded so as to make it

"7 KdeO,a.

a.OTOO • ••

The list

/7)JI),;/!V 1i?/J..:l/..::l1 is reduced to TO'S

trol~OIS

This means that the women mentioned in
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the MT are left out of consideration.

The reason for this

is probably because the thought of women taking part in the
drinking bout was culturally and theologically repugnant to
the LXX translator. 47
ThIS ~Td~~oI5

One could suppose, however, that

could technically include these women.

The verSe is cut to the bare bones.

Verse 3:

It follows a usual

habit of the LXX translator and eliminates repetitions, especially repetitions of lists.
to three words:

/Ii?.:z

The Aramaic text is reduced
It has been pointed out 48

P]7(j)i'(1 "')7-'771.

that the women are left out again, but equally the king and
the nobles are all summed up in

Cnlvoo'clV( emvO\! ).

fair ly literal translation

wi th

of..:l.

f;V

Notice the

here instead of arro or

eK as might be expected. 49
Verse 4:

Again, this verse is reduced in size by the

elimina tion of the repeti tious

)('JDn I'J}(U~

from MT4.

list of the kinds of gods is eliminated here.
sti tuted is

lei CIC$wAa Td. J(~'~O"O'

'7Ta.

Also the

What is sub-

As has already been

pointed out above, the LXX adds here a phrase which does not
appear in the MT of verse 4 but does occur in verse 23.
There is not reason to assume that the LXX preserves the original text at this point.
the MT quite well.
XE/~OS.

The

Verse 5:

phrase>n)-~~

This verse translates
is rendered simply as

In the second to the last phrase the LXX shows a

di"fferent order.

"Wherea s the MT reads,

If • • •

upon the plaster

of the wall of the palace of the king, opposite the lamp-
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stand," the LXX has " ... upon the wall of his house, upon the
plaster opposite the light."

AewS ]aX~d~~~

The LXX also adds

E.V(J.vrt TOU ~tw",

after the phrase on the writing hand.

Verse 6:

The Old Greek translator starts his rendering in relative
agreement with the MT.

This agreement runs for the first com-

plete sentence of the Greek (Kal "1 o~ad') ••• ~aT€. O"rrtL>6ov) •

The

next sentence finds no parallel in the MT at all with the exception of the phrase I<~' 0, c::tOVt.TAI~OI KOI~).~ aUTOu ~KaUXWTW which may
)~u).J.]1~O )i11:J.::J./.::J.11

be a rendering of

(MT9).

As Bludau remarks,

this latter phrase certainly does not fit well in its present
context. 50
Verse 7: . The verse begins with a phrase equivalent
to the MT.

In the list of wisemen the LXX has four whereas

the MT has only three.
is the extra man.
always

=

It is really

dif~icult

Although XaMalo~ always = '-'00

and yd~a~,?voS

I'lri there is no consistent equivalency between

Greek and Aramaic for the other two terms.
~

to say which

(fUrKe'fd. T?Je;

y~a'r?)

lowing phrase.

The phrase 8TTayt1Aa.I

is an addi tion over the MT as is the fol-

In the Greek the wisemen now enter whereas

this is saved for verse 8 in the Aramaic.

The trouble with

the MT is that the king makes his decree before the wisemen
are in his presence.

This problem is solved in the LXX.

This does not mean that the Greek is to be preferred here,51
for a new problem is created in the LXX.

The Old Greek re-

peats the narrative about the entrance of the wisemen in
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verse 8 following the MT.

The decree of the king itself is

slightly different in the two versions of the text.
Aramaic there are two facets to the wisemen's job:
read the writing, b) to interpret it.

In the
a) to

In the Greek only

the latter aspect is thought necessary.

The failure of the

wisemen is pointed out immediately in the LXX whereas the MT
saves this for

th~

next verse.

The first two rewards of the

MT (the purple robe and gold chain) are rendered quite well
t>y the LXX.

The third is rendered, "and he will be given

authority over a third portion of the kingdom."

In trans-

lating so the LXX translator has, perhaps unknown to himself,
made an exegetical decision.

We are never likely to know,

however, what difficulty, if any, he had with this passage.
Verse 8:

52

There are two major changes between the

LXX and the MT in this verse.

First, in reversal of his

usual policy, the LXX translator gives a list where the MT

Second, as has been previously noted, the task set for the
magi in the MT is both to read and to interpret the writing,
whil e in the LXX only the la tter is required; thus: eIO'nO€e.(JOVTO

xa,

0(.)1<

"1 buv<l;O

006£/ f TO O'tJyKe' f-a T1'(S Y~!f1lr

The two versions are divergent here.
zar's terror is once again described.

anaYYl:,A al.

Ver se 9:

In the MT BelshazSince the LXX trans-

lator disliked repetitions (as a general rule) and since he
had already described the consternation of the king and his
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nobles in verse 6, he did not repeat himself at this point.
Instead he sets the stage for the queen's appearance by
having Belshazzar summon her into the royal presence.

The

queen arrives of her own accord in the Aramaic text "on account of the words of the king and his nobles."

Since in

the LXX the queen appears in verse 9 some disagreement between the versions can also be expected in the following
verse.

Verse 10:

In the MT the queen enters, pays respect

to the king and then tries to calm him.
this in the LXX.

The queen recalls the memory of Daniel to

Belshazzar's mind.

The subject matter for the Greek verse

is drawn from MT10a.
is reminiscent of

There is none of

The phrase 0$ 7Jv

7IiJ», )tJ}})ri JJ::1.)O);

£,1<

'""IS a'xra.Ac.uO"/a~ T7lS /ouSa1a\

in verse 13 (which does

not occur in the LXX at that point), and of II,25

(e:KT~SaIX

~AwO'IClS TWVUIWVT"7S Jo()£~,a) ), and of VI.14 (MT, not in the LXX).
Verse 11:

This verse is shortened in the LXX.

In addition,

the queen here begins to speak directly to the king
T'fJ

~aO"/~CI

(MTI0).

)

(Kal elITE:.

wherea s she has already done this in the Aramaic

She refers to Daniel as "that man" (0 ave~w"'oS ~Kt.JVOS)'

The items in the MT which the Old Greek leaves out are:
a) "there is in your kingdom a man in whom the spirit of the
holy gods dwells," b) "in the days of your father the
king .•• ff

These two items, the first somewhat tempered, are

found in the LXX's next verse.

c) "And king Nebuchadnezzar,

your father, made him chief of the magicians, enchanters,
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Chaldeans, and astrologers."

The two versions of the text

have a point of contact in the phrase ..• tmO"T7(t'-wv "7'1
I<'dl UIT£I(E.XWV ITdVTd)

TOl)sot)lfO~5 t3~~Awvo~llv.1

j')n.:JJ1U>i) ••• ilD.:ml

I(dl

O'0lfovS

lJJ)bwl

J)J,7::J.

The last phrase in the clause above is also reminiscent of
MT/LXX I.20.
Verse 12:

Elements of both MT11,12 are found here

in the Greek text.

The first two parts of MT11 which were

left out of the LXX above are inserted at this point.
first

fli>'7P r,,$N nil

is toned down to nv£,urd ar'oy

In the

presumably

due to the religious sensibili ti'es of the transla tor.
w.2.JlTDJ1IUi? r")'-'~ N")IUOl

to OUp<~' f"Ta UIT~rl<a
Verse 13:

r"pnN J7/'nXII'0$n

UfT£. 6£.1

5£

'lU90 ...

in MT12 is simplified

(~Na (3ouxobovoaoe T't' n~Te' 0"00)

•

The first two phrases of the MT are rendered as

whole verse (that is, from , ~~)J7

riN.::2

to )~J.J/

"')D)<I).

The

last part of the Aramaic which begins Belshazzar's speech to
Daniel is eliminated by the LXX.

The verse ends with an in-

complete thought.

In the MT these verses

Verses 14-15:

continue Belshazzar's speech to Daniel.
in the Greek.

Verse 16:

They are not found

This verse prefixes a term of

direct address (...a ~C).v'''l)..) to the MT material.

The LXX omits

the Aramaic sta tement >n~o' I)")~~ ")lP~O~

1',1)0

as repetitive of the idea of LXX12.

The Greek thus begins

wi th

)~I J7

Ji'

l.Y":> ( 60v r?

r-t c;noSs., ~~1I

).

~.:>1J»7

T',y }'1.YOP 17J~1

The LXX translator then

repeats (against his usual practice) the list of rewards to
be given to the successful dream interpreter.

The fabric
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of -the story itself would make it difficult to eliminate
the repetition at this point.

Daniel had no way, short or

divine revelation, to know what the rewards were to be since
he was not there when the original announcement was made.
As several scholars have pointed out 53 the

Verse 17:

opening phrase of MT17 has been eliminated by the LXX most
probably to harmonize the account with verse 29 where Daniel
does indeed accept the rewards.

Montgomery feels that verse

17b is "a later supplement, to give more exactly than is
given in vv. 25 ff.

the interpretati.on of the words.,,54

In-

deed in verses 26-28 no actual words are given at all in the
LXX--only meanings are given.

It was not the task set the

interpreters, according to the Greek text, to read the
words, only to interpret them.

In MT17b Daniel surely tells

Belshazzar that he will interpret the mysterious words whereas the LXX reads
I<CiI (,~

"'l reatfao-a.

AUT.,

"1

real!'1

~&I~ kat a()~

H'?,e~"1-ra.,., /(QTtAoyla'e~ E.S'7~Ta..I·

"1 O"Or~~IO'IS' cilm..>v.

In the first

phrase the meaning of the words (given in the preface as
~ov~ ~aet~ eo~~~) is given, but in more traditional order of

fAOV?] (Jf.k't.~ lfa~~s.

The history of transmission of this chap-

ter of the LXX is too mysterious to know whether the words
themselves ever stood there.

With the penchant of the trans-

lator of eschewing repetition he might have put them in
originally only to have them eliminated by the person who
added the preface and who also disliked repetition.

Mont-
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gomery

right when he calls

~s

statement.,,55

Hat t;.a'r-,

"7 ~atfdO'd"'t.l~ "an obscure

The phrase is not to be found in the MT and

could mean "the hand which was writing stopped."

This would

seem to indicate that the hand was writing or at least mo ving
up to this point.

An alternative translation could be put;

"and so (in this manner 56 ) the hand which was writing arose
(or began) . .,57

In this latter case the Greek could be seen
In any

case the phrase is out of place here because

ciL>TWV

at the

end of the verse refers to the words in the previous phrase.
It could al so be argued tha t
of place.

kelt aUT'7 ~ O'UrK~/O"/)

aOTWV

is out

While it is surely striking to Belshazzar that

Daniel can relate the happenings at the previous party without having been there, this showing of Daniel's skill as a
wiseman and occult figure cannot
pretation

~ ~.

b~

counted as the inter-

In the MT the phrase is found just before

the interpretation in verse 25.

In the LXX this verse is

quite confusing and most probably is itself quite confused.
Verses 18-22:

The story of the rise and fall of

Nebuchadnezzar is eliminated as unnecessary repetition of
chapter IV by the LXX translator.

Verse 23:

Contained in

this verse is the story of Belshazzar's folly.

follows the MT of the verse fairly closely.

The Old Greek

The LXX of this

verse contains almost literal repetitions from LXX1,2,4.
One phra se,

01

f'l~,(' O"T'av"fl.) O"oU,

is remini scen t of the preface.
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The fir st phrase of the MT ( ]7DDI)..ni7 ~> D0 }t'')D ).,)) I) is paraphrased by a retelling of the deeds of Bel shazzar:

@a.O"'IAf.I).,

and concubines are left out of the story again here as th e y
were in verses 2 and 3.

The repetitions in the LXX are

repetitions in the order and style of the Old Greek itself
rather than the MT.

The last phrase, "(and) he gave you
I

your kingdom and you neither blessed nor praised him," is an
expansion on the previous phrase

wal Tu.>

196u;) TW

I

XWVTI OUK

c.~or"I

"

Verses 24-25:
These verses are not found in the three witnesses to the LXX
text.
Verse 26:
here.

The LXX varies very little from the MT

The word ~J)'Ois interpreted in its more literal

sense of "word" and translated as

y~alf~.

The interpreta-

tion is all that the Alexandrian translator gives; nowhere
does he mention the word ~JDitself.
pretation of $p~ is strange.

Verse 27:

The inter-

It is almost as though the LXX

transla tor replaced )>?In )In::>)7\i)i' X'Jlf~Q.:l iYJ? S)?Ji wi th a second
interpretation of verse 26.

"It has been decreed that it

will have been brought to a full end."

Verse 28:

a~> );O~ is rendered in the LXX (~ ~ac7'lAE.,a

dal5 b/~OTd/) •

Verse 29:

MT quite well.

crOl)

TD'S

Onlyj'>.l)j)(t)

f'J'l8015 I(a, rO'51Tt:~

The verse carries the meaning of the

The further definition of Belshazzar as

o ~a~,Atus is not in the MT.

In the Aramaic Belshazzar
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gives a command

()O~)

and Daniel is clothed in purple, etc.

In the Greek Belshazzar clothed Daniel personally.

No proc-

lamation is made concerning Daniel's authority in the LXX,
but a statement that gives the same information is furnished
by the narrator

(K&I GOt.V~~v E-SouO'lav

Verse 30:
shazzar's death.

avnf"') .

The LXX says nothing specific about BelIt is very

va~ue

in its rendering

K&IToCfvy-

'ti~lfti). £'tT'7~a!. &ArdO"'d~r,;> ~O","tI.

Instead of calling Belshazzar the

Chaldean king as MT . does (

~)i u:>.:::> X::::J'O) , the LXX speaks once

more about the kingdom passing "from the Chaldeans" and being
given to the Medes and Persians (cf. MT/LXX28).
(VI.1):

Verse 31

This verse belongs with the story in chapter V.

is numbered with chapter VI in 967 following the MT.

It

For

convenience of reference the system used by the MT will be
used here.

In the Old Greek it is not Darius the Mede who

receives the kingdom ., but (according to 88-Syh) A~r~5~S'lS 0
TWV

t1"lbw \I

,

or (according to 967)

readings are . false.

3

t,

I( ~ "(

5'

Both of these

They are attempts to find a historical

personage for an unhistorical Darius.

The LXX leaves out all

mention of the successor's age.

Chapter VI
This chapter is again to be considered an adaptation
rather than a translation of the MT. 58

The same story is

told in both versions of the text, but with manifold smaller
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and larger changes in the LXX.

According to Montgomery ver-

ses 3,4,19, and 22 (LXX) contain doublets. 59

For a study of

the relationship between the three major witnesses to the LXX
text recourse to Geissen is once again necessary since Kenyon's edition (used by Ziegler) is missing the whole of verses 9,10,11,14,15, and 19-28 along with parts of verses 4,5,
8,12,13,16, and 18.

This means that according to Kenyon

and Ziegler only verses 1-3, 6-7, and 17 are completely witnessed by 967.

A detailed comparison of the three witnesses

is seen in the following chart.
Verse
V. 3

V. 4

Critical Apparatus
a. -rou ~aO"IA~w~ 88- Syh; om. TOl.> 967
b. -7k~' w8o/Jr-~v05~y-raIS n~an,,~T€'/al\ TOU (3ao-,hwS lJISCrT~(,.t/Of,j
88-Syh
c. tn~~t 88; t~~a~&~
967
d. Kdl O"cl"~anaS' tk'drOY elt<OO'I g.T1T~ 88-Syh;,,,uS d~TTa~967
a. t\.30l>Af..lJo'aTQ
b.

err,

88-Syh; ~~oI,)A£.UO"QVTO 967
88; en, naO''l ~ ~aO'"IA['Ia.

fTdO',?S ~\ ~O'IA£I

as

V. 5

88-Syh; e.intv
emend. m2 CIITOlV
b. oo~ a~IL..>O"£'1 88-Syh; oUJ(~ra~It.Ucr'l;' 967
c. £t)S~Ta.1 88; £u~'lrE. 967
d. 6£.,.ra.I 88; Ot-'T£.
967

V. 7

a. av 88;

V.

a. om. tot. 88 (homoioteleuton).
o~"'t<ov Syh; W~/O"''''''OV corr. 967 lege
O~/o"fl.0V 967
.
c. a~~olwo'~ aUTo" {)'Oll '7 O£.IcTdV Syh; om. aUTOV
a'MolLJefn l<a[60r} 18£"~"967

8

a.

£'lfTiW

£av

967

967

967

b.

V. 10

a. tdi'llJ'E. 88- Syh; e.rrT71O"'d V
967
b. "lvo1SE.V 88; ~VL.>5r." 967
c. auroL.' (1st) 88-Syh; ~a'-'TOo. 967
d. £nOIE:.I E..fI Syh-967; om. c:rl 88

Ziegler;
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Critical Apparatu s

Verse

v.

12

a.
b.

c.
d.

e.
f.
g.

v.

12a

a.

b.

88- Syh; 01 ave~rrol aUTOI
967
88; f,V~T()xaV 967
ou,x 88; COX' 967
eU~?]T~1 88- Syh; t.u X,-,TV. I
967
-aMii 88- Syh;
967 a A'A" ~
11d ~c1 (fo c..> ~aO'IAet) 88- Syh; nat' s. ToU ~aO'I ). ~ u
967
el bt ,..., 88- 967; I<ell el bE. ~"'l Syh

OUTol 01

av$~ wnol

C.V~:TUXOV

'€.I noV'

88; clfTdV 967

D,(OO'T1Jt- 88- Syh;

rr~ay~a

967

c. f"i"16 E. 8- ( Syh); KIll JA'l 967
d. n ~o 0" ~ TTO V 88 ; ( p rae) add. TO 967
e. £XaTTt..>o'~S 88-Syh; aA'\o/WO"',(S" 967

i.

88-967; om. Syh
l<o)..a.O'?~ 88; l<o'Aa cr? 967
£,V£.tttlV€,
88; e.f-tE-IV£'V eV 967
O~Irr}4w
88; Of(k'O'~W
967

a.

SIf1a.v

f.
g.
h.

v.

13

v.

14

TI

a. !PT"1O'f.'i 88-967;
b.

a t>TOc..>

c. post

d.
16

88- Syh;

967

e.o-r7]cr-~v
aVrWY

Syh
967

0 ~aO'IAE:.0~ 967
88-Syh; ~wS To,", e~c:'A!.dea, 967
WV 88-Syh;'?JS XG./~S
967

aVTOL>

add

Tou e:. S ~AE.(r-8al

e. Twv

v.

88; £,lrrf,V

xl.le

e'05 967
a • .6aE'tIOS 0 \3aO">"(,~5 88-Syh; 0 ~0"/).f,U5
b. post T~') i7J5 '1f~a s add. c.V fila ""f~ea 967

Sae

c. TWVAE;O'/TwV' 88-Syh; om. TWV
d. BlE>e£.1 88;. ea~r:tG/ 967

v.

17

a. E~C?'f"l88; £.~·lf"?

967
Syh-967;
tiS'
c. tv Ttf OaKTu.x,w 88-Syh; om. e.V
d. edt>TOL) 88; auTOU
967
e. an' 88; un' 967
f. :
~ o--/'Aev5 auTOV f).V~ctna.:;J'~It.K

b. e(l~T(,e7

sn:.e,

UTI

10

v.

18

a. ~'Yr/5
b. ToTe. 0

88;

0eo S

c. TTOIOIJf!Y0'j

d. T1«t>~"WA~~~V

v.

19

967

""1 ctT"7 5

88
967

"Tou Aak'.I<O()J88-Syh

967
_
88- Syh; 0 6£.
967
88-Syh; nOI?"(O'<Jp&VO)
88;

as

ITd~7voXA7JO'dV

a. w~e~I a'€. 88; W~f)f.I<"£ V

967

967

967
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Critical Apparatus

Verse
V. 20
_ V. 21

a.

lege CKaA&~£V

967

a. Tore. IJaVI"'(A 88- Syh; Tou &av ' '>"(A 967

V. 22

88- (Syh) ; KUE'IOS 967
b. arTO 88-Syh; alTo arra
967 (dittog.)
c. e; YdYTIO V aVToV I<~ I cvavnov 88 - Syh; E;vaVT,OV
967
(homoioteleuton)
d. Kdl ~~) 88; e)dtpaS 967* emend. m2 £~~''fa5 967-Syh

V. 23

a. dlN'lA~o'av 88- Syh; o'LJV1)fe", 967
b. 1Tcl~'rWxAfcW 88-Syh-967 ; mle,?VOXA"1c1~V 967*

V. 24

a. [.~~llf"7dav 88; t;~/lf7]~clV 967
b. ra rei oaTa
88 (dittog.); ra QC1Ta 967
c. post rao(J'T(J. aLlTtuyadd. I<al gdV'?]~' l-<aTE.OTa6'7
~ilO'I~SJaS· ba~t.IOU (ex. v. 28) 967

a. eeoS

c,rrJ

i7d~'l)

V. 25

a. r~wcro'clIS"'OlxWeaIS88; xw~alS

V. 26

a. t'<~vw.v KOI ~WY 88- Syh; !!I()V KAI f'YWV 967

V. 27

a. bouAtuwv
88-967' OOUA~uwv a()T~
Syh
b. 6£05 TOutlaYI'1~ TOV '&VI,?>' 88-Syh; (3,oS ToV6av1'Y{A967

V. 28

a. TTeOs To yevo5
88-Syh tx ; 1T~OS TOU rraTE.e a S 967-Syh mg
b. +- Kci' [Jav,?]). l<ar£(J'T~. e'>] f.nI T7r; (3oO"'/~e/d5 &aeC10c..>if88-Syh
om. 967 (add. in VI.24)

)(dl

rAwo'o'dl5 Syh-967

Out of the thirty-two possible times that Ziegler
could have made use of 967 he actually does so just under
forty-two per cent of the time.

He reads with 88 or with

88-Syh exactly fifty per cent of the time.

The former figure

is approximately the same as for chapters IV and V, but the
latter is some eight per cent below the usual fifty-eight
per cent in the previous two chapters.

The reason for this

is that 967 agrees with 88 or Syh, the former twice and the
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latter once, for a total of just over eight per cent.

On

the other hand, Geissen reads with 967 just over thirty-four
per cent of the time, with 88 or 88-Syh just under sixty per
cent of the time, and with either 88-967 or Syh-967 just
over six per cent of the time.
One can clearly see the fact that chapter VI is not
a close rendering of the Aramaic text in a verse-by-verse
comparison of the two versions of the text which follows.
Verse 2:
MT.

The first phrase has ,no direct equivalent in the

Behrmann thought that the LXX goes back to an Aramaic

text)'~.:10I'Jll>h.:p)7..:J..:) •

sixty-two in MTl.

60

..2'> is the numerical equivalent of

This is possible, but it seems more

likely to assume (with Bludau 61 ) that the LXX translator was
here as elsewhere rendering the Aramaic freely.

It seemed

strange to this translator that the age of Darius should be
mentioned.

'When he made historical identification of Darius

as either Artaxerxes or Xerxes

in verse 1, he also made an

exegetical decision concerning the reason why the MT gave the
conquerer's age; thinking it to be to show that he was distinguished in his later years. 62

The phrase £vSo5 0 )

is most probably drawn from a mistaken reading of

£.v

'f"lef./

D'1p>')':)w

reading the first word as an adjective equivalent to

1)9~

and the second as a substantive meaning flold age" (r>]~a 5

).

This explains also why the LXX has no equivalent to flit was
plea sing before (to) •.. " as 'll'7P

}')(O

should be translated.
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The number of satraps set up here is not one hundred twenty
as in the MT, but one hundred twenty-seven, in agreement with
the number of provinces set up by Ahasuerus (Xerxes I) in
Esther 1.1 (cf. 8.9).

The tradition in Esther 8.9 is also

referred to in Daniel III.1 (LXX).
Verse 3:

The LXX translates only one-half of the MT

(}m~o'n ~~J::;7 '7i7J1hll):>1(J}m:Jo~S:i/).

The loan word

transla ted by ei ther '7yO()f~VO' or simply av&~o,.

7--Jb63

is

The second

half of the MT is skipped in the Greek text, but perhaps the

meaning is added to the beginning of the next verse.
4:

It is difficult to know whether the first ph'rase of this

verse (um;~

(

Verse

nclVTas EXWV

~S0()O'/av tv T~ @aO'I)C:/a.) is taken from MT3b

(>'f J ~h7~ ~7 N.j)O/ ~O)(J JI~ffl 7>7;r ~)J~17(iJnN

phraseA')J~)"nt>n>O 1':)10 )::J in MT4.

to the latter.
~»CJ).,wn~}

LXX.

r:;)"}o

)1i7S ") or from the

In wording it is much closer

In favor of the latter is the fact that ~~

does not appear in a corresponding place in the

The meaning of both phrases of the MT is sufficiently

well carried by VIT£<? naVTa.s c.~v

&SOUO'I1XU V

7 ~/Atla. to

justify the

elimination of one of them by the LXX translator.

If he

intended this phrase to carry the meaning of both Aramaic
phrases it would also explain the whole phrase's movement
to a position between the end of verse 3 and the beginning
of verse 4.

The second phrase in the LXX (I<~I L1aVI7[A ••• (1T~a5G )

is an expansion of the first phrase of the MT ( ,":?:1 •••

1>7» is

simply rendered as

)

/')7~).

while the simple conjunction
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I on N:)701

is rendered .by TorE:..

This reverses the kind of

conjunction found in the MT from temporal-simple-coordinate
to simple coordinate-temporal.

1J:r7

is left out of the LXX.

Daniel's ability and the consequent honors bestowed upon
him (related by the LXX) is reminiscent of various parts of
the book. ka, (ja",'1~ .t'{bE.OUft'l0S no~e<{'" is a reflection of the words
of V. 29 ... f."OI,)(f~ 7t)V

&wy. l1o~tf~av

l(a9on ,,?V £v&>~oS c,rr/-

(V. 7 ,16).

reminds one of V.
11 (LXX):

0 ave~wTTo5

GI(f,IVOS

£.r7l(1'T'lf<WV

,?v

Kdl

Tov~ O'olfouf [3c1~vAw'lQS and V.12 (LXX): I(~I nv£'ut'~

0"0'(005 14t,,)rr~E..XWV1TdYTa)

ay'ov tvaIJr'f t C1'TI

•

There is also an indirect reminiscence of I.20 (LXX).

So

instead of the LXX being a contraction of the MT as is so
often the case, here it is an expansion.
(TOTE 0

(3do'l~W5 ••• ~aO"IAe./aS

of the Aramaic.

a.UT0\.)

)

The next phrase

is a fairly good translation

In addition to the change in conjunctions

noted above there is the addition of the personal pronoun in
the Greek.

The difference in an unpointed Aramaic text would

be between

~J7I:JSO(MT) and

i)j1I::>SO.

With the otherwise well-

attested confusion between final he and aleph the manuscript
which the LXX translator had before him might easily have
read a he.

This however makes the assumption that the trans-

lator is interested in a word for word translation which he
clearly is· not.

He could have added the al)TOU

the Greek clearer.
1'"'OUS

simply to make

The last phrase of the Greek ( Ka,

Duo dvO~a·s ••• c.nra ) is not in the Aramaic.

Following
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Montgomery this last phrase is most probably a gloss.64
so probably a gloss which entered the text is
TTl?.aYro.n'8/~

"'TOl)

I<dl

NbOUf E: t/OS

Alct/ rciJf

@aO"'/Atw~ a,) tlT~aS£' .

Verse 5:

This verse begins with a repetition o f the
(OTt; .... ~c"').E:la 5 tiI.>TO(,)

last part of LXX 4

This phrase is

•

enclosed in square brackets in Ziegler's edition.

The word s

are almost certainly a gloss (or the last line of verse 4

is) .

The LXX makes only Daniel's two "co-presidents" con-

spirators against him (in verse 4).
la tor's dislike for repeti tions,

In view of the trans-

nn::;t.i;"h

r$.:»,\'7 i?J1'TlV>1

is too close in both meaning and wording to
)I"~~ ]m.:>.nWi' ~) i7J1 l nu>J

,SlJ)

$.;)1

)Ui}

IJ)'J 5.)/ ·

}",:JO'i ).:1(> $.)

to bear rendering both.

The re-

suIt is one Greek phrase that carries the meaning of both
the Aramaic ones:
KclTa TOY

Lld't'I1)~.

trTf..1

ooS ~"Hav afAc1 frl dV (n,n>r7U))oU6.E. ayvolav( I~W ),uel O'KOV

The last three Greek words probably have

their origin in NJlI::>SO

7..:ff:).

This thought, meaning "from the

point of view of the matters of state, II' is explicated in a
somewha t clearer nt;~'
Verse 6:

?fS Karayo~'1O"'oUO"IV avTO() 11~ TOY ~aO"/At/ a.

This verse contains the story of the con-

tents of the decree agreed on by the conspirators.
Aramaic this does not happen until verse 7.

In the

At this point

the MT is still giving background information preparatory
to the agreement.

"We shall not find any ground for complaint

against this Daniel unless we find it in connection with the
law of his God" (RSV). ka,

6,"2.'/

seems to be taken from the
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corresponding ver se in the MT, )"'Oi!llS~ N)'l.:2.~ I'-'~, but it is
the only point of contact between the two versions of the
text.

The phrase

of MT8,13.

L\f:.c.JT£. ••• anoea't'tlTcl1is,

of course, reminiscent

The punishment in this first reference (in the

LXX) is not specific.

This differs from the MT (verses 8

and 13) where the punishment is always given as
~/»)».

.2i}

~O")]7'

Another difference is that the MT states that no

one may worship "any god or man" except Darius.

Since the

thought of worshipping a mere man was abhorrent to a Jew,
the LXX translator left out the word for "man."
however, actually becomes more abhorrent:

The result,

"no man shall

honor or pray to any god •.. except to Darius the king,"
Darius is thought of as divine.
a suggestion made.
the LXX

Nowhere in the MT is such

The purpose clause which follows next in

(,Vo. ,?Tr'7(/'W(J"I TO'I

Kov ToV hOVTO'l)

i. e.

Llavl71A ~val/r'ov

TOU

~aO",A£.Ws, ~d' ~1\f17 (.1 S TO." Aa.l(-

gives the rea son for the agreemen t by the con-

spirators and introduces . the specific punishment they have
in mind for Daniel.
It makes the jealousy

The clause finds no parallel in the MT.
o~

in the MT it is implicit.

the "co-presidents" explicit whereas
The final sentence of this verse

introduces the fact that Daniel prays thrice daily--a fact
which does not emerge from the Aramaic until verse 11.

In

MT11 it states that Daniel ~71DI >?~::IO "prayed and praised."
This is rendered here in the I.,XX by ~tvx£'ra,
. are practical synonyms.

Kd'

OL,r.,

The phra se I(~'OU TOll e~ou

which

guroL) ,

"the
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Lord his God," would seem to indicate that the tetragrammaton was read here.

It is just as likely, however, that the

LXX translator inserted

a

KU~'O)

what is implicit in the MT; God
Verse

7~

in order to make explicit

= Yahweh.

This verse translates the first two-thirds

of the MT quite well.

What is left out is

»n to)),)) ~'::>70.

It

is interesting to note that while a slightly modified form
of

P{?

ro$J~ N:J$O is found in the more literally translated

chapters (II.4, III.9) , it is nowhere found in chapters IVVI although the MT has the phrase in V.IO; and VI.7,22.

It

could have been theologically offensive to wish eternal or
very long life to a mere mortal (and a pagan mortal at that).
This could mean that two translators worked on the LXX of
Daniel, one for chapters I-III (along with VII-XII) and a
second for chapters IV-VI.

The omission of the standard

greeting "0 King, live forever" means that in the LXX the
first thing the conspirators say to the king concerns the
desired interdict.

Verse 8:

In the LXX the conspirators

tell Darius of a vow which has already been taken

~ ~

whereas in the MT it is a request for the king to make a
decree.

The content of the vow is very similar in both

versions of the text although the Greek here again eliminates the possible worshipping of a man.
Verse 9:

This verse is missing altogether from 88,

but it can be found in both Syh and 967.

The likelihood is
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that the verse is original and fell out of 88 by homoioteleuton.

The verse breaks into three phrases, only one of

which is based on the MT of the verse.

)(41

t:~fWC1'dV

TtlV

~OlO'I).CIa. /'(~

is a paraphrastic summary of
the fir st part of the MT IS i?')IJ>i));r)',

N::lJ1:J "OW"')]!I )()O~

1)) ~J7 ~:::J;O p,:,.

The LXX makes the conspirators "honor" the king so that they
can get their way with him.

Again here the LXX translator

paints the jealousy-motivation of the conspirators in bolder
strokes than the MT uses.

The final two phrases of this

verse are nearly literal repetitions of the final two phrases
of LXX 6.

They are here in reverse order and

sti tuted for the
OT/.

yae

in verse 6 and

onw~

Ka8oT'

is sub-

is substi tuted for

Given the penchant of the Greek translator for es-

chewing repetitions, it is perhaps possible that the last two
phrases of this verse are glosses, so that only the first
phrase is original to the LXX.
Verse 10:

The difference between the two versions of

the text here is that the MT has two substantives at the end
(

/) )o)U " . ) i .:lJD)

tl<uewd'SV ) •
(O~'(J'''ov

while the Greek has two verbs

(£'(fr~<r£ f<al

The Greek also has no word corresponding to N::J.J7::J

understood from the previous verse).

lator could have understood

N)QN(

~)~

The LXX trans-

) as a verb plus a

pronominal suffix which , latter he left untranslated.

Thus,

by this interpretation, there would be two verbs "establish
and confirm."

Verse 11:

The LXX offers a good translation
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of the Aramaic text.

The changes amount to minor modifica-

tions in order and wording.
signed" (

~::J.Jl:;

Instead of having a "document

l]JtJ/J) , the LXX has a "decree established"

(O~IO'ftOY" _. GC1r17O"'£ ).

The Old Greek puts the phra se into a

relative clause, ...

O'(H:t/,-OV., ov ~CN'1o'£.

KdT'

The last

aUTOc.>.

two words are not in the MT, but one assumes that they came
from a misreading of >.Y as a preposition meaning "against"
rather than as a J",Y verb plus a misreading of riJP::l, "his
house," meaning by transference (as is common) "himself."
This also explains why the ·LXX has nothing equivalent to "he
went to his house."

The second phrase

(eve,baS

1Y'Ol5&V

l)"t~w'f (iOTb() ICdTtvallTI l~o~a.X~,..) shows one minor change.

tv Ttf
The Ara-

maic nowhere states that Daniel opened his windows (eLJe'&~

'>'f"O' ~ t,v

Instead of "kneeling upon his knees" (1i)lj")::z. 7-">.::2.)

) •

as in the MT the LXX has Daniel falling upon his face.

The

Greek word-order is also different than the MT and there is
only one Greek word translating
Verse

12~

~7/01 N~.::!O.

The verbs in the first half of this verse

are different in the two versions of the text.
the conspira tors "coming by agreemen tit (RSV:

Instead of
Illkl'/J) and

"finding" Daniel as in the MT, the LXX has them "watching"
him ('T~~'1<7clV') and "surprising" him (10n:.~a~o O'clV ).
dering of

;Yi7SX t77f> J'i7:JDI

phrase f.uxot<£vov

i7;Y..::J.

ie/s nz~ 1ft{.~as

which seems unnecessary.

For a ren-

the LXX turns to the stock

and adds to it

/{ae"

()(adT>7 "1fr.~av

Finally, the Aramaic verse begins
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»/~'

with the conjunction (denoting sequence or temporality)

while once again the LXX translator uses a simple Hal , most
probably for variety.
small changes.

Verse 13:

The verse contains several

Instead of rendering the verb ~""')~ by lTo~a~w

the LXX translator has chosen a word with a meaning closer
to "to complain, accuse,,65 when he selected ~v TUYXavw
address, accuse."
verbiage.

The phrase

")l>~)~

"to

is cut out as excess

That the statement of the accusers concerns the

interdict is obvious from what follows.

The recapitulation

of the decree is put positively in the MT, "(that) any man

who makes petition .•• shall be cast into the den of lions."
The LXX puts it negatively, "(that) no man should- make petition ... (and) if they should not (obey) they shall be cast
into the den of lions."

As before the LXX adds d~/t..>a'?7 a.~Wf~

and omits any reference to the worshipping of a man.
phrase

~...,>,.n

NS

'i b")~1 ';0

The

J'1/~ is omitted from the LXX at

this point and instead one finds what looks like a second
interpreta tion or an expansion of

~j)So ~.:2.'.!:C) (I(~,

t<tVLI 0

It is possible that this latter phrase is a
gloss.
Verse 13a:

This verse is not to be found in the MT.

It does, however, contain some familiar elements.

The law of

the Medes and Persians, missing in LXX13 , is here appealed

to.

The purpose of the verse is to emphasize the evil mo-

tives of the conspirators and to incite as much dislike for
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By doing this the LXX trans-

them as possible in the reader.

lator is assured that his Jewish readers will glory all the
more in the downfall of pagan, evil men who have conspired
against the epitome of the pious Jew.

Verse 14:

The con-

spirators here are much bolder than in the corresponding AraThey dare to call, with an undoubted touch of

maic verse.

sarcasm, Daniel the friend of the king (L\av''l']AroYLf,Aoyo'OU).
The Greek carries the meaning of the Aramaic, but has omitted
some phrases.

~:;;)O

lJ7f:>

J)J~I

Ij.lJ'

The LXX translator then adds

,Sou

calling Daniel 71i7) ), )(]1I):/

10,

J:J:::l.

r7X~ is cut to

for emphasis.

I<cIol C./liE,V •

Instead of

the LXX calls him the

"friend of you" (the king's friend).

The statement that

Daniel pays no heed to the king or his interdict ( 11$~D~~>
flD/i)") >;

>n()~ ~YI D~t.:) X:::/},Q) is considered to be obvious from

the fact that Daniel "prays and supplicates three times a
day before his God."

Consequently the LXX translator leaves

the former phrase out.
tha t €~0t'£v &V'~~TO¥

lf/AO't'

The conspirators state furthermore
O"t)tJ.

This is not to be found in the

MT.
Verse 15:
a doublet here. 66

It is most probable that the LXX contains
There are what could be considered two

renderings of the MT, the second by far closer to it than
the first.

~i)f$ll

W)(::l....

k'a1~\)rrouftf,Vo) 0 QaO",A£.u~ is parallel to

~..:>$o r7~

There follows in the LXX a phra se which does

not occur in the MT until verse 17 (it is missing there in

~
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the Greek).

D.avl~X £.I~

TovAaK/«()V

~nl')H.

TOTi. 0

There two phrases are:
TWV A£OVTWV /

>tl..1;?> lOll

q

(0 eaO"'Aw~ )1:"Tl.~/'f'rJVci'

)~lJ;~

}'!1''i>1 JON

TOY

Hd70 ]',l?;l

The second rendering of the MT is much closer to it.

~0" ~!'U5 a''fo6f(a t ~ un'1~ err, r~ fuv''1 A =

liflhJ ij»)l..2 )l~rllJ).

(~OIJ) 'HJ!)O )7;) >< :/, D

r')?

The last three words of the Greek are most

probably gotten by reading

S~~, S~'without the introductory

copula and as belonging with what has gone before rather than
The LXX renders ~.J. - VlJ) a s

wi th what follows.

feared (to rescue him)."

7-2. as

£.t.pO~'7e'7' "he

This translation could have taken

a contraction of 5,7..2 "to be terrified. ,,67

is well rendered byetUS bUO'f<wy ~AIOL.).

NJotP)5~O 7~1

The LXX implies that

Darius intended to wait until after dark to rescue Daniel.
rl.P'?.Y/7~ liJ')WCl1lllis left out of the Greek since it has al-

ready been said.
Twvdclr~arrl<>v

The LXX translator substitutes ano

which may be an original addi tion to the LXX to add

color, but one might posit that the translator read
~1J9)7u>mHn

TWVx"ewv

his Semi tic Vorlage.

~J-'o '

This could be the case since

it is not, according to the LXX, the satraps, but only the
co-presidents who were plotting against Daniel.

it is the satraps who are conspiring and so

In the MT

)(JJ~J)iwn'X-".)-IO

may have been in the LXX's Vorlage.
Verse 16:

The verse in the MT is a repetition of

verses 7,12, and 13.

Showing his usual dislike for literal

repetition, the translator eliminates the whole of the MT of
the verse and added something that is his own creation;
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Itbut he was not able to rescue him from them."

Verse 17:

The fir st section of the MT (')O~ ~.J~O r'"7~::l) is well rendered
by ava~0"1a'd~

bt. L)det.IO~ 0 ~dO"I~£.VS wi th only the addi tion of the pro-

per name.

Just what the king says is changed somewhat.

The

statement concerning Daniel's being brought to and cast into
the den of lions has already been used "( in a way) by the
translator in verse 15, so the king's command in the MT is
ignored here and the Greek has him say

c.V OE:XcXCJJ~

(r~lp~) ~feea<; )aVTou t5t~~ITiU

0'(.

0 eGO s

o'OU,

eJ< xe/~Q5

which is equivalent, in the "main, to the MT.

t.y

O"u AaTeF;l.l tl~

ACOVTWV

The phrase

Itthree times a day1f is also used by the Greek translator instead of the MT's R1>7]1:2., "continually. It

Another addi tion

It is worth noting that the Greek uses a
future middle indica ti ve verb (C.~t.~(,1 ia,
imperfect-volitive

1J~~'~).

) to transla te the

The LXX ends the verse by putting

a ra ther cheery word of comfort in to Darius I mouth

£w.s 1T~WI

9;;Dcft,

('tkeep up your courage until morning't).
Verse 18:

The order to cast Daniel into the pit is

given in LXXI 5 , but he is not thrown in until this point.
the MT the order and its execution are told at once.

In

After

this initial phrase the LXX translator gives an almost word
for word translation of the Aramaic until the phrase ~JW~~~"
")~J:J"":J. ,.:t~.

This rather vague suggestion in the MT is ex-

panded in the LXX to give what the original author probably
had in mind, but only suggested, Itlest Daniel should be
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either removed by them (the conspirators) or drawn up from
the pit by the king."
verse

(TOr~ ... v'7o'r~\)

Verse 19:

The first part of this

is a Ii teral rendering of the Aramaic.

The difficult word /1/7 7 is rendered

}.d,.JT!Ol)ft!yOS

in the LXX.

It is most likely that the translator was guessing at the
meaning here.

It is hard to think that he, without aid of

lexical tools (or with primitive ones) would have known the
meaning ofa word which still puzzles exegetes.

If, as

Koehler-Baumgartner have posited,68 the word is a corruption
of ~Jn) (cf. V.2,3), it is most likely that the LXX trans-

lator would have left the word out entirely or paraphrased
J."t •

69

)i1I'ly

The Old Greek then departs from the MT by eliminating
J7iJ rlJl:JWI

and picking up an idea from MT25.

expands this idea.

~iI,S.:J.n ~5, ~n"")>> V~

The basis for the idea is

);:'7>1.

He then

;:;»~)o n)fi) 'i7)(l

In th~ LXX, however, it is not an

angel but God himself who is the agent of Daniel's salvation.
God's rescue of Daniel takes place after "he (God) took
(fore) thought for him" (0
g\,)ToLJ

Riii=l:J..:l.

an~A€.lo'€ TO.

C1TOt<o.,q

&. Sf-OS Tou llaV/1'IA rreOYOI a y rror1cr'aff.Vos

Tw ~E,OVTWV, kill ot>

fTaf2'7VWXA'1cfclV

TOY

Verse 20:

The MT offers what may be a gloss here in

>n~:))0w.=J. ••• • 70

The LXX transla tor renders both words,

W~e~It:le. n~wl

(arose early, at dawn).

The Old Greek adds the

fact that Darius took his satraps with him to the lion's den
(kal 7Ta~v.a~£ ~(.e'£'a.l)TOUTOOSdclT~ano~.

The translator also has Darius
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standing on the "mouth of the lion's den.,,71

Verse 21:

The

' LXX has no equivalent to ~:Zrl$ N.:1'[:>ool since it has already

been stated that Darius and his satraps were crr,
~aKxo\,)

TWII ),(.OVTWV.

TOl.)

CfTofAa.ro) Tau

The phrase !>~Ip .::J..>~:;; S~ is expanded to "he

cried out to Daniel in a great

voice~

with weeping."

It

must be admi tted that >~IJ-'7 ')0)(1 ~::J)O';7~':J is redundant, so it i s
not surprising that the LXX has only-U L\.;N''>1A.

The LXX

omits the title ~Jnw?~'~~, but adds two further questions to
Daniel in addition to the one in the MT; "has your God, whom
you serve continually,

lions"?

been able to deliver you from the

These questions are first, the most obvious en e ,

Ela~cl ~"l5

'

and second,l<a,oul('lX~f;/wcfdV

alents to these in the Aramaic text.

en: .

There are no equiv-

The verb aX~t'ow, "to

disable, render useless," is also found without an equivalent in the MT of IV.ll.
Verse 22:

As in VI. 7 the phrase "0 king live for-

ever" is not found here in the LXX.

This mean's that the

verse merely introduces Daniel's speech in the' following
verse.

The point of view in the two versions is also dl.f(that is,

ferent:
o

@aC7"IA&VJ ).

Verse 23:

As is usual, the LXX translator

both eliminates some phrases and adds others.

The verse be-

gins by having Daniel answer the king's first question,
Since ,)WP'")~ 'Of!) liI~1 17::JN$O

n>w ha s

tTl

been us ed above in

verse 19 (in a modified form), the MT is paraphrased here by
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kd,

(J'E.(J'WI(~ ~(., 0 Gta5 a.no -rwv

Af;OVTWV.

The phrase "they have not

hurt me" is also used in verse 19 as well as in verse 24 and
is so eliminated here as unnecessary.

The Aramaic of "be-

cause I was found blameless before him, and also befor e you,

o

King" is well translated.

However, n'7::1...lI~? ,,$un is expanded
Finally, the LXX

translator puts a rebuke into Daniel's mouth.

This repri-

mand is given to Darius for having heeded the calumny of
"deceiving men."

This last phrase is not found explicitly in

the MT although "and also before you, 0 King, I have done no
wrong" may well implicitly ,carry this note ' of condemnation.
Verse 24:
here.

The Greek has little contact with the MT

Only one phrase (."':).:2 i7:J!7W"~';S.::zn).:>,) is rendered at all.

The LXX never does say that Daniel was brought out of the
lion's den.

It does say that n;;.r;"~1 a, SUWfL'S were gathered.

It must be assumed ei ther that these 6uva.f~') are different
from

01 O"dr~,mol

mentioned in verse 20 or tha t there is a dou-

.
bl et ~n
t h e LXX at

. pOln
. t . 72

th~s

Verse 25:

This verse be-

gins in the MT by Darius' command for the execution of the .
conspirators.

This is eliminated by the Greek.

A major dif-

ference between the LXX and the MT here and all through the
chapter is that only two men are involved in the plot against
Daniel.

The insertion of the word "two" is the only excep-

tion to an exact rendering from Aramaic to Greek:
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the exception of the differences in word order. 73

The LXX

gives no rendering at all for "and before they reached the
bottom of the den ... " and clarifies the rather picturesque
~".>~ /'77.:2 '(J)~ wi th the simple rendering "the lions ki lIed

themff (I<al

01

At oV ff.5

anCI<TttvdV iUTOO

Verse 26:

S ).

The LXX gives a good translation of the MT

here wi th only three changes.

Instead of N:>~D lVI' I I the LXX

has simply l1iJer,Io5, instead of ~~")N the LXX has T-rrY~

oL>TO(.).

What Darius says has been put into the next verse by the
Greek and so has no preliminary greeting as the MT does here.
The three words

xwea,s,

)(>o,v, N.)DO..Y are rendered by

N':JIJ)),

y~WO"O"~/5.

In Aramaic this list occurs at II1.4,7,29,

31; V.19; VI.26; and VII.14.
transla tes with
always uses
(A~ol

c(}v(.(7/,

AdO I

r ~wo'(Ja J ,

,

lflJ~a I

At every passage Theodotion
,

,,(AwO"O"d'.

The LXX rendering

but var ies in its use between

Aaol

lee",.,

is found only in III.4 and even there in addition to
(the former in III.7,29 and the

latter in III.4; VI.26).
that
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ceV1 ,xWeql "yAw~~dJ

Verse 27:

This could lead to the assumption
were the original terms of the LXX.

The LXX skips over the opening phrase of the MT

here as it ha s so often done before.

D~(!) 7)JI.J)

to be redundant to the Greek translator.

)07(>

10 r~nll }'p~'f'

seemed

Its meaning has al-

ready been carried by the statement that Darius
previous ver se. ))PJ"7)' Nn~R 'Dip

/0

&r~a~~

in the

jm' >J)/;))O )dw ~.J..2 '7
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is well .rendered into Greek.

"For he is the living God and

endures forever" is compressed into "for he is the enduring
and living God."
rr..v,wv cwS

~£>10

TO"

The simple word

is expanded to c/) ytvca 5

The LXX transla tor evidently thought

a,wvo ').

"Y i)Jt.:J)l/J1 ?::U7J7J7

l'clHI

illS >"7

j:).J1I=>?OI

to be unnecessary since he leaves

it out.
Verse 28:

There is no apparent connection between

the LXX and the MT here.

Rather, it seems as though the LXX

has taken bits from other parts of the book with little modification, just as it did in IV.34-34a (LXX).

The first

phrase of the LXX contains a promise by Darius to worship
Daniel's God for the rest of his days.

This is at least

vaguely reminiscent of the promise given by Nebuchadnezzar
in IV.34 (MT).
CfwO'dl

ws

The second phrase 'Ta1atJf-.ow.\aTil.xE:'e07TO''1Tdov6uvaTa,

e.AI)T~WO"'d.TW 0

$£05

TOU&V''''l). Toy LkY,~'\' is reminiscent of "the

gods of the nations do not have in them strength ... {to do) ••.
as the God of Heaven did wi th me," (IV. 34a) and
xE.'e0TrOI1[Ta. is reminiscent of V.4, and 23.

ws £..).uT~wo'aTw • . . .~lav,'1~'

Tel £1

cS'wAa. Ta

The last phrase,

reminds one of II1.96 (29).

Here, as

in IV.34-34a, the verse is very possibly a liturgical composition uniting elements from the various parts of the first
six chapters of the book.

Verse 29:

The only contact which

the Greek has with the Aramaic here is in the idea of Daniel's
prospering under Darius.

In the Greek this is phrased "and

Daniel was appointed over the kingdom of Darius."

This is,
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of course, very reminiscent of the thought (and to a lesser
degree the language) of 11.49; 111.97 (30); and V.29. ~,

kueQso

nt:~O'cil/j rTa~E..~~r.'"7v~,k'~ya()To()is essentially the same phrase as

ended chapter V (~a, AeTagE~~?,S

0 TWV

M170WV na~(.AOI~f: ''7'' ~alnAf..lay

).

The final verse of the stories in Daniel ends with reminiscence of the other stories.

This gives the whole six chap-

ters an integrity and a feeling of unity.
In view of the detailed comparison between the MT
and the LXX which has been carried out it would be easy to
maintain that two different translators worked on the LXX of
Daniel.

The style of chapters IV-VI is so different than

the rest of the chapters that it is difficult to explain them
as the work of one man.

It is impossible to decide whether

the translator was working from a text very much like the MT
or one which more closely resembles his work.

The majority

of cases seem to indicate that he either had a different
VorlaQe from the MT or used a Vorlage much like the MT in a
very free and adaptive way.

In chapters I-III particularly,

but in IV-VI as well, there are enough literal translations
of the MT to make one wonder if the translator did not
actually have a text similar to the MT which he reworked
freely.

An alternative explanation to the vastly different

style of the two sections would be that their purposes were
different.
It must be readily admitted that there is no concrete
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knowledge to prove that the use to which chapters IV-VI (or
perhaps III-VI) were put was different from the purpose to
which the rest of the chapters were put.

Several bits of

data could suggest a tentative answer however.

It has been

seen that at two points in chapters IV-VI there are groups
of citations taken from other parts of the book.

This col-

lection of citations could be only to tie the stories into a
literary unit, but it could also be a gathering together of
citations for a liturgical (or at least a worship-oriented)
purpose.

The best example of this assembly of citations is

seen in IV.34-34a.

In the MT the corresponding section is a

hymn of Nebuchadnezzar.

The LXX also contains a hymn, but in

a widely expanded, far different form.

The LXX hymn gathers

elements from chapters II, III, V, and VI.

It is possible

that this hymn was actually used in worship by the people
and that it was written for precisely this purpose.

To this

kind of liturgical theory can also be added the apocryphal
additions to chapter III, part of which are said to be a
"song" and part of which are said to be a "prayer"--both of
which are clearly worship-oriented elements.

Also perhaps

important is the small statement made by Montgomery that,
"the Gr(eek) Lectionaries appear to contain only these
c(hapters).,,76
If the translation of chapters IV-VI (at least) was
worship-oriented, liturgical, or perhaps even homiletical it
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is not surprising that the translation method is not literal.
The translator would be more concerned with how the words of
the book of Daniel spoke to people of his own day.

Even in

the present day, the translation methods used by the hymn
writers of the metrical Psalms in the church hy.mnary are not
so much concerned with word for word accuracy, but rather
with the overall edificatory effect on the worshipper.

It

should be stressed that the foregoing is but a theory which
endeavors to explain the translation method of the LXX translator{ s).

It must remain only a theory, albeit a very

plausible one, among several which could be deduced from the
slender evidence available.

THE DATE OF THE LXX TRANSLATION

Very little exact information is known which can be
used to date the composition of the LXX of Daniel.

As far as

actual manuscript evidence is concerned it is now possible to
trace the translation back to the early or mid third century
AD (wi th 967).

It is possible to go some further back.

The

New Testament contains some forty citations from Daniel I-VI,
most of which match (at least roughly) with Theodotion's
text, but one of which surely reflects the LXX text.

The

passage is Hebrews 11.12 and the passage is 111.36 {from the
apocryphal additio~s).77
The date of the book of Hebrews is most probably in
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the latter third of the first Christian century.78

The

citations from Clement of Rome and Josephus may push the
date back a few years, but still all these reflect the first
century AD. 79
On the other end of the time-scale, it has been concluded

~n

chapter I of the present study that the date 0f

the final composition and compilation of the book of Daniel
is most probably circa 165 BC.

Thus the time of the trans-

lation of the book into Greek must be after this date but
before circa 50 AD so that it would be available for use by
Josephus, Clement of Rome, and the author of the Epistle to
the Hebrews.

As will be seen, however, a date considerably

earlier than 50 AD is demanded by further evidence.
I Maccabees uses several expressions from the book
of Daniel which are reflective of the LXX. 80

The original

composition of I Maccabees is to be fixed somewhere in the
last two decades of the second century BC,81 and its translation into Greek "seems to have been made not long after. 1f82
The dates are thus reduced from circa 165 BC to circa 100 BC.
In the prologue to the Wisdom of Sira (written by the grandson of the original author in circa 117 BC) the categories
of Law, Prophets, and Other Books known to the Fathers (Ta
a)Ja naTe/a ~'~A'a

)

are discussed.

Just what bearing these

categories have on the date of the translation of these
"other books" into Greek is far from clear, however.
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One would assume that some time had to pass between
the time of the final compilation of the book of Daniel in
circa 165 and, first, its acceptance into the community as
scripture, and second, for the need of a Greek translation
to be felt.

It is hard to imagine a time of less than fif-

teen to twenty-five years for these processes.

This con-

jecture (and it must remain just so) leads to a translation
date of between circa 150 and 140 Be at the earliest and
probably some years later than this.
The foregoing assumes tacitly that the translation
of Daniel into Greek all took place at one time, but if, as

is possible, two translators worked on the book, then the
situation becomes far less clear.

The relationship between

the parts of the LXX of Daniel as regards their translation
remains shrouded in impenetrable mystery, and thus in the
realm of intelligent speculation.

Bevan posits that chap-

ters III-VI (with the apocryphal additions of chapter III)
were paraphrased into Greek before the rest of the book and
that at a later date another translator added the remaining
chapters. 83

The translation was most probably not for the

scholars, but for the common public who would hear the book
read at worship and would memorize sections of it.

These

would use the book of Daniel for private and public edifica.
t10n
and wors h.1p. 84

Thus the judgment of Karl Marti, nearly

three-quarters of a certury old, still stands:

the book of
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Daniel was translated into Greek by circa 100

Be. 8S

THE GENRE OF lliE LXX TRANSLATION
It has been stated above on page 142 that while the
Hebrew/Aramaic original of Daniel I-VI may be loosely termed
haggadah, it is closer to the truth to say that the stories

of Daniel use the methods of haggadah.

Does the LXX trans-

lation share in the genre of the original?

A good, faithful

translation should not transfer the idiom of one language
into the idiom of another.

As has been made abundantly

clear, however, the LXX is not a faithful translation, especially in chapters IV-VI.

The translator expands and

curtails the text to such an extent and in such a manner that
it is hard to believe that his purpose was to produce a linguistically accurate rendering.

Is, then, the LXX of Daniel

more of a haggadah than the Semitic original?

In order to

discover an answer to this question it is necessary to delve
into a brief study of the elements of midrash generally.
According to Wright there are three types of midrash.

86

These three types are :

1) exegetical midrash,

2) homiletical midrash, 3) narrative midrash.

These types

can deal with the legal sections of the Bible (halakah) or
the non-legal sections (haggadah).

The first type (exe-

getical midrash) is a ' collection of individual rabbinic interpretations ' arranged in textual order so as to produce a
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"

more or less verse by verse expos1t10n,

87

Examples or this

kind or work are the Bereshith Rabbah, the Midrash Tehillim,
an d parts 0 f

"
t h e Tanna1t1c
m1'd ras h'1m. 88

The second type

(homiletical midrash) presents a more extended discussion or
the text than does the first type, but only on specific versese

They are usually artificial homilies whose structure

was used in real ones.

These "sermon-outlines" collect a

,.
1
. 1 89
mass 0 f trad1t10na
mater1a
.

The third type (narrative

midrash) incorporates comment in the process of telling a
story.

The story must be biblical, but the details of the

story are orten traditional elements and probably. orten sheer
inventions of the author.

Geza Vermes calls this type of

midrash "the re-written Bible.,,90
midrash are:
Wayyissa~u,

Moshe. 92

Examples of this type of

Serer ha_YaShar,91 Pirke de Eleazar, Midrash
Midrash Petiroth 'Aharon, and Midrash Petiroth

The dominant characteristic or this type of midrash

is the ract that the comment is worked into the narrative
itself rather than inserted as a separate piece or work.
Within these three types or midrash there were two
kinds of interpretation, the literal (LJ~~) and the socalled "creative" (t.i>"2,?)' 93

Wright uses two or Israel

Heinemann's categories for a discussion of the methods of
the latter kind of interpretation;94 creative historiography
and creative philology.

By the former is meant a technique
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of contemporizing the biblical message by means of creative
and imaginative amplification of the available historical
facts. 95

By the latter is meant the drawing out of meanings

by means of pseudo-grammatical devices (such as athbash).
These meanings would be "hidden" from the normal man.

This

kind of interpretation is founded on the beliefs that, first,
all parts of scripture, even apparent contradictions and
errors, have an edificatory value and, second, that all constituent elements of scripture are important as individual
entities (i.e. words
chapters).

96

and letters in addition to verses and

For the day to day life of the people the

rabbis were more concerned with edification and spiritual
nourishment than they were with the letter of accurate exe-

.

gesis (t:J(J)!).

They constantly battled to make the Bible

relevant to their people •
••• The Sitz im Leben of the haggadah ... was the
preaching which followed the biblical reading in
the cultic assemblies on Sabbaths and festivals,
and the preaching on important public and private
occasions (war, famine, circumcision, weddings,
funerals, etc.).97
Before a summary of the characteristics of midrash
can be given two further statements should be made.

First,

since haggadah is a rabbinic term, those works which are
prior to the rabbinic literature must share the primary
characteristics of the rabbinic literature to be considered
.
as h agga d a h ( or ~ndeed

.

m~dras

h) . 98

Second, one must dif-
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ferentiate between basic characteristics which are vital to
the form itself (primary characteristics) and those which
99
are historically acquired (secondary characteristics).
A summary of the primary characteristics of the literary genre of midrash is given by Wright:
A midrash is a work that attempts to make a text
of Scripture understandable, useful, and relevant
for a later generation.
It is the text of Scripture which is the point of departure, and it is
for the sake of the text that Midrash exists. The
treatment of any given text may be creative (~/I)
or non-creative (U08), but the literature as a
whole is predominantly creative in its handling of
the biblical material.
The interpretation is accomplished sometimes by rewriting the biblical
material; sometimes by commenting upon it.
In
either case the midrash may go as far afield as it
wishes provided that at some stage at least there
is to be found some connection, implicit or explicit,
between the biblical text and the new midrashic composition. At times this connection with the text
may be convincing, at times it may be desperate; it
is sufficient merely that a connection be there.
Frequently the midrashic literature is characterized
by a careful analysis of and attention to the biblical text. lOO
Now that the primary characteristics of midrash have
been fixed, it remains to see whether the LXX of Daniel I-VI
fits into this genre.

By the sheer fact that the LXX is at

least in theory a translation of scripture it fulfills the
requirement that it begin with the text of the Bible.

The

remarkably loose translation or paraphrase of chapters IVVI makes one wonder whether the author was not incorporating
comment into the text.

He did so by his methods, even if it

was not his intention to do so.

Whether or not he intended
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to comment on the text he did so, and the fact that he may
not so have intended is irrelevant to the fixing of the
genre. IOI

Since the author has in the fiber of his para-

phrase given comments on a non-legal text (Daniel), one is
justified in fixing the genre of the LXX of Daniel as haggadic midrash.

It is therefore interesting to observe that

whereas the MT only uses the conventions of haggadah ("Wright
would call it free haggadah), the LXX translation appears to
be haggadah itself.

But are things as they appear?

The general translation technique, if such it can be
called, of chapters IV-VI of the LXX of Daniel are quite consistentwith " calling these

chapter~

a haggadah of the nar-

rative type.

"What, however, can be said of chapters I-III

and VII-XII?

As has been seen, chapters I-III (with the

exception of the apocryphal additions to chapter III) present
little problem to seeing these chapters as translation rather
than haggadah.

Although chapters VII-XII fall outside the

purview of the present study, according to Bludau, their
translation technique is the same as (or similar to) that of
the first three chapters,I02 with the exception of the account of the seventy weeks of years in IX.24-27.
this latter passage Bludau says:

Concerning

"The translator seems to

have given a contemporary meaning to the prophecy concerning
the seventy weeks ~f years. tt103

In general the present

author shares Bludau's judgment of chapters I-III and VII-
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XII; that is, the translator attempted to give a Semitic
original in genuine Greek dress.

He sometimes tends to

shorten rather circuitous Semitic phraseology, but (especially with the pUblication of 967) these chapters offer a fairly
good and accurate translation of the Hebrew/Aramaic original. I04

There is also very little in these chapters to pre-

clude the possibility that this Hebrew/Aramaic original was
something very like the MT freely translated.

This free

translation is more a characteristic of · a targum that it is
of haggadah.
To the present point it has been seen that the LXX
of Daniel breaks ' into two rather neat parts.

The one part

(chapters I-III, VII-XII) is a free translation (targum) and
the other part is very paraphrastic (haggadah).
tion is, however, more complicated than this.

The situaThere are

expansive and haggadic bits in the first section (for example, the apocryphal additions to chapter III and the vision
of the seventy weeks of years in rx.24-27).

More to this,

there are verses (or parts of verses) in chapters IV-VI which
are translated as accurately as anything in I-III or VIIXII. IDS
The situation is, thus, complex.
in calling chapters IV-VI haggadah.

One is justified

There are other odd

pieces in chapters I-III and VII-XII which would also qualify, but there is the mass of these latter chapters which
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offer a free translation--but a translation nonetheless-along with not a few passages in chapter IV-VI which also
give a translation.

The whole of the LXX of Daniel, then,

cannot be called either a haggadah or a free translation
(certainly it cannot be called a targum).

Can a literary

genre be found which will encompass the whole of th e book and
not simply its parts?

THE RELATION IN GENRE BETWEEN THE LXX OF
DANIEL (I-VI) AND THE
GENESIS APOCRYPHON

In 1947 there was found in a cave in the vicinity of
Khirbet Qumran an Aramaic scroll which has come to be known
as the Genesis Apocryphon . 106

This scroll (1QapGn) was

partially published by N. Avigad and. Y. Yadin in 1956. 107
Ten years later an edition of the entire scroll along with
a commentary and appendices was published by J. A. Fitzmyer,
followed by a second

. d
rev~se

e d ~' t'~on

0

f

' 1971. 108
t h e work ~n

For present purposes the work is interesting only for
its literary structure and genre.

As is clear from a reading

of the work, the literary structure is complex.

It appears

to be an expansion on some of the stories in the early part
of Genesi s, written in Aramaic, and closely relat e d to the
type of story found in the Book of Jubilees and Enoch chapter
106. 109

The nature of the work as so outlined should alert

one to the possibility of finding at least a prototype o f
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· 1't . 110
h agga d a h ln
Geza Vermes, in chapter 5 of his Scripture and Tradition, has definitely proved that the Genesis Apocryphon at
least contains haggadic midrash.

Vermes goes on to identify

the genre or the entire work as midrash. 111

This could be

seen as excessive, but his careful study does show that the
Genesis Apocryphon shows a definite affinity with later narrativemidrash. 112

To retrace Vermes' steps in full here

would entail useless repetition.

It may prove useful, how-

ever, to summarize Vermes' argument in terms of the primary
characteristics of midrash (as has been already outlined)
and the Genesis Apocryphon itself.
Midrash must begin with the text of scripture. 113
This the Genesis Apocryphon certainly does.

This is com-

plete1y obvious from a first reading of it.

The fact that

the best preserved columns of the Genesis Apocryphon are a
paraphrase of the greater parts of Genesis chapters 12,13,14,
and a bit of 15 proves this adequately.

114

Second, midrash

must aim to contemporize the biblical text and to make it
more edificatory to the present generation. lIS

The details

found in the Genesis Apocryphon at least appear to be striving

towards this goal.

In Vermes' words:

The author of (the) G(enesis) A(pocryphon) does
indeed try, by every means at his disposal, to
make the biblical story more attractive, more
real, more edifying, and above all more intelligible. Geographic data ar~ inserted to complete
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biblical lacunae l16 or · to identify altered place
names. 117 and various descriptive touches are
added to give the story substance.
There were,
for example, three Egyptian princes, and the name
of one of them was Harkenosh. They praised Sarah
as though with one mouth. lIB Abraham was frightened
by his dream and Sarah wept because' of it.
The
Patriarch prayed for the deliverance of his wife and
his tears flowed.
He was sad when his kinsman
went away from him. 119 The summary statements of
Genesis are often expanded to explain how the
Egyptian princes praised Sarah's beauty, how God
afflicted Pharaoh, how Abraham obeyed the divine
command to travel through the land, how he was
informed of Lot's misfortune, and so on. 120
Even from this bare summary it is clear that the primary
characteristics of haggadic midrash are found in the Genesis
Apocryphon.
M. Black has rightly identified, however, elements in
the Genesis Apocryphon which are reminiscent of the Targums,
chief among which is the fact that the Apocryphon follows the
Hebrew text of Genesis in the manner of a targum. 121

Other

points of contact can be found, such as agreements in details, and to a lesser degree wording (not exact translation) between Pseudo-Jonathan and the Genesis Apocryphon as
over against Onkelos.1 22

These factors led Principal Black

to conclude early that the Genesis Apocryphon was a primitive
or early targum,123 although he has later modified his
.
124
V1ew.

As F'1tzmyer comments:

••• It is evident that the Genesis Apocryphon,
though a literal translation of the Genesis text
in places or in isolated phrases, is more frequently a paraphrase of the biblical text.
The
~
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phrases which are literally translated are incorporated into its own expanded account. And
therefore it cannot be regarded simply as a
targum. 125
So, although the characteristics of a targum are there to an
extent, the Genesis Apocryphon is neither pure targum nor
pure

°d ras h ° 126

m~

Is one left, then,
of this composition,,?127

to stress, "the independent nature
Is the Genesis Apocryphon, after

all, best described in terms of a one of a kind genre?

The

striking sOmilarities .between it and the LXX of Daniel should
be already apparent to the reader.
features:

They share the following

a) both are translations of a biblical text,128

b) both contain narrative haggadic midrash, c) both handle
the Old Testament text in a more or less verse by verse manner, d) both contain literal or almost literal translations
from their Vorlage (the Old Testament books of Genesis and
Daniel).

Surely these characteristics are primary to a new

genre--a genre common to both the Genesis Apocryphon and the
Old Greek translation of the book of Daniel.
This suggestion of identity, or at · least great
similarity in genre between these two works is not meant to

•
imply that they are similar in any other way--such as date
or place of origin. 129

H. L. Ginsberg has suggested that

the genre of the Genesis Apocryphon should be called "parabiblical" literature. 130

If such a genre-name be accepted

293
for the Genesis Apocryphon, it should probably be accepted
for the LXX of Daniel as well.

The phrases from Vermes and

Fitzmyer cited on pages 290-292 could be cited with application to the LXX of Daniel as well, although there would
have to be modification for the specific subject matter of
the book itself.

130
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Notes, Chapter IV
1.

IOTG, p. 47; SMS, p. 86; Bludau, p. 6.

2.

Bludau, p. 25; Montgomery, p. 25

3.

IOTG, p. 113; Bludau, p. 26.

4. ~, pp. 229-232; cf. F. Kenyon, The Chester
Beatty Biblical Papyri, fasc. i-viii (London: 1933-1941,
Dublin: 1958). The Daniel fragments were originally published in 1937 in fasc. vii.
They consist of 111.72-78,
81-88,92-94,96-IV.9 (except III.98-100; IV.3-6); IV.11-14a,
16-19,22-25,28,29,30a-30c,34,34c; VII.1-6,8-11,14-19,22-25,
28-VIII.4; VIII.7-12,15-20,24-V.5; V.7-12,17-26 (omits 1822,24,25); VI.1-8,12-13,16-18. Of course other agreements
with the LXX text ·of Daniel are to be found in patristic
and other early citations, cf. IOTG, pp. 406-432; Bludau,
pp • . 6-25.
5. Geissen published chapters V-XII of Daniel in
1968 and Hamm Daniel I-II the following year.
The former
work actually comprises IV.34b-34c; VII.1-25 (except for the
last few words of verse 25),28 (except for the first few
words); VIII.1-4 (except for the last few words of verse 4),
7b-27; V.preface,1-13,16-17,23~26-31 (verses 11,14-15,18-22,
24-25 are also missing from 88-Syh); VI.1-12,12a,13-25a,28b,
25b-27,28a; IX.1-27; X.1-21; XI.1-8 (except for the last few
words of verse 8),10b-15a,16b-20a,23 (excep~ for the first
few words)-26a,40b,42-45; XII.2b-6 (except for the last two
words of verse 6), 8b-13 (except for the las,t three words of
verse 13). Hamm published chapters I and II completely.
6•

.Hamm,

(unnumbered p. 7).

7.
See, e.g., Montgomery, pp. 35-39; Bevan, pp. 4852; Behrmann, p. XXXI; Bludau, p. 31.
8.

Bevan, p. 46.

9. Bludau, p. 31, the translation is that of the
present author.
10.

Hamm, pp. 19-20.
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11. Additional examples of 967 over 88-Syh are found
in Hamm, pp. 20-23; for the general character of 88, cf.
Bludau, sec. 7 (pp. 46-53).
12.

Other examples will be found in Bludau, pp. 51-

13 .

Ib i d., p. 51.

52.

14. For further examples of additions of 967 over
88-Syh, see Hamm, pp. 24-30.
15.

Bludau, pp. 53-55.

16.

Ibid., pp. 57-58.

17.

Ibid., p. 53.

18.

Hamm, pp. 31-33.

19 .
Ib i d., P . 33 ; for a l i s t of the s e va ria n t san d
those comprising a shift in vocabulary and grammaticostylistics, sc. Ibid., pp. 31-45.
20.

Bludau, p. 87, cited by Montgomery, p . 36.

21.

Ziegler, pp. 19-21.

22.

Kenyon, p. 19; Ziegler, pp. 20,134.

23.

Kenyon, loco cit.; Ziegler, pp. 20,135,136.

24.

Ziegler, locs. cit.

25.

Ibid., p. 20; he reads with 967 in his text

p. 136.
26. Cf., R. H. Charles, The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament, Vol. I, Apocrypha (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1913), pp. 625-637.
27.

Cf., Montgomery, p. 199.

28.

Bludau, pp. 44-45.

29.

Rosenthal, sec. 190.

30.

Jastrow, p. 885a.
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31.

Bludau, pp. 31,143.

32. Cf. Bludau's discussion of chapter IV, pp. 143149 (sec. 18).
33. H. A. Hahn, .1~v'nA l(aTa. TOLlS tG§0f427 Koyra. E cod.
Chisianus post Segaar editit, sec. versionem syria cohexaplarem recognovit, annotationibus criticus et philologicus illustravit H. A. Hahn (Lipsiae: 1845), ad loco
34. Charles (1913), pp. 37-38j see Charles arguments answered by Montgomery, pp. 223,248.
35. Ziegler reads with 88 in 7a,7b,7c,9a,9b,14a,14Aa,
14Ab,14Ac,19a,23a,23b,28a,34a,34Ba,34Bc (sixteen times)j with
88-Syh in 2a,13a (with Syh mg ),18b,23a,23b,23c,28b,30Ca,30Cb,
34Ab,34Af,34Bbj with 88-967 in 7d,18a,28d,29a,34Aa,34Ae,34Cb,
(with 88-Syh-967 2 ); with Syh-967 in 34Adj with 967 in 2b,
11a,12a,14b,14c,16a,16b,24a,24b,24c,29b,34Ac,34Bd,34Ca,34Cc.
36.

Cf. Montgomery, p. 248.

37. On the first phrase in the LXX (/<au.C(IVY"7O"f.. ...
cf. Montgomery, p. 249.
38.

aL>T1 ) ,

Bludau, pp. 146-147.

39. Also in the MT at 111.4,7; V.19j VI.26j VII.14j
singular III.29.
40.

Cf. Montgomery, p. 247.

41. He reads with 88 in 2c,8dj with 88-Syh in Pref.
h,2a,8a,8b,8c,10a,11b,23a; with Syh in Pref.a; and with 967
in 2b,3a,4a,5a,9a,9b,11a,26a.
42. He reads with 967 in Pref.b,c,d,gj 2b,2c,6a,7d,
9a,30b,31a; with 88-Syh in Pref.f,h; 6c(7a) ,(7b),7c,8b,11a,
23a,29a,29b,30a; no choice is made in Pref.ej 2a,3a,4a,5a,
6b,8a,8c,8d,9b,10a,11b,12a,13a,26aj neither 31a.
43.
See further, chapter V:
this passage.

rabbinic exegesis of

44.
The weight-theory was first put forth by M.
Clermont-Ganneau, "Mane, Thecel, Phares, et Ie festin de
Balthasar," Journal Asiatique, serie viii/l (1886), 36ff.,
and in the English translation (trans. R. W. Rogers) in
Hebraica III (1887), 87-102. Basic outlines of this theory
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had been seen some eleven years before Clermont-Ganneau
published by A. Geiger, "Eine aramaische Inschrift auf einem
babylonisch-assyrischen Gewichte," ZDMG XXI (1867), 466468.
45.

Behrmann, p. 37.

46.

Cf. Montgomery, p. 267.

47.

Bludau, p. 45.

48.

E.g. by Bludau, loco cit.

49.

Cf. LS, p. 1406a.

50.

Bludau, p. 149, also n3.

51.

Cf. Charles, ad loco

52.
See the discussion and suggestions in Montgomery,
p. 256; Bevan, p. 102; CCT.2, p. 232; Prince, p. 228.
53.

For example, Bludau, p. 150 .

54.

Montgomery, p. 267.

55.

Ibid.

56.

AG, p. 393b.
I

IctT"'f<~'

57.

For this meaning of

58.

Bludau, p. 154.

59.

Montgomery, p. 280.

60.

Behrmann, p. 38.

61.

Bludau, p. 152.

62.

On Artaxerxes, see Bludau, pp. 151-152.

63.

Most probably Persian, see Rosenthal, sec . 189.

64.

Montgomery, p. 281, and the sources he cites

65.

Cf. Jastrow, p. 1410b.

there.

see LS, p. 841b.
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66.

Montgomery, p. 280.

67.

Cf. nS~~, also Jastrow, p. 170b.

68.

KB, p. 1064a.

T't"

~.

69. Cf. his treatment of ~Jn) in chapter V.
Montgomery, pp. 277-278.

See

70.
See, e.g., Montg~mery, p. 279; Behrmann, p. 42;
Marti, p. 46; but see Kampenhausen, p. 30.
71.

Cf. the phrase in v. 18.

72.

Cf. Montgomery, p. 280.

73.
For a discussion of the insertion of "two" in
the LXX see the sources cited in note 64.
74.

A possible insertion from Theodotion.

75. 111.31 and V.19 are not found at all in the LXX
and VII.16 is a looser translation which does not include the
words.
76.

Montgomery, p. 37.

77. K. Aland, M. Black, et. al., (eds.), The Greek
New Testament (2d ed.; New York: United Bible Societies,
1968), pp. 771-915.
78.
See, e.g., W. G. Kummel, Introduction to the New
Testament, trans. A. J~ Mattill, Jr. (Nashville~ Abingdon
Press, 1966), p. 282.
79.
For the particular passages in Clement of Rome
and Josephus, cf. Bludau, pp. 11-15. The other church fathers
who cite the LXX of Daniel are interesting in their own right,
but do not help greatly at the present point.
For a survey
of these fathers, see Bludau, pp. 15-25 and Ziegler, pp. 2227.
80.
For a list of these see Bludau, pp. 8-9n6, and
Montgomery, p. 38.
81. Cf., e.g., 'W. H. Brownlee, "Maccabees, Books of,"
lOB, III, p. 206a; C. C. Torrey, "Maccabees (Books)," EB,
III, cols. 2859-2860; Eissfeldt, Introduction, p. 579.
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82.

Eissfeldt, loco cit.

83.

Bevan, p. 46.

84.

Ibid.

85.

Marti, p. XIX.

86. A. G. Wright, "The Literary Genre Midrash (part
one)," Catholic Biblical Quarterly XXVIII (1966), 124-128.
87.

Ibid., pp. 124-127.

88.

E.g. Mekilta, Sifre, Sifra; ibid., 125-126.

89.
Ibid., 127-128; cf. especially the sources cited
in note 71 on pages 127-128.
90. G. Vermes, Scripture and Tradition in Judaism:
Haggadic Studies, Studia Post-Biblica 4 (Leiden: E. J. Brill,
1961), pp. 10, 7-126 (passim).

91.

Cf. Ibid., pp. 67-95.

92.

Wright, "Midrash," 128.

93.

Ibid.

94.
Jerusalem:

Israel Heinemann, i?']il8u '::n-, (2d ed.;
1954), p. 1 (et passim).

Cf.,

95.

Wright, "Midrash," 129.

96.

Ibid., 130-131.

97 .

Ib i d., 124 .

98.

Cf.

99.

Cf. Ibid., 121.

Ibid., 122.

100.
Ibid., 137-138.
For a more detailed discussion
of these characteristics, cf. pp. 133-137. Much of Wright's
thinking is influenced by Renee Bloch.
See., R. Bloch,
"Midrash,1t Dictionairre de la Bible, Supple'ment (Paris:Letouzey et Ane) Vol. V, cols. 1263-1279; also R. Bloch,
"Note methodologique pour l'etude de la litterature rabbinique," Recherches de Science Religieuse XLIII (1955),
194-227.
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101. Cf. Bruce Vawter's remarks on the author's intention (concerning the apocalyptic genre) in "Apocalyptic,
Its Relation to Prophecy," CBQ XXII (1960), 33.
102. Bludau considers the style of I-III and VII-XII
together, pp. 33-143.
103.

Ibid., p. 142.

104.

Cf. Ibid., p. 143.

105.
Verses, or part-verses, in . IV-VI which offer at
least a fairly accurate translation of the MT are, for example, found in:
IV.7,11,14b,26,27; V.5,6,7,23,28j VI.3a,
4,7,11,(13),15,17a,19a,20a,23,25,26,27.
106. For details on the discovery, unrolling, and
name of this scroll, see Fitzmyer, pp. 1-6.
107. N. Avigad, Y. Yadin, A Genesis Apocryphon: A
Scroll from the Wilderness of Judaea: Description and Contents of the Scroll, Facsimiles, Transcription and Translation of Columns II, XIX-XXII (Jerusalem: Magnes Press &
Heikhal ha-Sefer, 1956).
108.

Fitzmyer, pp. 42-46.

109.

Ibid., p. 6.

110. The date of the scroll is definitely pre-rabbinic.
Most scholars date the composition of the work at the first
century BC, and the present copy at between 50 BC and 70 AD.
See E. Y. Kutscher, "The Language of the Genesis Apocryphon,"
Scripta Hierosolymitana, Vol. IV (Jerusalem:
Magnes Press,
1958), p. 22; . also "Dating the Language of the Genesis
Apocrypho~," ~ LXXVI (1957), 288-292; ct. Fitzmyer, p. 19.
111.

Vermes, Scripture and Tradition, p. 124.

112.

Ibid., pp. 121-123.

113.

Cf., Wright, "Midrash," 133,137.

- 114. Vermes (Scripture and Tradition, pp. 97-110) sets
the biblical text next to that of the Genesis Apocryphon.
115.

ct.

Wright, ;'Midrash, fJ 133-134,137.
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116. Cf., e.g. XIX.S-10 (Genesis 12.9); XIX.10-12
(Genesis 12.11); XIX.23-27 (Genesis 12.14); XXI.S-19 (Genesis
13.14-17); XXI.19-22 (Genesis 13.1S); XXI.27-30 (Genesis 14.
5-6); XXII 5-S (Genesis 14.14).
117. Cr., e.g., XXI.22-23 (Genesis 14.1); XXI.29
(Genesis 14.6).
lIS. Cr., e.g., XIX.24 (Genesis 12.14); XX.27-32
(Genesis 12.19); XXI.1 (Genesis 13.4); XXI.6-7 (Genesis 13.
14); XXII.1-2 (Genesis 14.13).
119.

o

Cf., e.g., XXI.5 (Genesis 13.5-9).

120. Cf., e.g., XX.2-9 (Genesis 12.15); XX.10-26
(Genesis 12.17); XXI.2-4 (Genesis 13.4); XXI.10-20 (Genesis
13.17); XXII.1-2 (Genesis 14.24-15.1); the quotation itself is from Vermes, Scripture and Tradition, p. 125.
121. M. Black, The Scrolls and Christian Origins:
Studies in the Jewish Background of the New Testament (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1961), pp. 194-195.
122.

Ibid., pp. 195-196.

123.

Ibid.,

p~

197.

124.
In An Aramaic Approach to the Gospels and Acts
(3d ed.; Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1965), p. 40n2, Principal
Black calls the scroll a midrash.
125.

Fitzmyer, pp. 36-37.

126.

Cr., Ibid., p. 9.

127.

Ibid., p. 10.

12S.
The Genesis Apocryphon from the Hebrew Old
Testament to Aramaic, and (in a slightly different way) the
LXX of Daniel from the Hebrew/Aramaic Old Testament into
Greek.
129. Although the dates of composition could be
roughly only fifty or seventy years apart.
130.

Cf., note 120.

CHAPTER V

RABBINIC EXEGESIS
INTRODUCTION

The last major chapter of the present study deals
with selected medieval rabbinic exegeses of portions of Daniel I-VI.

Three rabbis have been included here; Rabbi

Solomon bar Isaac (Rashi, 1040-1105), Rabbi Abraham ben Meir
Ibn Ezra (Ibn Ezra, circa 1092-1167), and Rabbi Joseph Ibn
Yachya.

The use of the former two commentators requires no

explanation or justification beyond saying that they are perhaps the two most famous medieval rabbinic exegetes.

The

third of the number, Ibn Yachya, requires both a rationale
for his use here and a bit of background information.

Back-

ground on the other two may be obtained in any number of
sources, but an excellent up-to-date sketch of the lives of
Rashi and Ibn Ezra may be found in the new Encyclopaedia Judaica.
'J oseph ben David Ibn Yachya was born around 1494 in
Florence, Italy, and died in 1534.

He was not an especially

prolific writer, producing only a few works, only two of
which are extant.

These works consist in the Torah Or, a
302
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work on eschatology which was published in Bologna in 1538,
and Perush Chamesh Megilloth U-Kethubhim, published at the
same place and time and containing the current commentary
on Daniel.

According to the Encyclopaedia Judaica, volume

VIII, column 1210, he had two other works, Derek

~ayyim

(a

commentary on talmudical sayings) and Ner Mi?vah (on the
commandments).

These works were burned in Padua in 1554.

Ibn Yachya is of relatively minor importance when
considered in the broad sweep of Jewish exegesis.

His work

is rare, however, and nothing has been done with it in English to the present author's knowledge.

In Montgomery's

commentary on Daniel, the standard work on the book, he
notes that he has not even seen Ibn Yachya's commentary, and
more to this, he misdates him (page 106).

He does mention

that L'Empereur translated Ibn Yachya's paraphrase on Daniel
into Latin in 1663.

The present study is based on L'Em-

pereur's edition of Ibn Yachya which presents the Hebrew
text in one column and a Latin translation in a facing column.
There are, by the way, two copies of this rare book in the
stacks of the St. Andrews University Library.
Constantin Van Oppyck called himself L'Empereur, "the
emperor."
1591.

He was a Dutch Christian Hebrew scholar born in

He was professor of Hebrew Language and Literature and

Theology at the University of Leiden.

He died in 1648.

official title was controversarium Judaicorum professor.

His
He
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translated many Jewish works into Latin including commentaries of Abrabanel and Kimchi, and some talmudic tractates.
His edition of Ibn Yachya, Paraphrasis in Danielem, was published posthumously in 1663 in Amsterdam.

In the main,

L'Empereur merely renders Ibn Yachya's Hebrew into Latin, but
at times he does comment upon Ibn Yachya's translation in the
form of critical notes.

For further information on L'Em-

pereur, including a bibliography of his works, one can see
the article in volume XI of Encyclopaedia Judaica (columns
11-12).
The procedure in the current chapter will be to cite
the Aramaic text from

.1"1I)n;::, Jl,~~po(any differences in the

text printed with Ibn Yachya's commentary will be noted).
This will be followed by two parallel columns for each rabbi.
The left hand column will contain the Hebrew comment; in the
cases of Rashi and Ibn Ezra this will be transcribed into
square script (Ibn Yachya's comments are already in square
script in L'Empereur's edition).

Facing this column will be

the present author's English translation of the Hebrew comment.

The aim of the translation has been accuracy rather

than elegance and this has at times led to a wooden translation.

This translation will then be amplified and explained

in a commen t.
The order followed will be Rashi, followed by Ibn
Ezra, followed by Ibr'\ Yachya.

I have also chosen to proceed
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by verses rather than give,

for example, all of Rashi's

comments on 11.37-45, followed by all of Ibn Ezra's etc.
This will allow for a closer comparison of the comments.
The passages selected for exegetical comment here are 11.3745; 111.15-18; IV.28-34; V.25-28; and VI.I.

All these pas-

sages reflect well-known problems in exegesis.

I have not

tried to select all the problem passages in Daniel I-VI in
the interests of some measure of brevity.
which

~

The passages

offered, it is hoped "- will show the style of the

individual commentators.

It is interesting to note that

sometimes a rabbi seems aware of the fact that the passage
has problems in it, and sometimes he seems not to be.

II. 37-45
Verse 37:
RASHI:

~/"f)
, 1(:1.

7)

/lJJ '2> • N':;)) 0
0 ) 'X ' J '7 7

170 '

1So $~

r,n

17".2f>17 IrlJ.:JtV 17'(0
. l)D JJIJJ19
,D)? '
:~DW;t )~SAl )(liJlJ) /):::/"JOil

F"

~'f n

]71.:/;>0 • ~ J 'bn

; l. ~

'X.nl:J~D

IJ?J

7.::J..:J I

)l >':)$0 7'>0: Our sages of blessed
memory explained each king of
Daniel (as) a king of flesh and
blood except for this instance
which refers to the Holy One,
blessed be he.
So the solution
of D)~SDi7 ]$0 is (tha t these words
indicate) the God of Heaven.
XJ1)n N.nI':>~D He gave to you a kingdom of strength and honor.

I".:J

spelling

=

'D IT'TJ "'Wll..
T
T'

)P7~, and it may be assumed the pronunciation as

well, was changed in order to avoid spelling or saying the
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name of God.

Rashi must have read the text as, "(to) you,

o King, the king of kings who is the God of Heaven gave ... ,,2
Rashi's reference to "our sages" is a reference to the Talmud, Shebu'oth 35b.
All kings mentioned in Daniel are secular except
this which is sacred.
(Daniel would not have called
Nebuchadnezzar King of Kings; the verse is therefore
interpreted thus:
"Thou 0 King (Nebuchadnezzar),
unto whom the King of Kings, the God of Heaven hath
given, etc.)3
Calling God "king" is a common practice in the Old Testament
and Judaism.

God is called king in the Old Testament, e.g.

in I Samuel 12.12; Psalms 98.6; 145.1; Isaiah 6.5; 43.15;
Jeremiah 46.18; 48.15; and 51.57.

God is called "king" in

the Mishnah in Aboth 4.22 and other places. 4

The specific

ti tIe 'D 1 :l)0i7 l~O or N~;)$o 7~O is found only once in Hebrew in
Ezekiel 26.7 and the reference is to Nebuchadnezzar.

The

title is a frequently used Persian royal title,S but was used
as early as the eighteenth dynasty in Egypt and in Assyria
as early as the thirteenth century BC.

6

Apart from the

present example the only example of the phrase "king of kings"
in the Old Testament is in the Aramaic portion of Ezra 7.12:

xes.

Therefore, the other two references in the Old Testament

to "king of kings" are to human figures. 7

There does not

appear to be any -specific biblical reason for the tradition
which Rashi hands down here.

The Talmud is, however, clear
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about this verse.

8

IBN EZRA:

1R>T7i77Pi71 ID~.>?Jon . .nJ,y
])1::/70 ")DN 11Nrii71 .rnl)])
: t-/)n::J

»J~n ... .1lJA': as in "the mighty
shall become tinder." And the
Gaon has said "a weak kingdom. lI

To illustra te the Aramaic word
a usage of the cognate Hebrew word

J/~n

)L:)~n

Ibn Ezra gives

from Isaiah 1.31.

"The Gaon" is most probably Saadia Gaon who evidently wrote
a complete commentary on Daniel some time in the ninth or
tenth century.

His commentary on Daniel is extant only in

manuscript form and that is fragmentary.
Jl/) I7rt J'II'><",)Po which purports to be by

The commentary in

I'~.rl i)),)J~ IJ'.::l1 is a

pseudepigraph dating, according to Montgomery and others,
from the twelfth century AD. 9
IBN YACHYA:

• ~ ill N~~O J7)~
-0) :;))0,7 ~,Jl \;) A7~0i7
TI) oev, 7 )TJ~» "")I.J)~
.V)R/n, ,Olnl J1I.::)7D
}.;>I
J.I1J -"'.=1:>1
j]7~ ~.J )l~cu'71n.J.:J

,7 J7,v

77

rll~SD ~}~) ilJ1J1
fln)? ")l jJ ) ,£)::> .).Y
i}JOI) JolT7 R/~ll
11J JiO . ]JI)')'') .)..y

l110i7

9l>'J7

~/P)I J7n~
]illl,D 7'Y ~/Dn
TJ:J..)i] D'D)7pNI I/lnOI

1;u N:)~D jD~: You, 0 King, are
the king of the rest of the kings
(to) whom the God of Heaven gave
kingship and strength and power
and glory. And you hav.e not attained all these things by your
own strength.
Behold, it is
called "kingdom" because he
governs over the villages of one
urban area, and it is called
"strength" (because) he rules
over the cities of one province,
and it is called "power" (because he rules over provinces
and districts and many climes,
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l)JDi7 nJ)v 11.:l;) ~/f?)1
J7J J il7 110

n)uJ;-;

,/)j) 07 ,/::l:Y

)~XJI:J/~JI

: i/)N

and lastly it is called "glory"
(importance) (because) he reigns
over the whole world, and this
(is) because there is no power
greater than his. And God have
all these things (to) Nebuchadnezzar.

7:) ?.Y

rN ):J

IJ)O>/7

).J /;-; IJ7 .J

Ibn Yachya starts his comment by giving a good rendering of the Aramaic text into Hebrew.
prets

J\l'':>~ 0 7~O ~=/70 and makes the meaning very clear wi th

the use of the word
nates

He rightly inter-

I~(j)

"rest, remainder."

He also elimi-

H~~D, the term of direct address, which led Rashi to

interpret the phrase differently.IO
Aramaic terms ~~,~~o,

~~~n,

His translation of the
and

~'~)are

with the

exception of the final one by means of the Hebrew cognates.
The la st word >O~l is transla ted by 1/.:2..:J which is a perfectly
legitimate translation which means, of course, "importance,
honor, respect, dignity."ll

It is at least possible that the

reason why he did not use the Hebrew cognate for
was that he used the imperfect aspect of
times throughout the following comment.
ei ther to be pointed as a niphal
a qal

(~~p::

),

(~/'},')
•• rT •
,

Nip

~/~'

(

)~~

)

as a verb four

The word

N'P)

is

"i t is called , " or

"he calls (it).If

Ibn Yachya finds a reason behind the use of each term
in the description of God's gift to Nebuchadnezzar.

He
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accentuates the fact that all these things are God's gifts
by the insertion of the phrase Jl~l.Vi'} In;J.2 NSf.
has transla ted the obscure

.nPi1~ i1D by

If

L'Empereur

(idque) ex ~ quod, If

"on that account," which is the way it has been rendered
1)'D)j> is a variant form of

above.

ling of Nebuchadnezzar
ar~

spellings

vary as well.

(J~~J7~/~).

IY~J7~'~Jor

13

I~J7~J~J.

'131ij9. 12

Note the spel-

By far the more common
The biblical spellings

It is possible that Ibn Yachya's text unin-

tentionally metathesized the aleph and the sadhe in the
setting up of the printer's type, although if this is the
case, the error was also made at verse 45 of this same chapter.

)(~91j> OJi~J. )i:.J. Jll'[J ~~J.8, )J-fL )'/fJ''! )~?'
~~~~ )=-] ,,~>?) >rJi7 i7'!t~ 11j)~?:P l~~'fV! :rt-il

.:liJ/

Verse 38:
RASHI:

:

,~ It.j''tP.71: JJi77':)::l1<!>~<Vi>I.
7J J () /7

1))9'

~>

7Y

") L( I i1 I)) ~N li)

9'.Yi7

D~ I ;:)
7~' ~J/::! N,7' ~~

i7iU>i7 }1Jn

(If.::J

.Jl>U

)D~

JU)

,PD,,)') J).2~S

ID~

')J)J7J

: N:J..iJ7 ) 7 IW~") NIi7 i7J1N
lJ) >?, fU /) -, I

':$. i7

7u

:::J. i1 'I i7 I.D~ ")

I){>'fn 1.JlI.::>SO<i> NI17 iJ]1N
/}.:J.,Iwn )?)-;JI J1D)lP i1J).Y1
:,)?O

IJi7S.:>:: ll!)~Wiil=
and he gave
authority to you over all of
them, (so) that if one commanded
that horses should not whinney,
and against birds that they
should not fly; (sc. it would be
so) for as it is said, "and I
have given the beasts of the
field to serve him" (Jeremiah
27). ~.::J.j)7 ~i /IV~) ~m J1J~:
the
image's golden head which you
have seen is you!
For your
kingdom is strong and presently
you endure, and it (i.e. your
kingdom) is very important.

The abbrevia tion of head with IUW' may be used to
identify it immediately with the Hebrew equivalent.

The
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quotation from Jeremiah 27 is actually from verse 6b.

The

difference between the quotation given above and the MT is
17...:l~)

slight:

1$ >.JU7.:::J /)I{j)/J ]1'n ]1» D~ I.

The preposi tion plus

pronominal suffix ( /)) along wi th DrI are omi tted by Rashi
for smoothness in the reading of the quotation.

It is in-

teresting to note that Rashi chose both to read and to write
the Qere

FI.J~.
: :

-

The long genitival construction

)0::J.171.fi7

1lt)~J

~II~H avoids the use of a construct string by means of ~Winserted between the second and third members of the construction. 14

Rashi makes the meaning of the verse more vivid

by inserting the phrase about the order against horses'
neighing and birds

flying.

IBN EZRA:

J I 70 'D:J • I ' "))7 ) 7
: ~ W7

) -;).::1. /
:>

7'j7>~.::L

1'~J)7 '7 ):>.:11:
as in "dwelling
in the tents of the wicked. 1t

Ibn Ezra also reads and wri tes the Qere

r"»))-' in his

text, although the Kethibh is written in the biblical text of
both Rashi and Ibn Ezra.

The quotation, taken from Psalm

84.11 (EV 84.10), is meant to show the usage of the word
11)117

by the usage of the cognate Hebrew participle.

IBN YACHYA:

1 (U~ -0) po ) :J.21 , ;0)(:)1
)1)

nI

Df)( J7

)J.J. I.J. I J /7)

U>QWi7 (/~I J)7t.i)i?

(It is) as it was said, "And in
every place where the sons of men,
beasts of the field and the birds
of the heavens should dwell,
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·1').:1.

1)::117::1 I

7.n/~ ~))(j)j)

: .:1..1} 'fD W)(,i7 NI t7

ilJI ~

he has set you in authority anq
has given them into your hand
(i.e. power). You are the head
(made) from gol~

Ibn Yachya simply renders the Aramaic into Hebrew.
'IDX~

has been translated above as a passive.

It is most

likely that it is a third person plural circumlocutory passive (an impersonal passive construction).
.::Lillii'? IU~"),

struct-geni tive relationship

content and an anarthrous noun.

Instead of a con-

he uses a

/0 of

The same general thought

could have been expressed by the construct-genitive relationship, .but the idea of material is brought out more definitely
here by the use of the

10 .

Verse 39:
RASHI:

7

J 0 y»p1n~ IJ~O nlf>.}) T)J7.J'~ and
arter
you (and) after the kingdom
In>? 1)/77~/ .1JO~-'N
of Belshazzar your son, a kingdom
'01
~/i)?::J.. J)I ";))0 shall arise which shall remove the
nlllJ)i7 ~/UJ7tP )1/.)7D administration from your descen(This kingdom shall be)
i77!!)lJ)1 iJ:JIDJ 7~/IfD dents.
lower than and inferior to your
: 7)W 511.'::/)00 kingdom.
inferior and
lower; just as .the silver is lower
i7::JIDJ i7:J1 .finn • )J")~
than and more base than the gold.
g)t.i) I
CJ~':)i7u) 10;:) Now
you saw that the chest which
iJlfnlJ) JV~}I • .:!I}&(i7D came (literally:
was) after the
head
was
(made)
of
silver; just
)CL.) ~) i7 ti)~-'i') Jn~ N'i}W
so the kingdom of the Medes and
'7D nl::J~D }(i7J? 1-=> C)C>.:> the Persians will come (literali/):JU) ).::z..::lnl.)7D )17~ o~g;, ly: be) after the kingdom of
: ':1.J':)I.::1.J ]7/;))00 Babylon (and will be) baser than
Nebuchadnezzar's kingdom.
)")n)( I:;')D ·

U/f>J71",)J7:1.1

pn 7:J::l -,

j,><:

7

l'OJ
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J(Jn~ . "JT7~ 'IlNJ7,SJ7 1,,))01
~)I7J

)7lJ)nJ::) RJ)on. >((i)f7.J ),

: I-'~/D "OIIIJO::/)~ ]71::)~O

"')T7~ i1~j1)?J7I=>?PI = Another.
NtiJJ7.J )7 = mighty like bronze,
and it is the kingdom of Alexander of Macedon (i.e. the
Great) .

Again note how Rashi writes the Qere forms of words
in his commentary (i.e.

~)(, i?~JP)n).

It is assumed that

his biblical text had the Kethibh written as do modern texts.
In his commentary he wanted a "corrected form," and so used
the Qere.

It is obvious that Rashi has the end of chapter

v in mind here.

He refers to Belshazzar ,and also to the

Medes and the Persians. IS

In the first part of his commen-

tary on this verse Rashi simply gives an amplified Hebrew
paraphrase of the Aramaic text

('7S

I/)

·"T")n~l).

He then pro-

ceeds to explain the different metals as kingdoms, much as
Daniel himself does, but Rashi ties the kingdoms to specific
historical ones which Daniel does not do, except for the
first kingdom.

So the first kingdom, represented by gold, is

the Babylonian empire of Nebuchadnezzar and his supposed
descendents.

The second kingdom, represented by silver, is

the combined kingdom of Medo-Persia.

Combining two kingdoms

into one here eliminates the historical difficulty of
finding a separate Median empire following the Babylonian.
It also has the advantage of setting up the possibility for
bringing the fourth kingdom into the modern world, and thus
showing Daniel's chronology to be correct. 16

Since the king-

dom of the Messiah had not yet come, Rashi and his contem-
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poraries were still living in the fourth kingdom.
Rashi never tells us, however, 1n what manner the
Medo-Persian empire is to be inferior to the Babylonian.
simply sets up a two fold analogy:

He

"Just as (a) the chest

came after the head, and (b) was made of silver, so the MedoPersian empire (the chest) will come after the Babylonian
(the head), and will be inferior to it, as silver is inferior
(assumedly meaning less va luable) than gold,"
.::J..1l1f1JQ

l' O.J ~C>:J;-'W

10.:::>

7£)W I •
The third kingdom, represented by bronze or brass,

is the kingdom of Alexander the Great.

The quality of

bronze which is picked out as the reason it is chosen to
represen t Alexander I s empire i s

~.Jan.

This is an Aramaic

masculine substantive in the emphatic state, from an absolute

ron

meaning "strong, hard.,,17

This word is found in

the Targums at Ezekiel 23.31 (32) and Amos 2.9 (it is also
found in the Hebrew text of Amos1-. 18
drawn here between the

A difference must be

~.J )l)n of the bronze and the i7CVI) of

the iron in the next verse.

The various dictionaries define

I)()n as "immune, resistant, mighty, strong, powerful, withstanding. ,,19

The word

/70 p i s defined as" stiff, hard, dif-

ficult, strong, heavy, severe, serious, fierce, wicked,
melancholy, incomprehensible, cruel, hard-hearted, stubborn,
obstinate, obdurate, injurious, harmful, violent.,,20

Even

with this raw series of verbal equivalents the differences
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between the two words begins to emerge.

"Words take on

specific meanings in specific contexts.

The context of

>lJ)~n here is determined by
therefore think of

~J'()n

~l.VnJ and

0S~J'I .

One must

in terms of "bronze" and "ruling."

It becomes clear in rela tion to these words tha t

)Cpl)n

in

the present verse means something like "durable" enough to
withstand the pressures of ruling.
from

This is far different

;-)IVP which must be seen in the context of verse 40 and

will be commented on at the appropriate time.
IBN EZRA:

J7I;)')(~ "01 (>17 l'ln)? I .1'J1.:l1
DHnnn DIIlIJ7::> 17~!)(j)

and after you will arise
an inferior kingdom; as in "the
lower targum. )iJl,)>/ is wri tten be~ ~JN t,,)NiI ~J
i)1/.:J.~:J1
cause the ground is lower than
everything.
The great Saadia
1'~Ri7 JO~ • ~.Ji7D j)(.jD~ N) i) ''::>
Gaon said (and all the (other)
).::> I~OO P~~I l1'i)Jl)..:21 commentators depend on him) that
)ll i7 :J. i7 Lf i7 ).). V ) Ii> J gOil
the gold was the kingdom of Babylon--Nebuchadnezzar
and his son
I j ":1.I " J:::! J,.:JI:J.J 7.:2.-2 ]71 ::>70
Evil Merodach and his grandson
1.:1.1 IJ:l
J~?.:JI ]'110 {P))~ _ Belsha~zar. And with him (i.e.
,':>1 D ~ 7 W~ nJ.:J ~D i7p~~:J ' Belshazzar) the Chaldean kingdom
)~(j)):l. $'01> N'S »..:2 ,7).::1.. .:ll))::> was cut off. For it is written,
"In that very night Belshazzar
7>.:2[> T7'XiD wP/,1 )?:::/)O -the king was slain and Darius the
>::> i:lii7 j1~JI )?.J1I::J~D Mede received the kingdom." Now
17..:l:Y1 ~O)~ '::lIfl-:JiI (this) information is accurate,
for Scripture says, "and the naIOU IJ.J.)I~ I /JlI)( D) 1;11) tions served him and his son and
I~ '1))/ ':::l.Ifl:J ,J~I IJ.J. his grandson," and furthermore it
is written, "and they became
))/)(1 >ViJU) Ll)l.:J.Y?
slaves to him and his sons," who
~)P) /.2i7
):J " • 1J.2 IXW].J.I were Evil-Merodach and his son
Belshazzar. For a son's son may
1i7)..J..~ 7~/~)?A> ID.:J
be called a son, (analogously to
'i7IPD
1n ::D. Jn )( 1j}
the way which is found in the passage) n(unto) Reuel their father,"
whereas Hobab is (also called) the
father-in-law of Moses."

p.J

/2

1.2

PJ-2Si

1"ID

):)

1:1

rn

1.2"

l)n~/:
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~ :J.. (j)! VI V/)W.2 ) 17' I .-:1..1 J7 ') (

And it is written:
"And it came
to pass in the thirty-seventh
InIT!>
UJp' > 177' J7/);:t? i1Jlt)
year of the exile of Jehoiakim,
"J)]i71
S)/~ )o?WJ
king of Judah, (that) Evil Merodach, king of Babylon, lifted
-2/ }~.J,!:JI.2J )l/':>?O
)(Ii?
Up ... 1f And behold he reigned
J7J~)O '1o~i71 .-r~U/).2.n1~)D
(literally: was) between the
,.,:) 170,!!))( ,J,:yl lJ,£)! '70
reign of Nebuchadnezzar and the
reign of Belshazzar. And the
D") 00 0.::2. lJ):> '} I 7';l lOl.::z.lJ)
silver is the kingdom of the
DJ7)nJ7J II' J7I:::/-)O ~!7J nwn:J/
Medes and the Persians, and let
I.J)')~) )W~,:) J 7 r'D ?J I") 7J()::;}))~
me say (OR:
I shall expound)
(that) there is a great error in
P.JU)( I..J.J »)..l 7 ~ )?':1,
the narration of them (OR: in
)71:;))DN>i) /7i7 l;) IIA>ri/7"")DN>/
the numbering of (the years of)
~I i) N~ I pn TlIi7J7 i)J ifl 1J,~
them). And the bronze, this is
the kingdom of Greece (Jawan) and
i(~ I
~ OU) ~ ~So
its beginning was Alexander the
>X>']I ')~'O.:2. "):)'P i)) N~D
Macedonian as Daniel will explain
-j,n,5! i).) ')N ~ j7)/7:1 ,Jlll Nl i7l . in his prophecies. And the Gaon
has said that the fourth kingdom
rlll:J'fJi7 11J>:;)'Oi7 7':>D
is the kingdom of Aram.
'" And
i7D/7 V')>( jJl-::JSD ):J lOt?I
behold it will be strong,' and
this is the kingdom of Ishmael,
]71:)) D '((117 0/ nlll
and
there is no reference to it
I ")~O.2 ,)DJ¥ fJ.YI ?>?.Y DI.J»
in the book of Daniel, but it was
'"ii 0 ) 7 /i) -, 1.:::J.Y::z. 7} 0 :n:J7 $tV
greater in length and breadth
1;,
)~:; D(j).) .l11;:))D
than any of the above mentioned
kingdoms. And he (i.e. Saadia)
]lJ':/70i)O i),Plng) u]J)~ ;]J;-}/
says that the kingdom of Aram was
J 90 0
j")~,::) ?"]11 ") J IfJ i7 . like iron, and the clay is the
~"'fi? ;-)(')) i7)n.n.:2).J I»:) kingdom of Ishmael. And again
he says in his treatise, "do not
nwn::J'i71nNI
'if){'P 7;) In~ I
be surprised because of the fact
)S.:) II] lin X::2.1 7'('1':1.';) In~ I of the similarity of the Ishma11'.::1./ J v17 ',).::.J.7 i77~1 (PIn elite kingdom to clay for, behold, it is not inferior to the
above mentioned kingdoms (for)
this is (merely) the way that he
(i.e. Daniel) enumerates the
order of its (i.e. the image's)
members. For at first he sees
the gold and afterwards he sees
the silver and afterwards he sees
the bronze and after (this) the
iron and finally the clay limbs
(OR: members). Now these are
random (miscellaneous, unimportant) matters,

7'0

I'

?.2:J.7?DliJIO

f..1.

I

7>?

7"/..1.7

n7

111

1u);1
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for there is not (actually) an
appropriate order for the arrangement of it (i.e. the image).
But the evidence that Daniel
gives concerning the kingdom of
Persia is (that it is) "inferior to you, just as silver
is inferior to gold." And the
truth is that the clay is part
of the kingdom iron, which he
says explicitly concerning the
toes of iron and the toes of
clay: "part of the kingdom will
be s ,trong, tf but the clay shall
be brittle. And behold, it is a
single kingdom.
So how can the
Ishamelite kingdom be associated
with the kingdom of Aram since
the Ishmaelites did not rule over
it and (since) their religious
customs are di£ferent? And after
this matter (is settled) there is
still a mystery; how (comes it)
that Daniel does not mention the
Ishmaelite kingdom and why are
there not five kingdoms? And now
I shall explain: Know that Alexander, who was king of Jawan
(Greece), was the one who slew
Darius the Persian as Daniel will
explain. He was also the king of
Aram. Now Aram is in reality
Kittim as Joseph ben Gorion related in his book and (as it is
found) in Daniel: "and ships
from Kittim shall come against
him." And it is obvious that it
is as I shall explain; also (see)
the Targum:
"and ships from the
might of Kittim shall be sent from
Rome." And behold Kittim is the
son of Jawan ("Elisha, Tarshish,
Kittim, and Dodanim").
If this
is the case, the bronze kingdom
is the kingdom of Jawan and the
kingdom of Aram is the kingdom of
Jawan.
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If this (in turn) is the case,
the iron is the Ishmaelite kingdom.
For just as the kingdom of
Persia destroyed the entire
Chaldean kingdom, so even the
kingdom of Jawan destroyed the entire Pe rsian kingdom.
But the
Ishmaelite kingdom, which is iron,
was not able to overcome the kingdom of Jawan, but only destroyed
part of that kingdom. And behold
to this day there are places where
the Ishmaelites will overcome the
kingdom of Aram and places where
the Ishmaelites are being overcome.
Therefore it says, "part
of the kingdom will be brittle
and part of it will be strong;"
and afterwards it says, "in the
days of those kings." The sense
of the two kingdoms: the kingdom of Aram is the kingdom of
Jawan and the kingdom of the
Ishmaelites. And behold, they
are two kingdoms in the present
day. And the fourth kingdom,
this is the kingdom of the Ishma- elites who have spread out over
the world so that they have
turned all Persians and Medes
and Shebites and Sabeans and
Egyptians and Africans and many
people of India and the majority
of the people of Ethiopia to
their religious law.

This is undoubtedly the most detailed comment, and in
many ways the most confusing, of any of the three Rabbis.
portant abbreviations in the piece are:
numerical value

=

'Y J ..J./i7 (line 29);
.

.. :"r

:)I'.Y== 1;:))~ (line 86); -;;"n;r=

7;:) In)?

difficul ty arises 'in identifying

1711

=.,

wi th the

l::z.n.,SI.:: il:l.n7S,
(line 88).

V»]7 nJ7 ll1;:n.:n.

(line 33);

The first
This docu-

ment is referred to in the commentary of Pseudo-Saadia as

Im-
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Evidently it explains

well.

lower than the ground.

y,Ni7

as

Al~)AJ

because nothing is

Another possibility is that Ibn Ezra

here uses this example of a targum which is inferior to the
standard Targums (Onkelos, Jonathan) and so simply called
"lower."

This is an analogy to the way in which the second

kingdom will be inferior to the first.

There is no possible

dependence of Ibn Ezra on Pseudo-Saadia because in the next
lines he cites a section from the genuine commentary of
Saadia Gaon .

...., n

511/::(0

source.

It is likely that Pseudo-Saadia as well as

and Ibn Ezra are dependent on an independent

Lines 4 and following refer to the commentary of

Saadia Gaon.

It is very confusing to try and sort out Ibn

Ezra's statements from those of Saadia, but it is necessary
to do so because Ibn Ezra disagrees with Saadia at this
point in the text.
Lines 4-11 evidently cite Saadia's commentary.

Here

Saadia identifies the gold with the kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar, his Son Evil Merodach and his grandson Belshazzar.

It

is very likely that Saadia was here taking the three Babylonian kings mentioned in the Old Testament to be the only
three, and more to this, to be in one dynasty.21

It is true

that Evil Merodach (Amel-Marduk) was the son of Nebuchadnezzar.

He reigned for only two years and was killed by

Neriglissar, Nebuchadnezzar's son-in-law, who reigned circa
559-556.

He was succeeded for one year by Labashi-Marduk,
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Nebuchadnezzar's grandson.

When Nabonidus, the last neo-

Babylonian monarch, began to reign in 555, he began a whole
new dynasty, unrelated to that of Nebuchadnezzar (at least
directly).

He was also the only member of that dynasty to

sit on the throne, although he did have a son, Be l s hazzar,
who may have acted

.

~n

his place for a

.

t~me.

22

Whatever the

actual relationship of Nabonidus' house to that of Nebuchadnezzar, it is clear that Belshazzar was not the grandson of
In ' the fifth chapter of the book of Daniel

Nebuchadnezzar.

Nebuchadnezzar is called Belshazzar's father.

This relation-

ship, as drawn from Daniel, is the basis for a further comment beginning in line 16 concerning an analogous kind of
structure found concerning Reuel and Hobab, the father-inlaw of Moses.

In Exodus 2.18, the passage cited by Ibn Ezra

in line 17, Reuel is called Moses' father, but in Numbers
10.29 and Judges 4.11 (where he is called Hobab); and in
Exodus 3.1; 4.18; 18.1 ff.

(where he is called Jethro) this

individual is called the father-in-law of Moses.
in Numbers 10.29 Reuel is the father of Hobab.

Moreover,
Since both of

these men could be called the father or father-in-law of
Moses, it is very possible that a grandson (Belshazzar) could
be called a son.

In any case, Saadia (and it is presumed

Ibn Ezra) accepted Belshazzar as the last king of Babylon on
the basis of Daniel V.

He reinforces this belief by two

proof-texts, one from Daniel V.30 and the other from VI.1a.
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It is difficult to know the historical source of Saadia's
knowledge that Evil Merodach was the son of Nebuchadnezzar.
This information is not in the Bible, but by Saadia's day
any number of sources could have been used and it is relatively fruitless to try to determine which of them it could
b e.
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The citation from Saadia goes on in lines 19-21 wher e

he gives a rough quotation from II Kings 25.27 and Jeremiah
52.31.

This was evidently done with the aim of further

proving that Evil Merodach was a king and of fixing his
reign within a broad chronological scheme.

There are several
In the

deviations from the MT in Saadia's Bible-quotation.

first place Saadia cites only selected bits of the biblical
text.

He leaves out any mention of the month and the day of

Evil Merodach's action.

Also eliminated is "in the year

that he became king," and any mention of lifting the Judean
king's head, that is, setting him free.

This can be seen

very clearly in a comparison of the biblical passages (which
are very near to one another) with Saadia's citation of them.
1)~'Ii7)

II Kings 25.27/Jeremiah 52.31:
Saadia (according to Ibn Ezra):
II Kings/Jeremiah:
Saadia:
II Kings/Jeremiah:
Saadia:
II Kings/Jeremiah:
Saadia:

J7dl7

i1JIU ::J.:J.IJ)/ V)IJ)SIJ).:J. )i7)1

lJ)~)/i7' jJl),;/, ;UCJ Y.J.IJ)/

1P1 n) (j)~.:I.U>')

,Tlli7'

lSo

'[J)t1J)li):J.

";11Ii"

)77)/

7'>0

"jJ\j)onl n)'")lPjf~ ·~7n Jli>.Y D'J/V.:J.
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The fact that Saadia cites only a part of the biblical verse can be easiest explained as a shorthand; giving
all that is necessary for the establishment of the salient
facts.

If one, on the other hand, wishes to read this

material as a complete sentence, one could point

as

XIU]

(a niphal) "be lifted up," i.e. assume the throne. 24

>({u]
T'

The

partial quotation really gives very little difficulty.

What

is more significant is that, assuming that Ibn Ezra is correctly citing Saadia here, there is a different Judean king
mentioned, Jehoiakim rather than Jehoiachin, in Saadia.
II Kings · 24.6 plainly states that Jehoiakim died at a date
which would be long before Evil Merodach was even on the
Evil Me r odach carne to the throne in about 560

Be.

The only possible

reason for this change of name is that while Jehoiakim is
named in Daniel (chapter I), Jehoiachin never is.

Rashi

makes a correction from Jehoiakim to Jehoiachin in his commentary to VI.l.

One can only assume that Ibn Ezra is fol-

lowing Saadia here as normative.

It is possible that there

is a printing error in J7I717"rl ]lUnpO at this point as well.
is incredible to assume that Ibn Ezra would not have commented upon so blatant an error as misciting a biblical
source.
According to Saadia the second kingdom, represented
by silver is the combined kingdom of Medo-Persia (so Rashi

It
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also) and the third or bronze kingdom is the kingdom of
Jawan whose originator was Alexander the Great.
kingdom is the kingdom of Aram.

The fourth

It is best to leave Aram

vague rather than identifying it directly with Rome at the
presen t

.
25
tl.me.

Ibn Ezra breaks into Saadia's material in lines 3031 to give his own opinion,
which contradicts Saadia's idea which assigns . the clay to the
Ishmaelites (i.e. the Moslems,
36-37) .

In lines 38-46 Saadia contends that there is no in-

feriority of the latter materials of the image.

The order

given in the text is simply the order in which Daniel saw
the parts of the image looking from head to foot.

In line

46 Saadia actually says l"/'1~"~ J',:)J ")70 /'.>1'.
Ibn Ezra then terminates his citation of Saadia Gaon
to take issue with him.

His first attack is upon Saadia's

statement-- that- the- matter of the relationship of order of
the image's parts to inferiority is

liI.:1.1

J iHl •

Ibn Ezra

easily dispatches this argument by a citation from verse 39:

l.JD ~?AI.26

He then makes a value judgment, "just as silver

is inferior to gold" (lines 48-49).

His second point of

contention with Saadia is the latter's contention that they
are two separate kingdoms, the iron being Aram and the clay
being Ishmael.

Ibn Ezra contends that the clay is part of

the iron kingdom which he supports with a loose citation from
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verse 42:

He then asks

a rhetorical question:

'fHow can Aram be a ssocia ted wi th

Ishmael since their customs, etc., are very different?"

Fur-

thermore, if the iron and clay are separate why are there
not five kingdoms (instead of four)?27

Ibn Ezra here, one

assumes, means four kingdoms before that "stone cut without
hands" becomes a fifth kingdom.
The third kingdom Ibn Ezra identifies with Alexander
the Great.

Through a rather complex series of associations

Ibn Ezra identifies Aram and Jawan as the same thing.

This

contradicts Saadia who sees the fourth kingdom as Aram, and
the third kingdom as Jawan.
Jawan

i~to

one kingdom so as to have room for the Ishmae-

lites as the fourth kingdom.
tim.

Ibn Ezra combines Aram and

Now Jawan is the same as Kit-

Aram and Jawan are equivalent.

equivalent to Kittim.

Therefore Aram is also

To support this theory Ibn Ezra cites,

first Daniel XI.20 and then the Targum (Onkelos) to Numbers
24.24.
Gorion.

In addition he cites the history of Joseph ben
An examination 9f these sources will be helpful.
According to Schloessinger the history of ben Gorion

was a supposed chronicle of the Jews from the release from
the Babylonian captivity in 539
Jerusalem by Rome

~n

70 AD.

Be

until the destruction of

This book was most probably

written sometime in the tenth century by a Jew living in
southern Italy.

The work is also known as the history of
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Yosippon, Josephus Gorionides and pseudo-Josephus.

Ibn Ezra

also cites Joseph ben Gorion in his commentary on Psalms 105.
5 and Rashi alludes to him in his comment to Daniel VI.29.

The work was most probably expanded at many points by many
different hands, but was widely read and believed to be accurate in the Middle Ages. 28
As far as the actual citation from Daniel is concerned; it is most likely a reminiscence of Numbers 24.24,

D .) n :J 'l '0 TJ"'.:s1 •

In this section of the text of Daniel it is

most likely that the Romans are meant.

"The allusion (to

ships from Kittim) is pregnant, for we read on in Balaam:
'they shall humble Ashur (i.e. Syria), and shall humble Eber
(Abar-naharaim), and he (Antiochus!) shall be unto destruct

.

~on.

, ,,29

The fact that Kittim

the Targum.

= Rome

here is made plain by

This reference to the Ulri,n is to the Targum

Onkelos of Numbers 24.24. 30

The manner of citation from the

Targum here requires discussion.
"Ships from the quarter of Ki ttim" (
is from the MT of Numbers 24.24.

n';l~

7'0 't]>':::{t)

The verb In)J7Ct),.4) is neither

from the MT nor Onkelos, although In1n~is similar in tense
to a variant reading jn the Targum,

II7J~~X'1.31

of the Targum, according to Sperber, is to be read
an i thpael imperfect plural from
gether."

n")~

The text
In)~~),

"to be assembled to-

The variant reading is a perfect of the same root

plus the relative particle.

Now the MT has no verb at this
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point and so Ibn Ezra either supplied one and gave it an
Aramaic form or found the verb in the Targum itself.
Ezra did not have

If Ibn

In)n~x in his text, it is most probable

that he read a perfect plural without the relative particle.
The last two words in line 72 are drawn from the Targum to
Numbers 24.24, although not from the same text used by
Sperber.

32

A two-word reading is, however, found in three

old texts dating from the late fifteenth and early sixteenth
centuries,33 but since Ibn Ezra himself reads two words here
that reading can be considered to be at least three centuries older than 1490.

The Targum does not read "ships" as

the MT does, but rather

,~>~

"forces."

It appears that Ibn

Ezra has combined the readings of the MT and the Targum with
some other source (that is, for
for his case that Kittim

~s

,n~nw~) as a proof-text

equal to Aram (Rome).

The next step in Ibn Ezra's argument is to show that
Kittim is the son of Jawan which he does by citing Genesis
10.4 34 where the sons of Jawan are named as Elisha, Tarshish,
Kittim, and Dodanim.

Not only does Genesis 10.4 name Kittim

as the son of Jawan, but he is named in third place.

This

latter argument may not be of great importance here, but it
is interesting to note that Jawan is the third kingdom.
Ibn Ezra has now established to his own satisfaction
that the bronze kingdom consists of Greece (Jawan) and Rome
(Aram).35

He states, first, that Alexander was the king of
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Greece (line 64)--an undisputed fact.

He then goes on to

make a surprising statement; that he was also the king of
Aram (lines 66-67).

He attempts to prove this by connecting

Aram with Kittim using ben Gorion, Daniel XI.30 and the Targum to Numbers 24.24.

He also indirectly equates Aram with

Rome by his appeal to the Targum.

He then finds that ac-

cording to Genesis 10.4 Kittim (i.e. Aram, Rome) is the
third son of Jawan (Greece).

Therefore, Kittim (Aram, Rome)

is related to Jawan (Greece) and Alexander can be said to be
the king of both.

All this Ibn Ezra does to combine Greece

and Rome into the third kingdom, much as Media and Persia
are combined into the second.
According to Ibn Ezra the fourth kingdom is the
Ishmaelite Empire; the third and fourth kingdoms are coexistent.

The Arabs were not able to obliterate the whole

of Graeco-Roman culture.

Some places in the world saw the

Arabs as dominant while others saw the remnants of the
Graeco-Roman Empire as superior. 36

This intermingling and

competition of the third and the fourth kingdoms is what
Daniel means by the statement "part of the kingdom will be
brittle and part will be strong.,,37
42 is loose.

The order of

la ter Aramaic form

?() >~

This citation from II.

and N0' pn is rever sed, the

)11711 replaces ;?JilJ7, and the ]l~~-/O is

placed together ( ~~~D) and repeated instead of having
~n

the second line as the MT does.

~JO

The fact that the third
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and fourth kingdoms are contemporaneous is proved by the
phrase in 11.44, cited precisely here,
the days of those kings" (plural not singular and referring
to the emperors of the third and fourth kingdoms).
Lines 89-91 (~H~OU)'

•• •7},j)l.)i7/)

fusing lines in the comment.

are some of the most con-

Ibn Ezra seems here to iden-

tify Aram with the combined empires of Jawan and Ishmael.
This would mean that Aram, which along with Greece has been
identified with the Ishmaelite Empire, is also to be identified with the fourth kingdom.
This is all very confusing, but it is probable that
lines 89 ff. are to be interpreted a$ follows.

The third

kingdom is the combined Graeco-Roman culture--alive currently in the Holy Roman Empire.

The fourth kingdom is the

Islamic Empire, which was widespread in Ibn Ezra's day as
lines 94-97 show.

According to him the Arabs had taken over

all Iran (Persians and Medes), Africa (by this he most probably means northern Africa), as well as parts of India.

This

is, of course, not to mention the Arabian Peninsula and the
traditional Arab homelands.
IBN YACHYA:

TJJp' 7>")n>?,
'(j)~(j)J1I:::>SOI 1°0 s~U)
)..:>....:2 I,j 1) ~ ) lJ) ]'7tU n .J 0 1'") nN
tJW . jI/::»O

:

r"~;?

And after you shall arise a second kingdom inferior to you, and
a third kingdom (shall arise) after it (made) from bronze, which
(kingdom) shall rule over all
the earth.
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There is no direct comment given here.
is merely translating Aramaic into Hebrew.
serves mention.

Ibn Yachya

One thing de-

He is treating the abstract noun

~,~SOas a

masculine noun whereas it is most places considered to be a
f

..

em~n~ne.

38

This is seen in the fact that he uses a mascu-

line adjective (7DW) and a masculine pronominal suffix (

~
to refer to the kingdom.

i-)

A possible reason for this is that

Ibn Yachya was thinking of the concept of kingship.

King-

ship in the case of the book of Daniel resides in a man.
Both Ibn Yachya and Rashi use the adjective to describe this
kingdom.

It is also worth noting that L'Empereur's biblical

'i1~.l.p).n not the Kethibh

text prints the Qere
Verse 40~
RASHI:

)()J71

$.n.

N2r7~ )1 79-f?: ~~ N~~7~.p ;?~)~12 ~.!f;?f1 >i.'¥'.:J.? .D?Q1
: ~).J]! P"lJ;l r:~~);? )I~1'? l~ A'?r~@-?i A'2~ ~~V! P>:!i19

.")I(:J'.:n I'::>~D: it is hard like .
/,)'{:>11P/7 j1)~") )(1)N::> 'Iii")!):) iron; as you saw the legs (which
TJlfn?1 ll)~"" D',l)':J..") D77U) are in fourth place with regard
to the head, next to the chest
: )If):J.. )/U 'Vi)/
D»..)O 7/ and belly), and they were made
~7i701 l'1)D. ~~,:) )~nl pli7D of iron.
)?},:) 711>T71 p-mO:
It
~
flattens and crushes all vari1)lfJOW JlI~nD 'J'D
:) eties of metals, (it) flattens
. : OJ")I
DJ1/>? ·them with a sledgehammer.
7tJ>nl:
lJ»
;?::l"")I7/ 11)0 I • )wn,
"and crushes"; and there is much
',/7 »)lJ)n 10::1.::2 (concerning this) in the Gemara:
"kettle forgers" (Kethuboth 77a),
>U1?'lJ)f7 '.)1).:2. (1f':Y J7I.:l1J7J) "crushed testicles" (l;iullin 93a).
: (.:::J.X » I 17)
I) SAl ):J : a 11 these varieties of
J)/.:)J1D ')J)O ).:J oJ»)(~':> metals (which) you saw in the
..
"image.
:;JIJJ7! !>'tJj?:
it will
: /),/::s..:J. JP~I Ii) I/Ji/ shatter (them) and break (them)
:r::1'IJ.l11 ?)7J7.~'-)J,)1 p~:-J.n into bits.
il0{> >(J/1

.iI~.Y'.:J.1

J::;}lDI

p.:2

I

.
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1)pIW~ is a

simple abbreviation for the plural, or

pos sibly for the dua l,
via tes

V)) ~11J),7,

'N,)O-1.:l, "in the Gemara."

"the legs."

abbre-

10:1::1.

Thi s verse ha s severa 1 dif-

ficulties involved in the commentary.

The first is that the

occurrence of the word "iron" in line 2 is in Aramaic and not
in Hebrew as one would expect in a Hebrew commentary.

This

may indicate that the phrase is found somewhere in the Gemara
of the Talmud and is thus a quotation here.
plural numeral

D):.I'~"

The use of the

must indicate the ordinal "fourth. 11

most likely reason for the plural (the singular is
that there is more than

~

):1)::1)

The
)

is

place or thing under discussion

here; that is, the head is first place, the chest is second
place, etc.

By pointing out this sequence Rashi at least

implies that there is a chronological order to the kingdoms.
The words ~nl p;uDare rather unfortunately defined so that
the Aramaic word

)U)f)

is defined by the Hebrew

the cognate of the first Aramaic word.

.

a

.

sm~th's

hammer.

which is

According to J.

71J)n is used in la ter times to ~n-

Slotki, the Aramaic word
d~cate

f:>7/70

39

This is shown clearly by Rashi's

drawing the words "kettle forgers" (i.e. "kettle smiths")
from the Talmud.

He also draws forth another meaning from

the Talmud; that of "crushed."

40

"to stamp, beat, press, crush."

(.

((i)n,

then, for Rashi means

p7i7D is a haphel parti-

ciple in Aramaic and a hiphil participle in Hebrew.

In

either language the meaning is "to pound, grind, pulverize,
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crush, destroy.,,41
trample on."

, , ; means "to beat down, flatten,

At one place Rashi says that

pound, grind, pulverize, crush" (

~P7)

)(j)n means "to

and adjacent to this

he says it means Itto bea t down, fla tten, trample on" ( I I J ) •
This most probably shows that he considered the words

)017, and

pf>7

III,

to be without a great difference in meaning.

They could all be said to belong to the word group "to beat
or crush" within a more general semantic field or "to destroy."
Much as it was important to look at the bronze in
rela tion to its context of "durabil i ty" (

IJon)

in the pre-

vious verse, so it is important to look at the iron in the
light of a functional description and a context.

The con-

text here is ;7(i)P, "stiff, hard, difficult, etc. ,,,42 and the
words which describe the function of the iron are
77') (

r

~').

It is clear tha t while both ' 1)017 and

p~7,
';]Ii)P

Swn,

in-

dicate a type of strength, this strength differs with the
primary function assigned to it.

For the iron kingdom it

would seem that the primary function is strength as regards
striking and crushing opponents, and so perhaps "hardness
(with regard to metals), severity, or cruelty (as regards a
human kingdom)."
Rashi has now set up all four kingdoms.

The first

is Babylon, the second is Medo-Persia, the third is Greece,
and the fourth, although not specifically identified
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historically yet,

~s

Rome.

43

If one assumes that the com-

mentary on Daniel was written some time around the last
quarter of the eleventh century, Rashi had somewhere between nine and ten centuries of Jewish tradition behind him
which set up the four kingdoms this way, the first apparently being 4 Ezra (2 Esdras)44 and Josephus.
IBN EZRA:
Since he had commented so extensively upon the identification of the kingdoms, etc., in his comment to verse
39, Ibn Ezra evidently felt no need to make comment on the
present verse.
IBN YACHYA:
'77) ti) >'j).2 ') .J71.::>$ 0

') 0~':> I

r~/':?O/ '

1~)T7 >?

SIf "")..:2.::>

pIP n

P,;]O 71p-,:::z.i7

)(177 17:>:) 7::;;/1 j7"JJ::J1
jP")(0,7

7.:>

J/:::z.I.J)J y::!J9>

~ D)07/pil 1<:»)0170 I7XXOJiI

/P:::/]Oi?D

=!>J>

-::J~O'70.

etc. ," Ibn Yachya uses

And after it a fourth kingdom
(shall arise) which shall be
strong like iron, and just as
iron destroys and breaks and
cuts off everything, so it will
break up and smash all the rest
of those who exist from the
previous kingdoms.

For the words meaning "to crush,

f>1>i, r:s'£>, PI;:),

and ) . :1(v.

It is dif-

ficult to tell at certain points which Hebrew word is meant
to render which Aramaic one.
paraphrases the Aramaic.

This is because Ibn Yachya

It seems as if he translates

at one place (the first occurrence)

withp}~

second occurrence of the word 1.:2lD is used.

:;oJ));

whereas in the
The words )1-'::>
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~~~

and

are both fairly common words in Biblical Hebrew.

, which

r~~

ders

5u>n,

at one point renders rP,and at another point ren-

means "to break in pieces, break asunder, sha tter,

destroy. ,,45
both

PI~""

The fact tha t

70f1,

and

Ibn Yachya uses

r~£) to ' render

and that ::J:i'is seemingly rendered by two

different words within a space of a few lines would lead one
to believe that, like Rashi, he is working with practical
synonyms at this point.

It is worth noting that according

to Ibn Yachya all remains of kingdoms one to three are
destroyed at the foundation of kingdom number four.

~r1!) JI!?fC;H iQ.? ';7 ~~D: 1'!J:pC? ~JJ¥-¥7~( )(~21] il!);'tD, '7J
l~ '}(f/~; S~ I~;:' ~.{~1~ i?~?~ '? ~.1J¥1-? JCfl i>!.!!:~ i7r!~ ";)19

Verse 41:
RASHI:

7a)

: ~rl!?

?J In .") f7~ "

;( -,Dri.::2 lJ)

7)::1. -,

:

,017

17/ J

~}ng)'7

';S; ')

)J~D

In ~7 (.) . :7/ i7 17 I7';P'~ J':>~D
D>,))D 'JU). j»i7J?
f.J)?nl

I)pl?n

p'fn InN:;) i?JDD

/0 7)0D) WI} 9D0 ID~
: ~ gp J7 ;, J/):n Nj)J =>, D )1 ~/':;)
~/il? >(?'I?f!J ' i ')(J7.:::z.~ IDI

P

'; Y

p'f n

>(J7 ) IJ) ']f) iI

I~Jn

[>I(JI7 )"..Y D),n>(

/0
: 17..:2

,7)/l> .

'1A' • i7.-:l

~liI'

j")tpl , )J00 1)(;>(;)
'N7t{>')fJ) )7

~J7~:J

~'f7..:J.'i7 :::l:5D ~1f117

: UJ'n,7

}D

77D2

~~~f1

::l?f'? ;,s;:~~

)n9 "~o1?:
Potter's clay; and
there is much in the Gemara concerning vessels of the potter.
) I;' n i7 ~ ) ~ ~ ,;) ~ 0 :
I t wi 11 be a
divided kingdom, two of its kings
will be both strong and weak, as
will be explained below (in the
passage), "part of the kingship
(OR: kin<;ldom) will be strong."
'i:>:J.>?/ il? ~)"",)<!)i >W::2"i.J
Also, the
weak one will prevail over the
others by means of his friend's
strength so (that) they will be
in awe of him.
Now this (is what
is meant by) "some of the
strength of iron will be in (OR:
with) it (OR: him)," (that is),
some of the quality of iron is
in the weak king.

101 :
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'7:J . i7 J7 ) If II

'7

'7.'2p 7.J

}1'~)0 ]7f)I~

.:LJI.YO Slf/.2

).J..f> S~:

just as you
saw the iron mixing with the
muddy clay.
j]'p)

: ()) 0i/ (> In~

'fn '7

Rashi's rendering of the s econd phrase giv e s a
fairly literal rendering of ~d)S~ I~'O, but goes on to draw
out the phrase's meaning.

He explains that two kings will

have strong and weak characteristics.

He verifies this in-

terpretation with a citation from verse 42.

The two kings

(or possibly kingdoms), one weak and the other strong, is
Rashi's interpretation of the mixture of iron with clay.
There is an abbreviation in the text, )\\ ~:: ):?~ )~, "by means

of, through."

Rashi's comment on verse 41 here obviates in

his mind the need for any comment to be made on the following verse.
IBN EZRA:

o1n ')~

.ln9

'"') J.:uJ..:2.. (i)'")~

>, ~()n .',1
,7J ill

J~/) 17

I D~ .~.n.::V~J : irrl)~!!J J:;)~O
J.:J.,::Jj)'/

IO~

• .4./lJD :

ifCf

n:J

: D'I ';{ .::l

'")n9 \' ")~n ... ),/: Vessels of the
potter, and behold he interprets
(it) on this account as a divided
kingdom.
Nfl~~~:
that is to say,
"strength."
.::2.").lIO:
as is found
(in the biblical citation), "And
they mixed with the nations."

Ibn Ezra interprets the Aramaic words "potter's
clay" by their Hebrew equivalents.

Nrl)'~

,::J>O I1tf

The comment

)1:l1l:J. ~/)<:;

iI::J";)1

does not refer to the interpreta tion of )n!»,

9()n,

but ra ther to the whole first part of the ver se ( 'Ii).n ' •• :>11) .
The Aramaic word

J.?J1~J

(emphatic) noun from

is a feminine-singular-determined

~~4

which is rendered by the Hebrew
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n:::>, "strength."

word

If one looks in the lexi con one finds

that at least traditionally the two words mean much the same
46
'
t h l.ng.

In Aramaic

i7.:::L){:J

usually means "plant," which

meaning is reflected in the translations o f the LXX and
Theodotion (~I~a
(~orov ).47

to

), along wi th Aquila and Symmachus

The Vulgate has plantario, which is equival e nt
The Peshi tta presen ts

tpUTOV.

(~~, which is simply a

transliteration of the Aramaic characters into Syriac
ones. 48

According to Montgomery the movement of thought is

a s follows:

"stick> stock> stocky. fI

He transla tes:

Hi t

(the whole) will have (partake) of the strength (stockiness)
of iron.,,49
iI~.:J

word

This could easily account for the use of the

here.

Some older grammarians and commenta tor s

have drawn iI:J.'iJ and

.:l)~)

(11.8) from the

"to make certain" in VIII.19. 50
.:l.Y:J

(Hebrew:

root.J~'

which means

It could be that the roots

"take onoe's stand") and ...J..~'(Hebrew:

"to take

one's stand") are related in Aramaic as well as in Hebrew.

51

In any case the translation given by Ibn Ezra (and to a
lesser extent by Rashi) is the traditional definition of
iI...2.:!:J.

52

The participle

.:l.1OYO Ibn Ezra has defined to mean

the same as the cognate Hebrew word in the quotation from
Psalm 106.35,

IJ>lri:L 1.:l."»)}n'l. 53

expected that the

part~ciple

It is probable that Ibn Ezra

her~

would be taken as a pas-

sive/reflexive as it is in Psalm 106.35, but also as further
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specified as having been mixed

D)~2

as well.

The only other point to note is that Ibn Ezra here
has the Kethibh

)7/~/7;'.
/')/7::3D,

I';UO printed

This is different
in his text.

('0

in his text, at least in ]7J)DpO
Ibn Yachya who has the Qere,

54

IBN, YACHYA:

/ )7rl J iI .n) )(j

.., 0N I

I~)/) bIn Ui/D /J.Y.::z.~)(i71

• SIf?.:J.

'01101
.J1 J ,::) $D I» i7) ),:) If 0, ~ ~ / i)
T7) if J 'l'fJ.:J.;' J)w ~ 0/
nJ

p7

J]l~/W J10J.Y ).J ?;'n.::J.
: ~ -, n -2 .::J. '? I ~ D 7'1 J :J. i7

And as you saw the feet and the
toes partly of potter's clay and
partly of iron; this is to imply
that it will be a divided kingdom and some of the stoutness of
the iron will be in the clay,
just as you saw the iron mix with
the clay.

One cannot usually tell a difference in pointing (or
vocalization) between Ibn Yachya's biblical text and BHK.7.
The only difference here is that Ibn Yachya prints no
Kethibh/Qere on

r

/!'U 9.

It is not known to the present

author where the biblical text which L'Empereur used originated.
paratus.

What is clear is that there is no massoretic apThe simplest solution to this problem here is to

print the Qere in the text.

This would mean that there is

a religious attitude towards the consonants of the text
which would allow one to print the Qere in the text instead
of considering the consonants sacred and placing the variant

reading in the margin.
The comment or paraphrase of Ibn Yachya is fairly
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close to its Aramaic original.

The phrase

as a clarifier, but it really adds little.
ficul t

)(J7:::l.'::iJ

'fO"»,y11l

is meant

The rather dif-

is rendered · by )1W.Y, "stoutness,,55 which is

wholly in line with modern commentators. 56
transla tes here by rendering wi th ni tidus,
polished quality.u57

L'Empereur mis~
-~,

-!!!!!., "gleam,

The abbreviations

are simply plurals '0»;;1'" and

Verse 42:

(RASHI DOES NOT COMMENT ON THIS VERSE)
IBN EZRA:

)>?~D0)

>") (J)

: ..-:2. J Y 0..21

JI~.:'l.'~>V ~~~~~/: : They are the Ishmaelite
princes and the kings in the East
n J If'D..:l · 'O'.:J 7Dl and
in the ·West.
[l!7.

Here Ibn Ezra specifically identifies the toes of the
image which neither Rashi nor Ibn Yachya do at this particular point.

The toes are not only represented by the Ishma-

elite princes, but also by a rather vague group of kings who
rule in the East and ·West.

It is very difficult to say just

whom specifically Ibn Ezra is trying to identify by this
nomenclature.
IBN YACHYA:

D');r);} .n~.::2.'Yxl
jI~p>:>:J IfO")~ )1(")...4 DI)OI
1J7'lf>1 )c.p ",).2':> plfn 'j) ff) J71:J So i)
o"')n

DiJD

; lJJn:J ilWI7nl 111.:LlUJ

And the toes of the feet (are)
partly of clay and partly of
iron; (this is) to indicate that
some of the kingdom will be
strong like iron and part. of it
(will be) broken and weak like
clay.
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Again here Ibn Yachya offers a reliable Hebrew Paraphrase of the Aramaic text.

He reverses the order from

"partly iron, partly clay," to "partly clay, partly iron"
for no obvious reason.

In the biblical text accompanying

his paraphrase the first instance of

/'UJO

is written in

the Kethibh form whereas the se cond instance has

l'ifJO.

This difference is most likely due to carelessness.

With

this exception all the other occurrences print the Qere
1)17.J0.

:n.'II~ Ijv,~. 1'7-"')",~J?9 >lJ'l? ~~1J,~ ..:l.1-¥9 A'tn~ -!.l;~[7, '1;
I'.v".) ~),?: ~fVT·J??!..
I...
: ~~~!] o~ ..:l.?-¥.1JQ ~t~?~ l?-? ~2 ;)fr D)/ i?~~ /'P.-7;

Ver se 43:
RASHI :
)))'f..::z.

(I1)7 ".J.")~]7D

7])JJ7nJ7D .701';11 )(I.VJ)(
.n/O/~1> J>H.> 'D'Y PiI>
"0' P~IJ' V, O)?W pi» )()/
.,...,.--., lJ)"
'r))W ..J.~' .J?DN..:L VD:Y
u"

U

: ]11 DINi/ ") ~W ,)JliD ]7/JIW
)<~ ~71/")g)
~

/0::> )(/il )(1;) •
j)E)'

p.:2.7.J

.

',;) ~i7

.::J...IJJ7D

/,::t/~ti)J)(':J)"':::Zlm~/,.:l"'.J)J7D: They will
marry with the rest of the nations, but they will not make
peace with them, or truly and
wholly unite with them, and their
laws are different from the laws
of the rest of the nation~. »n
:::Z"'~JlD~) >is,,")!) '),::>:
Surely this is
so!
(OR:
Is this not so?) . For
iron and clay are not easily
cohesive.

71P/~" "~lV

: oln/)

D:;

Rashi uses the hi thpael of

Fm

meaning "to become

related by marriage" to both translate and interpret
which simply means "to mingle. f1

He expands the biblical

text to give the explanation about the difference in laws.
Included in this word "law" ( ]17 ) is a word which includes
religion and general customs in addition to the more normal

~
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meaning lex. 58

The word originally came from Persian.

Rashi has attempted no identification of the clay and has
still not mentioned the equation of the iron with the Roman Empire.

He. takes the words

should be read a s '~ 1~.i;7 for

".::J~i7,

which probably

'7 :Yi], meaning "a s, ,,59 a s ~fJ

"behold" pI us '7!? "when, as."

Wha t he mean s by ID.:> ~I i7 X$i7 is

perhaps "in other words" or "is this not like the expression
for the iron and clay .•. "

Rashi is, in other words, pointing

to the meaning of the line

.::J."1),J'pO

~';

/7'f?6j

',:J Ni')

in the bib-

lical text.
IBN EZRA:
VSI':>IU 1·~-'jJ')D 7)JJ(J.]>''fn>7

D"

()").9IJ ID!)

lJll~

]1/J.:L

.»/ ').::L:1i7

J1lnf>/7 .

1}>np"

D:Jl~) J>"")~/) l)n~/) J'~.::zu)/71
DJI.'J I:) .nO.:J. i7)N7 /)';~ 'D lDIl
TJ iI

j).J 0 I

(><1

r/);:) >? DID iP Ii) 1.::2.~ 0.::1.1
VJ)I/.J).:J.

np' ?no

'Dri

1>0'1' J7>U!)? Vi?U) 1Ji"J.J. ':l
Di>! 7Yi') ,)..4~' I) .J.'"),.vO

~/f>JW ~/7;{i) ZJ>~ DJ~JDo
:

OIJ»~,>t

The sense of /'.::l,"1j1.I1ois
that the daughters of the nations take all of them as
spouses.
Just as the Persian
men take Babylonian women as
wives, and the Sheban men take
Egyptian women as wives, although they are dissimilar to
one another in their composition or their dress or their
food or their customs. Also
(there is) a difference in their
teaching (literally:
law); so
much more the sons of Ham who
are on the southwest side, on
the side towards the sea which
is called Ocean.
jl''fn',:

The abbrevia tions here are: /'011'

D):n~SlO.

=D'on-r,

The most important word in lines 1-4 is

.1).:1")

~JlO =

/17f>/~'

This word is, of course, a participle meaning "to take."
word has three different terminations here.
case it is a feminine

pl~ral

In the first

and in the last two instances

The
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(D'-, /' -) they are masculine plurals.
(D>/ri .n/J:lj1In~/) O~/::Ju)

In the first clause

the construct-genitive

D)'';?j')/.J~ must be

the subject because it, like the participle, is feminine
plural.

The correct translation is Ii terally, " ••• that all

of them (subject follows) the daughters of the nations take. 1t
The next question is the specific reference of the word
here.

The word can mean "to buy.,,60

meaning one must understand

np~

If one chooses this

,oorD.Y and translate "(that)

from all of them the daughters of the nations buy."

This

slides over a very important factor, that is, the gender of
D))t))!)and

I'N.::Jw(masculine) and

]'11.).':2....:t

and

}'l/''''~O (feminine).

It can hardly be an accident that these pairs· are masculine
and feminine; male· Persians and Shebans, female Babylonians
and Egyptians.

The word n f>'> here must have the meaning Itto

take as spouse" as it does in Genesis 20.2,3. 61
understands

N~ ~)".:l

/Ii7S /'. ::n,YJ7D

Ibn Ezra

to be marriage (as do Rashi

and almost all modern commentators).

62

A remaining question is the identi ty of the

')~..::l<D

•

Sheba was at least traditionally located in southwestern
Arabia around Yemen, although there is conflicting evidence
which places it in Africa.

Genesis 10.7 (also I Chronicles

1.9) makes a differentiation between Seba and Sheba, both of
whom through Cush are descended through Ham.

On the other

hand, Sheba is a descendent of Shem in Genesis 10.28 (I
Chronicles 1.22).

Furthermore, there is a reference in
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Genesis 25.3 (I Chronicles 1.32) to the fact that Sheba is
the grandson of Abraham.

According to G. W. van Beek this

means that Sheba/Seba (which according to him are identical)
are related to both the people of the fertile crescent and
to those of Africa.
south Arabians. 63

The people designated as Shebans are
It is interesting to note that if Seba

and Sheba are really identical Seba is connected with Egypt
in Isaiah 43.4.

Indeed Genesis 10.6-7 has both Seba and

Sheba as descendents of Egypt.

The fact that as far as Ibn

Ezra was concerned these people are from the southwestern
part of Arabia may be seen in the phrase . • /)::l. -, 'jD

1>0,-"

Jl~£>7

and the fact that the Sabean state fell into Islamic hands
in 628 AD and was

still so a-t his time.

64

The word b IJ n?,~ is a transli tera tion of the Greek
jll('tavos which came to mean the "outer sea" as opposed to the
.
.
( 1nner
.
) sea. 65
Med1terran1an

Southwest Arabia is on the Red

Sea and the Gulf of Aden, the latter of which could be construed to be a part of the Indian Ocean and thus

~'j»PI~.66

What Ibn Ezra is saying could be summed up as follows:

"Mixing after the seed of men" indicates mixed mar-

riages between ethnic or racial groups.

Although these

groups will be related maritally they will be diffuse as concerns their customs and laws.

The illustrations of the point

are drawn from the mixed marriages between Persians and Babylonians, along with Shebans and Egyptians.
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IBN YACHYA:

..::L)I~O

")IJ'KI
}''j)' ,.,:) 'fIO"J) ."OlTl,7 VY
~~, D""~ '::J"J'P.2 I'.:::J.")::JJ?O
10"::> if'f VY illf I~i'
Dj) ~.::J./nD IY~ 7IfJ.J.'j)U)
: "O")T7i7
]'fI:J.1} 'JJJ)(J

And as you saw the iron mixing
with the clay; (this is) to indicate that they shall be mixing
after the seed of men, but will
not cling one to another, just
as iron does not mix with clay.

There are two differences between Ibn Yachya's biblical text and that of both BHK.7 and J71) 17:t
latter read .Q~f~

':1'

}7J>(/~O.

The

The text printed alongside of Ibn

Yachya's commentary reads the Qere '7/ on the first word and
adds the pure long vowel indicator to the second.
change has already been encountered.

The first

It was thought best to

print the Qere since there was no massoretic apparatus in
Ibn Yachya's text. 67

The latter addition was as a mater

lectionis to aid in the reading of the unpointed text.

Other

than these differences, both of which are of a minor textual
nature, the Hebrew is a solid paraphrase
Ibn Yachya correctly understands

)7:;)

Ni7 as

~f

the Aramaic text.

-tV ID:>. 68

Verse 44:
RASHI:

~)-:J70 )7 l'iJ'DJ'JI
1)7it D,.,:)7D 7{J) ~7)()/'~
D) 0/; )(U 7))1/-:J)O 7/.Y~
./1.1)(

1 1::»0

.~)p!l) "~N D)~)

:'o'»P

'011::»)(1) ;,/1 ~p7)

/'JA' ~'':>~D n )I;"» OJ>~ I: And in the
days of those kings (that is)
while the Roman Empire is still
standing. )('DlJ) ';7~N V'I>': The
Holy One, blessed be he, (shall
establish) an everlasting kingdom
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1':»0

(which) shall never be destroyed. And this (literally:
it) is the kingdom of the king
Messiah. '1C1J71 J>-7j;:
It will
shatter and exterminate all these
kingdoms.

~)ill

1'::>7J7 ; n) 00 it
: .nP~?Oi7 J7~ ).J iI? pJl I
• ~ () jl

I

makes at least a tenuous connection between the iron kingdom
"The days of those kings" is under-

and the Roman Empire.

stood as the time when the Roman Empire is still standing.
It is hard to decide on the basis of this evidence just what
Rashi considers to be the Roman Empire.

It is assumed that

he has some schema for projecting the Roman Empire into his
day, perhaps using the vehicle of the Holy Roman Empire
which was, of course, in existence in his time.

The fifth

kingdom Rashi interprets as the messianic kingdom.

In the

next verse the Aramaic text of Daniel names this kingdom as
equivalent to the stone "cut without hands."

The Aramaic

text has the kingdom being established by God and thus his
kingdom.

Nowhere is a messianic figure mentioned.

IBN EZRA:

~ 7 : n) 00 .n J.:) ?0 • II i7 ) 0" ::2. 1
: IN wn
~7

~"

.::L1p:JJl

;h . ~J1

r-p.:2 )() '7

ilO~~D

pI n:w.

m01

~)I

: rpa

.?':)

7'n::L
Jl.Yu.t2

jIi7 I DP.:l/:

The kingdom of the
Messiah.
P.:1J11M'1;(7:
It will
never be abandoned nor will it
ever be left alone.
S~: And
the sense, of 1)').:1 N7 )'"7 is, not
by strength and not by might,
but of its own accord in the endtime.

The first thing to remember is that this verse is the
interpretation of verse 34, which tells of the stone

•..,

J1'''~1li7
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Ibn Ezra's comment elucidates verse 34 as much as
it does the present verse.
verse.

He gives three comments on the

The first is under the rubric of "in the days of

(those kings)."
here are not

The words which give the clue to the comment

1:n

l"iPDJ>:J., but

1~1 "O~)))7

t:J)D

~)D07JS)(

'D>P'.

From the

facts that God sets up the kingdom and that it is to be an
impregnable one Ibn Ezra deduces that it must be the messianic kingdom.
by two niphals

The verbs S::z.n.J1J7 and
:::J.II:Y.R
.. "T"

and

"»)?IiJ.J;}.
.. T

'

f>..::uJ(i)J)

are interpreted

The Aramaic words mean

"destroyed, forsaken (left alone)."

It is almost as if Ibn

Ezra ignored the plain meaning of )::J.nfl'-) "to be destroyed,
and translated

~~n

by two Hebrew synonyms.

69

fI

This is per-

missible, however, since Ibn Ezra is commenting not translating.

The third comment uses the verse from the word S~

to the end as its basis.

The comment does not explicate ~O

at all, but rather gives the meaning of "not made by hands"
in verses 34 and 45.

The final word in line 4 is

j)O~::JO
T : __

which is literally rendered as "from her bone."

V~::J

used as the reflexive pronoun, as in Aboth 1.15:

)) )~~

can be

r}? '0)(

)J~ i)D )O~.Y> )J,Ii~')1 ») '0, "if I am not for myself who is for ,me?

And being for my own self what am I?,,70

The word with a

pronominal suffix and a prefixed lOis listed by Alcalay as

.

mean~ng

"of one's own accor,
d b y ~'t se If • ,,71

The reason

why the feminine suffix is used is, of course, because
is a feminine noun.

I~SD
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IBN YACHYA:

Ll>P)

VII/) D>:)70 '0'.2/ And in the days of those kings
"") IV)( }7/)' 0 {) >D<P,7 ' i17~ the God of Heaven will establish
a kingdom which will never be
.T)) ~1DI . nn0J7
V) I::)' destroyed and a kingdom which
ln~ "DY' .:J.\f~ > ><7 "")(j)N shall never be forsaken to anpeople besides itself.
"if) )(
n J ") ~ 17 J ?i)7 11» Ilf other
It will crush and cut off all
:D)O]J:/J 17Jp.n '1(>11' fll>::;'?Oi? these kingdoms and it will
stand forever.

)(7

7..)

Ibn Yachya gives a Hebrew' paraphrase of the Aramaic
biblical text with little significant change.

.a:'!lJ, '':J ~Jf?}~

Verse 45: ~~f] )r!~1J1 ~~~1 p J1P.TDI 1~11~ A>~ '"'l ~i/ Jl"J~l1?~ i'l/(!)9 ''1
RASHI: :j.)1'f~ IQ1TItr' ~9?1] ~.~~! i?~1 ']Q~ ~E?~ ~fi7Q ~;>[Q( ~]ij) .:J.} i?i?!:
flDIj)

ID

,.::>

]?>'fn "

)..:2p ~:J ,

J.:2)( i7f:>"") .9J7.J )7' ~J Ii)

r/)~Il ,~

"i7P'7iilJ) '7i7i/

JlI ~SDi)fi) IIJ.n~ I)'f
Y1 J.J7I "i7)::> J7 J7) U)) Oni7
: V) I.:;) J7~

r

• ,),;)'7 ' In>? )/177 '7 '-)0

J1 ~ If I f7,>? ;t' II ) Ii) ;t P

771J)
')J. I/)

J?/~~D

II('

51 D,ll

•

)?07n

In><

:2" ~'/

)l:;~"!J N~~~

'7.=z..p ;0:

Just as you
saw a stone broken off from the
mountain which shattered the entire image.
This is the interpretation:
that the fifth
kingdom exterminates and
crushes all (the rest) of them.
'j)n)')n~IIi7~)""''i7f):
that which shall
come to pass after this, (that
is to say) after this kingdom
of yours .
. >?oSn .::l'~)/: The
dream is true.
J/J'fn

">7

:T)/)nil

Rashi gives an excellent Hebrew rendering of
by -.~ ~Q~?~.
•

)7)JpSJ

He then proceeds to give a ni thpael as equiv-

t• •

alent to an ithpeel.

The nithpael of

leased" rather than "to be cut" as
bit less specific term.

PJ~

")'I'rij"'J)?

means "to be redoes and so is a

Rashi refers to ~)~~ as the whole
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rather than to the specific parts whereas the Aramaic text
names these parts.

He has already given an interpretation

of everything specifically with the exception of the clay.
He does not mention the parts again, although he could have
done so here since the elements are listed in a rather
iron, bronze, clay, silver, gold.

strange order:
that Rashi reads

)1';7)

72

instead of )(1/1) a s in the MT.

Note
This is

merely a dialectical difference between Biblical Aramaic and
later Aramaic.

"This kingdom of yours" refers to Nebuchad-

nezzar's kingdom.

This form of direct address after so long

a speech seems a bit unattached and vague.
IBN EZRA:

vI', n;-7

/':)J . .:l?D) 17 '::l.J:~.'l

iuju, .:l':!.>/: The dream is true
and its interpretation is trustworthy.

: I J I ")JJ8 ID~.JI

Ibn Ezra has already explained the phrase "cut without hands" in his comment to verse 44.
only on the last four words.

..':P::!.'>

He comments here

~DSn

and

lates by their immediate Hebrew equivalents.
the comment on

~F~~~

in verse 41.

he transOn

~)~)

see

IO'ilO is a haphel mascu-

line singular passive participle from

JD~.

means "trustworthy" both here and in VI.5.

This participle
The Hebrew

I~.J

is from the same root and can be pointed as a participle.
The niphal participle can have much the same meaning as the
Aramaic haphe1 participle does.
25.13. 73

The word

II.:JJ

See, for example, Proverbs

is a niphal from

II':::>

"to be firm."
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This niphal can mean "certain, true, trustworthy.,,74

Ibn

Ezra has simply rendered the Aramaic's two relatively rare
forms into common Hebrew expressions.
IBN YACHYA:
limO >:J.Jp >n lip» 1101::;

~:>

)·P.:J..~)I ID~.::.ID J.:::v< .:z~nJ

717)(

~u:)'i71 b")nt7 J7ti)fi31
]11:)) D,7 ) ~

/cn.:li7

]111:>J71

S~o )/ J t7 11"" ,,:) ~i11f ill .

»nJJ1 .Jl~IfT7 1-2.~.:2 ?1U0Ji? /"n)ll)
SIJJD.J i7 ~):::>SDi7 ") >( WO -, >< 1J)1 it

'.J

• ~:l1 ~ U :J 1 .:J.'''f:::l

if),1

-a17n..2 JD/N ,)/1{'::t~W JJD

7'D)
(I:>JI

-Y'7/i7 717';1i?
'j)

7)J~~/7 '':)

If )/n~ j»'jf' ")~~ J1>?

N) 1 ~'I~ XI if

):) • D/7T1iJ

V;PPI tD>DI .:J..'1I.::>
)Jli>iJ JlI~DiI ):> 11.Y77 'I){"){J) i7D

.IJI/.n~ ~/i7

,1)/) PJ..:ll )~~':>I~]
/;:t II

»)n»

./7/:;;)DIII • ?J191 )10 ":;))0

~)17j1I1(J) IJ>

,]1J";)So j»i(

• PT7>C2. 1.::l";1CJ) >JII~/~7 ,'JJOS>lD .
})I ::J)O

~/17

I,i? fJl:3JDi71 (ill)

JJ7~~ TI)J0? 17":!T7J ,lj)>( 170/,

/)~~YOLU' 1.n~~1 ' V>/~JJ
~n n..:J .::nJJ)"10 Slfi..:J.i7
D'7D/.lJ

D)~1

T}JI'JI

D»;,?YOIi»

":>

• 'U')~/Ji7 IbliJOO

z:> .nh:o>oo ]1,.,17 Jl il'

:nn]7
><70> ~~I

II ;:)D~ A')c.90~").9..::2 OJ)'y' '~/:l)

.n/JP~'

Just as you saw that a stone was
hewn of its own accord (and not
with human hands) from the mountain and cut down the iron and
brass and clay and silver and
gold--so this is because the last
kingdom which is likened to this
stone which shall cut down all of
those who survive from the remainder of the kingdoms which are
likened to gold and silver, etc.
For I have decided that in this
dream the Great God has made
known to the king that which shall
take place after this.
The dream
is true for (OR: and) it is right
and does not lie, also the interpretation is reliable and enduring.
So it is legitimate to
perceive that the second kingdom
after Nebuchadnezzar and his sons
was the kingdom of the Medes and
the Persians, and the third kingdom was the kingdom of Greece
which took its origin from Alexander the Macedonian who overcame
his brothers. And the fourth
kingdom, this is the kingdom of
Rome which was divided into two
parts; part of it consists in the
Christians and part of it . consists
in the Islamic Empire.
And behold!
(as) the iron was mixed
with the clay many Arabs stand
under Christian domination. And
furthermore those who would not
be under their domination (still)
enter into their city with merchandise to sell and to buy.
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And just so (there are) Christians (who) stand under Ishmaelite domination; and behold,
today in Constantinople (there
are) 1500 heads of households,
namely rich Christian merchants from Florence, Venice,
and Genoa and the r e st of the
parts of the earth give mutual
re s pect and good company (i.e.
to the Arabs).
But on the other
hand, they do not become relat e d
maritally to one another, just
as iron and clay do not mix,
binding together e ss entially.
And the last kingdom is (that of)
t~e King Messiah, who shall not
rule by the strength of the hands
of man, but rather by sheer
divine might; and it shall be
establi s hed ' forever and always.

with the ordinal numerical value of "third" and e qual to
')It)>

)f.jll,"-,;7

=:

7

wi th the ordinal numerical value of "'fourth"

numerical value of 400, plus
100= .J1J~D

lJ>on, I)?~/J='V)J~IJ.

~

with the numerical value of

Ibn Yachya restricts his com-

ments on the whole passage to the end of the unit here in
verse 45.

The passage begins as a fairly accurate, if ex-

panded, paraphrase.

The expansions on the Aramaic text

(which text is deal t wi th in lines 1-12) are found in ... i1'1':J
(line 4) to

I'ril

in line 7,

8-9), and •.• V»[>I ••• .:J.'II;:)

;?$i ~7/~

... '':>
)?Ii? )..J

lates the Aramaic jD'j)/'".) by a niphal

"Si?

v,'7n.:l. IJ'frl~Wi?O(lines

(lines 11-12).

I':::)] ,

He trans-

and the Aramaic

.l)~)
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by the niphal

This is just reverse to the way in

which Rashi translates the words.
In the remaining lines (13-38) Ibn Yachya gives his
commentary and explication of the five kingdoms.
kingdom is that of Nebuchadnezzar and his sons.

The first
.J7~n7 '/)hw

110

is well translated by L'Empereur's quocirca scire convenit.
77 0 is often trans la ted a s "as" in a fortiore reasoning. 7 4
The second kingdom is the kingdom of the Medes and the
Persians.

The third kingdom is that of Alexander the Great

(cf. L'Empereur's Graecia).

The spelling of Alexander as

"") 7:J:Y()7)( may ei ther be an error of meta thesis or it could

represent a variant pronunciation.

It is interesting to

note that Arabic spells and pronounces the name in the way
it is spelled here. 75
Rome.

The fourth kingdom . Ibn Yachya sees as

Rome is divided into two parts, according to the pre-

sent comment, a Christian part and an Islamic part.

Ibn

Yachya, thus is extending the Roman Empire into his own day.
The two great religio-political forces in Ibn Yachya's world
were the Christians and the Arabs.

Sometimes the Christians

were in more advantageous and dominant position and sometimes the Arabs were.

Ibn Yachya sees the mixing process

described in verse 43 as one of trade relationships.

Both

Rashi and Ibn Ezra see verse 43 as descriptive of a marriage
relationship.

Ibn Yachya, on the other hand, definitely

states that the two factions do not intermarry.

The refusal
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to intermarry may have been the

rul~,

but it is practically

impossible to assert that it did not happen.

Nevertheless

Ibn Yachya states that the reason why the two sides are not

IS»

cohesive is

'OJ)

1$)(

tJ'J]lnj10 ~) DJ)~(lines 32-33).

There-

fore the two factions of this extended Roman Empire are not
mixed together in a way conducive to any kind of permanent
bond,

')')O~~ F>'2l7 o')nl7 "[J~

S'f",)..:lT7 P..:l..i)1) N),U)b(lines 33-34).

In the above kind of arrangement it is difficult to
tell which faction represents the iron and which the clay.
The only sta tement on this subject is qui te vague,
1J.1}~J:J17 ftWOO JmJ7 1J'IOI~ D I ::J./ D')~:JOI.iY )..)

O')n.::z. ..::l.-'''y)1(.) (lines

S",,).:li1 ilJill
21-23).

This statement makes it possible to assume that the Christians are iron and the Arabs clay, but lines 26-31 would
seem to indicate that it is the Arabs who are the iron and
the Christians clay.

The best remedy for the confusion is

to state that the roles of iron and clay , alternate depending
upon which faction is dominant in a particular place and time.
The statement in lines 27-31
difficult to understand.

(;?.:JI<.!>i1')"'7n/ ••• i1:Ji7/)

The most likely solution, however,

is the one given in the translation above.
rna sculine plural noun from
position

is

")17'12),

11' ., nt DO i s a

"mer chan t," plus the pre-

IDin its constituative or perhaps its partitive

sense; i.e.

JD

indicates the constituents of the group of

fifteen hundred heads of households.

It has been para-

phrased above as "namely," but could as easily be translated
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as "(made up) of {from),"

The point is that Christian mer-

chants are present in a Moslem city and have set up housekeeping there,

Constantinople at Ibn Yachya's time was the

capital of the Moslem Ottoman Empire.

The city had fallen

into Arab hands in 1453, some forty-one years before Ibn
Yachya's birth, and was at the time of his later life undergoing a vast rebuilding program under the leadership of
Sultan Sulerman

~he

Magnificent (1520-1566).

76

After the

conquest of the city in 1453 a number of people, including
Jews, Christians, and Moslems were relocated in Constantinople.

Most of these people were traders and merchants,

which would al"low for the fifteen hundred heads of house.
77
holds which Ibn Yachya ment10ns.

word

n'~nloO

L'Empereur takes the

as mercator, but it is difficult to see the

sense in which he translates the Hebrew here.

He does, how-

ever, definitely take the fifteen hundred patresfamilias to
be Christians.
The fifth kingdom is the messianic age which will
last forever.

Although Ibn Yachya does not say that it in-

volves a Jewish resurgence, as the people of God it is
likely and certainly implied by the lack of any statement
about the Jewish mercantile presence in Constantinople which
was evidently considerable.

L'Empereur sets forth the com-

mon modern interpretation of the fourth kingdom on pages 52
and 53 where he disagrees with Ibn Yachya and says:

"Verum
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guartum hoc

~ Romanum~,

sed quod temporibus Seleu-

. . t .•. "
C1. d arum V1gu1

II1.15-18

Verse 15: 'O'"){ll~A'~>p'i")~Q ~J7p- )Pr J"~9~.{1 ';7 ~?,,!~:p. '? r?)J)~ (j'y!.]>~ IT! I~~
RASHI:
,\It F)~ Jr].:;.~ '] Nr;??"f? r'{tp'/ I"lS~.f1 ;.<~p,! ':?y. ?~1 i7:?is,?,Oj r?!.l~~~ ~~~

: ',7~ IP Ij.)?-?rtP.~

',?

'Nif.: )i~i> /9'/ ~ ~1~,~ >(;'/J liJ7~ ~/rl( I"'D7f.r ~~~~ ;';9- ·1-4'~~.fl

. r-).Y D>1J.n~
I',» J7) Al /,7 loY,,)
i117~
VJ1 j)

1'7?JlY 11:>'Jl'~

D:J:J,7

7J~1

• JI7;tbJ1

~$Ii71.

• D)~>IVID l'i)]7 IIn.nWJ7
• ;7 $;r ~117 I0 I • J17 ~. I rl ,

7)~fV i}/~r¥
:

7

7]1V) )IIi?
)ll

10

Now behold, you

agains t your wi II!
l',riU)J) >b f?l:
And if you do not bow yourselves
down you will be cast aside.
'-7 '7 : into the midst of .
;t,RNII1 ,OJ:
and wha t is the name
of the god who will save you
from my hand?

• D':)' ~ JI I 't ).:2~) D.) n ,:)

N?

Ji7 ,~.::>:

are ready to accept this over you

>01

VJJ7)(

It is questionable how Rashi takes the first
2, O:).:J'-) ).

/~(line

The meaning could be the same a s the Aramaic

Ji"

"if," (Hebrew'[);< ) and the sentence would then read the same
as the MT, "now if you are ready ... etc."
as one of the meanings of
.
.
H e b rew. 79
mean1ng
1n

Ji"

Alcalay gives "if"

but Jastrow knows of no such

More to this, the present author is un-

able to find a single example of

fn

meaning "if" with a pro-

nominal suffix in either Biblical or Mishnaic Hebrew.

Ac-

cording to Brown, Driver, and Briggs there is one case of
meaning "if" in Biblical Hebrew; that of Jeremiah 2.10, F?/~'I

J7~'f::> i7Jl> i) • 80

The word

I if itself

times in the Old Testament.

occurs some one hundred

There are two examples of

V~J~
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In the Old Testament, both carrying the meaning "behold
(you),

fI

i. e. from

:-/.Ji). 81

the transla tion of
line 2 as well.

V:Xh'?

This leads one to believe that

should be "behold you ••• etc.

Both constructions mean "and if not."

ji7 . meaning

in

This is confirmed beyond reasonable doubt

when in line 4 Rashi transla tes the Aramaic

use

,It

N)

J'1I

by

~S "OX/'

It would be strange to

"if" in one clause and then in th e next, when

the meaning is very clear, to switch to

V~.

If "behold" is

the correct translation here it means that Rashi mistranslated.

The reason is most probably consistency.

JH

translates

He mis-

so in verse 17 for doctrinal reasons and here

for uniformity.
IBN EZRA:

71 )"7 )J1 y 7J :) IJ) > i7.1,7 'i7 ]'I ~ • J ~.,:)
D;?liJ> ~~ )~/~ 71::1.:) 71""H7 pSn

I~~:
And now behold you are
ready to give them honor.
Perhaps he would not kill them on
: SN)J7 7/..::D 1/..:J.jI.2.
account of Daniel's eminence.

Ibn Ezra has translated
The phrase

-S'I.:2~f»7) means

(iJ

by iD'i7 much as Rashi did.

"to do honor to." 82

The "them"

( 'D177) which are spoken of here are the Babylon ian gods of

Nebuchadnezzar, including the giant image.

The reason why

the plural "they" is used may be seen in the Kethibh
in verse 12.

Ti?SN

According to the text, Shadrach, Meshach, and

Abed-nego are accused of not worshipping "thy gods."
though Ibn Ezra has mistranslated

Ii}

Al-

as 'fbehold" he gets

some of the flavor of "if" by including in his comment the
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next clause introduced by the particle

))'/l'<,

"perhaps."

Ibn

Ezra here states that Daniel is a very important person in
Nebuchadnezzar's kingdom and that because of the friendship
of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego with Daniel, the lives
of the former might be spared.

IBN YACHYA:
17.:) ~ 00...2 'J 9..:2. W U.::ecI )

R---f:>71

»)..:> ?.:> nJr
D~ ';) D~':l.';

/I T7J7 WJI IV ,:::J'f17
1:)7lt>/J1
)D

'j)

/In.num

ill

>f) ~ I W~ i7 1U'..2.:J

• ) 7) D V.:)? )~) }Il)~

l,n"

iil)(i]

)ViJ

And therefore I shall give you
advice that before me when you
hear any of the musical instruments (that) you shall bow yourselves down to the image, for
if you do not bow yourselves
down, you shall be thrown into
the midst of the furnace of fire
and I shall see who is the god
who will save you from my hand.

Ibn Yachya starts off by render ing
temporal demonstrative adverb

83

) by

pi.:)

"now" (a

J~)' an adverb meaning

"according to such conditions, that being so," or simply
"therefore."

The temporal quality of the Aramaic does not

find full expression in the Hebrew paraphrase.

I); )J')~

,I'::>'JP,\'

is completely paraphra sed.

The phrase

The subj ect is

changed from second masculine plural to first common singular with a second masculine plural indirect object (i.e. from
"If you are ready" to "I shall give you advice tt ) .

More to

this the interrogative nature of the Aramaic is changed to a
statement.

This is most probably because the positive con-

sequence of bowing down is left unsaid in the biblical text,
but is probably something like "well and good."

84

The Ara-
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maic text does rather hang in the air because of this unsaid
consequence.

This has been remedied in the Hebrew although

in making the sentence flow more smoothly Ibn Yachya has
al tered the syntax.
word

W~~

From the word

'J:J:J.0 in line 1 to the

in line 4 the paraphrase is good although it is

abbrevia ted.

The longer

}I.:iDIVJl

)7)t( J7Y::l.

is shortened by the

Hebrew infini tive construct ~D~ plus...:l plus pronominal suffix
(understood as a temporal clause).

The names of the musical

instruments which are repeated three times in the MT (verses
5,7, and 15) are named by Ibn Yachya only once, that being
in verse 5.

In this abbreviation of the text Ibn Yachya

does the same thing as the LXX.85

The words

)0J and

,::to

are both translated by the Hebrew word i7lnJ7Wi> which is most
likely a hishtaphel form from a root *illn meaning "to bow
down."
root

It is also possible that it is a hithpael form of a

ilnu:) meaning the same thing. 86
It is interesting to note that Ibn Yachya subordi-

nates the consequences of not bowing down rather than coordinating them as the MT does.
lating

~S lv/ by ~S"Off ':;).

recognizes that

F7

He does this by trans-

It is important that Ibn Yachya

means "if" here and so translates it.

The

only other major difference is the addition of a first person singular imperfect from

jI)?,

Irto see," which adds a

personal tone to the speech of Nebuchadnezzar at its conclusion as well as at its beginning, i.e. "I shall give you
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advice ... I shall see ... "

It is surprising to find that none

of the rabbis studied here make any reference to the passage

)~DJ7'O/)~J in Isaiah 43.13 where the speaker is God.

~~ ")~rr~'~? t¥~~9)) /,?9t~/

Verse 16:
RASHI:

: :j-Q'I.::lJ.:[?,l

Tf~'9 11?cJ iJ~.
D;f ~.. ;~? 5~ Nar;l!{ f'?tfd

/riJ '.:1..Y/

")'!fJ"1'J/2J ><=>SOJ:
Why is his name
mentioned only here? They said
7])( 17 JID)?
;/nr 100 to him: "If you (ask us) to acI'()O .nJ1~ lJtl)lf~ IJ'7~ . cept over us your statute (re7)0 ;?J>N )7~5Irll II'J/J/i(/ quiring us) to pay tribute and
rates and taxes (then) you are
/)11 .:l{>ii..':2 JIE):;)) 1J~ IJ"~
king over us, if (on the other
I J ) J) ~J. D' 1i).J~ ?0W );:Q7::) I:J.J hand, you ask us) to deny the
l>nlJ)n ~~ • ;?Jl~ 11Y ),.,.21 Holy One, blessed be he, then,
J7~'f >.Y JJ)( tlJ)IJ)Jr7 ;l/ NJnJ~ o Nebuchadnezzar, you are the
basest of men and vilest of
':> 7..2)1J.)i7) ;;0 17:::!;) ~/~J'
people. " NJn:J)( tnfLJn N~: We are
not concerned to take counsel
: J>Jg)::J. '1J;11V1 1':>/0 iI:J~Oi7
what to respond concerning this,
for the answer is determined
(already) and we can give it
without hesitation (literally:
it is fluent in our mouths).

"):J'f 1;7 -:70'1 ."):::1:],::::K2J N,:::)]O)

7::J.f7

7:)

1

Abbrevia tions:

I, '~;:J

)';11 :::: ]1j·)~·~?I::l!. 88

i)1I.2f>i7::::'

~1i? 7"jj~ tJ>; 7~i], I pJ IJ")~I.;: .Jlj.';J iJ:~!, 87

.

..

This comment shows Rashi' s conci se, al-

most laconic style very adequately.

He uses no more words

than become absolutely necessary to convey his meaning.

100

I~t/~one

By

assumes that Rashi means that Nebuchadnezzar's

name is mentioned in direct address only here.

The contrast

is drawn between the demands which a monarch can legitimately
make on his subjects and those which he cannot.

If he asks

people to pay taxes, then he is doing no more than a monarch
is entitled to do; but if, as is the case in the biblical
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story, a monarch asks people to deny their god(s) by statute, then he has overstepped the bounds of kingly authority.
He has become one who causes others to sin and as such the
lowest and vilest of offenders.

A reply which would be

I~/D

can, among other places, be found in Exodus 20.3-6, which
could be on the lips of any faithful Israelite in seconds.
Brown, Driver, a nd Briggs note tha t the verb

II'::> is not

found in the Targums, although it is found in the Syriac New
Testament at Luke 9.62 and Ephesians 4.29 among other
places. 89

Since

jJwn is not a familiar word Rashi trans-

lates it with a Hebrew word that is similar in both spelling
and meaning,

IJ)tJJn "to be anxious, fear, ,,90 but also "to ap-

.
'
,,91
prehend, take 1nto
conS1' d
erat1on.

IBN EZRA:

I),::>'..,~)l(? l>nCUn)(7 ,IJ:1
1:J'77~)( ':J 7::::J.l Wi77 I]~
n7/~ 100 "'0'7.:::11.:) /Jf7:JNW

lJ)l~'?7 7/.::>'
-0)(

1,)D

) )~)

rJN..2

jlpl~1

'0;( ~Ni7 IIJ).2:>D

~? D N IJ.:J i71 _ i?~?)

: (7

I) i7 > :; 17)

I>nl.>n ,lb •. . IJ), :
It is not necessary (that) we should answer you,
for our God, whom we are serving
(as in the biblical passage:
"cleaving and shattering on the
land") is able to save us from
the furnace of fire, also from
your hand if it should please him,
and behold if he should not save
us, be it known to you ...

Ibn Ezra here comments on verses 16-18 (in the main)
by paraphrasing and commenting at one time.
rightly translates by r::>''''~ ,>(~.

rnwn

~) he

From '.:>in line 2 until the

end of the comment with the exception of the first four words
of line 3 Ibn Ezra gives his paraphrase of verses 17 and 18.
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Those four words in line 3 cite a line from Psalm 141.7.
The purpose of the quotation is to show a usage in Hebrew
of 'the cognate participle to the Aramaic

/'nS~ in verse 17.

These words should be treated as parenthetical to the sense
of the rest of the comment.

Verse 17, as will be seen in

due course, is a very different verse.

It includes some

kind of doubt as to God's power or his ability to save.

Ibn

Ezra has recognized that contingency, but has transferred it
from the realm of God's power to the realm of God's will.
,,92
"God will save us if it pleases him to do so.

From the

last word in line 4 to the end picks up the meaning of verse
18.

Ibn Ezra ends his comment with an incomplete thought.

He evidently intended the reader to pick up the Aramaic
verse and carry it to the conclusion.
IBN YACHYA:
/,U)IJ)I (7 I.J)?

f'll

'9$).:J

I'~ p$~.

n..,'lJ 7...:1.>(DiI)

S)

'") ..':17' ;70 i7:J.IIi>J7

itO ;7IPYOi7

I' (DIJ)I n IJ~ t)t

7

:i?::J.1 Ill]) , q

~

T/~ i7'i7 N?

p""

nD~ I';)~I

pn

l'OIDi7

/:J}CPI7 7Ji7f

I~J":)/.:lJ
"i?'/n]'JlJ)i}

IJ-;...:l.~.:l 1::1 7:l

') ~ U) 1) I

po.:z. .:z. ' (J) it ~

And they replied to him, "'We do
not take thought to answer concerning this," that is, according
to , the statute an answer to the
words of Nebuchadnezzar from
them was unnecessary, only the
act of prostration (was required).
Therefore they said,
"We do not take thought in the
matter, because of the fact that
we transgress the moral law to
answer in a place where an
answer is not necessary (OR:
required) .

Note the abbreviation
stands for

S,

in the text which probably

It is not clear from the printing
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whether

)""1,

) I, or

S, is

to be read.

The presen t trans-

lation uses what seemed to be the most appropriate meaning
in the context.

L'Empereur translates with hoc s ibi volunt.

Ibn Yachya, like Rashi bef ore him, uses the term
transla te the less familiar Aramaic word

0~n

rnwn. 93

to
Ibn

Yachya says that the reason why the youths do not have to
consider answering is that the statute which was promulgated by Nebuchadnezzar was:
When you hear the sound of the horn, pipe, lyr~,
trigon, hard, bagpipe, and every kind of music,
you are to fall down and worship the golden image
that King Nebuchadnezzar has set up.9~
The statute did not require people to answer, but rather to
prostrate themselves and that alone.

The youths either say

or think that they would be going beyond what was laid out
in the statute if they were to answer.

In this case any

charge of flippancy against the three confessors is countered, although Ibn Yachya makes no attempt to explain why
Nebuchadnezzar should be called by name in this verse.

In

the biblical text which accompanies Ibn Yachya's paraphrase
Nebuchadnezzar's name is

spelled)~-;~/~J

ment or paraphrase proper it is spelled

while in the comJ~::J7~I.1.J.

The

reason for this is probably that the text and the comment
did not originally belong together.

Verse 17:

N~'IJ

/'/J/!y

95

II? ~~J)~...:lY'~? >.;>~ 1)1!.?~ >?~'1J~
:

..:l)!~~ ~~~Q

)?

~Jill1: ).n)~ IT?

7P;

JC?i

~1Jrf?2
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INTRODUCTION:
Theologically speaking this is one of the most difficult verses in Daniel.

The difficulty comes in translating

the first half of the verse.

In light of this difficulty it

is interesting that Rashi does not deal with the problem at
all.

It is important to discover just what the problem of

this verse is so that the treatment of it by the three rabbis
can become clearer.
The crux of the problem is the translation of the two
words )JPAl/i> and the syntactic connection of these words wi th
the rest of the sentence.

The problem is shown at a glance

by looking at the Revised Standard Version.
finds:

In the text one

"If it be so, our God whom we serve is able to de-

liver us from the burning fiery furnace; and he will deliver
us ' out of your hand, 0 King."
readings:

The margin has two alternate

(1) tfBehold, our God whom we serve, etc.," (2)

"If our God is able to deliver us, he will deliver us from
the burning fiery furnace and out of your hand, 0 King."
The Authorized Version is the same as the RSV text.

The New

English Bible reads "If there is a God who is able to save
us from the blazing furnace, it is our God whom we serve, and
he will save us from your power, 0 King."
sion reads the same as both AV and RSV.

The Revised VerThe Jerusalem

Bible has essentially the same translation as the second
alternative from the RSV margin.
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The word

>jp,l.( is related to the Hebrew WJ

•

It is

found in more or less analogous form in most of the Aramaic
·
d l.alects.

96

The word is found seventeen times in the Old

Testament, fifteen times in Daniel and twice in Ezra.

What-

ever the origin of the term in Biblical Aramaic 97 i~ can
either mean "there is,ft or with ~? "there is not" (equivalent to Hebrew

I )rr

II

).98

The t e rm c an tak e p r onom~n
; al suf

fixes and act a s a copula.
.
99
emp h asl.s.
/1)(71 i?~

r-u.:t

This usage wa s origina lly for

Examples of the former usage can be seen in

).J7 'R

I I 1. 12; '-'1' JPH q )'I D~T7::l )?$ I I. 30. 100

Example s of

the copular use with pronominal suffix and participle 101 are
found in J)n~t)XJ)JP1r'H77''iI~~/~ 111.18; ):1]7:111",/) ~i7'::> rp),I(~Ir.26;

J>n~~

JI:»JP)l

A'~ 111.14; and

'jl'JlW)/$ N,UP

DY

.I

,

7S;,/")

/,11,,0 '; 11.11. 102

Two clear usages emerge, the one denoting existence
which is (with the possible exception of the present verse)
found unattached to either a participle or a pronominal suffix.

The other usage, used perhaps for emphasis, as part

of a compound tense can be seen as a way of inflecting a
participle as to person. 103
There are three examples of clauses which contain
'II')?

and begin wi th the particle

Old Testament (Daniel 111.15,17;

J/1 , "if, whether," in the

Ezra 5.17).

Of these

three two are without suffix and participle (III.17; Ezra
5.17b) and one is with these elements (111.15).
first examine Ezra 5.17.

Let us
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T)

~tJ)I"»":)

7'

,l.l'j')S~

JP.:l. NJ.:1.O'l

71,Y() VIti>

~~So \J)""~

JO

'7 )J1)?

Iii

The phrase above is the salient one of the verse and the
present concern focuses on only its beginning words.

The AV

and the RV translate "whether it is so," and Rosenthal translates it "it is (a fact)

that.,,104

Rosenthal discusses the

phrase under the heading of Subordinating Conjunctions. 105
The word

)~)X

fulfills the function of the subordinating con-

junction in the present context.
is "it is so" (or "a fact").
verse is given in the words

What'J7'A'

/17

then means here

The ent ire prota si s
\JP~

Ii?

read 111.17 in this same sense. 106

0

f the

C. C. Torrey wants to
On the surface this is

a cogent suggestion for 111.17 and Ezra 5.17 constitute the
two instances in Biblical Aramaic where

)~)~

occurs without

a pronominal suffix or participle and with an introductory

In.

Should not the two be translated in like manner?
The second instance of

in III. 15.

)~)A'

in connection with

is

This occurrence is linked to a pronominal suffix

and what is most probably a verbally derived adjective,

,)~~,

I',) )JP~ Ii?)

ready

and )J»)? itself ac ts as a copula, "if you are (
( -PJ1 ~ ) • "

The difference in form between the bare

I 11.17 and

1'~'.SlI~

in

here makes the two ver ses incomparable.

111.17 is in many ways unique.
occurs in a verse which begins with
fixed )J1l,\>.

'JP~

In

The

\JP~

construction

followed by an unsuf-

More to this, however, there is a participle

later in the sentence to which

IJ)I>(

could be attached (

),:)').
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The translation of the sentence, if
is:

IJ)J)l

S;»

be linke d,

"If our God whom we serve is able to deliver us, he will

deliver us from the furnace of blazing
hand, 0 King.,,107
fold.

and

fi~e

and from your

The problem with this reading is two-

First, there is a theological problem that ari s es

from indicating doubt about the ability of God to effect a
rescue of the three confessors.

Second, there is a s yn-

tactic problem that in all other occurrences of the con~~J~

struction

plus participle, the two words occur togeth-

ere

In the verse under consideration the phrase

I 'nS!)

>Df7))?

intervenes between the participle and

)J"J)

~ .1'08

Either the verse is to be translated differently or the
construction which occurs here is unique in Biblical Aramaic.
The present author is able to find but one example
in the Aramaic Papyri of the word

'ft)~

used with a parti-

ciple in which the two words are separated.
strange construction in
participle (either
it by a noun. 109

A~i~ar

n'il.JJHJ or

This is a very

159 where 'P'N follows a

iJri/7J)

D)

and is separa ted from

One could say that the participle and ~I~

can be separated, although from the available data this is
not common.

It must be added that there are twenty-one sure

instances (and four conjectural ones) in the Aramaic Papyri
where )j'»))?designates "existence," i.e. "there is (not)."
Some of these occurrences are equivalent to Hebrew posses-
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sion in point of time using t.P or }')( plus

? wi th

pronominal

suffixes.
The question that is of paramount importance is, of
course, how >JP>? /" is to be understood in 111.17.
sions have unanimously understood the Aramaic
alent to a Hebrew

The ver-

/"to be equiv-

j):riJ, "behold, If or an Aramaic '1, "for. tt

This is most likely for theological reasons.

Charles be-

lieves that the MT is corrupt here, and he prefers to follow
the versions.

He reconstructs the original Aramaic of the

first part of the verse as follows:
s~)

()."

,

fnSo ;.l;H1::J~

'/

i7Sr? )J»~'-'

which follows Theodotion almost exactly

(t.rJ'TlV Y~e

As both Charles and Prince point out in their commentaries, the massoretic punctuation indicates a reading of,
"if our God, whom we are worshipping, exists, he is able ...
e t c.

,,112
.

If the reading posited above by Bevan, Montgomery,

and others be discarded because of its theological offensiveness, how much quicker is this to be thrown away.
unthinkable on the lips of faithful Jews.
reading is philologically possible.

It is

However, either

The problem of the con-

nection with the participle is not insurmountable,1l3 but
theologically both readings are offensive.

Surely this

theological offensiveness explains the deviation of the versions and following them the early commentators.

This is as

good a supposition, perhaps better, than Charles' view of a
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different Aramaic text.

But even if Charles' solution is

not followed he is right in suggesting that,

1f • • •

3.17 should

explain 3.16 while answering 3.15.,,114
Do either of the above outlined attempts at transI~'

lation (both of which recognize the lexical fact of

as

equal to "if") explain verse 16 and answer verse IS?
Charles thinks that in order to explain verse 16, verse 17
should begin wi th "for'" (Vulga te, enim, LXX, Theodotion

Yde ) .

It is certainly to be admitted that beginning an explanation wi th "for" is much smoother than beginning one wi th
"if."

The fact remains that Aramaic

/17

means "if," and

there is not a shred of textual evidence (exclusive of the
versions) which supports an emendation to
suggests.

'7

as Charles

In a sense the statement of the three confessors,

stating that they do not have to give answer to the king is
explained by verse 17.

If our God ... is able to save us •••

he will (or, if our God exists ... he will save us).

There is

no need to answer because the outcome will show that the
young men are right.
Of the two translations posited above, the solution
of Montgomery, Bevan, and others surely answers the question
put in verse 15:
my hands?"

"Who is the god who shall deliver you from

The young men are answering, placing their trust

in the ability of their God to deliver them from disaster.

If it is true that God can deliver them from the king's
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power (as they believe he can), then he will do so and
there is no need to defend their actions before the king.
In the end result the translation of the NEB is not far
off the mark:

"If there is a God who is able to save us

from the blazing furnace, it is our God whom we serve, and
"
w11l
save us f rom your

he

p~wer,

0 K"1ng.

,,115

RASHI:

?I:;)
'1J7~

• >?.:J17 /.:2'ftV7

ID : i?/~

.~) 'f1J);' ~:;)S 0
:

(p~)

$':>0

77>

7' ::J0)

J:JS)~;-/}

/0/ .>iJ/J

71) 1°1, 1lJ)~i7 /D

XJ}l/.:J.'fIU~

$.,:),:

Able to save us
from a 11 trouble. /DI ~,IJ 11J7~
::1.! '1'0) X':>~D 17) :
He wi 11 save us)
from the furnace and from your
hand.

10

Rashi comments on the second half of this verse.

He

says absolutely nothing about the difficulty in the verse.
The two phrases which he has chosen to explain he does little
more than paraphrase.

It is important that both of these

instances affirm positively that God is able to save.

This

Rashi does to counteract the fact that the verse throws
doubt as to this ability.

The reason why Rashi refrains

from direct comment here is surely the theological offense
of translating

Ii?

is what J~ meant.

as "if" and the sure knowledge that this
Rashi escapes anything which would even

border on unorthodoxy not by escaping into midrashic exegesis, but by silence.

It was seen in the last chapter that

the LXX escaped the theological problem here by paraphrase.
Rashi escaped it by simply saying nothing.
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(IBN EZRA DOES NOT COMMENT ON THIS VERSE)
IBN YACHYA:

I~) i7lfI
"j) If::l. _ 1)) >? _v I Di./J )r/t 27 )(> iI
___.• ) , ~ ) ~ 7 1)( 17) D I it I,) S' ~) .
.-

101

j> IV n

I J J I ':1.")

) 1.:J.j) J _ .'Wt>!. Ill> 't( 17

>.) J) ON

Ff

~J::J.nil ID IJ)'~i7) :n7J:J) I~ 1.1)'
- )~D J.J») i7 ~[l) OJ • ,-y /.:1.. lJ)? I

• »~i77 _. ~~/!._ T0 E)lJ)O

Abbreviation:

IJ9IN .

And this is the reason that our
will is tranquil (i.e. we are
content) not to iisten to you in
this matter: God will save us
from your hand or he will n ot .
Behold it is true that the God
whom we serve has the ability to
save us from the furnace and
burning fire, and fr om your
hand, that is, from all your
kinds of judgments, he is able
to save.

101 pl)i? = )1/UI P(i)i?

Note the differ-

once between the text of Ibn Yachya and Bffi<.7.
prints ~..'JJ1) .:J.1f0? wh il e the latter ha s )(:::JJl/~V 'u) ~.

The former
It is dif-

ficu1t to tell whether or not this is to be read as more
than a spelling error on the part of the compiler of Ibn
Yachya's text (perhaps LIEmpereur).

Since it ha s already

been seen that Ibn Yachya knew that Aramaic

/i? mea ns "if"

(verse 15), it is interesting that he here transla tes it

i'1/1f', "behold. 11

In transla ting so Ibn Yachya agrees wi th

the Vulgate's translation although there i s , of course, no
question of d e pendence here .

The "if-clau se " is exege ted to

mean tha t Ilei ther God will sa ve u s or he will not, it depends upon his will ."
dering of the Aramaic

Line 3 commences Ibn Yachya's renver ~e

into He brew.

It i s a fairly

accurate tran slation except for the first few wo rd s .
reason for this change in the tran s l at ion of

The

I~ bet we~ n

the
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present verse and verse 15 is obviously that Ibn Yachya
found the possible suggestion of God's inability to save
or even questioning his very existence highly repugnant.
It seems that Ibn Yachya here combines two different interpretations of this very difficult verse.
rightly interprets

Jii as

One of these

"if," but makes the first clause

a statement abput God's will rather than about his abilThe other seems to be the method used by the ver-

ity.116

sions, tha t is, taking

} i') as 'tbehold" and . making an "if-

clause" into an affirmation.

~~?Q ~~ ~.!~? Y"7~ ~) IV!
: '~. ~-? N~ ~'?)/?~ '-:; ~-t~1

Verse 18:
RASHI:

:7) )

r

10n) )l7

J i? ';

)J) -,)

';7

LJ)(I.)b /111
I J ' ~ I rl ) :stll

A'I'S 1""

~

And if he shou ld not
be pleased to save our bodies,
ftbe it known to you ••. "

The point that Rashi makes here is that the

~~ 1;71 in-

dicates God's will to save or not to save, not his ability to
do so.

By this statement Rashi implies that verse 17 is also

discussing God's will and not his ability.
been followed by some modern exegetes.

This solution has

C. F. Keil stated

over a century ago that " ?'~) (v. 17) shows the ethical abil~

i.e., the ability limited by the divine holiness and

righteousness, not the omnipotence of God as such.,,117

After

the statement on God's will Rashi simply gives the reader an
Aramaic quotation from the verse which, assumedly, means
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simply that he wishes the reader to read the rest of the
verse as it stands without the need of comment.

Ibn Ezra

does much the same thing in his comment on verse 16 except
that there Ibn Ezra translates 7~ ~In) j)'-P into Hebrew.
(IBN EZRA DOES NOT COMMENT ON THIS VERSE)
IBN YACHYA:

7~

,I

)~) N~

)1'7

o?~7

~7

.::zjJ,J

':J

And behold, although he may not
save (us), know for yourself
that we will not serve your gods
and we will not prostrate ourselves to the image which you
have set up.

;?Ji7/

7) 77'1)/1

:n 10' /';)i7

: 11' nJlIPJ N)

~~

J0~

,,:)

::L1)i( ,

The translation into Hebrew is not inaccurate even
though Ibn Yachya translates

IV

by

~Jn.

The same feeling is

given as in the Aramaic original; that God's saving them is
not the precondition of their obeying Nebuchadnezzar's
order.

They will not obey that order even if God chooses to

let them die.

This is a great statement of faith in God even

in Ibn Yachya's somewhat diluted translation.
ethical dative
masculine,

and~'O)p~

sing~lar,

The

lS

is an

is to be parsed as second person,

perfect from

VIp, with the

0

connecting

vowel written by means of a vowel letter, i.e. ~lO)p~.l18

IV.28-34

')~~1-2'i21 r""?'?~ ~i ~~t ><;~}9 ~~ ~f~Q 'D~rz ~-!lJ9""i~

Verse 28:
RASHI:

: ~~Q J1;~ ~~'/~?9 ~~~Q

17 7 Y • )<::J ~ 0 V 1..9.::1 >?J7)O

:7

JD /7")0

71.Y

.7JD

1:J 0

.Jl/:Y .~:>So T:J I 'J.:l XJ'! So, I ~ :

k~ngdom)

( your
has departed from you.
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The transla tion of

j1/~

by j)')b is an apt one.

ica lly 110 has the meaning of "to turn away. 11

Ba s-

It takes on

the meaning of "to come to an end" in Biblical Hebrew passages such as Amos 6.7 and Isaiah 11.13. 119

The context of

Rashi's comment allows this kind of meaning here as well.
~7:J

The word

"to pass on, by, away" is found in Biblical Heb-

rew as a rare word occurring once in Job 28.8 and once in
Proverbs 25.20.

120

Biblical Aramaic has the word occurring

nine times with the meaning "to pass on, away" (peal), "to
~J::;

take away, remove" (haphel).

One finds

translation of the Hebrew

in the Targums.

)~

as a frequent
121

IBN EZRA:
»

.J77~
I'J7.Y ';)~-2Wi7 1))( 51,:)77 J7:J7
I)? V':YI..21J) DJD' 7J;.( 'V/7 ilD

}'>? l'S:jD -;')1-2.::;1

";7j 0

V'O' JlPI7?1 D):J0 IA> VJt.J)7n
")/.::l.Y.:J.

I'JIiUJ

1'':>.1

r~

1):-; /.::l.W I ~

i?)-,~/J) '7?~ :J./.J7=>U)

D'(U7n IlJl(j) JO~ 1'~:/J71 i}::J.")

p1'

1.I1~-' '!)7'
~S.Y) 7t?/ , III ::1),9/ r-Y'7~1
10:> TJ':JW TJ"'i)i,)

7lDi).:L .:lW

pI

.:l.JJ7:>

-'~.J"7:>/:Z:Jtb 7.:1.)) oS

",\1

'':> 'i7:2p.1

Or

J~"

.:2-wy '::>,v)/ .ll/'T7i7 '7):; }'')u>'U)
)"on~.J")n .=L:J.$( Dj,lt:)1 7li71D:>
,;?OIiXJ i)

n::;? )(' ill

'J7~'

~7~:
It has departed and disappeared from upon you.
And I
do not have the knowledge to know
whether the seven times are days,
weeks, months or years; but
there is not enough time for it
to be days or weeks, according
to what is written, "until his
hairs grew long like eagle
feathers." Now the Gaon has said
that they are months or, in his
opinion, years, just as "the
time, two times and a half a
time" (are years). One does not
know whether Nebuchadnezzar
changed into a male or a female
beast for nothing is written except that his dwelling was with
the beasts and he ate grass like
them. And the sense of Hand the
heart of a beastft is that he was
a madman. This is the same as
the perception of the soul.
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') N (j)J I

ifJ II nir..:l )O~ W i71f
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7'4 i71
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)~17 7)0
7)'..2/

~.Y.)
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J?1:2; 7)'Jl.U

)<Ji7I

7J 1/:J111 7J17/QJ 1'7>1
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11ft:JJ

7).2>r

~Sl ]1 III ~~ ,)ll )/.:>N7
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7T7)(

UY 'j/' III • .Yill1CiYi71 1J7J1i

~~ 7~/i7

1»);:'/

\'j)/ .,

01) ID)?]

),:) 1'J7I..:I>?D n?.:J.1

S), >?i7

)J~I \)~

"N5

i7J~ )?$,

I'),\J 1/;::J.71

Dn7

D.Y D).:::LU>Y /) IJ17:::J1

n?.:J, ii~I$i7 \~n:u )::>~/

And behold when the wisdom of the
soul turned aside (OR: came to an
end) his heart turned and remained the heart of a beast. And
the evidence which he gives in
the end concerning all this (is),
"I lifted up my eyes to heaven
and my reason returned to me."
Now I have seen a member of our
company, true of s pirit, (who)
told me that he was on a certain island called Sardinia and
behold a certain gentile went
our and absconded from his
fathers; for he had lost his
mind and gone mad, and he lived
(literally:
was) with the
animals (literally: deer) many
years and he went on his hands
and feet like them. Now behold the king went to hunt
provisions and he took many
animals. And the gentile who
was considered as mad was taken
for an animal and his fathers
came and they recognized him and
spoke to him, but he did not
answer.
And they put bread to
eat and wine to drink before him,
but he did not want them.
Then
they gave him grasses with the
animals and he ate it. And at
midnight he escaped to the deer
of the field.

Ibn Ezra translates ;;7Y by the Hebrew
Rashi did.

II~just

as

To the comments already made concerning this

translation just above may be added that by the mishnaic
period the cognate Hebrew verb was used only in the hophal
conjugation. 122

The most likely reason why neither Ibn Ezra

nor Rashi simply used the Hebrew cogna te verb

Vi.;}

to trans-

late the Aramaic is that the former was always a rare word
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in Hebrew.

A rare word needs clarification and it would be

easier to use a more common word right off rather than a rare
word with a detailed explanation.
Ibn Ezra confesses that he does not know the precise
meaning of
"time."

I':Y.

Generally, of course, the word simply means

He refers to the Gaon, presumably Saadia, who

thought that is more likely that years are meant.

The opin-

ion of Ibn Ezra is that Nebuchadnezzarrs form was not changed, only his mind. 123
the phrase

In discussing this point he explains

Npn ..::l..::::J.S, from verse 13 as referring to the fact

that Nebuchadnezzar became a madman. 124
the somewhat obscure clauses in lines

There then follows

14-16~

It is perhaps best
explained by reference to the three-fold soul doctrine of
medieval Jewish philosophy.

One of the three, the rational

soul, was held to be responsible for discursive knowledge,
both practical and theoretical.

The other two souls were the

vegetative which was held responsible for nourishment,
growth, and generation; and the animal, responsible "for a
type of instinctive intelligence known as estimation, as well
as for locomotion and sensory perception.,,125

It could be

argued that what Nebuchadnezzar turned from ( 11~) was his
rational soul.

This would leave him with only his animal

and vegetative souls and put him on a level with the animals.
In the present case the words

~~7

and

~D~~

are practical
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synonyms.

It should be repeated that in all this Ibn Ezra

is attempting a psychological explanation of the king's madness rather than a merely physical one.
In this psychological explanation of Nebuchadnezzar's
illness Ibn Ezra was following the tradition of the Midrash
Esther Rabbah I.8.

In its final written form the Midrash

Esther Rabbah is a product of the fifth or sixth centuries
" 1 ml"d ras h . 126
Ao and 1S an exeget1ca

There are other mid-

rashic sources, however, which disagree with Esther Rabbah
and Ibn Ezra and state that Nebuchadnezzar's madness was
physical; that he actually took on the form of a beast:

"As

far down as his navel he had the appearance of an ox, the
lower part of his body resembled that of a lion. rr127
There then follows an illustration of the kind of
madness from which Nebuchadnezzar suffered.

Ibn Ezra had

heard from a trustworthy colleague of a similar case wherein
a man lost his mind and wandered about with animals; eating
and drinking like them.

The modern psychological term for

the king's malady is boanthropy, in which the patient thinks
himself to be a bull or a cow.

Following Ibn Ezra's example

of giving an illustrative example is the modern case of
deviant behavior related by R. K. Harrison in his Introduction
to the Old Testament. 128

As far as the transla tion of ))N

is concerned, the lexica and dictionaries give either "deer,"
or "ram" as the translation. 129

I have chosen the more
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general term "animal" to translate the word.
Ibn Ezra has mentioned several other verses in his
comment to verse 28 and so does not include any comment at
all on verses 29-33 (at least directly).

He most probably

felt that these verses had been sufficiently explained by
this and previous comments.

There is a good deal of repe-

tition in verses 29 ff.
IBN YACHYA:

-75Di7

7)

~:S)

'00

IJD~'

':J.7 i7W 7/.)..::1./

D'O{J)'iI

F )'p )~J

Jl/::» Oi7 I':$:J -'::;/~.J rIO>?

: lOD '") -:JJ "

While the utterance was still
going out from the king's mouth,
a voice fell from the heavens
saying, "To you it is said, 0
Nebuchadnezzar, the kingdom
has been taken from you.

Other than the spelling of Nebuchadnezzar's name as
two words Ibn Yachya's biblical text is free from difficulties.

He translates ~.nSo literally by,:J.7iJ.

Ibn Yachya

adds a verb to what is in the Aramaic a nominal clause.
verb

~~)

is natural enough to use.

The same phrase

The

~~~iJ

rO~)~a ~~) is found in Esther 7.8 (of the king and Haman).
Notice that the verb

~9J stands first in its clause in the

commentary while it stands last in its clause in the Aramaic
text.

This simply reflects normal (classical) Hebrew word

order as opposed to, if not normal, then very common Aramaic
word order.

130

The Hebrew text starts direct discourse immediately
after the verb

S~J,

but' Ibn Yachya, recognizing tha t

unClear, adds 11~~to introduce the direct discourse.

this is
The
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IIQlI'~ may be here transla ted by quota tion marks,

.
l.S
sal.. d ••. etc. ,,131

"To you it

rIO),! is in both Aramaic and Hebrew a

masculine plural participle used impersonally, "it is said."
As J. G. Williams has pointed out,

this construction is u s ed

often, " ..• where an intrusion of either higher or super. apparent. ,,132
natural powers l.S

.
.
To borrow S tl.nesprl.ng's

term concerning the Biblical Aramaic infinitive with a passive meaning, this participial construction can also be
called the "hidden third-person-plural indefinite.,,133

One

supposes the analogy posited by Stinespring to be adequate
here as well; "Since the third-person-plural active indefini te of the fini te verb forms was a common .way of expressing the passive voice in Biblical Aramaic ••. this method was
also used by the infinitive, the only difference being that
the infinitive by nature cannot be inflected for person and
number and therefore the fact that the form is third person
in thought is only implicit and does not appear to the
eye.,,134

The case of the participle is not quite so dif-

ficult as that for the infinitive because the
be inflected for gender and number.
"third-person impersonal"

p~rticiple

can

This means that the

nature of the participle is not

quite as hidden nor dependent on the context as that of the
infinitive.

Montgomery recognizes the passive or impersonal

use of the participle when in IV . .22 he comments tha t
an "impers(onal) use of the 3d pers(on) pl(ural).,,135

rl)~

is
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In Biblical Hebrew the construction is seen in such
passages as Jeremiah 38.23; Isaiah 32.12; and Nehemiah 6.
10. 136

More importantly the construc~ion is found in post-

biblical times.
4.8,

J' ~>a 0,

I7 J :i

For example, see Aboth 4.7,

IJOO I''yJ~J,

or

"they punish him openly," they grant him

the faculty (to learn).tr 137

Ibn Yachya's construction here

is probably best taken as the impersonal 'tthey say"
sagt) or simply "it is said."

(~

L'Empereur takes it as "they

say," dicunt.
~1~

The Aramaic verb

is an active verb (a peal).

It

is possible that Koehler-Baumgartner is right when it states
that the form here means "weggehen

= genommen

werden," in

other words, a passive sense given to an active verb.
kingship has gone out from you ft
away from you. ,,138
a passive.

= "Your

kingship is taken

Ibn Yachya certainly understands

The form

1~/~

"Your

J)i:lJ

is either a hophal or a pual.

it is the former it is from the root

"').:J.J

as

If

which means Uto be

estranged, alienated; to deny; to hand over (to a stranger).,,139

The problem here is that no hophal form for this

verb is attested in BDB, KB, Jastrow, or Alcalay, with the
required meaning.

If, as is more likely, the verb is a

pua 1 it is from a root IJ"

meaning "to trouble, do an in-

jury, deal

ha~shly;

self.,,140

It is likely that the two roots are semantically

related.

(another meaning) to estrange one-

Whichever is chosen the important thing to note is
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that the form in Ibn Yachya's commentary is a passive form.

Verse 29:
RASHI:

1'11<9:
Phraseology (wh;ich indicates) expulsion.

Rashi has simply traded an Aramaic word for a Hebrew
synonym.

He has been careful to find a word which is plural

like the Aramaic original.

1)tJ)\/'ri is always plural.

ply means "sending off, expulsion. ,,141
1>IV'J)~may

It sim-

The two words

/I IV'

be in a construct-genitive relationship here.

IBN YACHYA:

Djl JIWJiP 7»W.1>?77 1:::xl(J /01
..:z.tD:J1 1170 iJ)~) /}7~i) }11)n
D)J1~ i7~..:J..lj)1 ll~~;)>» D'""),IQ.:)

7

::i7J7 IU>~ ' ,::i T~Y J"').:l.lP

TJ ) lD~ R iI /J => ~ D.:J..

I" >.Y i7

ICilN...J )(,;, IJJJP

1n ::>:J.

7..l..J.

",I

SIl> (I)

r e>n) llJ»ln ,
J

1> )..:u (L) j)JI,Il J> .J.. IJJn

: 1))',;) ~ D ~ .}1?)(!)I1) I -11:::z.::h

And they shall drive (you) from
the dwelling place of men and
with the beasts of the field
your dwelling shall be. And
they will cause you to eax grass
like oxen and seven times will
pass over you until you become
aware that the Most High is
powerful in the kingdom of men
and he gives it to whomever he
will. And (it is) not as you
thought--you who built Babylon
by your own power for the glory
and splendor of your kingdom.

There is very little upon which to comment in lines
1-6.

It can be seen tha t Ibn Yachya takes

personal "they drive" or 1fthey will drive."

r''')~

as an im-

Since Ibn Yachya

translates with an imperfect, the latter translation is more
likely.142

The rest of the Aramaic verse is translated

quite literally into Hebrew.

The literalness of the trans-
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Il,Y

lation is seen in the refusal to translate
)"7".lItr~mslated

)l!)(,~.

as

a comment to his Hebrew translation.
)1.::J.wn ")\j)>?,:)

nezzar's statement in verse 27.
made clear by the commen t.

U).:J/i) ,

by

Ibn Yachya uses the same root to

discuss /I\.D as Rashi did above ( l.Vl'J).

in line 6 wi th the words

as

Ibn Yachya does add
This comment commences

k)' and refers to Nebuchad-

The lesson of the story is

"God has buil t your kingdom not

you!"

Verse 30:
RASHI:

s~)(.~ I)?in y N~'lf~! 1'1<; ~tN~JqJ ")~?1;?J.l? ~~ J7~~

: J,5y ;7J?~"':)

/)"I)'f;;/7 • .Jl~()

I' ') 0J:J i7"1~W : i7) [)I;Y .170W;!
n ) .., lJ).J ) SJ:::>::> I'n Jl Y u> .,7 -2 ")
'17/"191(21 : 191ri
-

"'.r19

~~~~ 7)~

. : /,7f?:tf '.;:>h~l:'>: i1~? I'~tf:]f ;;7:?~~ '7'~ ~~<f~~ ';:19~;; ~!QCf ~~f?/

).:J )y 1~17,;?

: ")/.!)~.:J ".JJ9)~1

./'')£>~.)

J1!)~:
The edict was fulfilled
against him.
IJ Owri:
His person. ;J:J.' /1')U)J.:) l'U1YW:
His hairs
grew great like eagle's wingfeathers, over his whole body.
P')~~~ lil/lS>t.:)I:
And his nails
(became) like (the claws of) a
bird.

Rashi interprets four words or phrases here by their
Hebrew counterparts.

The verb ~flS~

is in Daniel XI. 36: V::J'f
accompli shed, ,,143

1>1:;) '7::;,

is used here much as it

"ti 11 the indigna tion is

or II Chronicles 36.22:

11m) 1.:1.,

J)/7::»,

"that the word of the LORD might be accomplished.,,144
~/)'f~

The

is the declaration of judgment which God had declared

in Nebuchadnezzar' s dream.

It is equal to

70Ut«y~ >.cU"l5E.'0110't.(LXX IV.20) and it is the

I

K~'0"15

TOL>

GtoU

i),,)'fri(the cognate

Aramaic ~ord) which God has decreed against the king (MT IV.
21) .

The word

{J.:J

usually means "wing," but can mean "wing-
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feathers" in later Hebrew.

145

The word is used in a context

of hair growing long like something which an eagle possesses.
Rashi simply makes explicit what is implicit 1n the MT.

In

this he was doing nothing new since the LXX had supplied the
word rrn;,ur£s at verse 30b.

Since Rashi wrote his comments

the AV, RV, RSV, and the Jerusalem Bible have all supplied
the word "feathers" and the NEB has supplied the word
Note the difference in ~l?~")9~ and

"hair."

J9~),19::f.

Rashi has used cognate words for both, but the initial
the former pair goes back to a proto-Semitic
as the initial

~of

*~

(~,

~)

~

of

where-

the second pair is a pure proto-Semitic

s . 146

•

IBN · YACHYA :
1.:J.7,7 /}~.:) ~Ji)H i?~W~(
,::>WOO/ ,")~~.J':>I.:::U ,~ ':J1j:/i?I
D')/~

I £>/~

r

.:J.IUY 1 1J),Iri D'WJ.>ri7

)"'01 )::>tf

n"'.J T)'Dti);")

J1~/.J1 . I~IJ).) 7'7~
.t)\'")9::Ci'> 'J-'/E)~':>

lDI1.J'
Jl/O.i1.2.i7

n.lJU)u)

I'~!i)~1

7Y

11'JW.J~

~(j)I::J)(i? /):JU)7.::J.N'~

'=>1)( .:J./)~/ ~,~

::J.i?~ IIJ)~ J1T1]7

-".}I.:J.

.TJi70':J j'}/)7iJl

O)SU)iI I~~ I.J;:'WO r:>IJ)i7~
ltU/.::J..)::l

W.J.?

J71)(~

C;XJ.~)7/))1 :f'~i?

770

/1) ,:;)

i7/H~D

And at that time the word
(speech) left off and it happened to Nebuchadnezzar, and he
was expelled from human habitation and he ate grass like oxen
and his body was washed with the
dew of heaven until his hair
grew long like the feathers and
the plumage of eagles, and his
nails (became) like a bird's
claws.
For his human mind was
lost and he was turned into a
wild beast. He loved the food
of animals and his habitation
was with them.
(This was) because he had desired to make his
dwelling in the dwelling of the
Most High Ruler and to clothe in
garments made from pride.
(For
it is written,) "the LORD reigns,
he wears glory,"

379

1111 ~SD 171>1)1 ill?r:/i7 09WD /)/
: )n':fJI

v)J::J

])I':::/)D

and to him belongs jUdgment
of the haughty, (for) his kingdom is to be an eternal and
perpetual kingdom.

This translation is richly mixed with comment.

The

translation is fairly literal through the end of line 6.
The only addi tion in these lines
line 4, and

>}")I!)Y..::>,

.n~I.:JI,

"and feathers," in

"like the claws of" in line 6.
~~~

first of these words simply clarifies the word
most usually means "hair" rather than feathers.
of a bird" consists in feathers.

':J119~.:J

inserted to make the text easier to read.
one has to translate

·'J,,)'9~~

The
which

The "hair

is merely a word
In the Aramaic

as "like those of birds, n where-

as Ibn Yachya makes "those of" explicit, "his nails became
like claws of the birds."
ments.

Lines 7 and following are com-

The first comment reflects what was stated in the

original version of the sentence on the king in IV.13

itt..,

.:1i? 'J'p

111'n

;J.:J.~I

/1]11»

(H~~)

~IV/J;( /0), but has not been repea ted in

the Aramaic in either verse 22 or here.

This phrase is

given in the repetition of this judgment cited by Daniel in
Ibn Yachya includes the phrase here
presumably because he wants to make sure that "all this came
upon king Nebuchadnezzar" (verse 25).

The word

.:l..;"~

in line 8

indicates that the king actually wanted to eat with the animals.
place.

The word

fl'O~~~is

to be construed as an accusative of

It is possible that the expected form

)110;7.:3..;}

was not

380
used "to avoid the combination of

/..:l....:z

:

'

,,147 and because

of the closely following

D::Y.

line 8 is to be pointed

~~i~, a masculine noun meaning

Iff 00 d . ,,148

It is likely tha t

)::>IX in

The noun is in the construct state wi th

in the genitive case.

The meaning of

"he liked the food of the animals."

j1ID,?.:J.#?

;?':V~.I is then

JJIOi7.:l.i7}::JIA>

The fact that Nebuchad-

nezzar's dwelling is with the beasts is stated for the first
time in the biblical text at verse 20,

'Hj»n ~?::l.J1I)nDYI.

The

Aramaic text does not include the phrase here, but did have
the salient facts stated in the last verse. 149

Ibn Yachya

repeats the phrase here for the same reason he repeated the
phrase just above.
Line 9, starting wi th the words

"CJ)~

rU1J"t gives the rea-

son why the king was demoted from the human realm into that
of the animals.

ilPN ]1nn

means "because of" or "for the rea-

son that, ,,150 which is how L'Empereur translates it (quia). ·
The charge against Nebuchadnezzar here is basically the same
as against Belshazzar in V.23, "you have lifted yourself up
against the Lord of Heaven."

The charge is one of arrogance

and "donning God's glorious garments."
is a citation from Psalm 93.la.
mnjesty (

n1~B)

The words

is spoken of as his garment.

psalm.

.

.. -

7JfI)i?

fll)(il

770 Ii?

In this Psalm God's glory or

attempted to put on that garment (verse 27).
wri tes Ii> which =

~

which in turn = ,)/;})

Nebuchadnezzar
Ibn Yachya
in the MT of the

Lines 13-14 simply state that God is the judge of

381
the haughty and that God's kingdom (or kingship) lasts for
eternity.

The first idea is a common one in the Old Testa-

ment, found in 1V.34; V.20,

151

and the second is f ound, for

example in 11.44; 111.33; 1V.33.

The contrast is between the

king who thought himself to be great and God who is great and
abases the inflated ego.

)l'!2.}1/" .:l"n,> )j.>; )J "11 ,?I J).~tp;J ~~Q~? 'J~~ 1~~1~11t "j)J~ N~Qi' .n¥P:~!
D~ ;:>l.l" :l~g-I TJl~ I~~~ ~:1~~0 '7 :n-:n~,' .nT]-?~ ~9~~ '1]/" .rl?,?~

Verse 31:
RASH1:

: "),1

TI

: ')7)(f.i)J

rp

.t¥'DI;) J7~?$1
.]1)t:)] : D'Jt)iI Itp
1'Zl) ,;

1.Y-2(>0 VYDlJ

1

: i7",)'fn )$~ - )J7~11 • ..:lIn'
:

')y :::J7JDI
)J1.JI~ /").Yi7 .nNI .J7~'.J. ";)')($i71

The abbreviation
of the word

,og
...

/?'O/' JI~p'l/:
At the end of the days
which they have fixed for him; at
the end of 7 years.
~)03'
I
lifte d up.
.::lIn' >),y ~/JO':
And my
knowledge returned to me. ;'>iS~1
J1::>"')..:1:
And I blessed the Most
High.

I~ is the numerical representation

Again Rashi comments on specific clauses

:/.:J.(i).
- .;

rather than the verse as a whole.

The word

IJ~?Wis

an ex-

ample of a third-person plural verb being used in lieu of a
passive one.

The proper translation is "at the end of the

days which were fixed for him.,,152
phrase rY1)l

)I~W

Rashi has interpreted the

as "seven years"; whereas the term

ly means "time."

11~

actual-

The interpretation as "year" in IV.13,20,

22,29, and 31 as well as of 11~ ~~91 rJ7~1 I'~ as "three and a
half years" is almost universal in modern times.

Note that

the object of the numeral usually comes after it in postBiblical Hebrew.

153

Note that Rashi correctly translates the
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imperfect

:llf7>

by a perfect

'i),)lf'n.

154

IBN YACHYA:

1~ ::$.~/;)I.:J.J

>J;( 7)'0',7

»)::JruJ • V) 00)

,'Oll

)J7>ND

'lJ):Y

'In?l. 'J7':)").:2 /I»j), .'):1.:J.(.i)
IlVtt! >j7"),iJl 'J177...:::z.W 17'D7JJ'J7

7J7/Y .FSIUDD IJ1S<iJOO

..'f/::!..JI

~)(I

/171 ,17 UY

>?1i7 IJ]ID)/

ID17'

IJ)/~SDI
)l/J/7CV

: Inl)n~::J.:z. '7 J O.J7 l

'-';)?

And at the end of the days I
Nebuchadnezzar lifted my eyes to
the heavens, and my reason returned to me. And I blessed the
Most High, and I praised and
honored the One who lives forever, whose dominion is an
eternal and perpetual dominion
and whose kingship is with
generation and generation--although generations may be consumed and killed he alone continues in his perpetuity.

This is a fairly literal translation into Hebrew of
the Aramaic verse.

There is a comment appended to this

translation starting wi th the word 'lXI at the end of line 6
and continuing until the end.

The translation which

stretches from the last word in line 3 through line 6 is a
problem and can be taken in at least two ways.
native is to take

'nn.:l1O wi th the preceding phrase (,O)T.)Snli1 ln~l)

and 'n'1;;7/ with the following phrase (
)n~J'),

One alter-

'D~'~

J1SIiJOo J:J1SIJ)D.6~~

thus rendering, "(and) I praised the one who lives

forever and I honored (the one) whose dominion is an . eternal
and perpetual dominion."
strue both verbs with
by

IW~

The other alternative is to con-

"D)D)/JJiI >n)I, and the clause introduced

as either a relative or explicative clause.

This

would give the reading "(and) I praised and honored the one
who lives forever, whose dominion is an eternal and perpetual dominion."

This latter alternative seems the more

383
likely since

)(V~

represents

'7

here and since the Aramaic

is translated according to the latter pattern.
shows himself to be aware that

~/n)is

here best translated

~~.155

by a perfect by using the verb

Ibn Yachya

takes the imperfect, on the other hand,

Me~udath Dawidh
to mean that when

Nebuchadnezzar lifted his eyes to heaven he was praying that
God might cause hi s reason to return (.:::z 1lJ)'
. answere d 1n
. verse 33 . 156
1S

),

wh ich prayer

Ibn Yachya's final comment

simply strengthens the statement made in the rest of

th~

verse ' and may be paraphrased, "though generations come and
go God is eternal."

Verse 32:
RASHI:

IIO~
iP oU)

,>l~?~ ':?~:JI ,>l'~QP ~)f.1.;:z I~¥ 'rl·!-fff>y>" /, '::J'~q j/~f '>(¥?>J '!.~I-:t 7;.>!
:

J]I ]"11.:1. ') • /,.J.)lJ)n

;-,)::;)

;(D,,7 ~;:{I >n

)~/-'

,y,

TJ).::J..~O:;)I :

(t)OU).::J.

,r:J"7~~
: : - -l

';))(lJI} p~

I.J/~):>/ • )('OW 5'n.::J.. .,~
~.:::J.~.::z. iftlJ I,Y
)?) I .,7) 7 >.:::2. I1nD' '7 >J»)(
)() I

: 1}'Dfi)ii>

: 17'.:1 I7nD'(J)

U) )

7')0 N~'
"r

••

ION)1
•• :

;:)7).i:l
",

><nD)
•• - :

''':1 InIAl )/)1

';71':)

In this passage, ~7/,7$

),»1 7~J

N~ (or

is explained as a sun-mote.

The entire citation is as follows:
NY,N

T ;

by a dubious ' means.

He cites a phrase from Yoma 20b referring to the word

1'.J.lJ)n (il).;) S"~) N~,:)

_..

I)~)wn j"}):>:
Our sages have said,
"those sun-motes are called 'la'"
(they are) under the category of
the dust of the light in the sun.
~)w ;'l?.:l. 7::l.J 17'.:z~O:>1 ~
And he does
according to his wish among the
host of heaven.
;7';).:1 i>On> '"7)J7)~ ~~,:
And there is no one who can impinge upon his power.

Ra shi explai ns the phra se f.2'lPn

i7) ) .

•

IJ)Ij"}/';7)O~~· $~OP)/)(j:n'n '~';71

,X.J1::JI.J.J

"O~fn.

There is most

probably no connection in anything besides spelling and

384

)(~ /T,') "sun-mote" and

pronuncia tion between
nothing."

)(~ "no , not ,

The point Rashi is making is valid however.

The

inhabitants of the earth are as sunmotes (or nothing) before God.

The illustration is valid in meaning if not in

etymology.
The rest of the current comment consists in a
straightforward Hebrew translation of the biblical text.

The

Aramaic word for "will" is a peal infinitive plus a pronominal suffix from the root
used substantivally.

i1.:l~"to

wish."

It is rendered by

curate enough Hebrew translation.

This infinitive is

1'~1

which is an ac-

The Aramaic word

S)n

can

mean either "strength" or "army, host" as can the Hebrew
cognate.
chose

Given this, it is difficult to know why Rashi

)l.:l~ to represent

$)n except tha t

is a common Old Testament idiom
commonly found.

157

whereas "D)DlJ)i?

Note that the particle

understood as equivalent to

'O)OIi),7 )tI..:l::t (::. )p{)(U

)n)~

S'n

S'(7)

is not

is here rightly

W'.

IBN YACHYA:
T).::J.l)n;;

I)~;)

r")Ni?

':lwe

7;)/

1» 0 (j) P >(.:J.,:(.:l. 77 t1J ~) I J I Y),::) I
17>..:1 ilnlD J'>U r")NiI )::J.W/'/
: 'i?t1J ~.J7 il{:) I' Jf))()(,J)

And all the inhabitants of the
earth are considered as nothing;
and he does (OR:
will do) according to his will among the
heavenly host and ea~thly inhabitants; and there is found no
impinger upon his power who can
say to him, "what is it you are
doing?"

The verse is translated into Hebrew quite accurately.

385

The tenses of the verbs are different however.

t:J.::i
"

transla ted by an imperfect

;,~j' ,.

is

T

The imperfect tense sim-

ply shows incomplete action and so is at least somewhat related to the participle which shows continuous action.

The

imperfect is further justified in the present context by the
rather hypothetical nature of the clause, which can be paraphrased as, "he will do whatever pleases him."

The imperfect

may thus be used at this point as a sUbjunctive to show the
unsurety of just what it is that God will do.

The participle

i7 n 10 is most probably to be taken as a substantival one, "an

impinger," which, although it is not a form-for-form translation from the Aramaic, nevertheless carries the meaning of
the original quite well.
I~I I~y .:J,.,;p

Verse 33:
RASHI:

:

'f)')' ; /DLf

'/,'(1

i7'~

):n,.::>70 il.:L-::J)J • 'Iii! '}11::>70
)SI ! 'Jf) I>?IJ71 .JIIf/: )j1I'fn
)J~")::lll

V) (j) fUD JI;)
• JI.J

pJ7 i7

'*)::L71)

'-xi)J ' ':{~ J)

:.:J.' li)~ Ii> L1) ~e>n'

J7~oli7 i)'JJJP I..::LI/ ; )S1J:JIi7

JD ill) J'P -;,) 1"7 rl I •
I)D)(

'JH')~D iR')/ )~y

.::J1)?) ')l7/JO

)?JDtf

~3

I~ ;"~~;~ i?~!~i ';;7'" P~P:ff \~Df9 \~:-:,i~~~ ,,~~?~?! ~1~~U

IYlI>(:J.. »")QLf

)J]J><I.lljJ.J.~

)i'7i/

.'7 j7,!)'1JJJ7::J

'7

TJ:JlIJ)J/)

")Q~I )')()~ ...:l~')W IJ'JiI..::l"J
: IlD~72

rJ.J7

At tha t time. '")P)~I
I returned to my
glorious kingship.
>,,111:
The
appearance of my face. ').::17,.7 )~,
)' JI..:J.~ 'J.:n~"I:
Any my counselor s
and my princes sought me and
found pleasure that I should return. JUp.n i7:
I wa s established.
» J1t()~/;"} ,"''1'11' /.::J.,,),:
And
more glory than at first was
added to me. Our masters said,
"that he rode upon a lion to
whose head he had tied a snake."
;;no",

;?',,2:

'")'1;' 'JlI~ho:
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This verse has some very difficult parts.

The most

difficul t part is to deduce the correct meaning of
\~lI ~/.n)

fered.
ways.

III"")

))711.

)J1I.:»0 1P')1

There have been many interpretations of-

The versions have dealt with it in a variety of
Theodotion has .,.,Aeov

while the LXX ~T1t&O{J"1 ;

the

Vulgate has perveni, and the Peshitta has omitted the phrase,
either by hornoioteleuton (so Montgomery) or because of the
problem of meaning which is contained in the phrase.

Except

for the Peshitta, the versions have done basically the same
thing which Rashi has done; to read
has

'n 1 vn).

)~/ff

as a verb (Rashi

Through the normal transmutation of consonants

between Aramaic and Hebrew )7n

was taken as cognate to

"to return," and thus )J'nlfn "I returned."

I~n,

As Montgomery

explains:
••• This word = the Aramaic ))")in which later appears
spelled wi th a
i).
Our word being thus identified
with 1iu, the) was understood as representing the
E(astern) Aram(aic) termination of the 1st sing(ular) in ); so)/O)lI1.1, was treated by Th.,
Vg. 158
Thus the current exegesis of this phrase can be said to be
as ancient as the versions.

As Montgomery further points

out, this assumption makes the reading much easier since a
verb keeps the balance between the clauses. 159
Other, more modern solutions, have been offered, but
none . really solves the problem any better than Rashi and the
early versions did.

Behrmann, among others, simply accepts
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.
Ras h ~'s

.

exeges~s,

160

with the Peshitta.

,?l $, and

takes

. 161 an d Bentzen 1 6 2
·
om~t the phrase

Mart~

Montgomery himself reads )p'instead of

>/ ''11 »)7 n

to be apposi ti ves. 163

Israel Ei tan

does something similar in the end result, although he takes

> "as

an Aramaic instance of the emphatic particle la,

'verily, truly,' to common in Arabic and far from rare in
Hebrew.,,164

He then follows Montgomery's solution, "mine

understanding returned to me, and

~

the glory of my king-

dom, my majesty and my splendor, returned unto me.,,165
is possible, not to say probable.

Keil points to

This

'p)]

being taken at this point just as it is in verse 29. 166

The

difference here is that Nebuchadnezzar really has something
which is IP)~ because he recognizes the God of heaven as the
giver of his kingdom, reason, etc.
posi tion the meaning of

? here

According to this sup-

would be "for the purpose

of, concerning," or simply Itfor.,,167

The translation of the

Revised Standard Version would then be correct:

"And for

(the purpose of) the glory of my kingdom, my majesty and
splendor returned to me ... etc."
nation as any.

The word

suffix, and the subjects

This is as good an expla-

))in is a noun with a pronominal
')'7(7

and

'/"1'

are cons trued separa tely

because they have a verb in the singular between them

(~Jn»).

Consequently, while Rashi's exegesis of this phrase is rejected it does remain possible and shows that there was a
line of tradition from the versions onwards which took this
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interpretation.

The fact that Rashi construes ')7n as a

perfect verb shows that he takes the whole verse as completed
action, most probably past action.
direct comment on the imperfects

He does not offer any

J/fl'

and

JJ~),

but indirect-

ly shows his understanding of them by translating
past frequentative (

~)~

JI.Y.:l)

by a

plus participle); that is, not a

simple perfect, but a continuous action in past time. 168
One wonder s where Ra shi got his addi tion
It is a large coincidence if the imperfect

~/~~

.::Z1IJ)~1J)

'0' x9)n.

was not at

least suggested by the Aramaic cognateJ!J1' in this verse.
must remain a mystery whether

'D'~!>n

came from some external

source or his own exegesis of the passage.
J7J P.J1i') is from a hophal from

I pn.

It

The Aramaic verb

Rashi translates it wi th

a fairly close Hebrew homonym J7J:J/i7 which is a hophal from

/,':>.

Rashi has done his utmost to assure that the words

sound alike,

(to a lesser extent) look alike, and mean

similar things.
hophal from

~o)

The Aramaic verb in line 7 is

),

the cognate verb.

.]'I'l)D I i'1(

a

and the Hebrew is simply the nithpael of

169

From the word

I~)I

in line 7 on to the end of the

comment one actually has a summary of a passage from Sabbath 150a.

Instead of showing where Rashi summarizes, it will

be more convenient to cite the passage in full and see the
differences.
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I'; )JJ7J

/liWiJ ]PT]]1;( Vril

/~J0 770 7]"P?

I(i)>(/..:l

,).JJ7

)\Upl

170. n.:L~>

It will become at once apparent that Rashi has put a Hebrew
translation of the Aramaic ci tation )~ J)'!Ju/77

1/1)17) /.2.lf

before

he continues with his citation from the Talmud (JD;-}'»JJ)i7'tn::n
»

J7 e> 'OIJD

;-J.J /I.i)N)/) ) •

IBN YACHYA:
) ) ~ )):l<U..:J.{J) >('II'ii)7)).:J.

J>~I ,·'J)JV'n 'Jl/:JSO 112:;)71
, '") W )" .)~'y "1'111 >Jq) )/)(1
)JlI~'?D )~I 1tj)~.J '7'P!J/
i? ")11> i77rr;1I I p'J J1D
i7
)j))

: ,$,¥

J"le)'Q)J)J

At that time my reason returned
to me and I went back to my
glorious kingdom and the color
and light of my face came back
to me and my princes and officials sought me and I was
installed over my kingdom and
more glory was added to me.

Ibn Yachya has translated

»)7f7

exactly as Rashi

did, in fact he may be using Rashi as his source for both
his rendering of

as 'J1l'fn and }7~?Jmas Pg)C) IflJ. 171

)")in

Ibn

Yachya also understands the imperfect ..41])) as a perfect (he
translates once wi th
J]'O

)/NI

.:1.lJ)

and once wi th i'fn).

The phrase

is a kind of epexegetical statement which clarifies

/)P in this context.

Ir/J70

is an adjective which means

"repaired, amended, corrected, perfected,,,172 in combination
with the copula in a periphrasis for a perfect passive (the
Aramaic is hophal perfect).173

It is further interesting to

note tha t whil e both Ra shi and Ibn Yachya use
translate J7t3C)liI, Rashi uses

.JP.)olJ1.:J

to

~ to express "to" (as does Ara-

maic), whereas Ibn Yachya uses

))(.

In Biblical Hebrew there
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~~'

are many cases of the verb

)

with

and also with

S~.

but none which the present author could find with

,;? )"7 ~~~~

Verse 34:
RASHI:

.

JQ~ J ..

!S)~/L)i7~

-'"2iJr;>t D9IJr;>'I n~'f:!,? )¥;J7-2"'::J.? ;t~~ I~-?
i7!~-t /J?fi79 '7/ I'-=: 77.P,G?"X! (Jiu)l~ )i}if:;~Q

'i!t.?t

: ;?t~cf~} >:;>;

: ()!?JU)D r~)7/ •

r

i)/;:{-J.

71:))

'J ~ ,

7T7J)f);)(1

r~5/)o )71

i7/~rl-J. r:;)~ilO

And his ways are justice. i,,;r..:l I J;)Si10 ,.,,: And those
walking in pride he is able to
abase.
,)~ ;?]In"1;(I:

This verse is very straightforward in its transBoth~"

lation.

and

)~~

are used as substantives meaning

"the one who ••• " in this verse.

Keil notes tha t

Aramaic equivalent to the Hebrew <,::>~IL)Q. 174
the normal targumic translation of Hebrew

/>;

The word

777 and

is the
n)N i s

so it is

only natural that Rashi should reverse the process here with
the common Hebrew word.
IBN EZRA:
,::::; 10:)

.j7I;:;.:::z

r~Si7D )71

: /II:={ jDN.J?1

J»~IVi)

":11:t.:1 r:;)SIIo '7/:
As in "when they
abased you, you shall say,
proud."

The citation here given is from Job 22.29--a passage much discussed among exegetes.
text to read ;?N~
(RSV).

]JDn

$)~7, 175

Many scholars amend the

"He (God) abases the proud"

The Jewish Publication Society Version has translated,

"When they case thee down, thou shalt say,
up.,,,176

'there is lifting

For the present purpose, however, the translation

problem is secondary.

The reason why Ibn Ezra chose Job 22.
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29 for an example is that the spelling of "pride" (
is the same as in the text of Daniel IV.34.

j)J;:(

Ibn Ezra has

simply demonstrated the usage of the identically spelled
Hebrew cognate from elsewhere 1n the Old Testament.
IBN YACHYA:

'J

V 0 I J 0 {?:2lJ)O 17.1)( "i7J7Y

r::>7

'07 ")7170/
1
f:J/71 flO/( I'tU.Y 0

,iJ)rl 7]>0017

l~i(/

Il7

: D7>g)l.DiJ? )/.::J' 1)(:/.2 D)~? Ii) :

Therefore now I praise, extol,
and honor the king of heaven, all
of whose deeds are true and whose
ways are just; and those who walk
in pride he is able to humble.

The translation here is very exact, almost form for
form.

The differences are very minor.

Nebuchadnezzar's name

is left out of Ibn Yachya's translation most probably because
it was considered superfluous to the meaning of the sentence.
The other difference is that Ibn Yachya has added a third .
person masculine plural pronominal suffix to the final infinitive.
V.25-28

Verse 25:
RASH!:

IO'S':) . N'-lS~ i7.JD .>?JDN.JO

)(iiS>r

j)JD IIVI")!:) /nl/'-)(JO

rf> ..2l.J)n .7iO)(j)j}/
IJ))'PI 7).:1.)(

; i7

:

~oDJW
,.::J..:>U) N ~D J

10 ])1:;))0

CJ' IVri7

lJ7I:)7o

>.

~i'lS~ i>JO ••• )lJD ><JO:
That is to
say,
><::JD etc., the interpretation of which is j'l)1':>So N"il~~ ,.7JD ,
God has numbered the days of
your kingdom.
i7r:f"lI,piJl: He has
reckoned the end, for the kingdom of your rather and his seed
is at an end and he has revealed that it is already
finished.
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The comment of Rashi here is actually on verses 25
and 26.

He spells out the structure of these two verses,

rightly stating that

~~~~ ~JO, etc. is the interpretation

of the first two words of the inscription (which the Aramaic
text itself also makes clear).
upon

The purpose of the comment

~OS~i71 is to make much of the perfect tense.

God has

already brought about the fall of the Babylonian empire.
has reckoned the time of the end

an~

He

brought that end about.

The deed is already done, at least in God's intent.

It is

probable that this intent of God is the sphere in which
Rashi means to indicate that the action is perfected since it
is obvious from the story that at this point the end is imminent, but not actually accomplished.

In any case, the dif-

ference is slight because verse 30 states that the end of the
kingdom occurred N)$l~~ ;:,.:z..

Ra shi is not concerned a t

this

point with the problem which has perplexed modern and ancient scholars alike; whether there are three or four words
in the original inscription and what these words were. 177
IBN EZRA:

D) (1») I;) ID:lJ Dtin. 11'W ?
,::17 ~.:::> ~:JO : .:l.J):):J..

fl.YI .:l.J tJ)n > IJ3?»(J)

~'")9 D)JW
1.J71.:J)O /)'") >.::J...lj)

ro).:;

J7'O '':;
n~ ~J~ 7 n)(i/

"017 1J1')::11

D)It)):
He inscribed, just as
(is found in the passage), "the
inscription in the book." ~JO:
Each thing which will be narrated he will determine, and
furthermore the word
J~oJ~ (indica tes) two (usages ofj
o"')~,
the first is 11e» 1 ~, the breaking up of his kingdom and their
kareth;
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") J Wit

bJ

~J

;O)~J >707 J1.:1..)/)/ ')O>r

I"':)

)j

CD 91

) -, 0 j7J If rl 0

the second ~)~ indicates the one
who cuts, the Me d es and the Persians, therefore it s ays,
"it
is given to the Me des and Persians."

This comment, although under verse 25, contains the
comment on the whole passage.

The reference to the in-

scription in the book in lines 1 and 2 is a ref e rence to
Daniel X.21.

In that verse the word Dllinis found.

It is

apparently the only usage of the root * r~m in Biblical Hebrew and Ibn Ezra uses it to illustrate the meaning of the
Aramaic here. 178

The meaning of the Hebrew at X.21 is "in-

scribed,,,179 and Ibn Ezra says that the Aramaic at the current verse means the same.
Ibn Ezra notes the two-fold play on words for ~J~
(as Rashi does in his comment on verse 28 below).
()-'9,

the

J1~ '-'~,

The first

the "breaking up" of the Babylonian empire,

and the second is the agent of that breaking up, the MedoPersian empire.

In line 6 Ibn Ezra refers to the "break-up"

of the kingship and

DnJfl)~~.

I have chosen to simply trans-

literate the word as "their kareth."
"extirpation. ,,180

Kareth basically means

It consists of

a punishment at the hands of heaven mentioned in the
Bible as the penalty for a considerable number of sins
committed deliberately such as:
idolatry, desecration
of the Sabbath, the eating of leaven on the Passover,
incest and adultery; and some forbidden foods. 181
Kareth means premature death, although at what precise age
was a matter of debate.

Thirty-six sins punishable by
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kareth are mentioned in the Mishnah. 182

It is difficult to

say which of the thirty-six sins brought about the

~/~'~J

of the Babylonian empire since it is likely that many, if
not all thirty-six, were committed.

Surely Belsha z zar com-

mitted the sin of idolatry in using the temple vessels for
an orgy and praising the "gods of gold and silver, bronze,
iron, wood, and stone. n183

This alone, without any further

search would be ,justification for

~J~)J~.

IBN YACHYA:

'D W? J IJ)( ::J.J7::J II Illf /
.J)>(1f

•

rO)~J

: ..:lJl.:>iI

Sptn

~JD )(JD

JI~),)p

)()"H

And this is the writing which
was inscribed: l)o")~1 ~(>l1~JO ~JO •
This was the reading of the
writing.

Ibn Yachya here, and in the rest of the passage, has
given a simple Hebrew translation of the Aramaic verse.
has used

,~~

He

here which is a conscious ' attempt on his part

to imitate the classical Hebrew idiom.
to have chosen to transla te

The most common word

"would have been

-Ii> .184

Adde9 after the Hebrew is a statement that the writing was
It is difficult to know just what
Ibn Yachya meant by this comment.

It is possible that he

meant to contradict those who said that , the words on the wall
were written in a strange script or in a strange order,185
or possibly, those who wanted to state that ' there were only
three words

~")!)

L

'

7P.J1 ~JD wri tten.

186

It is more likely that

Ibn Yachya is contrasting what was written on the wall with
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its interpretation (which is coming in ve rses 26-28),
thus emphasizing the distinction be twee n

187

and

ttl and lW!) which

the Aramaic text- sets up.

: N':?1~!Jl N~":>?P Nn~~: ;)J? N~? ~';?Y9 '0.~ 7)~~

Verse 26:

(NEITHER RASHI NOR IBN EZRA COMMENT UPON THIS VERSE).
IBN YACHYA:

iI JD »JD

7.n/~SD

/Dff

,l?) ii 1J ().)701

'1;/$~/7 ")001 .
: I D>7w;?/

And its int e rpretation is this:
><.:J 0, tha t i s , God ha s num bered the time of your king s hip
and fini s h e d it.

Ibn Yachya merely translates the Aramaic i nto Hebrew.

The conjunction which is prefixed to

taken as epexegetical ("that is").

}e>~

i s b e st

He adds the word

JCH

"time" to make explicit and clear what the Aramaic l ea ves
unsaid, although Ibn Yachya's interpretation is undoubtedly
correct.

The LXX here inser ts the word

the same addition as Ibn Yachya does.

~o V 0

r,

thus making

The suffix on the

final verb (ID))~~) is feminine in the Aramaic and masculine
in the Hebrew.

Ibn Yachya has treated .]11::»0 as a masculine

noun before (e.g. at 11.39,40).

\

The reason here is probably

that he thought of the word I~$D not as an abstract term, but
related to a

specific~,

and so masculine ad sensum.

Verse 27:
RASHI:

?pu7 .)()J'f~O::z.

>()7)

pJ7 'PJ7

11J) r» 9 Ji7/f

)U:JlfXD:J. ~)pJ'1 ~~.J'?:
'Jj>.n, the
interpretation of which is,
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D':J'f>(O.:J.. PJ'D7
:

"you have been weighed in his
pre se nce in the scales and you
and you have been found deficient from all points of view.

J7)PlPJ

7~ )::)0 "")on j7).(~O.JJ

Rashi simply offers a paraphrase of the Aramaic.
adds

"~~),

He

referring to God, making it clearer that the

judge of the Babylonian empire is God.

Another addition

consists in the last two words, ...,~S.JO, which mean literally, "from any side."

Belshazzar and his kingdom are de-

ficient in all directions.

If Rashi knows anything of the

theory (re)discovered in modern times and now commonly accepted that the words

~n

the inscription referred to dif-

fering weights; a mina, a shekel, and a half-mina (or halfshekel) he surely does not divulge such knowledge here.
IBN YACHYA:

D) J If )( 0.2

rh p1i>.J I .:n) I>J7 '7 f>J7 '
: ,)bn J1~~DJ(

J7~

pJ7 )~.n:

That is, you have
been weighed in the balances and
found to be deficient.

One must assume that Ibn Yachya wrote the Aramaic
~~~)p'~in a doubly defective manner.

. .

for BHK. 7 gives i7Jl~)?..n in its text and
~~

Po,? as variants.

This is wholly possible

A'!, 7~{I, ~ -!??~~, and

The last variant comes into BHK.7 from

the apparatus of the text printed in Strack's Grammar. 188
Translating in this manner here and in verses 26 and 28 goes
against L'Empereur who has translated verse 26 as "Mene
computavit et numeravit ... , tI whereas, had he taken the phrase
the way it has been outlined above he would have most prob-
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ably had

"Mene~,

i.e. numeravit ... etc."

Verse 28:
RASHI:

J7?;',9 ~J£)
'JW jJOWD /,OJ01 JD/~,:)
71)/ J)D J1?J1 JE) 7ni'(i7 1'0/8
')JIJ)I1 I 1.111 ~~o if 1.J.J)lJ)]

Ir;u }nI:J$o ]l~)/9 ,n ~ :
In other
words, fa")~ procla ims two I) ~..,~ •
The first is '].l1,.:/m J1 () )1~, "your
kingdom is divided," and the
second is that it has been given
to the Medes and the Persians.

• '1;:J1 7.17/::)70

: b'} ~I

'7 D~ 'i'lJ]7JCJ)

Rashi, by implication, here notes the problem of
finding

"~1D

in verse 25 and

~,,).9

here.

This problem had

bothered scholars through the years and various attempts
have been made at a resolution. 189
the reason why
*~

rC>1~

Rashi simply states that

is found in verse 25 is that the root

is used in two different ways here in verse 28.

The

fact that Rashi clearly sees two functions for the root
could mean that he takes it as a dual form at least in meaning as did Clermont-Ganneau in 1886 and Bentzen in 1952. 190
Most modern scholars have recognized this double
paranomasia on

bJ~

here.

A citation from S. R. Driver must

suffice, he states that I)()"'~ or b1~ "points allusively to a
double interpretation:

'Thy kingdom is divided (p~ris), and

given to the Medes and Persians' (Aramaic paras).,,191
Rashi, of course, goes on to affirm that the reason for
in verse 25 is the dual paranomasia.

I)a/~

Hans Bauer proposed

just the opposite when he posited that the original text of

398

the inscription was
tition of

~he

01 12)

OJ,:)

S~J! >DON.:JO, the two-fold repe-

first and last elements balancing each other.

This original was changed by "a foolish scribe 1t to

I'Ol£).

The two fold paranomasia of the last word grew out of the
repe t ~· t'~on
first,

0

f '~ t

•

192

The objections to this theory are two,

why then did not this "foolish scribe" change the

repetition of H.:JOto r~JD?

Second, with E. G. Kraeling, it

is fair to ask whether the two-fold play on words could not
come out of J)C)")~ as easily as

(p~ 01".) ?193

It is inter-

esting to note that Kraeling agrees with Rashi (although he
does not state this).

He states that the "two:fold para-

nomasia of verse 28 might readily be due to a plural parsin
.

~n

verse 2 5. ,,194

IBN YACHYA:

II ;.:2.0J/ )70 "J~
:0101 ',07 ';")Jj)J/

aJ~ .

7J1J :J'Jo

.]1rJ'")<:;> ?)")!l:
That is, your kingdom has been broken up and given
to the Medes and the Persians.

Ibn Yachya translates the verb O)~ by the niphal of
").::2,0

Ezra.

"to break up. It 195

Thi s agrees wi th both Rashi and Ibn

It is interesting that while Ibn Yachya has treated

F'~'D as a masculine noun in the previous verse, he here
treats it as a feminine, which can be seen in the fact that
both i>'..2lJ)J and

'i"JJ.J7J are feminine niphals.

The present author

must confess that Ibn Yachya's alternation between masculine
and femine genders for this word is confusing and seemingly
arbitrary.
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VI. 1

Verse 1:.
RASHI:

AA/~SO '7 ::21>

1'.n)JlI j'JlU> j'J/U").:1.:) )(}7/;:))O)=ZP71,lllOtPl'")7/:
Why
his years counted? To
• I) JD J7/ J?W .J0'.:::2:1 tell are
you that in the day that
il "}OJ? IJlIJ(J) 'ilJO i/O) Nebuchadnezzar entered the t e m)::» it) "I':D7:J/.JJ 0J::>JlJ) IJ 1)::1 ple in the days of Jehoiakim
(rf>\/i!) S":;!)7J"P'Ji?l >D)::J. (it should be read Jehoiachin)
his adversary Darius was born.
J7I ~rl 0 WJ>II IJ(JfI) -71 IJ
From the exile of Jeconiah until
j)JU) ..:1.1' ~ IH';:) I~J ;1>J.:::>"'
this point was 62 years.
It has
been
said
that
they
went
into
rp'/it' >0'.:2. ,Sri ID ")ONI exile in the days of Jehoiachin
~/;)(iJ LJlp>/i)j ~/.::J.)'::J7 .Y~~.=t
(i.e.) in the seventh (year)
I J " .)1 Ii> .J )~ ~ ..., ::)J ..2j '? ;tJ OliJ after the sUbjugation of
Jehoiakim, this being the eighth
) ) i?(j) ,Y.::J.IJ) I 11 > (J) SIV '"')Y],:) J.J.J ')
year of Nebuchadnezzar.
There
"lJl/IWI
liD
were left to Nebuchadnezzar
thirty-seven (years) for beWII 0':::>
J ,0 ~Jf~"
D'"")\J)j/
hold
he reigned 45 years; along
/ ..::l ii , ) ~ D n::Yo 0...2
with twenty-three years of Evil: .::z. \1 0 ) Ii? -r::1lJ/):::l.? 17~W . Merodach as it is written by our
sages of blessed memory in
Tractate Megillah, 2 (years) they
were subject to Belshazzar--behold, 62 years!
;('X,O

r

r

W"}II

7?D /}

l'

S"" .,

The explanation given here to the very difficult
problem of Darius the Mede's age is that he was born on the
very day of Jerusalem's fall.

Rashi says that at the time

of Jerusalem's destruction the seed of Babylon's own destruc. tion first sprouted.

The 62 years is the period from the

deportation of Jehoiachin to the fall of Babylon.

Jeconiah

(line 7) is, of course, a biblical synonym for Jehoiachin.
The words

I~:::J

196

7.Y("until this point," line 7) actually in-

dicate "until the point of" Belshazzar's death and the fall
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of Babylon.
Rashi's chronology here is hard to establish, but
it is fairly sure that he was working with a different set
of dates than those with which modern scholars work.

The

first problem is that from the exile of Jeconiah (Jehoiachin)
in 598 until the end of the exile in 539 is 70 years not 62.
What is evidently being discussed by Rashi is the deportation of the people, which according to Rashi happened in the
seventh year after the subjugation and death of Jehoiakim,
which is the same as the eighth year of Nebuchadnezzar's
reign.

The problem is that the seventh year after the death

of Jehoiakim would be around 591 (he was besieged in 598) and
the eighth year of Nebuchadnezzar is 598.

Nebuchadnezzar

reigned from 605 until 562 which is 43 years and not 45 as
Rashi suggests.

Evil-Merodach's supposed reign of 23 years

should, of course, be divided among himself (two years, 562560), Neriglissar (four years, 560-556), and Nabonidus
(seventeen years, 556-539), which totals 23.

Belshazzar was

most probably not ever considered to be the king,197 but
adding his supposed two years one does get a total of seventy, from which according to Rashi must be subtracted
eight years ("in the eighth year of Nebuchadnezzar") which
gives sixty-two years.

Rashi did not invent the idea that

there were only three kings of the neo-Babylonian Empire.
The Bible mentions only three and the Talmud (Megillah llb)
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assumes that these are the only three:
Eight and thirty-seven make forty-five for Nebuchadnezzar. The twenty-three of Evil Merodach we know
from tradition.
These with two of his own make
seventy.198
Rashi is also following the Talmud for the fact that the
seventh year after the sUbjugation of Jehoiakim was the same
as the eighth of Nebuchadnezzar:
" ... And they went into exile ... ," (that is to say)
in the seventh year after the sUbjugation of Jehoiakim, they underwent the exile of Jec£8iah, this
being the eighth year of Nebuchadnezzar.
9
Josephus gives another chronology, giving 43 years to Nebuchadnezzar, 18 to Evil-Merodach, 40 to Nerig1issar, nine
months to Labosordacus, and 17 years to Baltasar who was
known to the Babylonians as Naboandelius. 200

This gives a

total time-span of 119 years (roughly) from the accession of
Nebuchadnezzar until the fall of Babylon.

Using modern

dates this means that according to Josephus the neo-BabyIonian Empire stretched from 60S until 486.
viously wrong.

This is ob-

It is evident that Rashi is more accurate

in his chronology than Josephus.

It is also evident that

there was confusion about neo-Babylonian chronology as early
as the time of Josephus and the talmudic traditions.
Nonetheless, Rashi's tradition rests on the Talmud
and so may be said to rest on ancient Jewish tradition.

If

some person thought that this was the age of Darius the Mede
at the fall of Babylon and that the reason was, as has been
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set out above, it might easily explain why the author of
this story chose to insert the age at this seemingly strange
point in the narrative.

If this is the case the actual

accuracy of the tradition becomes irrelevant.

If the author

thought the tradition to be accurate this is as good a reason for the insertion of the age of Darius the Mede as any
modern scholar has suggested.
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Know that this is Darius
the Mede, it is not Darius the
Persian in the second year of
whose reign the house (of God)
was rebuilt. And behold, in the
opinion of the ancients, which I
shall expound, Daniel erred in
his reckoning. Behold they said
that in the seventh year (of
Ahasuerus) that Esther was brought
and in the eighth year Darius was
born her son.
Now behold, that
means that he would become king
at age five and in the second
year of his reign the house (of
God) was rebuilt.
Behold it is
written, tlJehoash was seven
years old when he began to reign;"
and close to this (is) the number of (the years of) Josiah.
But behold it is written concerning him that Darius was an
old man of 62 years when he began to reign over the Chaldeans.
Now, it is certain that Cyrus
captured Babylon, as it is written in the book of Isaiah.
It
is also written that Cyrus was
king of Babylon. And after him
Ahasuerus became king and after
Ahasuerus, in the opinion of our
sages, Darius the Persian who was
the son of Esther became king.
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Now although it is written, "in
the first year of Darius, son of
Ahasuerus, by birth a Mede,"
this is not Ahasuerus who took
Esther, but a different one,
rather, he was the father of the
older Darius, who was the first
king over the kingdoms of the
Medes and the Persians, who
ruled the Chaldeans as Babylon
was captured and the Chaldean
kingdom put to an e nd before the
death of Belshazzar.
Now it is
unnecessary to belabor (the
point) for the matter is obvious
and there is no doubt about it.
In the books of the Persian
kings (it is found) that Darius,
this one being the older one, was
the father-in-law of Cyrus. And
the two of them captured Babylon;
Cyrus being king of the Persians
and this Darius being king of the
Medes. And it is written, "Behold I am stirring up the Medes
against them," and behold, Cyrus
placed his father-in-law over the
kingdom of the Chaldeans, that
is, Cyrus made him king.
For
Cyrus said, "All the kingdoms of
the earth God gave into my hand."
And behold, they both reigned
simultaneously, therefore when
the Chaldeans fell, Israel went
up from Babylon with Zerubbabel
as Cyrus, the great king, had
commanded.
Therefore it is writtep, "And they became servants
to him and to his sons until the
founding of the Persian empire."
And the exegesis of fi)")J:) ])n~ JUt.U
is that he (Cyrus) ruled over
Babylon while Israel was there,
but he (Darius the Mede) was the
king at first, therefore, Cyrus
was called the king of Babylon.

Ibn Ezra draws a distinction between Darius the Mede
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and Darius the Persian.

The Persian Darius was the son of

Ahasuerus and Esther, the Mede Darius the son of a different
Ahasuerus and an unnamed mother.

By saying this, Ibn Ezra

eliminates the problems of chronology since Darius the Persian was only five years old when he came to the throne and
Darius the Mede was an old man at a time previous to the time
of the death of Ahasuerus (the Persian), at the fall of
Babylon.

The fact of the possibility of a young boy king is

shown by citing the cases of Jehoash and Josiah, both of
whom were very young when they began to
that Daniel

err~d

.

re~gn.
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The fact

in the reckoning is to be found in Megil-

lah 12a:
Raba said:
Daniel also made a mistake in his calculation, as it is written, "In the first year of
his reign, I Daniel medi ta ted in the books. 11 From
the use of the words ttl meditated" we can infer
that he (at first) made a mistake. 203
That Esther was the mother of Darius the Persian can be extrapolated from Sanhedrin 74a. 204

It is interesting that

this is denied by the Zohar. 205
Ibn Ezra recognizes the historical problem of the
biblical text in line 13 when he states that it is certain
that Cyrus was the conqueror of Babylon and that he became
king of Babylon.

The portion of Isaiah to which Ibn Ezra

refers in line 14 is most probably 44.24-45.13 which names
Cyrus (44.28; 45.1) as God's shepherd and annointed one.
The task at hand is clearly the sUbjugation and destruction
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of Babylonia, although this is never explicitly stated.
passage referred to in line 15, ).:z..::z.

i>O

The

Y)""'':::>, is Ezra 5.13

. ) 206
.
.
.
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In lines 18 and following Ibn Ezra states that Darius
the Mede had a different father from Darius the Persian, although the name of both fathers was the sa me.

He then ap-

peals to ~J~>~SD)/~~which state that Darius was the fatherin-law of Cyrus.

Josephus declares that Cyrus and Darius

.
207
were klnsmen.

Ginzberg states that Darius, the king of

Media, was the father-in-law of Cyrus, but gives no reference to Jewish literature, and at a later ' point refers to
Abravanel's commentary to Isaiah 45. 208

Evidently Ibn Ezra

was standing upon what he considered to be sound historical
sources when he stated

th~t

there was a marriage relation-

ship between the families of Cyrus and Darius the Mede. 209
Acco'r ding to Josephus Darius the Mede was the son of
Astyages while Daniel and Ibn Ezra call him the son of
Ahasuerus, so it is unlikely that Ibn Ezra depends on Josephus.

Xenophon and Herodotus do not recognize Darius the

Mede and so it is hardly likely that Ibn Ezra was using
these s ources for the derivation of the information on the
relation between Darius and Cyrus.

Wherever Ibn Ezra

derived his information here he assumed that Darius the Mede
was a real, historical person who reigned at the same time
that Cyrus had power.

He states that Cyrus was the real
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power and that Cyrus made Darius king.

This probably means

tha t Ibn Ezra interpreted ).j;lp-along lines meaning that,
" ... Darius did not conquer it (Babylon), but received it from
the conqueror" (Cyrus). 210
All that Ibn Ezra says is that "Cyrus made him king"
(line 32), but by also stating that Darius was the fatherin-law of Cyrus he intimates at least part of what Jerome
writes concerning Darius the Mede (concerning a certain arrangement made between Cyrus and his uncle Darius):
••• 1 mean that Darius was sixty-two years old, and
that, according to what we read, the kingdom of the
Medes was more sizeable than that of the Persians,
and being Cyrus's uncle, he naturally had a prior
claim, and ought to be accounted as successor to
the rule in Babylon. 211
Both Ibn Ezra and Jerome refer to Isaiah 13.17, "Behold I am
stirring the Medes up against them."

A major difference is

\ hat Jerome does not interpret $..:2.[> as "received (from
Cyrus}," but rather as "succeeded to" (the Vulgate reads
successit in regnum).

212

Since, according to Ibn Ezra, Darius the Mede and
Cyrus were historical contemporaries. it is legitimate to call
Cyrus the king of Babylon as Ezra 5.13 does.

It is inter-

esting to note that while Rashi spends no time identifying
Darius or any historical facts about him,
interest in Darius' age.

Ibn Ezra shows no

It is actually strange that Ibn

Ezra does not mention the age question here.

It is at least
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possible that Ibn Ezra knew of the tradition explicated by
Rashi, and that he considered it to be sufficiently wellknown and accurate to omit mention of it.

It is also, of

course, possible that he considered the age of Darius the
Mede to be an indifferent matter.
The translation and exegesis of lines 40-43 is very
uncertain.

What is most likely to be understood is that the

first "heft (»DIiJJ

/'i71J)

).2:1. $.Y

that the second one ( j)~)nJ7:J.
Darius the Mede.

l'mw)
7SD

in lines 40-41 is Cyrus and

;7),""1

'J)

in lines 41-42 is

His concern here is to show that it is

legitimate to call Cyrus the king of Babylon as Ezra did.
The Jews went back to their land almost immediately according to Ibn Ezra's implication.

This means that Darius

did not reign much longer than a year and perhaps less.

He

did have a first year because of the testimony of Daniel
IX.l; XI.l, however.

Rashi takes the view in his commentary

to VI.21 that Darius "did not reign but a year,u213 citing
the historian Joseph ben Gorion as an authority for the fact
that Darius the Mede was slain in battle (

i)On'o.:lflinJI).214

IBN YACHYA:
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And Darius the Mede received
that kingdom when he was sixtytwo years old.

This is a mere Hebrew translation of the verse in as
neutral terms as possible.

The changes from the Aramaic are
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two and both are minor.

First, Ibn Yachya adds the demon-

strative ><li7n, "that" to the word J7J::>$O/7(

}(J7I:;»O).

It could

be said that the emphatic state in Aramaic is already demonstrative and so Ibn Yachya only makes more explicit what is
implicit in the biblical text. 215

Second, he eliminates the

particle :J in his transla tion replacing it wi th :::z. plus IllPi?
This shows that he most probably understood the .::> as referring to "the time when" as it does in IV.16,
a b 1.Ot ,,216
0

i77n i7~u)'::>,

"for

Ibn Yachya apparently had no problems with the

verse and saw it as straightforward historical narration.
CONCLUSION

As one comes to the end of this chapter and with it
the end of the current study of Daniel I-VI, it seems wise
to add a brief summary on the work of the rabbis which has
just been sampled.

The other chapters have been more-or-

less self-contained and have summaries included within them.
The two well-known rabbis, Rashi and Ibn Ezra, are
similar in that they usually offer full comments on the
biblical text rather than a simple Hebrew translation as is
the usual habit of Ibn Yachya.

Rashi has the far simpler

style both to translate and to understand when compared with
Ibn Ezra.

This simplicity is sometimes a problem in that

Rashi writes only what is absolutely necessary to convey his
meaning.

This leads to lacunae which have to be made up
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when translating into English.

A glance at the transla-

tions given above will adequately show this laconic style.
Ibn Ezra writes very involved sentences.

He does not al-

ways clearly differentiate between subjects, as hi s comment
on VI.l shows clearly.

Towards the end of this comment

(lines 40-43) Ibn Ezra names two "he's" and it is not clear
to whom he is referring.

He also tends to write more de-

tailed comments (see his comments on 11.39 and VI.l).
Although his style is simpler and his comments are
less involved Rashi's commentary is valuable because it
reflects Jewish tradition.

One su s pects that Ibn Ezra is

"more independent of tradition in his exegesis.

This is

most easily seen in the fact that Rashi cites the Talmud
quite frequently (e.g. 11.37,40; IV.33).

Ibn Ezra tends to

be more apt to cite current philosophical thoughts, as he
most probably does in his comment to IV.28, lines 14-16.
Ibn Yachya is really not directly comparable with
the other two because he is not primarily a commentary, but
a paraphrase of Daniel into Medieval Hebrew.

There is also

a distance of about four hundred years between Rashi and
Ibn Ezra on the one hand and Ibn Yachya on the other.

Once

in a while Ibn Yachya does "do more than a paraphrase.

An

example is 11.45 where he sets out his interpretation for
the passage 11.37-45.

His exegesis is contained in his

translation or paraphrase in most instances.

He writes in
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a fairly clear manner.

He seems to show a greater famil-

iarity with Rashi's work than he does with Ibn Ezra's,
although dependence upon the former cannot be shown.

He "does

take an independent line of interpretation concernin g the
four kingdoms in chaptei II.

His interpretation of the

strong and weak parts of the last kingdom shows a creativity in exegesis which is refreshing even today.
There is no demonstrable connection between the
rabbis which have been studied here and the LXX ' which wa·s
studied in the last chapter.

Rashi,

Ibn Ezra, and Ibn

Yachya appear to have read a text which is very much like
the MT and which shows none of the divergences that mark the
LXX.

In their comments th e rabbis seem

the Qere and ignore the Kethibh.

mo ~t

oiten to read

Most times the biblical

text that accompanies Ibn Yachya's paraphrase h as the Qere
printed in it.

The reason for this ha s been suggested at

more than one point above.
A final comment concerns the importance of these
rabbinic works.

They form a vital link in the history of

exegesis; a link which is often lef t undon e becaus e of the
difficulty in under standing what these men have to say .

The

primary interest in t he se exegetes will always be hist orical .
Their exegesis is most oft en important to s how what particular men thought at specific tim es .

This is to be contrasted

with exegesis which can be acc epted by person s in the modern
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world as illuminating the original context of a biblical
passage.

It is not often that the rabbis offer acceptable

exegesis for modern man.

The critical canons of modern

exegesis do not allow for working with the text in the manner in which the rabbis sometimes do.

An exception to this

might be found in Rashi's explanation of Darius' age at
VI.1.
It is not exegesis which stands forever but
ture.
taries.

sc~ip

Each age demands its own commentators and commenThese rabbis did a remarkable job of taking the

biblical text seriously and producing some sober exegesis.
This was at a time when many of their Christian counterparts
were indulging in wild allegorical flights of fancy and
calling their work exegesis.

The work of Rashi and Ibn Ezra

must never be ignored in the history of exegesis of a book
like Daniel.

A critical English edition of the complete

commentaries of these men on the book of Daniel would be a
difficult but worthwhile future project either for the current author or some other to undertake.
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56. Montgomery, p. 178; Driver, p. 29; Charles, p. 49;
Bentzen, p. 26; Delcor, Le Livre de Daniel, p. 84; AV; RV;
RSV; JB; but cf. NEB here, and note 47 above.

ford:

57. C. T. Lewis, C. Short, A Latin Dictionary (OxClarendon Press, 1879), p. 1210a.
58.

Alcalay, cols. 473-474.

59.

BHK.7, p. 1259 ad. loc.; Rosenthal, sec. 86.

60.
See Proverbs 31.6 according to KB, p. 485a; cf.
also Jastrow, p. 717a; Alcalay, col. 1143.
61. Also Exodus 34.16; more explicitly with
Genesis 4.19.

D)~~

1n

62.
Ra shi is much more explici t, using")~w 0)1 1'j1J 'O':mnJlC)
see the comments in Rowley, Darius the Mede, p. 77.

JlI()IXi)")~\I),

63.
See G. W. van Beek, "Sabeans," lOB IV, pp. 144a146b; also cf. J. A. Montgomery, Arabia and the Bible (New
ed.; with a prologomenon by G. W. van Beek) Library of
Biblical Studies (New York:
KTAV, 1969 (1934)), passim.
64.
John Gray, EJ, XIV, col. 587; cf. "Sabeans,tt IDB
IV, 10c. cit.
65. LS, p. 2031b; Lewis and Short, A Latin Dictionary,
p. 1253b say of the Latin oceanus =. ~Ktavo~, "The grea t sea
that encompassed the earth."
66. Jastrow, p. 32a notes that the Targums use the
word to indicate the Mediterranian sea as well.
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67.

See the comment in note 54.

68.

Cf. Rashi, ad. loco

69.

Si nee .::J.tf- Y.F1
and
T ••

saken."

"')~~
"·T •

mean "abandoned" and "for-

70. C. Taylor, The Sayings of the Jewish Fathers,
Library of Jewish Classics (2d. ed.; with a prolegomenon by
Judah Goldin; New York: KTAV, 1969, (1897», p. 23, (4).
71.

Alcalay, col. 1945.

72.
I suggest that ~~~n is listed next to ~~~j because the words rhyme. This adds an almost rhythmical
quality to the recitation of the list.
73. Cf. McKane, Proverbs, pp. 250,585,586; BOB, pp.
52b-53a; KB, pp. 60b-61a; cf. Alcalay, col. 110.
74. Cf. Schachter, p. 386b; Jastrow, p. 736a and the
references there.
75.
I am indebted for this information to Mr. M. A.
L. A. Karim of Iraq, a post-graduate student at the University of St. Andrews.
76.
See further, A. Scharf, "Constantinople," EJ, IV,
cols. 918-919; H. Cohen, "Istanbul," Ibid., IX, cols. 10861098 (especially 1086-1090); C. A. Mange, "Istanbul," Encyc.
Brit., XII, pp. 705-709.
77.

Mange, loco cit.

78.

Cf. Scharf, Cohen, locs. cit.

79.

Alcalay, col. 542; Jastrow, p. 356b.

80.

BOB, p. 243b.

81.

Deuteronomy 1.10; Jeremiah 16.12.

82.

Alcalay, col. 985.

83.

Rosenthal, sec. 89.

84.

RSV.
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85. Although in verses 7 and 15 the LXX do es name
the first musical instrument, IIdOAn/H o,) I<dl noYToS '>]x,ou t< OV O"I I( WV.
86.

Cf. BDB, p. 1005a; KB, p. 959.

87.

See Jastrow, p. 123b.

88.

See Ibid. , p. 221b.

89.

BDB, p. 1093b.

90.

Alcalay, col. 840.

II

91.
Jastrow, p. 512; the same basic me aning is carried by the hollow root liN n; cf. Alcalay, col. 734.
92.
93.
16 above.
94.

See the comments on Rashi, verse 17 below.
See the remarks made on Rashi's comment to III.

I I 1. 5, RSV.

95.
The latter spelling is common in the Old Testament, occurring some 30 times in Daniel and Ezra (cf. Mandelkern, Concordance, 1482). The former spelling is given
in IB, p. 587b as the reading at II Chronicles 5.41, although BOB, Mandelkern, and Holliday do not note this spelling; BHK.7, Snaith, and Letteris texts all simply print
i'.Cn:;)I.:z.J wi th no varian t readings.
96.

KB, p. 1049b.

97.

Cf. BL, sec. 68L .

98.

BL, sec. 98t; Rosenthal, sec. 95.

99.

Rosenthal, lac. cit.; BL, sec. 98u.

100. Cr. also 11.10,11,28; 111.25,29; IV.32; V.11;
Ezra 4.16; I have left clauses initiated by I~ out or the
statistics here.
101.

Perhaps forming a periphrastic tense.

102. Again, I have lert examples beginning with
out of the statistics here.
103.
1. e., J'n1!1 I/;»SPA>
plural finite verb.

=a

second person ma sculine
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104.

Rosenthal, sec. 86.

105.

Ibid.

106.

CCT.1, pp. 263-264.

107.

So Bevan, Montgomery, etc.

108.

Charles, pp. 68-69.

109.

)JPk [i..:l]ri.:J.L,lriJ]J7D

)"'~J)an i?[J1lJ)]f>~, AP, p. 218,

cf. pp. 225, 244.
110.

See the Vulgate, ecce; LXX, Theodotion,

111.

Charles, p. 70.

112.

Ibid., p. 69; Prince, p. 80.

113.

See above on AP, note 109.

114.

Charles, p. 68.

Y~e

.

115.
For a defense of )J7'~ as "exist," but with a
slightly different angle of argument, see Jefferey, IB, VI,
p. 401.
116.
See the comment on Rashi verse 18 which follows.
Modern commentators such as Keil and Young follow this line
of interpretation.
117. Keil, p. 127; Young, The Prophecy of Daniel, p.
91, "If in His sovereign good pleasure, our God can deliver
us He will do so."
118. J. Weingreen, A Practical Grammar for Classical
Hebrew (2d. ed.; 'Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959), p. 271n7;
GK, p. 524.
119.

BDB, p. 694a.

120.

Ibid., p. 723b.

121.
E.g. Genesis 15.17; Jeremiah 2.6; 8.20; Micah
5.7; Habakkuk 3.~0; Zephaniah 2.2.
122.

Jastrow, p. 1043b.

123.

Reference is made to this in 51 o tk'l., p. 37 .
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124.
See A1calay, col. 455 on ,ffJ.JQ[l, "silly, crazy,
senseless, stupid, madman"; for J'b n , see V:27.
125. A. L. Levy, "Soul," EJ, XV, cols. 172-174.
I
am indebted to Dr. Levy's article for much of the current
paragraph.
126.

M. D. Heir, "Midrash," EJ, XI, cols. 1509-1514.

127.

LJ, V, p. 334; cf. VI, pp. 423-424.

128. R. K. Harrison, Introduction to the Old Testament (Grand Rapids: William B. Eerdmans, 1969'), pp. 11161117.
129. The former translation is given by BOB, p. 19a;
KB, p. 37b; Alcalay, col. 75; the latter by Jastrow, p. 48b.
130. According to BL, sec. 101i it is the second most
commonly found word order in BA, subject--verb--object being
the most common. Charles, p. xliii agrees with BL's statement.
In OA the word order was evidently even more prone
to put the verb at the end, cf. R. Degen, Altaram~ische
Grammatik, sec. 82.
For normal Hebrew word order, see, e.g.,
R. J. Williams, Hebrew Syntax: An Outline (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1967), sec. 571.
131.

KB, p. 64a.

132. J. G. Williams, "A Critical Note on the Aramaic
Indefinite Plural of the Verb," ~ LXXXIII (1964), 180; cf.
Segal, sec. 439.
133. William Stinespring, "The Active Infinitive with
Passive Meaning in Biblical Aramaic," JBL LXXXI (1962), 393.
134.

Ibid.

135. Montgomery, p. 238; assuming here that Montgomery
means r'J~ acts like a third person plural impersonal verb,
by form it is, of course, a participle; see Kautzsch,. sec.
76e. On the subject being assumed from the context, see
Ibid., sec. 91.1c.
136.

GK, secs. 116t,144i.

137. Taylor, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, pp. 67-68.
In Segal, sec. 439, these verses are cited as 4.5,6.
Segal
translates the first example as, "retribution is taken from
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him"; see the other post-biblical Hebrew e xamples in Segal,
loco cit.
138.

KB, p. 1106a.

139.

Alcalay, col. 1641.

140.

Ibid., col. 525.

141.

Jastrow, p. 267a.

142. On the usage of the participle as a future s ee
BL, sec. 81f-g; it is most likely that the participles take
on thei r future reference fro~ the con text ( iU:Jj}', I'D.Y 0) ,
1,t:?iJi7) ,
~7:JJ7, )(.J.~'), and are, by themselves, timeneutral; cf. T. Muraoka, "Notes on the Syntax of Biblical
Aramaic," JSS XI (1966), 157-158.
143.

RSV.

144.

RSV, also Ezra 1.1; Ezekiel 5.13.

145.

Jastro~,

p. 651a; see Kelim 17.17; Hullin 3.4 .
•

146. S. Moscati (ed.), An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic Languages: Phonology and
Morphology, Porta Linguarum Orientalium, N.S. No. 6
(Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1964), sec. 8.14; Rosenthal, sec. 17.
147.

GK, sec. 118g; cf. 118d-h.

148.

Alcalay, col. 87; KB, p. 44b.

149. There is an interesting variant on "his dwelling
with the beasts of the field" in V.21 where his dwelling is
with >l)7,)'j, "the wild asses." The wild ass is a particularly good figure of speech in the context of chapter V.
Other uses of 7jY in the Old Testament include Genesis 16.
12 and Job 38.5-8. There is, by the way, no reason to
assume with Prince (following Haupt) that there has been
a meta thesi shere. He reads )(',)7 Y, "flocks," cf. Prince,
p. 112.
150.

Alcalay, col. 2782.

151.

Cf. Isaiah 10.12; II Chronicles 26.16; 32.25.

152. Cf. the articles mentioned in notes 133-137 and
the comments on this subject in chapter I of the present
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study.
153.

Segal, sec. 394; cf. GK, sec. 134c.

,.

154.
See H. B. Rosen, "On the Use of the Tenses in
the Aramaic of Daniel," JSS VI (1961), 183-203; P. Joiion,
"Cinq Imparfaita (yiqtul)remarquables dans l'aram~en de
Daniel," Biblica XXII (1941), 21-24; cf. chapter I of the
present thesis.
155.
See the sources cited in note 154 just above and
also the comments on Rashi above.
156.

7/7

JlI/~D is found in )I,sI7~ )11~/PO.

157.

Cf., p. 791a.

158.

Montgomery, p. 246.

159.

Ibid.

160.

Behrmann, p. 31.

161.

According to Montgomery, loco cit.

162.

Bentzen, p. 38.

163.

Montgomery, loco cit.

164.
1. Eitan, "Some Philological Observations in
Daniel," HUCA, XIV (1939), 17.
165.

Ibid.

166.

Keil, p. 161.

167.

KB, p. 465a.

168.

Segal, sec. 324.

169.

Jastrow, p. 583a; Alcalay, col. 939; cf. KB, p.

1082b.
170.
For the source, see the edition cited in note 3;
the biblical quotation is from Jeremiah 27.6.
171. L'Empereur recognizes the error of translating
as a verb, although he does not note that Rashi also translates this way, see p. 89.
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172.

Alcalay, col. 1563; Jastrow, p. 860b.

173.
Formally the adjective is a pual participle
which accounts for the passiveness of the construction,
" ... the participles pual and hophal are practically equivalent to adjectives"; Segal, sec. 352, cf. secs. 113,127.
174.

Keil, p. 162.

175.

E.g. BHK.7.

176.
In V. E. Reichert, Job with Hebrew Text and
English Translation, Soncino Books of the Bible (London:
Soncino Press, 1946), p. 120.
177. Discussion as to the form and meaning of these
mysterious words is ancient. One is simply referred to the
various commentaries such as Montgomery for a full discussion. The Talmud has several suggestions as to the way in
which the words were written and the reasons why the wisemen of Babylon could not read the inscription. The following passage is found in Sanhedrin 22a.
But what can the phrase, "they could not read the
writing" mean (on the view of R. Simeon who asserts
that this writing was not changed?) Rab said:
the
passage was written in Gematria, Y-T-T . Y-I-T •
'A-D-K • P-U-G-H-M-r. How did he interpret them:
As M-N-A . M-N-A . T-K-L
• U-F-R-S-Y-N .•. Samuel said
.
(it was written thus:) M-M-T-U-S. N-N-~-F-Y •
'A-'A-L-R-N. Rabbi Johanan said (it was written)
A-N-M . A-N-M . L-K-T . N-Y-S-R-F-U. While Rabbi
•
Ashi says:
It was written N-M-A . N-M-A. ~-~-L.
F-U-R-S-Y-N.
(See the Soncino Talmud, loco cit.)
The first interpretation uses the system of Athbash wherein
the first letter of the alphabet is represented by the last,
the second by the second from the last, etc. (thus the name
~~~).
The . explanation of Samuel assumes that the words
were written in vertical columns of three letters each, which
when read in the normal horizontal, right-to-Ief.t manner,
yields the words as Samuel represents them. Rabbi Johanan,
on the other hand, simply assumes that the letters were to
be read left-to-right instead of right-to-left. Lastly,
Rabbi Ashi shifts the second letter of each word to the
beginning.

.

The whole passage in 10.21 is 'DJII}Ji7]1X 7~-"';O~$:J.)?
"but I will tell you what is inscribed in . the
book of truth."
178.

.J)(),'i(

~'::>-!1,
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1 7 9.
BDB, p. 957a; KB, 910b; Alcalay, col. 2498;
Ja s trow, pp. 1500b-1501a.
180.

Alcalay, col. 1069.

181.

1. M. Ta-Shma, "Karet,fI EJ, X,

col. 788.

182. Kerithoth 1.1; cf. Danby, pp. 562-563 for some "
biblical references.
183.

V. 4; cf. V. 23.

184.

Segal, sec. 77.

185. Cf. the reference in note 177; there is mention
made of this in Slotki, p. 45.
186.

Such as the LXX, Jerome.

187.

See the first two words of his next comment

( >U i? 'J/"")J7~).

188. Witnessed by c odex Erfurtensis 3, codex Derenburgii, and codex Jemenensis; Strack, p. 25*.
189. See, e.g., CCT.1, pp. 276-280; O. Eissfeldt, "Die
Menetekel Inschrift und ihre Bedeutung," ZAW LXIII (1951),
105-114.
i~

190. Torrey rightly points out that formally
a plural; CCT.1, p. 277.
191.

I>Q~~

Driver, p. 69.

192. H. Bauer, "Menetekel," Vierter Deutschen
Munzforschertag. Festgabe Teilnehmern gewidmet, 1925. Als o in H. Bauer, P. Leander, Kurzgefasste Aramaische Grammatik,
(Tubingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1929), p. 58.
193. E. G. Kraeling, "The Handwriting on the Wall,"
JBL LXIII (1944), 15.
194.

Ibid.

195.

Alcalay, cols. 2532-2533.

196. Jeremiah 24.1; 27.20; 28.4; 29.2; I Chronicles
3.16f.; Esther 2.5.
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197.
Rowley, "The Historicity of the 5th Chapter of
Daniel," cf. also the words by Dougherty and Dommershausen
listed in note 22 above.
19B.

Megillah lIb.

199.

Ibid., the biblical quotation is from II Kings

200.

Josephus, Antiquities, X.11.

25.B.

201. Although it is not as ingenious as some, e.g.
Behrmann, p. 3B.
202 .

See II Kings 12.1 (EV 11.21); 22.1.

203.

Megillah 12a.

204. The quotation is, "But did not Esther transgress publicly? (By permitting a gentile--Ahasuerus--to take
her to wife)." It is known that (1) Esther is a wit'e to
Ahasuerus, (2) Ahasuerus is the father of Darius. Therefore it can be exptrpo1ated that Esther is the mother of
Ahasuerus.
205 .
III.275b-276b; the Zohar is usually dated circa
1270 AD, cf. EJ, ad. loco
206.

Cf. ANET, p. 316.

207.

Antiquities, X.ll.

20B.

LJ, IV, pp. 343,353; VI, p. 439.

209.

See Rashi on VI.29.

210. Keil, p. 204; cf. C. Boutflower, In and Around
the Book of Daniel (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1963 (repr. of
London:
SPCK, 1923 ed.», pp. 142-155.
211.
Jerome, Commentary on Daniel, trans. Gleason L.
Archer, Jr. (Grand Rapids~ Baker Book House, 195B), p. 61;
ct'. Migne PL, XXV, p. 656.
212 . The text which Jerome read was most probably
_ Theodotion.
This text reads na~tAa~e , which can be used to
mean "succeeding by inheritance"; LS, p. 1315a.
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214.
J. ben Gorion lived in the tenth century AD.
Ibn Ezra cites him in his comment on 11.39, see there for
comment.
For an interesting tradition that it was Darius
rather than Cyrus who gave the decree for the Jews to
return, see LJ, VI, 439-440.
215.
Indeed, the Hebrew definite article (as well as
the Aramaic emphatic state) may possibly come from a fragment of the demonstrative ' being attached to the noun; see
GK, sec. 35L.
216.
p. 418a.

Montgomery, pp. 240,267; cf. BDB, p. 454b; KB,
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